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27 January 2016

Please find enclosed Leeds' council size evidence and electorate forecast information as our
submission for consideration during the Electoral Review. This was agreed at a meeting of the
council's Executive Board on 20 January 2015. You will note that we are asking for
consideration that the current council size of 99 Members is retained.

ln addition to the information enclosed, I would like to add my personal support for our
submission. The regional, city and ward roles Members play are critically important and
collectively the variety of roles and requirements, together with the scale of our unitary
geography (twice the size of Birmingham), justify, in my opinion, the retention of all 99
Members. These roles will become even more integral given the current projections of
population growth across our area. Any reduction in our council size will only reduce our
effectiveness at responding to these needs, and when you consider that alongside the
geographic scale and diversity of Leeds I hope you will agree that our council size should remain
unchanged.

You will already be aware that the call in period for Executive Board's decision expires on 2g
January and John Mulcahy will confirm whether or not the decision has been subject to call in
after then. He will also provide a full electronic copy of our submission for you to use to upload
to your web page.

I hope you find the information provided useful for your discussions and
receiving your "minded to" decision after your Board meeting on 23 February.

I look forward

to

/r-r--,_

( (*-Tom Riordan
Chief Executive

www.leeds.gov. uk

general enquiries : 0113 222 4444
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JOINT STATEMENT FROM GROUP LEADERS
We introduce this submission to the Local Government Boundary Commission for
England on behalf of the constituents of the City of Leeds which we, and our
elected colleagues, represent.
The last electoral review of the Leeds area concluded in July 2003. As part of that
review the Commission considered the question of council size and at that time,
four years after a move to a Leader and cabinet form of governance, the
Commission was persuaded by the arguments we put forward that a council
formed of 99 members from 33 wards presented the optimum sixe. In particular
the Commission took account of the multiplicity and range of responsibilities and
duties and members’ representational role, which place considerable demands on
members.
The council also argued, and the Commission agreed, that to enable a
composition of members, that reflects the diversity of society and is open to all
sections of it ‘workloads must not become so excessive as to exclude people from
serving as a councillors unless they are prepared to give up paid employment’.
Those arguments are stronger and even more compelling now than they were in
2003. Since that time members’ workloads have significantly increased. New
responsibilities have been entrusted to local government for example for licensing
and for public health and a new power of general competence has enabled
greater creativity in working across traditional organisational and sector
boundaries.
Additionally our new community committees with their delegated budgets, locally
managed services and oversight of joined up local service delivery (through our
appointed community committee champions and local thematic working groups),
have significantly enhanced members’ roles and responsibilities.
As the state shrinks our approach is to get more power down to localities and local
members; both from central government to the city region level and from our own
city level to localities. The council’s response to these challenges has been to
seize the opportunity to shape our own future.
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Building on the idea of civic enterprise, developed from the Commission for Local
Government, which was conceived and led by Leeds City Council, our approach
to taking control of our own destiny is captured in our vision for Leeds to be the
best city in the UK.
We have three key themes which drive our work to become the best city: for
Leeds to have a strong economy, to be a compassionate city and for the council
to become more efficient and enterprising. Our aim is that communities will be
less reliant on the state and more resilient.
This shift has considerable implications for the way in which the council makes
decisions and develops strategies and for our financial and workforce planning. It
requires a sound understanding of people’s needs and their demands (now and in
the future) and a greater than ever level of engagement with the citizens of Leeds
at a locality level.
Our structure of governance, and members’ fundamental role in that framework,
are pivotal to providing strategic and community leadership on that journey. All our
councillors are on the front line. All have a highly valued community leadership
role.
The strength and resilience of our governance arrangements enables the
functions of the council to benefit from high quality political leadership and
oversight but not at the expense of locally based constituency responsibilities.
We have considered whether there is a prima facie case for change in the number
of councillors elected to the authority and found no strength of argument for either
an increase or decrease.
Rather we argue in this document that our existing 33 wards, with 3 members per
ward, continues to accurately reflect the individual characteristics of our district
and it is our conclusion, supported by all political groups and by third parties who
have expressed a view, that a council size of 99 members ensures an equitable
distribution of councillors across the district, allowing for effective representation of
all our communities and an optimum and proportionate division of responsibilities
to executive and non-executive councillors.
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It is our view that any reduction in the number of members of council would be
unsustainable and inefficient and would diminish our ability to effectively
undertake our statutory duties and would be to the detriment of representative
democracy in the city.

Signed

Signed

Signed

Councillor
Judith Blake

Councillor
Andrew
Carter
Leader of the
Opposition &
Leader of the
Conservative
Group

Councillor
Stewart
Golton
Leader of the
Liberal
Democrat
Group

Leader of
Council &
Leader of the
Labour Group
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Signed

Signed

Councillor
Robert
Finnigan

Councillor
David
Blackburn

Leader of the
MBI Group

Leader of the
Green Group

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Leeds is a regional capital and the main economic driver for Yorkshire and the Humber.
Leeds’ economic recovery is entering a considerable period of growth including the delivery
of the targets set out in the Core Strategy relating to housing growth. Set against that we are
faced with further reductions in our budget over the life of this Parliament requiring difficult
and sensitive decisions to be taken on service provision.
The council, significantly through our 99 councillors, has a depth of understanding of
people’s needs, of the challenges facing communities and of the city’s potential. Our level of
engagement with the citizens of Leeds at a locality level is central to this, as is having
sufficient capacity within our elected member structure to ensure that our ambitions can be
delivered. In this regard Leeds’ councillors have a strong track record in facilitating the
successful delivery of major and complex regeneration programmes through managing,
enabling and co-ordinating work with partners and investors both in the public and private
sectors.
Our structure of governance, and councillors’ fundamental role in that framework, are pivotal
to providing that strategic and community leadership. All of our councillors are on the front
line and take seriously their community leadership roles –particularly those expressed by the
Commission for the Future of Local Government and recognised by the House of Commons
Communities and Local Government report ‘Councillors on the Front Line’.
Like many authorities our form of governance is based on a strong leader and executive
model with scrutiny and other committees established by full council to fulfil important
regulatory and governance responsibilities.
The Leader, our executive members and those undertaking shadow roles are working fulltime on their portfolio responsibilities. Similarly scrutiny commitments are significant with a
broad and in-depth work programme of inquiries and leadership at a regional level for
example on health matters. Our regulatory committees too have an increasing workload as
the economy grows.
Maintaining the capacity of members is vitally important to the city as we respond to the
challenges of diminishing financial resources, increasing pressures on our demand led
services in Adult Social Care, Children’s Services and Public Health whilst also looking to
take advantage of opportunities presented by our growing city and our increasing regional
and national influence.
It is important though to emphasise that our city is not homogenous. It includes a number of
very different communities with very different outlooks and needs. Our councillors relate to
those communities in the constituencies they represent. The community representative role
has increased greatly over the last two decades, as a more demanding and articulate public
expects local councillors to champion the needs of their locality.
We have well developed arrangements for community governance through our community
committees. These arrangements benefit from devolved responsibilities from the executive
and are central to members’ roles in their localities. It is therefore important for citizens to be
able to access a sufficiency of councillors to represent these very different communities and
for those members to represent community interests in service design.
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Our councillors also fulfil significant leadership roles beyond the district boundary. These
include the Leader of Council’s Membership of the West Yorkshire Combined Authority
(WYCA), the chairing role of the Transport Committee (of WYCA - including national/regional
role as a Member of Transport for the North), and our local councillors’ membership of
committees established by the Combined Authority and other regional bodies such as the
West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority, the Police and Crime Panel (where one of our
councillors serves as chair) and the West Yorkshire Joint Services Committee.
We have as part of our submission canvassed the views and experiences of all our
councillors. Members overwhelmingly state that workloads have increased in recent times
and since the Boundary Commission last visited Leeds. New technologies, reductions in
resources, changes in locality responsibilities and the higher profile of councillors more
generally appear to be key drivers of this with those pressures showing no sign of subsiding.
Appendices 4(i)-4(iii) provide a substantial body of evidence to support our case.
We have also sought the views of third parties. Those that we have spoken to and heard
from are universally of the view that the role of local ward members is vital and that any
reduction would be to the detriment of localities. That external view, particularly from such
diverse sources, adds to and supports our conclusions and arguments to retain our existing
number of councillors – the following extracts from written responses we have received
further illustrate this :
Independent Person “With the new responsibilities for licensing and public health added to the Local Authority
portfolio the role of the Councillor becomes even more important. Any reductions in the
public health agenda will have an impact on the NHS and it is far more beneficial for
Councillors to work ‘upstream’ in promoting prevention with the local communities rather
than wait until the challenges grow and become a serious ‘downstream’ problem – maybe
not so much to the Local Authority but certainly to the NHS. With the future agenda
emphasising the link between Health and Social Care I would suggest that now is not the
time to be reducing engagement with local communities by reducing the spread of
Councillors across the Metropolitan City.
I believe that any attempt to dilute the contribution of Councillors in the Metropolitan City of
Leeds will increase the financial pressures on the Council to deliver its statutory duties,
particularly in the need to employ more staff to address the workload which is undertaken
locally by the 99 Councillors in this City. It will also strike at the heart of democracy by taking
away the voices of local people.”
Chair of Parish Council “Given the roles and responsibilities of all City Councillors, it would appear that the number
of 99 is in no way excessive.
In our own Ward, we cannot envisage how fewer Councillors could possibly undertake the
amount of work that our present 3 members do. Harewood is, geographically, an enormous
ward, but owe feel that all parishes within it have the same characteristics and aspirations
and accordingly, Shadwell is very much part of this demographic. We would not support any
boundary change that would be detrimental to this. Over the years, parishes within
Harewood have worked together and established a good working partnership.
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Any reduction in Ward members would necessarily curtail the input we receive from our
Ward Councillors due to time restraints. Alternatively, if they tried to maintain the same
workload, this would be unsustainable.”
Charity Chief Executive “Within Leeds the role of Councillors has in the past decade changed beyond recognition.
Councillors across the city are active advocates for their constituents, exercising voices that
are unlikely to be heard. We often witness councillors using case studies identified through
their case work in various meetings. Councillors are deeply engaged in the civic life of our
communities often beyond the scope of the city council services.
Leeds is a very big city and many of our communities have a strong sense of identity cultural
and diversity. Councillors have a critical role in the monitoring of community tensions, unmet
need, aspiration and frustration. On occasion councillors have been the “turn to people” for
victims of hate crime, domestic violence and antisocial behaviour.”
Chair of Leeds City College –
“Given the scale and pace of change in our city and our local communities and reductions in
public sector funding, the college would actively advocate for the need for three elected
members per ward in the city. The level of casework in areas of Leeds is significant and in
addition to the wider responsibilities that councillors in Leeds hold...
The range and depth of elected member involvement in the endeavours of the city is quite
staggering and they are passionate about and dedicated to meeting the needs of their
constituents.
As a consequence of our engagement with elected members across the city in the work that
we do, it’s the view of Leeds City College that Leeds City Council should retain its 99 elected
members.”
Police Chief Superintendent –
“Our work at ward level is incredibly important to the model of policing that we have adopted
in West Yorkshire. Sharing intelligence and tasking work across community partnerships is
central to maintaining a grip of the issues in neighbourhoods and to preventing problems
from escalating. The extensive knowledge of councillors of their areas and more importantly
the people in the neighbourhoods and communities of their wards provides an excellent
backdrop to timely and tailored interventions to tackle criminality and respond to community
concerns on a range of civil and criminal issues.
The co-terminosity of the council's administrative and delivery boundaries with the three
police sub divisions and the three Clinical Commissioning Groups in Leeds provides for
greater coherence in governance, planning, commissioning, and delivery. It’s important to
maintain these arrangements as it promotes joint working across services, provides
opportunity for the leaders of these services and local councillors to know and trust each
other, for them to develop strong professional relationships around issues of common
interest and indeed leads to greater efficacy and impact in the wards of the city.”
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Chair of Independent Remuneration Panel –
“As the centre of the sub-region and cultural centre of the region as a whole, Leeds
councillors must undertake a series of representative roles with local organisations. Within
my own experience, I know how the City Councillors work with the West Yorkshire
Playhouse in a range of initiatives well beyond our main artistic remit – working with young
people, people with learning disabilities, older people, refugees and in areas of deprivation.
We are fortunate to have four City councillors directly involved with our work. They make an
invaluable contribution in tying us into the Council’s overall social and cultural strategy – and
its bid to become European City of Culture.
In considering the appropriate remuneration for City councillors, I have always been
conscious of the constantly increasing demands made upon them. Leeds Councillors are
fully committed through their ever increasing workload. That workload has increased not only
for leading members, who have to speak for the conurbation as a whole as well as the City;
but also for councillors with responsibility to their increasingly demanding and very varied
constituents.
I believe that a reduction in the number of councillors would be a retrograde step, which
would prejudice not only the running of the Council and its leadership role in the sub-region,
but also the ability of councillors to represent very different communities.”
In looking forward we have three key themes which drive our work to become the best city:
for Leeds to have a strong economy and to be a compassionate city and for the council to
become more efficient and enterprising. Our aim is that communities will be less reliant on
the state and more resilient.
This shift has considerable implications for the way in which we make decisions, develop
strategies and undertake financial and workforce planning. It requires a sound
understanding of people’s needs and their demands (now and in the future) and a greater
level of engagement with the citizens of Leeds. The structure of governance that we have
describe in this submission, and members’ fundamental and pivotal role in that framework is
vital to the strategic and community leadership for that journey
Central Government is also giving an unprecedented emphasis to the need for local
planning authorities (LPAs) to have in place an up to date and sound Development Plan
(‘local plan’) for their administrative area.
We successfully adopted our Core Strategy in late 2014. This provides a 16 year spatial
plan for the district, and has set the overall priorities for regeneration, environmental
protection and the scale and distribution of housing and economic growth. This is a major
achievement for Leeds given the scale and complexity of the district and, as the Inspector
commented “….given Leeds’ position in the region, geography, history, specific needs and
the ambitions of the city council, comparisons with other major cities is of little relevance.
This achievement provides a strong and compelling example of the close and effective
working, between officers and members. A key feature of which is the local knowledge of
Ward members and their considerable insight and experience of their patch.
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A Site Allocations Plan and the Aire Valley Area Action Plan are being prepared in parallel &
following on from the Core Strategy. These plans will be used as a basis to allocate land for
development. This too is a major undertaking for the city council, which will necessitate close
involvement with local ward and Development Plan Panel members, to help identify potential
sites and options (and related issues relating to infrastructure pressures and school places).
In the table, on the pages that follow, we further summarise the council’s detailed
consideration of whether there is a prima facie case for increasing or decreasing the number
of councillors elected to Leeds City Council.
A council size of 99 members in our view ensures both an equitable distribution of
councillors across our district, allows for essential representation of all our communities and
an optimum and proportionate division of responsibilities between executive and nonexecutive councillors that promotes effective and convenient local government and enables
us to take decisions, undertake the statutory responsibilities of the council, and provide
effective community leadership and representation.
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Evaluation
Criteria
Split of
Executive and
non-executive
roles

Commentary

Executive
responsibilities

Due to the volume of work, executive
members with portfolios and
opposition leaders have assistance
with their extensive responsibilities.
Members from the Administration are
supported by deputy (x4) and support
executive (x15) members, and
opposition leaders have councillors
who shadow executive members with
portfolio responsibilities. These roles
are essential for succession planning,
providing opportunities for members
to gain experience of working at the
executive board level, and being vital
in terms of continuity and the overall
stability of our governance
arrangements.
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29 out of 99 councillors have either
Executive, Deputy Executive or
Support Executive Member
responsibilities.
65 out of 99 councillors are appointed
to scrutiny boards
34 out of 99 councillors are appointed
to plans panels
15 out of 99 councillors are appointed
to the Licensing Committee
There are 388 committee places
allocated to councillors – 3.91 places
per member.
New responsibilities are being
introduced for the council to appoint
an external auditor; this will be a key
role for the audit committee.

Conclusion re
Council Size
The current
number of
councillors
provides sufficient
flexibility to
separate and
balance the
demands of both
executive and nonexecutive
functions
No argument to
increase.
To decrease would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
No conclusive
evidence to
change,
substantial
evidence to
remain
unchanged.
No argument to
increase.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
No conclusive
evidence to
change,
substantial
evidence to
remain
unchanged.

Evaluation
Criteria
Oversight and
Scrutiny

Commentary

Conclusion re
Council Size
No argument to
The scrutiny function in Leeds is a
vital and integral part of our
increase.
To decrease the
governance and accountability
arrangements. Public services in the number of
city support hundreds of thousands of councillors would
people every day. Scrutiny helps stop put at risk effective
things going wrong by working with
and consistent
those responsible for decision-making local government
to help improve services for the
No conclusive
benefit of the public.
evidence to
Our arrangements have been
change,
commended by both Ofsted and the
substantial
Centre for Public Scrutiny.
evidence to
The proportion of non-executive
remain
councillors (74%) that participate in
unchanged.
scrutiny is a significant strength;
bringing a breadth of experience,
expertise and local knowledge.
All scrutiny boards have a full
programme of work each municipal
year with some inquiries not being
progressed due to a lack of capacity.

Regulatory
Leeds’ approach to planning is very
Responsibilities much about delivering quality
- Planning
sustainable development with strong
connections to local people. Leeds is
one of the largest planning authorities
in the country and deals with 220-250
major schemes per year. The plans
panel arrangements were reviewed in
2012 and new arrangements
introduced to meet the growing
demand with a city wide strategic
plans panel being introduced along
with two area panels. There is already
substantial delegation of decision
making responsibility to officers and
the approval of the Core Strategy has
signalled the beginning of further
detailed and time-consuming work for
councillors relating to site allocations.
DCLG recommend that 90% of
planning decisions are made by
officers – in Leeds this figure is closer
to 96% - arguably making a case for
an additional plans panel or for
greater frequency of meetings.
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Whilst workloads
are increasing this
is considered to be
containable within
the present
number of
councillors. No
argument to
increase.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
No conclusive
evidence to
change,
substantial
evidence to
remain
unchanged.

Evaluation
Criteria
Regulatory
Responsibilities
- Licensing

Community
Governance
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Commentary

Conclusion re
Council Size
No argument to
The council is required to take a
increase.
variety of licensing decisions in
To decrease the
accordance with the Licensing Act
number of
2003, Gambling Act 2005 and other
miscellaneous legislation providing for councillors would
put at risk effective
the licensing of scrap metal dealers,
and consistent
sex establishments, places of
marriage, hypnotism, house to house local government
collections and street collections. In
No conclusive
addition the granting, suspension,
evidence to
revocation and enforcement of an
change,
individual hackney carriage license for substantial
a vehicle, driver or operator is a
evidence to
council function under the Local
remain
Government (Miscellaneous
unchanged.
Provisions) Act 1976. Members of
Licensing Committee are responsible
for setting taxi and private hire
licensing policy with the committee
taking a lead role on improving
safeguarding measures in taxi and
private hire licensing – this involves
extensive collaboration with the West
Yorkshire Combined Authority and
other authorities across the north of
England.
No argument to
Community Committees enable the
increase.
communities to have their distinct
To decrease the
needs taken into account in decision
number of
making, service design and ensure
that our strategic objectives and break councillors would
put at risk effective
through projects are rooted in the
and consistent
needs of local communities.
local government
Community committees appoint
and put at risk the
community committee champions to
provide a local “lead” perspective and ability of the
council to reflect
further facilitate local democratic
the identities and
accountability. Local ward members
interests of local
are central to and an integral part of
the council’s approach to
communities
neighbourhood planning and have
No conclusive
taken a proactive role at a local level, evidence to
their local, knowledge experience and change,
leadership has been vital to help drive substantial
the process of plan making forward
evidence to
30% of councillors (from wards with
remain
parish and town councils) are dual
unchanged.
hatted and also serve as members of
parish and town councils.

Evaluation
Criteria
Members Work
Load

Commentary
Our questionnaire responses clearly
show the variety of the role
undertaken by councillors in Leeds
and the work elected members do for
constituents and on behalf of the city.
The time commitment is very
significant averaging nearly 177 hours
per month. This shows councillors
commit substantial amounts of time to
their role and to maintaining a strong
and healthy democracy in the city
(with councillors doing as much as
they can for their communities who
rightly expect high quality democratic
representation).
As our submission shows, the
challenge in Leeds over the next 5
years will be significant with reducing
budgets it is likely that casework will
increase and instances of councillors
operating on the ‘frontline’ will also
likely increase. The population of the
city is also expected to increase
significantly with proposals to build
70,000 new homes equating an
additional 150,000 new residents in
the city by 2028. This will
undoubtedly result in increased case
work for councillors.
Therefore reduction in the number of
councillors in the city would risk
creating a democratic deficit and a
situation where the councillor role is
more than a full-time job. A
consequence of this is likely to be that
the number of councillors able to
perform their elected role and also
have a full or part time occupation
also will reduce. Any reduction would
also result in the average monthly
time commitment per councillor
increasing and risk some areas of the
city under represented both in terms
of casework and access to their local
representative.
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Conclusion re
Council Size
To decrease would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
Argument
sustained to
increase.

Evaluation
Criteria
Identities and
Interests of
Local
Communities

Conclusion re
Council Size
Leeds is a rich and varied place with a No argument to
increase.
distinctive settlement hierarchy that
To decrease would
includes a vibrant City centre. The
main urban area covers nearly a third put at risk the
of the District, and includes two thirds ability of the
council to reflect
of the total number of houses. It
the identities and
includes the City centre and the built
interests of local
up areas surrounding it, from innercommunities
City communities such as Beeston
and Harehills to outer suburbs like
No conclusive
Horsforth and Roundhay.
evidence to
change,
The rural parts of Leeds have a
substantial
variety of individual characters and
evidence to
identities, and include larger
remain
settlements such as Wetherby and
unchanged.
Otley, as well as several smaller
towns, small villages, and other rural
settlements. These outer lying
settlements have their own important
histories and patterns of growth which
are reflected well in the existing
warding arrangements.

Officer
Delegations

Substantial day to day decisions
already delegated to Officers.
Little scope or appetite to further
delegate to officers.
Greater oversight of decision making
as a result of The Local Authorities
(Executive Arrangements) (Meetings
and Access to Information) (England)
Regulations 2012.
Greater emphasis on
delegation/increased influence for
members of community committees.
Officers currently take 96% of
planning decisions under delegated
authority – DCLG guidance is that
such decisions should account for
90% of decisions. It is arguable that
there is significant scope for
increased plans panel workloads.
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Commentary

No argument to
increase.
To decrease would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
No conclusive
evidence to
change.

Evaluation
Criteria
Ratio of
Councillors

Commentary
We have long recognised that there is
no one size fits all formulaic approach
to ward boundaries, community
leadership, addressing inequalities
and representing constituents. Leeds
is a multi-layered dynamic mix of
communities, a densely populated
core and expansion outwards, which,
unlike our many of our statistical
neighbours, is contained within the
district boundary.
Our analysis shows the ratio of
councillors to residents to be 1:7741,
the 2nd highest in the Cipfa nearest
neighbour grouping and the ratio of
Councillors to area (hectare) being
1:557 – the 3rd largest of the same
comparison group.
For Leeds to have equivalent ratio of
councillors to area with the two
nearest statistical neighbours that
have recently completed a Local
Government Boundary Commission
Review (Sheffield and Birmingham)
the number of councillors would need
to rise by between 27 (to 126) and
106 (to 205).

Electoral
Candidature
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In May 2015, the Council’s 33 wards
were contested by 186 candidates. All
wards had a Conservative, Green,
Labour and Liberal Democrat
Candidate. This totals 132
nominations, or 70.97% of all
nominations received. The remaining
54 nominations were from candidates
representing Alliance for Green
Socialism, Left Unity, Morley Borough
Independents, Official Monster Raving
Loony Party, Trade Unionist and
Socialist Coalition, United Kingdom
Independence Party and Yorkshire
First. No ward had fewer than 5
candidates standing for election.
Over the last 3 elections on average
79% of councillors have sought reelection of which 92% were returned.

Conclusion re
Council Size
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
A statistical
argument can be
sustained to
increase the
number of
councillors
(based on
analysis of ratio
of councillors to
geographical
area when
compared with
nearest
neighbouring
authority group).

No argument to
increase.
To decrease would
limit the number of
candidates wishing
to stand for
election and put at
risk the ability of
the council to
reflect the
identities and
interests of local
communities
No conclusive
evidence to
change

Evaluation
Criteria
National and
Regional
Leadership

Equality and
diversity
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Commentary

Conclusion re
Council Size
Leeds City Council plays a pivotal role No argument to
in the West Yorkshire Combined
increase.
Authority and plays a lead role in
To decrease the
leadership at the regional level.
number of
29 councillors are appointed to
councillors would
significant leadership roles at a West
put at risk effective
and consistent
Yorkshire level in additional to their
Leeds City council responsibilities.
local government
These include the Leader of Council’s No conclusive
Membership of the West Yorkshire
evidence to
Combined Authority, the chairing role change
of the Transport Committee (of the
West Yorkshire Combined Authority including national/regional role as a
Member of Transport for the North),
membership of the West Yorkshire
Fire and Rescue Authority and Police
and Crime Panels.
No argument to
Leeds is a diverse city and is
passionate about equality. The make- increase.
To decrease the
up of our councillors enables the
number of
differing needs of constituents to be
councillors would
effectively represented.
put at risk equality
Within the current number of
of representation
councillors, since 2002/3 the
and be of
proportion of female councillors has
detriment to the
increased by 74% (to 40 out of 99)
and the proportion of councillors from interests of local
communities
a minority ethnic background has
increased by 150% (15/99).
No conclusive
Our current Lord Mayor is from the
evidence to
Jewish community and the Lord
change.
Mayor in 2006/7 was from the Asian
community.

Evaluation
Criteria
Appointments
to Outside
bodies

Commentary

Population
Forecast

The growth of the Leeds population is
estimated to reach 860,618 by 2028
(based upon a custom demographic
analysis utilising local housing and
GP registration data for the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment report).
This compares relatively closely to the
ONS sub-national population
projections for a Leeds population of
839,500 by 2028 (who also estimate
the population to reach 877,000 by
2037). The increase in population
predicated for Leeds will increase the
workload for councillors. This will
arise from increased planning
application, licensing determinations,
case work and councillor support and
involvement in local bodies such as
school governing bodies.
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The authority makes 372 formal
appointments of councillors to outside
organisations; on average 1 councillor
to 4 formal appointments.
In addition to this councillors have
other extensive responsibilities as a
result of their community leadership
responsibilities. These have been
detailed in Appendix 4 (i).

Conclusion re
Council Size
No argument to
increase.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
and the ability of
the council to
reflect the
identities of local
communities.
No conclusive
evidence to
change,
substantial
evidence to
remain
unchanged.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
Potential
argument to
increase.

Evaluation
Criteria
Deprivation
Indices

Commentary

Cost

Reducing the number of elected
members would give rise to a
corresponding reduction in the cost of
basic allowances (in the order of £15k
per councillors). The cost of
employing staff to undertake
engagement work undertaken at a
community level by any members not
elected has not been calculated.
Our Independent Remuneration Panel
consistently recommends that
allowances increase in line with
headline pay increases for NJC staff.
In recent years councillors have not
taken this increase in allowances.

No argument to
increase.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
generate savings
in basic
allowances of
£45k per ward (of
three councillors).
Argument to
decrease although
savings likely to be
offset by the
potential need for
additional staff to
cover case work.

Ambition

Despite the challenging financial
circumstances Leeds City council is
committed to deliver a full range of
services to residents with the
democratic oversight necessary to
secure value for money.
Leeds is the main catalyst for the
region within the Northern
Powerhouse.
The growth agenda for the city is set
out in our Core Strategy which
includes for example a 70,000 (net)
housing target, enhancements to
Leeds Bradford Airport, HS2 rail link
to the City.

No argument to
increase.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
No conclusive
evidence to
change
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The distribution of deprivation across
Leeds is varied (based upon the
recently released Indices of
Deprivation 2015) but generally the
higher the concentration of population
the greater the deprivation. There will
continue to be – significant
demographic change through an
ageing population, increased birth
rate, more transient populations and
changing ethnicities. Again, these put
additional pressures on public
services and on members’ workloads.

Conclusion re
Council Size
No argument to
increase.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
No conclusive
evidence to
change

Evaluation
Criteria
3rd Party Views
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Commentary
The overwhelming view from those
we spoke to and heard from was that
the role of local ward members is vital
and any reduction would be to the
detriment of localities.

Conclusion re
Council Size
No argument to
increase.
To decrease the
number of
councillors would
put at risk effective
and consistent
local government
No conclusive
evidence to
change

PART 1 INTRODUCTION
1. Electoral Reviews are reviews of the electoral arrangements of local authorities which
determine:
 the total number of councillors to be elected to the council;
 the number and boundaries of wards;
 the number of councillors to be elected for each ward; and,
 The name of any ward.
2. Electoral Reviews are initiated primarily to improve electoral equality. This means
ensuring, so far as is reasonable, that for any principal council, the ratio of electors to
councillors in each electoral ward or division, is approximately the same.
3. When the electoral variances in representation across a local authority become notable,
an Electoral Review is required. The criteria for initiating a review in those circumstances
are:
 When more than 30% of a council’s wards/divisions having an electoral imbalance of
more than 10% from the average ratio for that authority; and/or
 When one or more wards/divisions with an electoral imbalance of more than 30%;
and
 When the imbalance is unlikely to be corrected by foreseeable changes to the
electorate within a reasonable period.
4. The Commission wrote to Leeds on 10 June 2014 to advise that, on the basis of the
electoral data they held for our authority, City and Hunslet Ward (the largest in the
country) had an electoral variance from the average for our authority of 35.33%. As this
met the criteria above the Commission advised its intention to conduct an Electoral
Review.
5. Before the review commenced, the council was required to decide whether to continue to
elect by thirds with a fallow year every fourth year, or to alternatively move to all-out
elections every four years. The council has informed the Commission that there is cross
party support for elections by thirds to continue and we re-state that decision here.
6. Another key issue which the Boundary Commission wished to have initial feedback on
was the size of the council. Initial feedback from the Commission’s staff indicated that
when Leeds is compared to its statistical neighbours, that analysis suggests that Leeds,
following the decision to reduce the number of Birmingham City councillors by 19, now
falls outside the upper limits the Commission is guided by when undertaking electoral
reviews.
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7. The Boundary Commission provide guidance to local authorities to enable the strongest
possible case to be put to the Commission. That guidance makes clear that the aspects
that the Commission look at when making a decision on council size are:
 The council’s governance and decision making
 Committees and scrutiny
 Councillors’ representational role
8. Within these criteria the Commission has advised that it is for each authority to provide
strong evidence that the preferred number of councillors is the best fit for the Council and
will enable the Council to conduct its affairs effectively. Other than this the Commission
has made clear that there isn’t a hard and fast rule as to what arguments will achieve
traction with them.
9. The Commission advised that, unless there was a strong and compelling case put
forward by the council, there was a prospect of a potential reduction of between 3-9
councillors. We do not consider that such a simplistic assessment bears up to detailed
scrutiny. In this submission we argue to retain our current number of 99 councillors
across 33 wards as providing the most efficient and effective form of governance to serve
our city.
10. The Council, with cross party support, has already made clear to the Commission that
there is a compelling case to leave the number of councillors unchanged. This
submission reinforces that case and is informed by.
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Desk based research into our current governance arrangements, informed by council
yearbooks, assurance reports to our Corporate Governance and Audit Committee,
and interrogation of our Democratic Services Information System.
Reports from our Independent Remuneration Panel.
The Council’s Budget and Policy Framework.
A survey of elected members asking for estimates of time commitments and methods
of engagement with constituents.
Engagement with group leaders, whips, committee chairs and the Electoral Working
group.
Speaking to a wide range of organisations and individuals independent from the local
authority.

PART 2

LEEDS - A CITY OF TOWNS AND VILLAGES

Overview
11. Leeds has transformed from a mainly industrial city into a regional capital with a wide
economic base. As the leading financial and legal centre in the UK outside London, the
city is home to some of the largest financial institutions in the country and this economic
strength is widely recognised as placing Leeds in an advantageous position in helping it
to recover from the current economic downturn.
12. The city has a diverse economy, with the potential to grow in a number of key sectors;
attracting major investment in housing, offices, shops, transport and other facilities. Of
further significance to this are Leeds’ excellent universities, higher education
establishments and first-class culture and sporting venues.
13. Leeds has many strengths and great potential in achieving longer term economic
prosperity, social progress and in maintaining and enhancing a quality environment. In
meeting the many challenges associated with this ambition, and central to the Vision for
Leeds and the Core Strategy, is the desire to ensure that the needs for job and housing
growth is planned and delivered in a sustainable way. In practice this means that Leeds
is a place where everyone can enjoy a good quality of life and that the form and location
of development respects and enhances the unique character of local areas and meets
the needs of communities.
Areas of Distinctive Character
14. The Leeds Metropolitan District covers an area of 213 square miles (551 km2) and
benefits from major road, rail and air connections to neighbouring towns and cities, and
to national and international networks.
15. Leeds is a rich and varied place with a distinctive settlement hierarchy that includes a
vibrant city centre. The city centre provides the strategic and commercial focus to both
the district and to the City Region. Over the last 10 to 15 years, the city centre has seen
major changes. This has not only been demonstrated by the pace of development that
has taken place but its increased economic role for jobs with 30% of Yorkshire jobs being
in Leeds city centre. A major feature of this period has also been the large scale of
residential development within the city centre, together with an on-going programme of
regeneration and renewal of infrastructure including public spaces.
16. The main urban area covers nearly a third of the district, and includes two thirds of the
total number of houses. It includes the city centre and the built up areas surrounding it,
from inner-city communities such as Beeston and Harehills to outer suburbs like
Horsforth and Roundhay.
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17. The rural parts of Leeds have a variety of individual characters and identities, and include
larger settlements such as Wetherby and Otley, as well as several smaller towns, small
villages, and other rural settlements. These outer lying settlements have their own
important histories and patterns of growth, and were brought under the administrative
governance of Leeds district in 1974. At this time a number of residual West Yorkshire
functions (Police and Fire Services and Transportation – e.g. local buses and trains)
were retained by at a county level and overseen by councillors elected for the West
Yorkshire County area as a whole.
18. Originally, from 1974 the City was comprised of 32 wards. However following 1980 the
warding was, following a public inquiry, increased to the 33 wards, with 3 councillors per
ward that continues today. This warding number has allowed the interests and identities
of local communities to be reflected and represented in the city.
Formation of the Metropolitan District in 1974
(source https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_of_Leeds)

The former county borough is
shaded in grey. Other areas:
1. Municipal Borough of
Morley
2. Municipal Borough of
Pudsey
3. Aireborough Urban District
4. Horsforth Urban District
5. Otley Urban District
6. Garforth Urban District
7. Rothwell Urban District
8. 8a. Tadcaster Rural District
(part)
9. Wetherby Rural District
(part)
10. Wharfedale Rural District
(part)

19. From 31st March 1986, the county arrangements, to oversee the residual functions, were
abolished and those responsibilities were transferred to the individual West Yorkshire
district councils who made appointments of their own councillors (on the basis of
statutory provisions) to these bodies. These responsibilities being in addition to
councillors’ roles and responsibilities in their respective districts.
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20. Map 1 overleaf, reproduced from our Core Strategy, identifies the settlement types and
locations across the city. The main urban area of the district is formed by Leeds city
centre and the surrounding communities and neighbourhoods. These form the main
urban and suburban areas of the district. In addition the district has a large number of
major settlements at Garforth, Guiseley, Yeadon, Rawdon, Morley, Otley, Rothwell and
Wetherby in greater number (19), smaller settlements (such as Bramham,
Collingham,Gildersome, Kippax and Pool-in-Wharfedale) and other villages.
21. These settlements are at the heart of Leeds and contribute significantly to the unique
character and identify of our communities. They provide for weekly and day-to-day
shopping and service the varied needs of our citizens close to where they live and work.
Councillors, with their local knowledge, are crucial to support the vitality and viability of
these settlements, as are our 10 community committees, which provide a focus for
service delivery in those communities.
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Map 1 Core Strategy Settlement Network
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Leeds as a Visitor Destination
22. Leeds is an increasingly important visitor destination for both business and
leisure tourism. Recent research has found the value of tourism in Leeds to
be estimated at £1.25 billion, supporting 25,000 jobs (according to the
Cambridge Econometric Impact Model.
23. Leeds also has a nationally recognised cultural attractions and events which
have been enhanced by a new headquarters for Northern Ballet and the
opening of the Leeds Arena.
24. Building on the momentum and profile gained from the successful hosting of
high profile events including Tour de France Grand Départ in 2014 and British
Art Show, Rugby Union World Cup and the 50th anniversary of The Leeds
International Piano Competition in 2015, and hosting legs of the World
Triathlon Series for three years starting in 2016. Leeds is also to bid to be the
European Capital of Culture in 2023.
Housing
25. One of the biggest challenges Leeds faces is to provide enough quality and
accessible homes to meet the city’s growing population, whilst protecting the
quality of the environment and respecting community identity. Within this
overall context the need for affordable housing and affordable warmth are key
issues.
26. The adopted Core Strategy (November 2014) sets the level and rate of new
housing in Leeds between 2012 and 2028. The Core Strategy and the
application of national guidance (the National Planning Policy Framework)
establish a need to deliver around 41,800 new homes between 2012 and
2021. 7,222 homes were completed between April 2012 and March 2015
leaving a residual of 34,578 to deliver to 2021. It is clear that house building in
Leeds needs to significantly increase and a range of Government, subregional and local programmes are in place to help achieve this. We also
have our own council led house building programme and a series of initiatives
to help stimulate the delivery of housing in regeneration areas.
27. There are clear signs that the housing market in Leeds has recovered to allow
a significant increase in house building and importantly there is a significant
supply of land to facilitate this. As of September 2015 2,232 homes are under
construction on 117 sites with a 2,500 homes yet to start on these sites. The
future pipeline also looks healthy with 8,500 new homes approved across 124
sites during 2014/15 with total stock of houses with full permission now resting
at 339 sites (14,000 units). Added to this are a further 5,500 homes with
outline permission.
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28. We have also recently demonstrated in excess of a 5 year housing land
supply and this has been upheld by the Secretary of State and the High Court.
Our recently adopted Core Strategy contains a target, over the life of the plan
to 2028, for a further 70,000 (net) houses to be built.
Population
29. The city’s population has grown significantly during the last 20 years, unlike
many others in the UK. The growth seen in Leeds has been attributed to a
number of factors, including a strong economy, buoyant markets and
increased in-migration levels. Over the past decade, the city has experienced
a large in-migration of economically active people looking for better quality of
life.
30. The 2011 Census estimated that the population of Leeds Metropolitan District
was 751,500, whilst the latest mid-year estimates for 2014 show the Leeds
population at 766,399 – a growth of 2% over three years. This correlates to
the average population growth since 2001 of about ½ a per cent each year
(see Chart 1).
Chart 1 shows the growth between 2001 and 2014 (the latest mid-year
estimate).

31. The growth of the Leeds population is estimated to reach 860,618 by 2028
(based upon a custom demographic analysis utilising local housing and GP
registration data for the Strategic Housing Market Assessment report). This
compares relatively closely to the ONS sub-national population projections for
a Leeds population of 839,500 by 2028 (who also estimate the population to
reach 877,000 by 2037).
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32. The distribution of the Leeds population across the current Wards has seen
an influx into the centre and south of the city (see Map 2).
Map 2 Distribution of the Leeds population across the current Wards

33. Leeds is clearly becoming a more diverse city with over 130 nationalities and
an increasing numbers of people identifying with minority ethnic groups. In
2001 the city’s black and minority ethnic (BME) population totalled 77,530
(10.8% of the resident population), but by 2011 the number had increased to
141,771 (19% of the resident population). Within Leeds, the Pakistani
community is the largest “single” BME community in the city with 22,492
people (3% of the total resident population).
34. In some of wards, for example in Burmantofts and Richmond Hill, there are
communities whom are not entitled to be on the electoral register (as they do
not originate from EU or commonwealth countries. These residents often
present complex and time consuming case work to councillors.
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Electorate Size
35. The projected population growth of Leeds has informed the Council’s
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2011 and updated in 2013) which
underpins the Council’s housing requirement between 2012 and 2028. The
future size of the electorate by ward has been calculated in accordance with
the Local Government Boundary Commission for England guidance in
“Electorate Forecasts – A Guide for Practitioners”. Appendix 1 sets out the
results of district-wide and ward level forecasts of the change in electorate in
the next six years.
36. These forecasts have been prepared using ONS population data from the
Census and Mid-Year Estimates together with historic housing performance
data and future delivery as taken from the Council’s draft Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment 2015 (SHLAA) and Publication Draft Site
Allocations Plan and assumptions that Core Strategy requirements will be
delivered given the land supply available. This approach is further supported
by the Council’s demonstration of a deliverable five year supply of housing
land in line with Government guidance and an improving housing market.
37. All wards show an increase in electorate in the next six years over and above
the figure calculated from the electorate. The results of applying the pattern
and timing of the Council’s planned housing developments to electoral
register figures over the next 6 years show an increase in all wards totalling
43,123 additional electors. This is almost a 100% increase on ONS projected
growth, which reflects the Core Strategy ambition for new housing planned in
Leeds.
Ratio of Councillors
38. Leeds is a large authority at 55,172 hectares which makes it the second
largest area of any English metropolitan district, 2nd only to Doncaster which
has within its boundary a large part of wetland (at Thorpe Marsh) which is
largely uninhabited. If this area is discounted from the Doncaster area, Leeds
is by far the largest authority by area in England. Leeds is the second largest
authority by population. Within this context the geography of Leeds is also of
significance as the City of Leeds is not a single urban area.
39. The ratio of councillors to electors in Leeds is 1:5656, the 2nd highest in the
Cipfa nearest neighbour grouping (to Birmingham) and the ratio of councillors
to area (hectare) is 1:557 – the 2nd largest of the same comparison group
with Leeds, of the top three, being the only city.
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40. Statistically, for Leeds to have equivalence of councillor representation per
hectare with the two nearest statistical neighbours which have recently
completed a Local Government Boundary Commission Review (Sheffield and
Birmingham), the number of councillors would need to rise by between 271 (to
126) and 1092 (to 208).
Table 1: Population density per Councillor and Ration of Population to Councillor by Cipfa
Nearest Neighbours (source: 2011 Census)

Cifpa Nearest
Neighbours (to
Leeds)

Number of
Councillors

Area
(Hectares)

Electorate
(2015)

Ratio of
Hectares to
Councillors

Ratio of
Electorate
to
Councillors

560,000

Density
(number of
electorate
per
hectare)
10.15

Leeds

99

55,172

1:557

1:5656

Birmingham

101

26,779

735,000

27.44

1:265

1:7277

Bradford

90

36,642

340,003

9.27

1:407

1:3777

Sheffield

84

36,795

400,000

10.87

1:438

1:4761

Newcastle upon
Tyne
Dudley

78

11,344

193,000

17.01

1:145

1:2474

72

9,796

240,000

24.49

1:136

1:3333

Kirklees

69

40,860

306,000

7.48

1:592

1:4434

Gateshead

66

14,235

196,424

13.79

1:216

1:2976

Wakefield

63

33,861

253,723

7.49

1:537

1:4027

Trafford

63

10,604

160,000

15.08

1:168

1:2539

Stockport

63

12,606

223,000

17.69

1:200

1:3539

Walsall

60

10,395

161,373

15.52

1:173

1:2689

Salford

60

9,719

170,100

17.50

1:162

1:2835

Bolton

60

13,980

191,000

13.75

1:233

1:3183

Coventry

54

9,864

230,848

32.1

1:183

1:6249

Calderdale

51

36,392

150,001

5.6

1:714

1:4066

1

Leeds area (55172)/ratio of councillors per hectare in Sheffield (438) = 126 equivalent councillors,
27 more than Leeds currently
2
Leeds area (55172)/ratio of councillors per hectare in Birmingham (265) = 208 equivalent
councillors, 109 more than Leeds currently
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41. For Leeds to have an equivalence with the same two authorities of councillor
representation by elector the number of councillors would either need to be
raised by 19 (to 118) when compared to Sheffield or reduced by 22 (to 77) when
compared to Birmingham (which would be unsustainable and unwarranted given
the breadth of councillors’ responsibilities).
42. By way for further analysis - Leeds councillors have a significantly higher area to
cover per councillor (557 hectares) than the average of these councils (326
hectares) and a significantly higher number of electors per councillor (5656) than
the average of the other councils (3984).
43. If the number of Leeds councillors were to be reduced then these ratios would
increase as follows: for area per councillor – by between an additional 18
hectares per councillor to 575 hectares (based on a council size of 96 councillors)
and 56 hectares to 613 hectares (based on a council size of 90 councillors) –
88% more than the average of our nearest neighbours.
44. For the ratio of electorate (based on existing data which is anticipated to
substantially increase), the average increase per councillor would be between
177 (to 5833 electors) per councillor, based on a council size of 96 councillors, to
566 additional electors – at an average of 6222 per councillors (based on a
council size of 90 councillors). This being 56% more than the average of the
Cipfa nearest neighbours grouping.
45. Table 2 explores similar ratios for the Core City group of local authorities which
this council feels more accurately reflects our nearest comparators.
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Table 2: 2015 Electorate density and ratios of Electorate to Councillors by
Core City Group Authorities
Core Cities Group

Number of
Councillors

Area
(Hectares)

Electorate
(2015)

Ratio of
Hectares to
Councillors

Ratio of
Electorate
to
Councillors

560,000

Density
(number of
persons
per
hectare)
13.6

Leeds

99

55,172

1:557

1:5656

Birmingham

101

26,779

735,000

40.1

1:265

1:7277

Bristol

70

10,961

320,000

39.1

1:156

1:4571

Sheffield

84

36,795

400,000

15

1:438

1:4761

Newcastle upon
Tyne
Liverpool

78

11,344

193,000

24.7

1:145

1:2474

90

11,184

325,000

41.7

1:124

1:3611

Manchester

96

11,534

380,000

43.5

1:120

1:3958

Nottingham

55

7,461

195,000

41.0

1:135

1:3545

46. This analysis further supports the council’s argument that a reduction of
councillors would have a significant impact on the ability of Leeds members to
fulfil their roles, and would place a typical Leeds councillor at a disadvantage
when compared with their peers in other authorities. Leeds already has the
highest geographical area for councillors in the Core City Group at 1:557
hectares and the second highest electorate per councillor in that grouping (2nd
again to Birmingham).
47. For Leeds to have the equivalent number of councillors by area and by
electorate to the next smallest council by number of councillors (Manchester
at 96 councillors), the number of councillors would need to increase to 459 to
match geographical area ratio and by 42 to match electorate to councillor
ratios. This would be plainly unwarranted and unnecessary but provides a
compelling and strong case for the number of councillors to remain at 99
when compared to other similar authorities.
48. Leeds is a diverse city and is passionate about equality. The make-up of our
councillors enables the differing needs of constituents to be effectively
represented.
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49. Within the current number of councillors, since 2002/3 the proportion of
female councillors has increased by 74% (to 40 out of 99) and the proportion
of councillors from a minority ethnic background has increased by 150%
(15/99). Our current Lord Mayor is from the Jewish community and the Lord
Mayor in 2006/7 was from the Asian community.
50. We have long recognised that there is no one size fits all formulaic approach
to ward boundaries, community leadership, addressing inequalities and
representing constituents. Leeds is a multi-layered dynamic mix of
communities, a densely populated core and expansion outwards, which,
unlike our many of our statistical neighbours, is contained within our district
boundary.
51. The current number of 99 councillors provides the necessary capacity to
provide for equality of representation whilst also reflecting the identities and
interests of local communities.
Deprivation and Health Inequalities
52. Whilst the health of Leeds has improved overall, the city is performing below
the England average. Consequently, the need to tackle health issues and
disparities across the district is a major challenge for improvement and to.
Leeds meeting its objective to be a healthy and caring city for all ages.
53. Despite becoming wealthier as a city over the last 20 years, Leeds still has
too many deprived areas, where there is a poor quality of life, low educational
performance, too much crime and anti-social behaviour, poor housing, poor
health, and families where no one has worked for a few generations. The gap
in life expectancy between the most disadvantaged parts of Leeds and the
rest of the district remains at around twelve years.
54. Those inequalities and challenges were recently highlighted by the recent
Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) work, including for example:
 20% of the Leeds population live in deprived areas, centred in the Inner
East and Inner South of the city;
 Educational attainment is one of the main determinants of life chances and
though good progress has been made, Leeds is below the national
average on some key indicators;
 Housing remains a challenge in terms of affordability, quality and meeting
demand;
 Health inequalities continue to impact on the most vulnerable, with
increased demand on related public services through growing numbers
and increased complexity of needs; and
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55. Across the city and within localities there is – and will continue to be –
significant demographic change through an ageing population, increased birth
rate, more transient populations and changing ethnicities. The prevalence of
inequalities put additional pressures on public services and has proven to be
a significant feature in councillors’ workloads.
56. The distribution of deprivation across Leeds is varied (based upon the
recently released Indices of Deprivation 20153) but it generally follows that
deprivation is highest where the greatest population masses exist.
57. Map 3 shows the locations of the lowest performing smaller geographies
across Leeds, with the dark blue the most deprived (within the worst 10% of
the country).
Map 3: Distribution of the deprived geographies based on the Indices of Deprivation 2015

58. In a tabular format (see Table 3) the amount of deprived geographies across
Wards becomes more apparent, with one Ward containing smaller
geographies that are either in the worst 10 or 20% of the country. Overall,

3

The 2015 Index of Deprivation has been released by the Department of Local Government and
Communities (DCLG) available via https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-ofdeprivation-2015,
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Leeds has 105 neighbourhoods (lower super output areas or LSOAs) in the
most deprived 10% nationally. This represents 22% of all Leeds LSOAs.
Table 3: Leeds Wards with number of LSOAs in the Indices of Deprivation deciles

Leeds wards ‐ number of Lower Super Output Areas across the Indices
of Deprivation deciles
Most deprived 10%

2

Gipton and Harehills
Burmantofts and Richmond Hill
Middleton Park
Killingbeck and Seacroft
City and Hunslet
Farnley and Wortley
Armley
Chapel Allerton
Beeston and Holbeck
Bramley and Stanningley
Temple Newsam
Kirkstall
Hyde Park and Woodhouse
Cross Gates and Whinmoor
Alwoodley
Weetwood
Moortown
Roundhay
Rothwell
Morley South
Guiseley and Rawdon
Ardsley and Robin Hood
Pudsey
Headingley
Adel and Wharfedale
Kippax and Methley
Morley North
Calverley and Farsley
Horsforth
Otley and Yeadon
Garforth and Swillington
Wetherby
Harewood

15
14
13
10
9
7
6
6
6
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Least deprived 10%

59. A total of 164,000 people in Leeds live in areas that are ranked amongst the
most deprived 10% nationally, the corresponding figure in the 2010 Index was
150,000 people, but clearly not everyone living in these LSOAs are deprived.
Leeds has 105 LSOAs in the most deprived 10% the second largest in the
Cipfa nearest neighbour comparison group.
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Table 4: 2015 Indices of Deprivation - Cifpa Nearest Neighbours comparison
with Population Metric
Indices of Multiple Deprivation ‐ number of LSOAs in each decile
Most deprived 10%
Birmingham

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Least deprived 10%

253

Leeds

105

Bradford

101

Sheffield

81

Salford

43

Newcastle upon Tyne

39

Bolton

36

Coventry

36

Walsall

34

Wakefield

30

Kirklees

23

Calderdale

19

Stockport

17

Dudley

16

Gateshead

15

Trafford

2

4

60. To address these inequalities and challenges requires all of who contribute to
making Leeds the ‘best city’, including, crucially, local elected members to
influence what we do and how we do it.
61. The employment domain measure measures the proportion of working age
population involuntarily excluded from the labour market through
unemployment, sickness, disability or caring responsibilities. In Leeds, this
proportion varies from 1% in the least deprived LSOAs to 41% in the most
deprived. The table below further explores this by illustrating the number of
working age individuals experiencing employment deprivation.
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Table 5: 2015 Indices of Multiple Deprivation - Number of working age
individuals experiencing employment deprivation - Cifpa Nearest Neighbours
Indices of Multiple Deprivation ‐ Number of working age individuals
experiencing employment deprivation
Birmingham

114273

Leeds

59553

Bradford

48815

Sheffield

46227

Kirklees

33308

Wakefield

30221

Newcastle upon Tyne

26806

Coventry

26519

Walsall

25854

Bolton

25765

Dudley

25235

Salford

25033

Gateshead

19319

Stockport

18779

Calderdale
Trafford

16628
14103

62. This data reinforces our argument that the current number of councillors
allows for the much needed equality of representation for constituents across
the district.
63. The Commission is asked to consider the full complexity of our district by
interrogating the Leeds Observatory Website - Leeds Observatory .
64. The Leeds Observatory is a 'one-stop-shop' website for information and
intelligence about communities in Leeds. The website is provided as a free
resource and updated & maintained by Leeds City Council. All data (unless
otherwise specified) is available via the Open Government License (OGL)
meaning you re-use it without any cost or restrictions.
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65. This link provided sets out detailed statistics on all our wards relating to:
 Population
 Leeds Housing Market
 Leeds House Price Comparison
 Benefits and Low Income
 Crime and Safety
 Education and Skills
 Health
66. A thorough interrogation of the data will provide a clear picture of our city and
the challenges that we face at both a district wide and ward level.
Higher Education
67. Leeds has a strong higher education sector with three Universities; the
University of Leeds, Leeds Beckett University and Leeds Trinity University
College. The City is also home to Leeds City College, Leeds College of Art,
the Leeds College of Music, and the Northern School of Contemporary
Dance.
68. Leeds University is now the UK’s second-largest, and the third largest
employer in the City with more than 30,000 students from 130 countries. It
has set itself the target of being among the top 50 universities in the world by
2015.
69. A number of Colleges of Technology, Commerce, and Education came
together into the Leeds Polytechnic in 1970, which in turn became Leeds
Beckett University in 1992. Leeds Beckett University has another 30,000 fulltime and part-time degree students, and is the City’s fourth-largest employer.
70. The large student population gives the City a real energy. Leeds has a young
population especially in the areas of Headingley and Hyde Park and
Woodhouse. Case work in these wards has its own unique characteristics .
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Local Elections
71. In May 2015, the Council’s 33 wards were contested by 186 candidates. All
wards had a Conservative, Green, Labour and Liberal Democrat Candidate.
This totals 132 nominations, or 70.97% of all nominations received. The
remaining 54 nominations were from candidates representing Alliance for
Green Socialism, Left Unity, Morley Borough Independents, Official Monster
Raving Loony Party, Trade Unionist and Socialist Coalition, United Kingdom
Independence Party and Yorkshire First. This accounted for 29.03% of all
nominations received. No ward had fewer than 5 candidates standing for
election.
72. Interest in representational democracy is demonstrably strong. Table 6 below
gives an indication of the number of councillors standing for re-election and
being returned over the last three elections.
Table 6 Councillors at elections
Election

Number of
LCC
Councillors
seeking reelection

Percentage of
Members
Seeking reelection

Number of
LCC
Councillors
returned at
election

Return Rate of
Councillors

2015

28

85%

28

100%

2014

27

82%

26

96%

2012

24

73%

19

79%

73. Over the last three elections 79% of councillors have, on average, sought reelection of which 92% were returned. This equates to an average turnover
rate of 26%. It is our view that the current number of 99 councillors allows for
equality of representation and for the identities and interests of local
communities to be reflected at the ballot box.
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Community Leadership – The National and Local Perspective
74. The Localism Act 2011 enshrined in law the role of local authorities as
community leaders. It provided a general power of competence for local
authorities to do anything an individual may do (subject to existing legislative
limitations). Leeds has fully embraced this power and recognises that within
the city locally elected members are in a unique position to act in the best
interests of the communities that they represent and in such a way as to
ensure the delivery of services in an efficient and innovative way that presents
good value for money.
75. Most local authorities in England have responded by forming some form of
local strategic partnership. The large size and complexity of Leeds militates
against a one size fits all approach to local working. We have focused on a
framework of local community committees which lead locality working to
improve the council’s responsiveness, involving local people more closely in
decision-making and developing partnership working within localities to deliver
better outcomes.
76. This role of community leadership was a central theme in work undertaken by
the Commission for the Future of Local Government; a joint initiative, led by
Leeds City Council in partnership with Glasgow and Cardiff councils. The
Commission also involved input from the voluntary sector and private sector,
universities and various independent think-tanks. The outcome of the
Commission was to advocate a ‘civic enterprise’ approach to local
governance; in which councillors act as ‘door-openers and enablers’, moving
towards a more participatory model of democracy.
“People change places and it is the civic entrepreneurs who permeate
businesses, communities, councils and charities that change cities and towns
for the better. There are crucial roles for councillors not only in being civic
entrepreneurs but also in providing visible civic leadership to enable and
support the work of others” (Commission on the Future of Local Government
Executive Summary, 2012:3)
77. The notion of developing councillors as a new type of community leader is not
confined to the Commission Report. The Department of Communities and
Local Government (DCLG) Select Committee, ‘Councillors’ on the Front Line’
(DCLG: 2013) found that the councillors’ role was changing and becoming
much more community focused. Its report also stated that
“The more community – focused role of Councillors makes it all the more
important to high-performing, effective Councillors…Democracy at all levels
depends on the health of its Councillors base”
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78. Leeds has fully embraced these approaches. Joint working between
executive members and local ward councillors occupies a central position in
community leadership, cross sector collaboration and local politics. As elected
members, our councillors work alongside and in partnership with an array of
local bodies, which together produce a multi layered framework of provision
and responsibility for the strategic governance of the city and of development
of our distinctive towns and other localities.
79. A Leeds’ councillors’ job is a 24-hour one. The immediacy of our councillors to
local citizens and communities and the fact that our councillors are of those
communities is a vital element of a councillors’ office.
Town and Parish Councils
80. We have a substantial number of Parish/Town Councils Parish Meetings
arrangements across the district.
Aberford & District Parish
Council
Arthington Parish
Council
Barwick in Elmet &
Scholes Parish Council
Bramhope & Carlton
Parish Council
Drighlington Parish
Council
Great & Little Preston
Parish Council
Kippax Parish Council
Morley Town Council
Rawdon Parish Council
Swillington Parish
Council
Walton Parish Council

Allerton Bywater Parish
Council
Austhorpe Parish Meeting
Boston Spa Parish Council
Clifford Parish Council
East Keswick Parish
Council
Harewood Parish Council
Ledsham Parish Council
Otley Town Council
Scarcroft Parish Council
Thorner Parish Council
Wetherby Town Council

Alwoodley Parish Council
Bardsey Cum Rigton
Parish Council
Braham Cum Oglethorpe
Parish Council
Collingham with Linton
Parish Council
Gildersome Parish
Council
Horsforth Town Council
Mickefield Parish Council
Pool Parish Council
Shadwell Parish Council
Thorp Arch Parish
Council
Wothersome Parish
Meeting

81. The LCC wards that have Parish/Town Councils are:
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Adel & Wharfedale
Alwoodley
Garforth & Swillington
Guiseley & Rawdon
Harewood
Horsforth







Kippax & Methley
Morley North
Morley South
Otley & Yeadon
Wetherby

82. 94 of our 373 polling districts (25.2%) are part of a parish/town council and
30% of our councillors (from wards with parish and town councils) also serve
as a parish or town councillors. This is a significant additional time
commitment for these members and is vital to ensure effective links between
the city council and the parish and town council tier of governance in the
district.
Neighbourhood Forums
83. As a basis to promote a ‘bottom up’ approach to planning, the 2011 Localism
Act introduced the commitment to the preparation of Neighbourhood Plan.
Supported by detailed guidance, this provides the framework for the
preparation of Neighbourhood Plans by designated Neighbourhood Forums
and for these plans to be subject to a local referendum. Once approved,
these plans will form part of the statutory Development Plan.
84. In reflecting the local distinctiveness of Leeds, there has been a high level of
take up of the Neighbourhood Plans process (see table 7 below).
TABLE 7 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING JUNE 2015
Outer North West Area Committee

NP AREA

NA designated

NF designated

Horsforth
Otley
Aireborough
Rawdon
Pool‐in‐Wharfedale

16/07/2013
29/05/2013
15/07/2014
03/06/2013
17/12/2013

N/A
N/A
15/07/2014
N/A
N/A

Adel

06/11/2013

03/04/2014

Inner North West Area Committee

NP AREA

NA designated

NF designated

Little Woodhouse

03/02/2015

No

Kirkstall

No

No

Hyde Park
Headingley

13/11/2014
22/10/2014

No
22/10/2014
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Outer North East Area Committee

NP AREA

NA designated

NF designated

Linton
Wetherby
Walton
Thorp Arch
Boston Spa
Clifford
Bramham cum Oglethorpe
Aberford and District
Barwick in Elmet & Scholes
Thorner
Shadwell
Scarcroft
Bardsey cum Rigton
Collingham
East Keswick

17/09/2012
17/09/2012
17/09/2012
17/09/2012
17/09/2012
17/09/2012
17/09/2012
26/06/2013
26/06/2013
31/01/2013
17/09/2012
31/01/2013
17/09/2013
15/08/2013
07/10/2013

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Alwoodley

24/02/2014

N/A

Inner East Area Committee

NP AREA
Seacroft

NA designated
10/10/2014

NF designated
27/01/2015

Outer South Area Committee

NP AREA

NA designated

NF designated

Rothwell

09/01/2015

13/04/2015

Oulton & Woodlesford

15/07/2014

15/07/2014

Inner South Area Committee

NP AREA
Beeston
Holbeck
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NA designated
24/02/2014
11/10/2013

NF designated
13/01/2015
27/03/2014

Outer East Area Committee

NP AREA

NA designated

Kippax

17/09/2012

Garforth

11/11/2014

NF designated
N/A
11/11/2014

Parished
Designated Area/Forum

85. The city council has performed a key role in helping to facilitate this process
and is supporting 4 pilots (Beeston & Holbeck, Boston Spa, Kippax and
Otley). These individual areas reflect the diversity of Leeds and incorporate
inner urban communities, a rural settlement to the outer north east of the
district, a former mining community in south east Leeds and free standing
market town to the north west of the district.
86. Table 6 highlights the level of interest in Neighbourhood Plans across Leeds
and the various stages of Plan preparation. Local ward members have been
central to and an integral part of our approach to neighbourhood planning and
have taken a proactive role at a local level, their local knowledge, experience
and leadership has been vital to help drive the process of plan making
forward. In Part 4 of our submission we provide a case study of member
activity in this area.
87. Based upon our track record to date, Leeds has been recognised as a centre
of best Neighbourhood Plan practice by both CLG and the Royal Town
Planning Institute. Any reduction in the number of councillors would have a
detrimental impact on neighbourhood planning across the district, particularly
as the workload for councillors in this respect will not peak until after the site
allocation process has concluded.
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PART 3

LEEDS CITY COUNCIL GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS

88. Leeds City Council is comprised of 99 councillors representing 33 three
member wards. Councillors are elected by thirds each year with a fallow year
every four years when there are no elections – the next such year being 2017.
89. Since the last review the political make up has varied from a majority Labour
Group administration to, in 2004, no overall control and a joint administration
comprised of the Conservative Group and Liberal Democrat Group with
support from smaller groups until, in 2010, the Labour Group regained
minority control of the council and since 2011 have maintained a majority
single party administration. Following the May 2015 elections the political
make-up of the council is Labour 63, Conservatives 19, Liberal Democrats 9,
Morley Borough Independent Group 5, and the Green Group 3.
90. Our governance structure has enabled these changes in political control to
happen seamlessly and without detriment to effective and consistent delivery
of local services; this is a significant strength for Leeds.
Full Council
91. The full Council meeting meets seven times per annum, with each meeting
lasting around 6 ½ hours. Attendance of Councillors at this meeting is very
high with average attendance being 97%. The full Council meeting performs
a crucial role in engagement (with up to four deputations from members of the
public being heard at each meeting), democratic debate (with periods of
question time and challenge to the Executive and Committee Chairs), policy
debate (with two thirds of ‘White Paper Motions’ being tabled by opposition
groups) and in decision making (with full Council agreeing both the budget
and a number of important policies within which the Executive must work).
92. In 2014/15 full council considered:
16 Deputations
116 Questions
16 White Paper Motions
205 Comments on minutes
93. We are very conscious of the need to enable the public to access this area of
the council’s work and we have, for a number of years, webcast the full
Council meeting live; public engagement to these meetings in this way is
significant with a total of over 5000 live viewings since 2013 and in excess of
27000 archive viewings.
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94. Improved access to our decision making arrangements through digital
channels has substantially increased the volume of contact with councillors
from the electorate. This is explored later in this submission. We plan to
further extend webcasting other meetings (e.g. our Executive Board meetings)
held in our newly refurbished committee room.
95. Our Annual Council meeting establishes committees, appoints members, on a
politically proportional basis, to those committees and agrees a scheme of
(non-executive) delegations to officers.
96. Outside of the framework for formal meetings of full Council an annual ‘State
of the City’ meeting also takes place. These meetings enable direct
interaction by all Councillors and collaboration with partners from across the
city and from across all sectors. These sessions focus on issues such as
transport, health and wellbeing, jobs, skills and apprenticeships, the economy
and in 2015 a focus on the manufacturing base of the city.
Council Committees and Membership
97. The political make up of Leeds has remained constant with a continual
representation from the Labour Party, Conservative Party, Liberal Democrat
Party, Green Party and the Morley Borough Independents. The size of our
committee structure is designed to ensure that there are sufficient seats to
enable representation from all opposition groups and enable compliance with
statutory requirements in respect of political balance. Table 8 below
summarises our council committee structure.
Table 8 – Committees Appointed by Full Council
Name of Committee

Membership

Scrutiny Board
(Children’s Services)

11 Members of the
authority &
9 co-opted members –
Executive members may
not be appointed

Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health, NHS)

Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)
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11 Members of the
authority &
1 co-opted member
Executive members may
not be appointed
11 Members of the
authority
Executive members may
not be appointed

Meeting frequency

10 formal meetings per
annum for each Board
with between 25 and 30
working groups meetings
across all Boards.

Name of Committee

Membership

Scrutiny Board
(Citizens and
Communities)

12 Members of the
authority
Executive members may
not be appointed

Scrutiny Board (City
Development)

11 Members of the
authority
Executive members may
not be appointed

Scrutiny Board
(Strategy and
Resources)

11 Members of the
authority
Executive members may
not be appointed
7 Members of the
authority4
Executive members are
not appointed
10 Members of the
authority
Executive members may
not be appointed

Standards and
Conduct Committee

Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee

Meeting frequency

10 formal meetings per
annum for each Board
with between 25 and 30
working groups meetings
across all Boards.

One formal meeting per
annum

Five formal business
meetings per annum with
private briefings and
training sessions

General Purposes
Committee

12 Members of the
authority

Seven formal business
meetings per annum

Ten Community
Committees

Between 9 and12
depending on ward
configuration and with
varying numbers of coopted members

Health and Wellbeing
Board

5 Members of the authority
nominated by the Leader)
together with a
representative from the
third sector and from NHS
(England).
Minimum of 3 Members of
the authority comprising at
least 1 Member of the
Executive

Five formal business
meetings per annum plus
4 workshops per
committee per annum
and a plethora of local
forum meetings with
residents, local council
services and partners.
Up to eight formal
business meetings

Employment
Committee

Member Management
Committee

4

12 Members of the
authority

Approx. three formal
appointments per annum

Four formal business
meetings per annum

Plus 1 non-voting co-opted Parish/Town Council Members who may attend meetings of the relevant
Sub-Committee in accordance with the procedure in Part 4(m) of the Constitution.
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Name of Committee

Membership

Meeting frequency

Licensing Committee

15 Members of the
authority
Executive members are
not appointed

Ten formal business
meetings per annum

Licensing SubCommittee

3 Members of the
authority5

City Plans Panel

13 Members of the
authority

Up to thirty three formal
business meetings per
annum
Sixteen formal business
meetings per annum
along with pre meeting
morning site visits

Plans Panel (North and
East)

11 Members of the
authority

Plans Panel (South
and West)

11 Members of the
authority

Development Plan
Panel

11 Members of the
authority

Housing Advisory
Board

6 Members of the authority
and the following co-opted
by the authority:
 Three tenants/
leaseholders


Eleven formal business
meetings per annum
along with pre meeting
morning site visits
Eleven formal business
meetings per annum
along with pre meeting
morning site visits
Five formal business
meetings per annum
along with between 2230 informal meetings and
site visits
Five formal business
meetings per annum

Three people who are
independent of the
Council

98. As when the Commission last reviewed our arrangements in 2003, Council
have appointed 6 Scrutiny boards. Those committees now have 67
committee places (compared to 49 in 2001/2) with 65 different councillors
being appointed to those places. This enables 25 opposition group
appointments of which three positions are those of chair with x 2 undertaken
by the largest opposition group (the Conservatives) with a further chair role
(around Children’s Services functions) being undertaken by the second
largest opposition group (the Liberal Democrats).

5

The Licensing Committee appoints 3 Members to each sub-committee
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99. Attendance rates at scrutiny board meetings are very good, with 86%
attendance across all boards. All scrutiny board members are eligible to
serve as a substitute member in the case of the unavoidable absence from a
meeting of an appointed member.
100.
No Executive Member may be appointed to scrutiny boards and those
Members performing Deputy or Support Executive Member roles are
prevented from being appointed to Boards in which they have an Executive
responsibility. This is also generally the case for opposition spokespersons
too.
101.
In addition to the above, a Leeds elected member chairs the Yorkshire
and Humber Joint Health Scrutiny Committee. Two Leeds members also sit
on the West Yorkshire Joint Health Scrutiny Committee. Leeds also sends
two members to the West Yorkshire Combined Authority Scrutiny Board,
which meets monthly. Later in this submission we further explore the work of
Scrutiny.
102.
Our Licensing Committee is comprised of the maximum number of
members allowed by legislation – 15 members, 6 more Members than were
appointed in 2003. This size of committee allows for membership to be drawn
from all political groups (with the exception of the smallest the Green group)
and for a good local understanding (by way of ward representation and local
knowledge) of the city to be achieved from those appointed – with members
representing13 different wards from geographically different locations.
Attendance at Licensing Committees is very good with 96% attendance at our
regular Licensing Sub-Committee meetings which determine contested
applications. All committee members must attend compulsory training
sessions to keep their knowledge of licensing law and practice current. Later
in this submission we further explore the workload of members appointed to
this committee.
103.
Our Licensing Sub-Committees are comprised of three Members. The
rules on political balance do not apply to sub-committees however subcommittee membership takes into account levels of experience as well as
ensuring a mix of political parties and wards. Our sub committees are
scheduled to sit on alternate weeks during the year.
104.
We appoint to ten Community committees with all Members
appointed to one by dint of their ward representation. These committees have
extensive decision making delegation from our Executive with direct control
and influence over £20.85m.
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105.
When the Commission last considered the question of council size
these committees had not been formally constituted. The committees are
established in a way that allows geographical boundaries to reflect local
communities of interest. The boundaries were last reviewed in 2014 with the
Kirkstall Ward being added to the Inner West Community Committee from the
North West Inner grouping – better balancing the number of wards per
community committee and reflecting the common interest of neighbouring
wards in issues relating to the Aire valley corridor in that location.
106.
The chairs of community committees are appointed by the membership
of the committee, with full council only making that appointment in the event of
a tied vote. The Labour Group has 8 chair positions with the remaining two
held by the Conservative Group.
107.
Attendance at formal Community committee meetings is good with an
average attendance of 80%. In addition, public attendance at community
committee meetings has grown significantly in the past year and provides for
both quality engagement and increased expectations of local democratically
elected leaders. In addition to formal committee meetings community
committee members participate in large numbers of working groups linked to
the committees’ work programmes. Later in this submission we further
explore the workload of Members appointed to these committees.
108.
We have appointed three Plans Panels (as opposed to the two in
2001/2) to conduct the extensive work programme generated by our growing
city. These cover two distinct geographical areas, the North and East and
South and West, with a third Panel dealing with the City centre and
applications of a strategic significance across the whole district. We appoint
34 different members (as opposed to 23 in 2001/2) to 35 seats on these
panels with 13 of those seats being held by opposition members. No member
of the executive has been appointed to these committees in 2015-16; each
panel is chaired by a member from the Labour group. Attendance at Plans
Panel meetings is exceptionally high, with 98% attendance across all panels.
109.
All panel members are eligible to serve as a substitute member in the
case of the unavoidable absence from a meeting of an appointed member.
All committee members must attend compulsory training sessions to keep
their knowledge of planning law and practice current. This pool of trained
members is important and essential to enable decision making to operate
effectively. Later in this submission we further explore the workload of
members appointed to these panels.
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110.
Two advisory committees have been appointed by the authority, one
advising both the Executive and full Council on development planning policy
and a second providing a forum for advice on housing matters. An
experienced previous Plans Panel Chair chairs the Development Plans
Panel with the serving Plans Panel Chairs also appointed as members along
with senior experienced councillors from the three largest opposition groups.
111.
The Housing Advisory Board is chaired by an Executive Member
with housing responsibilities and has representation from the two largest
opposition groups, tenant and leaseholders and other independent people.
112.
We appoint to two committees that deal with the governance
arrangements of the Authority; the General Purposes Committee considers
amendments to the Council’s Constitution, and amongst other matters
oversees and makes recommendations on Community Governance Reviews,
whereas the Member Management Committee considers matters relating to
Members more generally, for example making appointments to outside bodies
and overseeing training and induction arrangements for Members. It is
essential to the cross party nature of these committees that the Membership
is drawn from all the political groups on the authority. Attendance at both
these committees is in excess of 80%
113.
Our Corporate Governance and Audit Committee have significant
responsibilities for the oversight of our governance processes. The
committee approves the Annual Governance Statement and the Authority’s
Accounts and has an important working relationship with the External Auditor.
No member of the executive may be appointed to this committee.
114.
In considering the role of the Committee the Independent
Remuneration Panel stated;
“The major task of acting as the council’s formal Audit Committee as well as
its formal decision-taking body on issues of corporate governance. The formal
audit requirements impose considerable responsibility on the Committee.”
Source: IRP report to Leeds City council 2008
115.
It is worthy of note that this committee will have future responsibilities
for the external auditors’ appointment. Attendance at this committee is 61%.
The importance of the expertise and experience of elected members
appointed to this committee is paramount. The committee is chaired by a
councillor from the largest group who is also appointed to the West Yorkshire
Combined Authority Audit Committee on which he serves in the capacity as
Chair. However retaining a pool of experienced and knowledgeable members
in this area is of critical importance.
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116.
The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 introduced a new
responsibility for Local Authorities to appoint its own external auditor. It is
likely that these responsibilities will fall to Members appointed to this
committee.
117.
The Council’s Standards and Conduct Committee oversees the
Members’ Code of Conduct and acts as a forum for any hearings to determine
the outcome of complaints at stage three of the adopted complaints process.
The procedures adopted by the council focus upon early assessment and
resolution of complaints. Often this involves group whips assisting in that
resolution process. Group whips have not been appointed to this committee
in 2015-16 with appointments that have been made being drawn from 4 of the
5 largest political groups.
118.
In 2014 our Independent Remuneration Panel reviewed the role of the
chair of the committee commenting that;“The Chair of the Committee has a significant role outside of the formal
committee process in oversight of the complaints process which was
recognised by our Independent Remuneration Panel During 2013/14 the
workload of the Chair of the Standards and Conduct Committee has been
limited to chairing three committee meetings; being consulted by the Head of
Paid Service on a limited number of requests for dispensations; and being
regularly consulted by the Deputy Monitoring Officer on standards related
matters. Given this workload, we do not believe that removal of the SRA
would be appropriate but a further reduction in SRA is justified. We equate the
role with that of the statutory ‘independent person’.”
119.
The Health and Social Care Act 2012 required authorities to establish a
Health and Wellbeing Board. The board is chaired by our Executive
Member with responsibility for Heath and Adult Social Care and also includes
two other Executive members and senior representation from the two largest
opposition groups. The board is of significant strategic importance to the city
and also includes senior representatives from each of the three clinical
commissioning groups, from NHS (England) from Healthwatch Leeds and the
third sector. Attendance at this board is in excess of 96%.
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Committee Seats
120.
When the Commission last reviewed our structures there were 262
committee seats (including full council and Executive Board) allocated to our
99 councillors on 12 Committees/Boards/Panels - 2.64 appointments per
member. In 2015, we now have 29 committees with the number of committee
seats increased to 388 seats – a 48% increase – with just under four (3.91)
committee places per member.
121.
This number of seats allows for smaller groups to have seats allocated
to them on scrutiny boards, plans panels and our important governance
committees such as Member Management Committee and General Purposes
Committee.
122.

Any reduction in the number of Councillors would be detrimental to;
 Equality of representation across the city;
 The ability of councillors to reflect the identities and interests of local
communities;
 The ability of the council to secure effective and consistent local
government- particularly maintaining the separation between executive
and non-executive responsibilities.

Budget and Policy Framework
123.
It falls to Council to set the Budget and Policy Framework. This
enables all members to exercise their democratic responsibilities in setting the
framework within which decisions (both council and executive) will be
taken. The policies within our framework include those required by legislation
and those we have chosen to include ourselves.











Budget
Safer Leeds Strategy
Development plan documents
Licensing Authority Policy Statement
Plans and which together comprise the Development Plan
Vision for Leeds
Youth Justice Plan
Best Council Plan
Children and Young Peoples Plan
Local Flood Risk Management Strategy

124.
All decisions of the Executive must be taken in accordance with the
Budget and Policy Framework save where the urgency provisions apply. This
is a fundamental role for both our executive members and for the councillors
involved in scrutiny and holding the Executive to account.
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Executive Arrangements
125.
Leeds City Council operates a strong leader and cabinet model of
executive governance. This form of governance being in place since the
Local Government Boundary Commission previously considered the Leeds
City Council electoral arrangements in 2003.
126.
The Leader is elected for a period of four years by the full Council
meeting. The Leader has responsibility to establish and appoint members to
a joint decision making board (our Executive Board), to assign executive
portfolios to members of the board, and to establish a scheme of executive
delegation to officers.
127.
Executive members with portfolios do not have individual decision
making authority but are routinely involved in all Key and Significant
Operational decisions, providing political leadership and directing which of
those decisions should be considered and determined by the Executive Board
rather than under officer delegations.
128.
The portfolios assigned to our Executive members enable a structured
framework through which leadership is provided to officers. The Executive
Member Portfolios are as follows;
Executive Portfolios
Leader of Leeds and Executive Member for Economy and Culture
Lead for the council’s budget and financial strategy; economic growth for all
communities; the city’s cultural offer and for devolution and local freedoms.

Deputy Leader and Executive Member for Children and Families
Lead for building a child friendly city, putting children and families first and
for the local partnership of children’s services providers.

Deputy Leader and Executive Member for Resources and Strategy
Lead the council to be more effective and efficient, including driving the
digital and "smart city" agenda.
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Executive Portfolios
Executive Member for Employment, Enterprise and Opportunity
Lead for delivering learning and employment opportunities; tackling
inequalities, addressing the skills gap, raising aspirations and ambition, and
engaging with citizens, learning providers and employers to promote
access to secure employment for all.
Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and Adults
Lead for improving health and the quality of adult social care, reducing
health inequalities through healthy lifestyles and integrating health and
social care.
Executive Member for Regeneration, Transport and Planning
Lead for sustainable development, regeneration and infrastructure
including the sufficiency of health and learning settings.

Executive Member for Communities
Lead for community and citizen focussed services and welfare support.

Executive Member for Environmental Protection and Community
Safety
Lead for environmental protection, community safety and dealing with the
city’s waste.

129.
In Leeds opposition leaders from the two largest opposition groups are
routinely appointed to the Executive Board as full voting members. Although
these appointees do not have portfolios assigned to them, their role on the
board is essential to our governance arrangements and ethos of cross party
working. Attendance rates for members of Executive Board are 97%
130.
Due to the volume of work, executive members with portfolios and
opposition leaders have assistance in their responsibilities. Members from
the Administration are supported by deputy (x4) and support executive (x15)
members, and opposition leaders have councillors who shadow executive
members with portfolio responsibilities. Whilst sharing the extensive workload
and bringing a range of perspectives to policy development, these roles are
also essential for succession planning, providing opportunities for members to
gain experience of working at the executive board level, and being vital in
terms of continuity and the overall stability of our governance arrangements.
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131.
It is important to stress that opposition spokespersons have
considerable time commitments in carrying out their responsibilities,
particularly in remaining briefed by officers on issues of significance within
their scheme of delegated authority.
132.
It is also worthy of note that the IRP has recognised the vital role of the
Leader of the Opposition in our governance arrangements. In the Panel’s
report to the authority in 2014 the Panel commented as follows.
“13. The Opposition has a major constitutional role in holding the
administration to account. Following the recent elections, there has been
some criticism of ‘one party states’ (local authorities with no opposition
members). That criticism underlines the importance of an effective opposition.
The Leader of the largest Opposition Group must articulate that role among
his members”.
Time Commitments placed on Executive Members, Deputy and Support
Executive members and Opposition Shadow Members
133.
The role of Leader of Council is a full time position. This is supported
by the Independent Remuneration Panel who in their report in 2015 stated;
"The Panel believed (and continues to believe) that the Leader of the Council,
with overall responsibility for delivering vital services to a population of nearly
800,000, deserves remuneration not less than a Member of Parliament,
whose average constituency size is 76,000 and who is not responsible for the
delivery of services.”
134.
The roles of executive members and deputy and support executive
members in supporting the Leader, and of opposition executive members, and
shadow spokespeople, in providing challenge and oversight, are substantial,
particularly when coupled with the demands from other council appointments
and ward case work.
135.
Our Independent Remuneration Panel recognised this in their report in
2013, commenting that;
“We accept that the city council operates within a rapidly changing and
complex environment which requires the Authority to act swiftly in order to
react to the demands placed on its services, the changing legislative
environment and its financial constraints.”
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136.
To give some context to this, the number of significant executive
decisions taken per annum, which require member input, is in excess of 1150.
Of these around 1000 are taken by officers with executive member oversight
with the remainder being determined by the Executive Board collectively at
one of their nine meetings per annum (these meetings last for approximately
two and a half hours).
137.
As part of executive arrangements notification processes have been
developed to ensure all councillors are aware in advance of Key decisions.
This enables non-executive councillors to make representations about those
decisions and also helps inform scrutiny work programmes. The vast majority
(in excess of 96%) of our key decisions are notified in this way, with the
average being 226 decisions per annum.
138.
Notice is also given of decisions that have been taken by officers and
by the Executive Board. This process delays the implementation of Key
decisions to enable non-executive councillors to consider the decisions and
whether or not they should be ‘called in’ and considered by the relevant
scrutiny board. On average (last 4 years) 421 per annum are available for
‘call in’ by the relevant scrutiny board.
139.
In addition to these responsibilities, our executive members sit on a
wide range of committees and boards. For example the Leader of Council
and Leader of the Opposition are both appointed to the Board of the West
Yorkshire Combined Authority with the Leader also appointed to numerous
other regional and sub-regional bodies. Part 4 of this submission considers
member workloads in greater depth.
140.
Our executive member portfolio holders also have significant
leadership responsibilities on external bodies, for example the Executive
Member for Regeneration, Transport and Planning being appointed to the
West Yorkshire and York Investment Committee, the Executive Member for
Communities chairing the Housing Advisory Board and the Executive Member
for Health, Wellbeing and Adults chairing the city wide Health and Wellbeing
Board.
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Community Committees
141.
Since the last electoral review Leeds’ approach to devolved
governance has evolved dramatically. Our ten community committees,
operational since June 2014, have matured to now being responsible for
directly controlling and influencing the provision of important local services
and providing an essential framework for how local community engagement
takes place in the city; with local people, with the voluntary sector and with
other public and private service providers.
142.
The Executive Board has delegated decision making responsibility in a
number of service areas to community committees as follows-;
 Parks and Countryside
 Youth Activity Funding
 Street Cleansing and Environmental Enforcement Services
 Neighbourhood Improvement and Co-ordination
 Community Centres
 CCTV
 Well-being – specifically the use of annually delegated capital and
revenue funds to promote and improve economic, social and
environmental well-being.
 Community Infrastructure Levy decisions at a neighbourhood level
143.
The perspectives which our community communities bring enables the
diverse communities, which make up the Leeds Metropolitan District, to have
their distinct needs taken into account in decision making, service design and
ensure that our strategic objectives and break through projects are rooted in
the needs of local communities.
144.
The paragraphs which follow provide further details on the delegations
made by the Executive Board. Also attached at Appendix 2 is the 2015
Community Committee Annual Report. This document was received by our
full Council meeting in September 2015 and illustrates a range of case studies
which show how our approach to community governance is making a real
difference to peoples’ lives and demonstrates the role community committees
have in delivering the council’s strategic objectives at a locality level.
145.
Community committees allocate funding each year to both community
projects and youth activities. Community committees decide how their share
of a total Well-Being budget of £1.95m is spent on projects and activities in
their area.
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146.
Community committees develop and approve annual Service Level
Agreements covering a range of Environmental services such as litter bin
emptying, street cleansing and enforcement works – a total of £7.8m of
expenditure. The committees identify priorities for service delivery in their
area, both geographically and in terms of types of service delivered.
147.
Each community committee maintains an overview of the CCTV
service in the committee’s area (over £1m city wide) and receives regular
information about those services and how they have been deployed.
148.
Community committees have responsibility for the community centres
in their area. They oversee the controllable revenue budgets, the operational
arrangements and the use of the centres including lettings policies. The gross
operational budget for community centres amounts to £1.4m across the city.
149.
Each community committee agrees the priority neighbourhoods in its
area and agrees and monitors neighbourhood improvement plans within its
area.
150.
Community committees have involvement in the commission,
monitoring and evaluation of local play, arts, sports and cultural activity for
young people (age 8-17) with the involvement and participation of children
and young people, this being funded through a Youth Activity Fund.
151.
We have taken steps to strengthen the role and influence of community
committees in the provision of geographically targeted youth work. It has
enabled elected members to influence and appropriately determine local
youth work provision that addresses agreed priority outcomes for each
particular area. Community committees are actively involved in the
performance monitoring of the delivery of youth work services in their area.
The operational budget for this service is £1.3m city-wide.
152.
Control over the development and horticultural maintenance of
community parks, cemeteries, recreation grounds, urban woodland, natural
areas and local green space has been delegated to community committees
along with the operational budget of £3.84m city-wide.
153.
Community committees may establish sub-groups to focus on a
particular strand of services (such as Children & Young People and the
Environment) and appoint local members to act as representatives on other
bodies such as Housing Advisory Panels, Neighbourhood Improvement
Boards, Children’s Cluster Partnerships, local charitable trusts and other local
bodies.
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154.
Local members also have input on the planned use of Section 106
Greenspace funds. The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) which started
this year includes 15% (or 25% if there is a neighbourhood plan in place)
being paid over to Community committees or Parish Councils for local
decision making around allocation to local priorities. The CIL is a tariff system
that local planning authorities can choose to charge on new developments.
The approach to CIL in Leeds is to support and incentivise sustainable growth
through a meaningful proportion of these funds being made available, through
local decision making forums, to spend on infrastructure and projects of direct
benefit to local communities where growth is located.
155.
Against this backdrop there continues to be an enhanced role and
substantial increase in the responsibilities of community committee chairs.
This being recognised by the Independent Remuneration Panel in their last
report to the authority;
“9.
At the Annual Council meeting members approved revised governance
arrangements for Area Committees (now Community Committees). Emerging
from proposals from the Commission on the Future of Local Government, the
changes present a major step change in the involvement and engagement of
local communities in the shaping of their neighborhoods and the
delivery/improvement of services tailored to need.
10. The authority has appointed ten community committees. These are
made up of either three or four electoral wards (depending on local
circumstances) so that each has a population approximating to the population
of the constituency of a Member of Parliament. The community committees
are chaired by councillors from both the administration and the opposition.
Over time the powers delegated by the Executive to these area based
committees has increased and now include functions relating to community
centres, community safety, street cleansing, environmental enforcement and
youth activities. In addition the committees have been invested with budgets
to support and pump prime wellbeing initiatives in their localities. On average
these budgets are in the region of £250k per annum. In the coming months
proposals are to come forward whereby community committees will be
engaged in locality budgeting – that is allocating, and prioritising resources
based upon locally identified need. The chairs of the community committees
must secure the delivery of the council’s ambitions; drive the improvement in
local democratic leadership; and involve local people in the decisions that
affect them and their communities. It is intended that chairs will ensure that
enhanced and effective community engagement takes place to better inform
how services are designed to meet need in the locality.
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11.
Having regard to these substantial responsibilities the Panel believes
that an increase in the region of £1,000 in the SRA payable to Community
Chairs is warranted.”
156.
The Panel also recognised that the role of the community committees
is expanding and stated that the SRAs of their chairs should be kept under
review.
157.
Themed workshops on key issues of local concern are held at
community committee meetings and regularly attract between 50 and 100
local residents, fundamentally enhancing chairs responsibilities and the role of
local elected members as community committee champions. The increased
expectations from members of the public that attend these meetings in our
priority neighbourhood areas, has delivered a range of neighbourhood
improvement partnerships - chaired by local members - these a range of
services and partners together to work with local residents and plan and
deliver improvements on a range of place and people based concerns.
158.
Effective use of communications tools, including branding and social
media, have raised awareness of the community committee meetings,
promoted local funding available, increased the visibility of their work and
enabled local councillors to engage with new audiences and tackle the issues
that matter to them. The ten community committees each have their own
Facebook accounts and a Twitter account - @_YourCommunity – these
provide a platform to hold consultations and engage with residents the council
would otherwise not have reached
159.
The community committee chairs and members also play a vital role in
contributing to improved community cohesion and resilience in the city,
leading and supporting projects that are:
 celebratory (local cultural/community festivals and galas);
 support and advocacy projects;
 health improvement work; and,
 Promoting understanding and tolerance between communities.
Community Committee Champions
160.
The Commission for Local Government identified the critical
importance of local democratic leadership in driving the way in which local
government responds to a changing and ever more challenging environment.
Within the current financial, context where budgets are shrinking and difficult
decisions need to be made in terms of service delivery, the importance of
ensuring a strong local perspective and driving more local decision making is
an essential ingredient to making the right decisions.
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161.
An all-party working group oversaw our area working review and felt it
important that a core set of community committee champion roles were
nominated by each community committee. The group felt these should cover
the key delegated functions from the Executive and those areas linked to our
best ity ambitions.
162.
Community committees now appoint ‘Community Committee
Champions’ to provide a local “lead” perspective and further facilitate local
democratic accountability (in conjunction with the relevant Executive
Member), in the following areas:



163.







Environment & Community Safety;
Children’s Services;
Employment, Skills and Welfare;
Health, Wellbeing and Adult Social Care.
In particular the role of these community champions is:
To provide local leadership and champion the agenda at the
community committee.
To represent the community committee at meetings, forums and local
partnerships.
To build links with key services and partners.
To provide a link between the community committee and the Executive
Member to ensure local needs are represented, issues are highlighted,
best practice is shared and to facilitate local solutions to any issues.
To maintain an overview of local performance.
To consult with the community committee and represent local views as
part of the development and review of policy.

164.
The champions’ role has continued to make an impact in local areas, in
particular in driving positive engagement with local communities. By linking
the needs of local residents with the council’s executive portfolio functions, the
champions have taken the lead in ensuring interventions are targeted and fit
for purpose.
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Scrutiny
165.
The city council places the overview and scrutiny process at the centre
of its governance arrangements. As such full Council has adopted a ‘Vision
for Scrutiny’“To promote democratic engagement through the provision of an influential
scrutiny function which is held in high regard by its many stakeholders and
which achieves measurable service improvements which add value for the
people of Leeds through a member led process of examination and review”
166.
To succeed council recognises that a number of conditions need to be
present including “member leadership and engagement” and a focus on
‘critical friend’ challenge to decision makers, through holding them to account
for decisions made, engaging in policy review and policy development and
adding value.
167.
Added value in particular is gained through pre-decision scrutiny.
Scrutiny is a valuable sounding board for new policy initiatives and scrutiny
board members continue to seize opportunities to focus on those areas where
they can have an influence and make a difference. This is clearly evident
when scrutiny activity is linked to the delivery of the council’s Best Council
Objectives. The annual scrutiny report to full council provides a summary of
the significant pieces of work undertaken over the last 12 months. This is
attached at Appendix 3.
168.
The number of scrutiny boards established by full Council reflects the
size of the council in budgetary terms and the breadth and depth of decisions
made alone or in partnership. Leeds position as regional capital also brings
unique pressures upon elected Members, and in particular the Chair, in their
overview and scrutiny role.
169.
The Chair of the Scrutiny Board (Adult Social Care, Public Health,
NHS) for example through the inter-authority relationships with various NHS
bodies and the associated scrutiny responsibilities. This chair also chairs the
Yorkshire and Humber Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee –
representing the 15 top-tier local authorities across Yorkshire and the
Humber, and the West Yorkshire Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny
Committee – representing the 5 West Yorkshire local authorities.
170.
The six scrutiny boards meet monthly. In between formal meetings
boards will hold task and finish working groups and undertake site visits.
Each working group on average involves 5 members. In 2014-15 a total of
between 30 working groups were held which on average include 5 members
and last for 3 hours. Additional ‘Call In’ meetings are held when required.
171.
All scrutiny boards have a full work programme of inquiries and
reviews. The chart below highlights the type and proportion of work that the
scrutiny boards have undertaken in 2014/15.
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Type and total number of scrutiny work items in 2014/15

Monitoring of Scrutiny
recommendations (23)

Request for
Scrutiny
(various sources,
including public)
(7)

Development of
new policy/…
Board
development
briefings (10)

Review of existing policy…

Performance
Management (48)

172.
Leeds’ members are adamant that the scrutiny process is member led
and therefore commit considerable time in scoping inquiry terms of reference,
gathering evidence through formal board meetings, site visits and evidence
gathering working groups and scoping final recommendations.
173.
The chair has a pivotal role in the scrutiny process and will in addition
to the above activities spend considerable time undertaking numerous briefing
sessions with officers and expert witnesses in order to fully understand the
issues within a board’s work programme.
174.
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The chair will also;
Attend and chair a specific Scrutiny Board;
Attend and chair pre-meetings;
Liaise with Officers over items coming before the Scrutiny Board;
Act as the spokesperson for that Board in all dealings with the public,
media and other bodies in respect of the work of the Board;
Represent the Scrutiny Board at meetings of Full Council, Executive
Board and with external partners;
Take forward matters on behalf of the Scrutiny Board outside of the
formal meeting cycle and report progress back to the Scrutiny Board;
Attend meetings of the Scrutiny Chairs Advisory Group;
Attend and chair Scrutiny Board working groups, as appropriate;
Attend other Scrutiny Board meetings and/or working groups when
cross-cutting issues are being considered;
Negotiate with and consult with stakeholders in preparing final scrutiny
reports.

175.
By way of example, the breadth of the remit of the Scrutiny Board
(Adult Social Care, Public Health, and NHS) emphasises the role of Chair in
the management and development of complex relationships. These
relationships include a mix of service commissioners, providers, regulators
and patient representatives and are summarised below:

















Executive Board Member for Health and Wellbeing and Adults
The Director of Adult Social Services
The Director of Public Health
NHS England
NHS Leeds North Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Leeds South and East Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Leeds West Clinical Commissioning Group
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust – which, alongside providing
local hospital services for local patients, is also a regional and national
provider of a large range of specialised services
Leeds and York Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
Leeds Community Healthcare
HealthWatch Leeds
The Care Quality Commission (CQC)
NHS Trust Development Authority
Monitor
Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust
Independent providers of health and social care services

176.
The scrutiny function in Leeds is a vital and integral part of our
governance and accountability arrangements. Public services in the city
support hundreds of thousands of people every day. Scrutiny is there to help
stop things going wrong by working with those responsible for decisionmaking to help improve services for the benefit of the public.
177.
It is crucial therefore those scrutiny board members are externally
facing and draw upon the expertise of external witnesses and other decision
makers within the city. Such examples include working closely with NHS
Trusts, the CCGs and the other diverse providers from the private sector,
Universities through to the Third Sector. Young people are also encouraged to
lend their voice to the scrutiny process and Boards actively seek the views of
young people when collating evidence, this is usually achieved via the City’s
Youth Council.
178.
Our scrutiny members and the breadth and depth of their knowledge
and experience (of services and of localities) are essential to this. Our
scrutiny arrangements work well, are tailored to the city’s priorities and are
recognised as amongst the most effective in the country.
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179.
The Leeds approach to scrutiny continues to be well regarded and has
received external validation through national awards and numerous citing of
its work in policy documents. In October 2014 for example, the Centre for
Public Scrutiny published a policy briefing document on the national and local
policy landscape around domestic violence and acknowledged the in-depth
scrutiny inquiry undertaken by the Safer and Stronger Communities Scrutiny
board.
180.
The work of scrutiny was also notably praised in March 2015, when
Ofsted formally acknowledged the role of Scrutiny in Leeds, stating:‘Scrutiny activity and oversight of children’s services is impressive, with strong
prioritisation and a comprehensive understanding of the needs of children,
young people and their families. Robust challenge is achieved through a
range of pertinent inquiries and a strong corporate parenting ethos that
extends beyond looked after children’
181.
Looking to the future, full Council has set Scrutiny a number of key
actions to reflect the changing shift towards further devolution, integration of
public services and increased personal responsibility/resident involvement.
These are also reflected in our attached annual scrutiny report.
182.
All scrutiny boards have a full programme of work each municipal year
with some inquiries not being progressed due to a lack of capacity.
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Regulatory Committees
Planning
183.
Council has delegated a wide range of planning functions to the Chief
Planning Officer but with important exceptions that reflect the strategic and
local leadership roles undertaken by Plans Panel Members and local ward
councillors. A Plans Panel chair may direct that an application be determined
by Plans Panel and local ward councillors may request applications in, or
adjacent to, their ward to be determined by a Plans Panel rather than by an
officer as must objections from statutory consultees. Each local authority is
set up differently in terms of how planning matters are dealt with; with each
having a different culture or approach to development – Leeds is very much
about delivering quality sustainable development with strong connections to
local people.
184.
The city has a strong growth agenda which is clearly set out in our
adopted Core Strategy adopted in November 2014 – we are the regional
capital, the main economic driver for the Yorkshire and Humber and a major
centre for financial services, retail, universities and culture / sport of national
significance and high in the league tables for all those things. We aim to
grow to 860,600 in 2028 and so in the 16 year period between 2012 and 2028
we aim to accommodate and plan for the delivery of 70,000 (gross) new
dwellings in the city. Housing delivery rates have picked up in the last couple
of years and we are on target to achieve 3,660 this year with over a 100
housing sites under construction delivering new dwellings.
185.
As discussed earlier the city also has substantial interest in
Neighbourhood Planning and Neighbourhood Plans and a strong base of
Town and Parish Councils. There are presently some 32 Town and Parish
Councils and 11 Neighbourhood Forums with 2 more about to be designated.
We presently have 34 Designated Neighbourhood areas where
Neighbourhood Plans are in preparation and this level of activity is high and
recognised nationally by CLG as a place of good practice.
186.
Full Council reviewed the plans panel arrangements in August 2012.
New Plans Panel arrangements were agreed which established a City wide
strategic Plans Panel and two area Panels to consider applications and the
more significant developments of interest to local people. The new
arrangements were put in place in September 2012 and have now become
well established. Some 96% of planning decisions are made by planning
officers (as opposed to the recommended 90% by DCLG) under delegated
powers with 235 items dealt with by Plans Panels in 2014/15, the majority of
which were major schemes.
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Table 9 - Plans Panels in 2014/15
Panel
City
North
and
East
South
and
West
Total

No. of
Meetings
18

No of
Items
73

Major
Decisions
Schemes
59
71

12

86

17

12

76

42

235

Pre Apps
10

Position
Statements
11

Deferred
7

58

2

1

23

45

62

2

5

9

121

191

14

17

39

187.
Leeds is one of the largest Planning authorities in the country and
deals with some 220-250 major schemes a year. The Plans Panels play a
pivotal role in dealing with the more complex and sensitive schemes – each
afternoon meeting is preceded by whole morning site visits with the plans
panel meetings themselves lasting on average some 4+ hours.
188.
The City Plans Panel deals with strategic applications across the city
as well as city centre development and meets on a 3 weekly cycle – additional
meetings were held in 2014/15 to consider the East Leeds Extension
(proposal for 2000 house urban extension) and the NGT project for a trolley
bus scheme across the city.
Licensing
189.
The Council is required to take a variety of licensing decisions in
accordance with the Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005 and other
miscellaneous legislation providing for the licensing of scrap metal dealers,
sex establishment licence, place of marriage, hypnotism, house to house
collections and street collections.
190.
In addition the granting, suspension, revocation and enforcement of an
individual hackney carriage (HC) or private hire (PH) licence whether for a
vehicle, driver or operator is a council function under the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. In Leeds, these functions are
concurrently delegated to the Licensing Committee and to the Assistant Chief
Executive (Citizens and Communities) under the Scheme of Delegation
approved annually at full Council. Members of Licensing Committee are
responsible for setting taxi and private hire licensing policy, and officers take
decisions under delegated authority. Decisions taken by officers are taken in
accordance with the policy and guidance decided by Members of Licensing
Committee.
191.
All decisions are reported to our Corporate Governance and Audit
Committee annually, and twice a year to the Licensing Committee. This
review of all licensing decisions taken can highlight new areas of work and
licensing policies that require reviewing earlier than scheduled.
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192.
During the period between 2012/13 to 2014/15 an average of 74
decisions per annum have been made by Licensing Sub-Committee for
Licensing or Gambling Act applications that have attracted representations.
These determinations needing to be made within short timescales prescribed
by regulations and in accordance with local policy statements.
193.
In 2012/13 our Licensing Committee considered applications for the
authority’s large casino licence as part of a competitive bidding process in
accordance with the legislation. A provisional statement was granted to the
best bid which included a schedule of benefits for the authority that will
continue to be monitored by the Licensing Committee for the life of the
licence.
194.
A provisional statement was granted to the best bid which included a
schedule of benefits for the authority that will continue to be monitored by the
committee for the life of the licence.
195.
The Licensing Committee is involved in the development of policies for
the Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005 and Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 for the licensing of sex establishments.
The Licensing Act Policy contains five cumulative impact policies for
designated areas of the Leeds district which are kept under review. The
committee Members contribute to the design of policies through working
groups and stakeholder meetings, before the draft policies are submitted for
final approval through the Executive and/or Full Council. The Licensing Act
also provides for the Council to adopt a Late Night Levy but the committee’s
desire is to explore alternative options before any decision is taken to proceed
with a levy.
196.
In June 2012 the Licensing Committee began a comprehensive review
of the Statement of Licensing Policy for Sex Establishments, primarily in
relation to Sexual Entertainment Venues (SEVs) in response to public opinion.
A thorough public consultation led to a new policy that clearly set out areas
that were considered inappropriate for licensed SEVs. The introduction of the
new policy led to three SEV licences being refused renewal, one being
granted a time limited length licence (subsequently extended) and only two
SEVs being granted licences for the full twelve months. In Leeds only three
SEVs remain operational. This required a considerable time commitment for
Licensing Committee Members who, for purpose of developing the policy,
formed a working group which met on a monthly basis, listened to views of the
trade, partner agencies, and undertook site visits when the premises were
operational providing the opportunity to witness the welfare of the dancers.
Members received training on the legislation and new policy before the
licence applications were considered at attended lengthy sub-committee
meetings until late 2013. Two SEVs launched a joint Judicial Review of the
new policy in 2014 which failed.
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197.
Taxi and Private Hire Licensing policy is well developed in Leeds, and
regularly seen as examples of best practice by other licensing authorities.
There are 28 separate policies covering the application criteria, licensing
conditions, and criteria to assess the “fit and proper” requirements for granting
licences.
198.
New policies are considered by the committee as and when required,
and existing policies are reviewed at least once every three years. The last
comprehensive review began in 2012 and was completed this year, which
included two rounds of public consultation firstly inviting comment on what
should change, and then on the committee’s proposals for change for each
policy. The Committee formed a Working Group of elected Members and
officers to dedicate time on various aspects of the policy review process,
inviting representatives of the trade and other stakeholders to discuss policy
proposals face-to-face before bringing final recommendations back to the full
Licensing Committee for approval. This was well received by the trade who
welcomed the opportunity to discuss issues directly with Licensing Committee
Members in the Working Group.
199.
The Taxi & Private Hire Licensing Policy review process is a major part
of the Licensing Committee’s work programme and will begin again in 2017 to
ensure policies remain up to date and fit for purpose. In 2016, the committee
will be considering the specification to conduct a full Unmet Demand Survey
which will determine whether the number of hackney carriages licensed by the
authority needs to increase or not. This is a major piece of work which will
also include consideration of wheelchair accessible vehicle provision and
emission standards for vehicles. The committee fully expects to create a
further Working Group to monitor progress of the unmet demand survey.
200.
A current example of the depth and complexity of issues that Members
of the Licensing Committee have to consider is the work the authority is
leading on improving safeguarding measures in taxi and private hire licensing.
This work links directly to the council’s corporate emphasis on safeguarding
and supports the delivery of this strategic priority. A number of improvements
have been identified which Licensing Committee have considered and
recommended to Executive Board for approval. This was a significant piece
of work that attracted representations from the trade that the committee had to
carefully consider before deciding the direction the policy should take. The
committee’s policy in this area is being rolled out to other authorities that
comprise the West Yorkshire Combined Authority to ensure a consistent
approach across the region.
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Young People and engagement with the Council
201.
There are many ways in which the council enables children, young
people and families to be involved in local decision making all of which are
underpinned by a key leading role by Elected Members:
Have a Voice Council
202.
Leeds Children in Care Council is called “Have a Voice” and is for
looked after young people aged 12-18. The aims of the group are to “make a
difference and improve care services for children and young people in Leeds”.
The group meet monthly at the Civic Hall and work closely with their Youth
Voice Champion and Chair of Corporate Parenting Board.
203.
The young people takeover the Corporate Parenting Board at least
once a year and have developed a joint action tracker to ensure actions
agreed are followed up. The young people have a variety of roles including
youth proofing documents, shortlisting and helping choose award winners e.g.
STARS, Foster Carer Awards, participating in consultations and sharing their
views / ideas with staff.
204.
The group developed “the Promise” which is an agreement with all
looked after children and young people and their social worker and they have
developed a newsletter that went out in the post directly to looked after
children in the city. Councillors on the Corporate Parenting Board champion
looked after young people’s voice and have for example supported Voice
Group Members in making a deputation to full Council asking for all members
support in raising awareness about the promise.
Care Leavers Council
205.
The Care Leavers Council is comprised of looked after young people
aged 16-25 who are thinking about or who have already moved into
independent living. The group meet monthly at Little London Children’s Centre
(and a crèche is provided). Group members are involved in delivering regular
training to Foster Carers, Designated Teachers, recruitment and selection
panels for senior posts in Children’s Services and regularly represent care
leavers at strategic board meetings and New Belongings Care Leavers
Working Group.
206.
The Care Leavers Council work in close partnership with elected
members and senior decision makers through their involvement with New
Belongings Programme. As an example in the last few months they have
attended a regional Corporate Parenting Board event in Manchester to learn
how other looked after young people work in partnership with their Corporate
Parenting Boards. Members have participated in an Outcome Based
Accountability Planning event alongside decision makers, practitioners and
Elected Members.
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207.
The Care leavers Council decided to focus on raising awareness of
care leavers rights and entitlements and successfully applied for funding from
two different sources and ran an event in April. Twenty eight care leavers
attended the event and Elected Members supported the Care Leavers Council
by attending on the day and being on the Question and Answer Panel.
New Leeds Youth Council Model (to be launched in March 2016)
208.
Young people aged 11-18 (representatives from schools and special
interest groups) are to be invited to attend three youth summit events a year.
The youth summit events will be themed and linked to the Children and Young
People’s plan outcomes and priorities. The Leeds Children and Families Trust
Board which includes elected members and decision makers from different
services /organisations will be invited to attend to meet the young people
towards the end of the meetings to hear their ideas and views and agree
actions to take forward.
Leeds UK Youth Parliament
209.
Young people in Leeds elect four members to the UK youth parliament
every two years. UK youth parliament members attend regional conventions
and an annual sitting every year and work with other youth parliament
members to coordinate and develop national campaigns. This includes the
Make your Mark national ballot for young people aged 11 to 18 years old
across the UK. This involves young people being asked to vote on the issue
that is most important to them.

210.
The top 5 issues are then taken to the House of Commons for the
Members of Youth Parliament (MYP) to debate on and choose the national
campaign for the year. This year a 968,091 young people from across the UK
took part in the ballot, 16,343 of these young people were from Leeds (23% of
youth population).
211.
The Members of Youth Parliament recently attended the House of
Commons, two of the MYP’s from Leeds were lucky enough to get the
opportunity to speak at debate.
212.
Following this trip to the House of Commons, the Deputy Leader and
Executive Member for Children and Families encouraged current UK youth
parliament members to bring a deputation to full council to raise awareness
and seek support for their new campaign and this will take place in January
2015
The Leeds Children’s Mayor
213.
The Leeds Children’s Mayor aims to engage aspirational young people,
who recognise their own potential to create change through democratic
participation and who are equipped to contribute to their own and the city’s
future wellbeing and prosperity. It directly supports the Council’s ambition for
a Child Friendly city.
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214.
The project, which relies upon working in partnership with elected
members, Democratic Services and Children’s Services, is aimed at Year 6
pupils. It builds upon existing systems for youth participation and provides
direct exposure to democratic and political processes. It forges relationships
between young people and elected members by encouraging mutual
understanding and dialog.
215.
The programme supports elected members in developing their role as
active community leaders and enables them to promote local democracy by
supporting young people in writing manifestos and forming campaigns which
allows them to express their views on a topic that they are passionate about.
216.






Outcomes for young people include:
An understanding of democratic decision making.
Appreciating the value of:
Having their own views respected;
Respecting the views of others.
Learning how to present a debate for change.

217.
The young person elected as ‘mayor’ presents their manifesto at a
meeting of full Council and is actively supported in achieving as much of their
manifesto as possible. Ultimately, they are invited to join the city’s Youth
Council in order to encourage long-term democratic involvement.
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PART 4

ELECTED MEMBERS

218.
Members undertake a broad range of duties across three interlinked,
representational roles: Ward, City, Regional and International/National. This
part of our submission explores the range and complexity of councillor roles
elected to serve on Leeds City Council.
Ward Level
219.
At local Ward level, members provide advice and assistance for
constituents who approach them about Council-related matters. Casework
comes from multiple sources (constituents can make contact at any time and
on any day of the week) e.g. via email, phone, letter, social media or face-toface, increasing the pressure on members’ time. Increased availability across
these channels has, in turn, increased expectations from constituents who
often demand to receive an immediate response and swift resolution to their
issues. Dealing with casework involves liaising with council departments and
partners, external agencies, neighbourhood groups and forums as well as
other residents.
220.
Members hold a combination of regular surgeries in their wards where
constituents attend and explain their issues, as well as ‘street surgeries’.
These involve members visiting constituents on particular streets on rotation,
and making house calls on request. These surgeries are often scheduled at
weekends and/or outside what might be regarded as regular office hours.
221.
The varied and large geography of the city is mirrored at local ward
level, with wards spanning many miles. Travelling to meet residents, to deal
with casework and attend outside body meetings, are factors which impact on
the amount of time that members have to carry out their duties.
222.
Members have considerable commitments in their wards. They are
involved in community groups, neighbourhood forums, residents’ associations
and parish/town councils. 30% of councillors (from Wards with Parish and
Town councils) also serve as a Parish or Town Councillors. As well as
attending these meetings and assisting with their aims, these groups also
generate further casework and constituency-related issues which are routinely
followed up. More recently considerable work has been undertaken (by Parish
and non-Parished areas) on developing Neighbourhood Plans. This has
been, and will continue to be, a considerable time commitment for our
councillors.
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223.
Councillors’ time commitments also involve organising community
initiatives and events. For example councillors have arranged Christmas light
switch-on events, Remembrance Sunday services, and Town festivals and
work alongside the Police and West Yorkshire Trading Standards, for
example to establish ‘No Cold Calling’ zones for residents in their wards
establish Neighbourhood Watch schemes and raise awareness about PACT
meetings with the local Neighbourhood Police Teams.
224.
This locality role has increased in recent years as community
committees have taken on more powers over local decision making. These
increased responsibilities, and the expectations being placed on these
committees, has increased and will continue to increase the time
commitments on local councillors.
225.
In a city of the size and diversity of Leeds, strong leadership at a local
level is vital. During emergency incidents and periods of community tension,
our local councillors’ role as community leaders comes to the fore. All our
councillors are listed as emergency contacts in the council’s Peace and
Emergency Planning Unit database. In this sense, councillors are always ‘on
call’ and must be ready to respond to incidents at any time of the day or week.
Strong local leadership was demonstrated by councillors for example after the
events of 7/7 (which were linked to the city), and during EDL marches. There
are no signs that the need for effective, accessible and timely local leadership
will diminish in future years.
226.
Councillors in Leeds are well-briefed on the council’s policies and
initiatives so that they are more effectively able to represent the views of their
constituents. This involves attending many meetings and briefings with
officers and the council’s partners, where issues such as proposals for
highway improvements, planning applications, service changes, and
community events all typically involve consultation with local members in faceto-face meetings. Members often facilitate and help organise public meetings
on subjects such as bus route changes, Core Strategy and Site Allocations
Plan proposals, and Neighbourhood Watch initiatives.
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City Council
227.
Our councillors also represent their communities on city-wide
committees and lead city-wide initiatives. Formal council committees such as
Full Council, Executive Board, Scrutiny Boards, Plans Panels and Licensing
Committees amount to many hours of meeting time every week. When
preparation for such meetings is included, the time commitment is even more
significant. As part of their work programmes, scrutiny boards undertake a
number of Inquiries each municipal year, which regularly involves members
attending working group sessions in addition to formally scheduled meetings
of the full boards.
Regional
228.
A number of councillors represent the city at regional level. Bodies
such as the West Yorkshire Combined Authority and its sub committees, West
Yorkshire Police and Crime Panel, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority
all have councillor representation. Again, the time commitment for these
bodies includes extensive preparation time. With the emerging direction of
travel on devolution, the importance of these regional bodies is likely to
increase over time, and so Member involvement at this level is similarly likely
to rise.
National/International
229.
The role of the Leader and other senior members of council include
representing Leeds in national and international settings. For example at a
national level, this includes responsibilities to bodies like the Local
Government Association and the Core Cities group. On an international level
this has included taking part in trade delegations to attract inward investment
and bolster trade links for the city, with the aim of growing the economy and
creating jobs for residents in Leeds.
Appointments to Outside bodies
230.
Members also play a pivotal role on a large number of external
organisations. Depending on the nature of the organisation, these
appointments are made by full Council, the Member Management Committee,
or where appointments are to local community groups, by community
committees.
231.
Full Council appoints to the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service (8
Members), the West Yorkshire Police and Crime Panel (3 Members), the
West Yorkshire Joint Services Committee (4 Members) West Yorkshire
Pension Fund (3 Members) and makes appointments and nominations to the
West Yorkshire Combined Authority (11 members).
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232.
Many of these functions (Fire, Police, transport and Joint Services etc.)
are rooted in the ‘county’ based governance arrangements which existed pre
April 1986. These roles are significant (extending the remit and
responsibilities of councillors beyond the boundaries of the district) and timeconsuming with regular meetings and briefings taking place for the members
concerned in addition to their other Leeds City council responsibilities.
233.
With the prospect of further devolved powers from government it is
unlikely that the number of appointments or workload of members will reduce
and indeed there is every possibility that Members workload will increase.
234.
Member Management Committee also reviews annually, and appoints
members to, 264 places in 107 external bodies – this range from
appointments to bodies such as adoption panels to regional bodies such as
the Yorkshire Power Stations Joint Committee and important statutory bodies
such as the Children’s Trust Board. The number of appointments has
remained fairly static although as services are provided by different staff
mutual organisations or 3rd sector partner organisations councillors are
increasingly playing a part on the governing bodies of these organisations.
235.
Community committees similarly annually review and make
appointments to community and local partnerships; 79 member appointments
have been made across the ten community committees to 52 external
organisations. Given the evolving role and delegations to community
committees there is likely to be an increase in the number of community and
local partnership organisations wishing to appoint members.
236.
In total the authority makes 372 formal appointments to 164 different
organisations. This equates to an average of just under 4 external
appointments per Member.
237.
In addition to these appointments, councillors are also appointed to 91
school governing body places and have very active roles (including chairing
responsibilities) on a very wide range of other organisations at a local level. A
summary of all Members’ appointed roles and responsibilities is presented at
Appendix 4 (i).
Member Questionnaire
238.
To help inform our submission all elected members were given the
opportunity to complete a questionnaire to obtain the views of members on
their role and the number of hours they commit to their work as a councillor
(see Appendix 4 (ii)) for a questionnaire response summary). The return rate
for the questionnaire was 81% with 81 of our 99 councillors completing a
questionnaire. This high rate of engagement in itself demonstrates the
commitment the councillors have to their role.
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239.
From these responses it has been possible for us to provide the
Commission with a detailed insight into the workload of Leeds’ councillors,
particularly the breadth of duties undertaken and the substantial time
commitments that they have, whether they are cabinet members, committee
chairs or backbench councillors.
240.
It has also provided an opportunity for us to convey to the Commission
how councillors feel their role has developed, whether they believe they have
enough time to carry out their duties and whether the role is greater than they
expected when assuming office. The returns confirm much of the analysis
contained in Part 3 of the wider submission namely that councillors on Leeds
City Council have a significant number of Council committee and subcommittee appointment responsibilities as well as a wide range of external
appointments, regional commitments and local community responsibilities.
241.
The local element is crucial as these include a significant number of
roles ranging from formal elected roles such as parish and town councils to
other community leadership roles such as neighborhood planning and
neighborhood forums as well as general community representation on local
issues such as school places and appeals, highways, bus services, planning
applications, refuse collection, street lighting and leisure provision. The case
study below provides an insight into local leadership in relation to a
planning/site allocations issue and the time commitment this entails.

Case Study 1 – Planning/Site Allocations local Leadership role
Local councillors in Calverley and Farsley have been involved in the fight against
development at land known locally as Kirklees Knowl. This has involved formation and
involvement in FRAG (Farsley Residents Action Group) a group organised to campaign
against the proposals to deliver 300+ houses on a sensitive site in the Calverley and
Farsley Ward.
The application process has been lengthy having been under consideration for over 3
years. The application has been to appeal, judicial review and determination by the
Secretary of State. The application is still in play today and it is still uncertain what will
happen with the development. The councillor role has been wide ranging in this whether
it is liaising with and attending the FRAG meetings, keeping residents informed of
developments or attending the various planning hearings to present a case against the
proposals.
In terms of time commitments it has been significant both in attending hearings and
meetings and in issuing correspondence and media on the application. This is local
leadership and representation at its best, fighting for the best local outcome,
representing the views of a large number of residents, organising volunteers to fight
against the proposals and operating as the ‘face’ of the campaign at hearings and formal
meetings.
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242.
Community obligations apply to all 99 members however; those with
Cabinet/Executive Board/Shadow Executive Board and committee chair
responsibilities have additional time commitments which are explored later in
this section. The questionnaire reveals that additional responsibilities apply to
46 of 99 councillors; this includes Executive Board Members, Committee
Chairs and Shadow, Support and Deputy Executive Board Members as well
as the Deputy Leaders and Leader of council. In total therefore over half of
responders have additional responsibilities.
243.
While responsibilities do vary, and so therefore do time commitments,
the findings from the questionnaire illustrate that all councilors commit a
significant amount of time to their councillor duties. The questionnaire shows
that the mean average monthly time commitment to the role is 176 hours.
244.
72% of respondents suggested that the amount of time they spend on
councillor duties is more than they expected, 23% suggested it was as
expected and 0 respondents thought it was less time than they had
anticipated.
245.
Included as Appendix 4 (iii) is an example of the casework from 2 of
our councilors. The examples clearly show the variety of work undertaken by
councillors and provide an understanding of the time it can take to resolve
certain queries - further evidencing how much engagement councillors have
with constituents and providing an insight into how the councillor operates as
a community advocate.
246.
In terms of narrative responses to the councillor questionnaire the
following quote from one councilor illustrates how casework has changed over
time:
‘Email has had an immense impact on my role as a councillor as it is a
constant relentless tide of issues. Eleven years ago when I was first elected
the majority of my casework was from letters and phone calls. Now I still get
some letters and a lot of phone calls but the vast majority of contact with my
constituents is via email. I do not use Twitter or Facebook but use email as a
way to communicate and inform residents of all sorts of issues that may affect
them e.g. road closures when we have road works or marathons, etc.
Residents respond positively to these emails and more often than not with
casework issues. Email allows residents to respond at a time convenient to
them which are really important in our 24 hour economy. This is also an
advantage for councillors. Replying to a resident via email is quicker, cheaper
(no paper, envelopes, stamps or time to type letters etc.) and saves money. It
is also easier to keep a trail of any correspondence which is easy to access.
Trying to deal with this constant flow of emails can become difficult at times
especially if one is in meetings all day and into the evening. There is a high
expectation from residents in this 'instant' society for an immediate reply.
Councillors need to manage their residents' expectations. Councillors need to
ensure that they have a work/life balance to survive these pressures. Emails
can become addictive and increasingly in many meetings it is noticeable that
many attendees are spending a lot of time replying to their messages.’
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247.
As outlined elsewhere in this submission the population of Leeds is set
to expand rapidly with the Council’s own Core Strategy setting out the
provision of an additional 70,000 new homes up to 2028, equating to a further
150,000 new residents in the city. Because of this casework will increase and
the community advocate role will increase as communities will require
additional infrastructure as they expand.
248.
The community obligations element of our councillors’ role cannot be
underestimated. The questionnaire elicited a significant time commitment on
activity that could be seen as ‘community focused’. The questionnaire shows
that on average 17.7 hours per month is committed to community obligations,
a further 25.4 hours is spent dealing with constituent casework and inquiries
and 20.5 hours on ad hoc approaches by constituents, surgeries and the
innovative street surgeries. There is further time commitments evidenced in
the questionnaire that we have termed as ‘community focused’. These include
community committees (6.6 hours per month) and for those councillors
involved tenant and resident associations and housing advisory panels (6.8
hours per month). This amounts to 77 hours per month where, on average,
Leeds councillors are primarily involved in work with local communities.
249.
The geography of the city can be a challenge; councillors spend a
significant amount of time travelling between meetings in their own wards and
meetings at council buildings or in the city centre. The varied and large
geography of the city is mirrored at local ward level. Travelling to meet
residents and around wards are factors which impact on the amount of time
that members have to carry out their duties.The questionnaire return supports
this, with travelling time averaged out at 17.6 hours per month per councillor.
In addition to this an initiative known as ‘street surgeries’ is evident across all
the political groups on the council, this involves travelling around the ward to
meet as many constituents as possible to proactively address local issues.
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250.
Street surgeries generate additional casework and ensure that
constituents gain access to their local representatives and can resolve local
problems as appropriate. This innovative method of engagement further
highlights the community role that councillors in Leeds undertake.
Case Study 2 – The Street Surgery

‘Street surgeries’ involve visiting constituents on particular streets on rotation, and
making house calls on request in an attempt to visit as many streets in their wards as
possible. These surgeries are often scheduled at weekends and/or outside regular
office hours.
Street surgeries were launched in 2012 and have been a big success. Ward
councillors either jointly or individually select between 100 and 300 addresses to
cover through a street surgery. Letters are then sent to those addresses setting out
the councillors plans to visit the area and encouraging residents to raise any issues
with them. This is done by leaving a copy of the letter in their window on the given
day or through making contact with the councillor to arrange a set time.
The councillor(s) then visit the area and meet with residents face to face to identify
and address issues through casework or by providing advice. The amount of
casework generated does vary but typically between 10 and 20 individual cases are
identified.
The following quote from the responses to question 14 gives a flavour of how street
surgeries have been used in Leeds and also of wider responsibilities to residents:
‘Most of my daily work is with or for residents. I hold a street surgery every week and
it inevitably leads to days of referring on to officers and following up. I visit residents
with issues virtually every day. I have to visit the Civic Hall several times a week for
meetings. Most evenings are spent following up emails of preparing for meetings.’

251.
As noted above the number of hours a councillor spends on the role in
a month is significant, but it is also worth noting the amount of unsociable
hours involved in a councillor’s day. The street surgery can take place at a
weekend for example. When time commitments are looked at in detail we
argue that members’ are accessible as ‘a 24 hour councillor’.
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252.
For example a councillor with licensing responsibilities will attend site
visits at night with officers to ensure licensed premises are operating within
their prescribed limits. Councillors will also be involved in their casework at
unsociable hours, perhaps monitoring social media or carrying out research
into the early hours. Planning members go out on site visits at 9.30am and
executive board members, committee chairs and ward councillors may have
commitments or meetings from as early as 8.00am. Community meetings will
invariably take place in the evening as do governing body meetings often
stretching past 9.00am.
253.
Our questionnaire gives an insight into the varied day and
commitments that our councillors have; supporting our contention of the ‘24
hour Leeds councillor’. Below are some examples with more evidenced in our
questionnaire response summary at Appendix 4 (ii):
‘Email check in the morning -Many meetings with officers from 8am-8.30am Updates with office staff on yesterday’s casework, correspondence and letters
-Update phone calls through the day while out of the office -Lunchtime check
emails and make calls to constituents -Sometimes lunchtime meetings at
Civic Hall with officers and residents -Evening check in at Civic Hall and do
emails/calls/write letters -Parish council/resident groups meetings or public
meetings -Email and correspondence at home -Reading council
minutes/agendas/papers for meetings ahead inc. ONE Community
Committee, Full Council, Scrutiny Committee or other outside bodies Weekends inc. meeting constituents, council surgeries, emails, available for
events (coffee mornings, Remembrance Service, etc.) and preparations for
week ahead On an ad hoc basis asked to be involved with debates, journalist
requests or other activities in capacity as councillor.’
‘8am to 10am I read my briefs papers for the day; I attend meetings or catch
up on my emails and respond. Every three weeks I have an all-day planning
meeting Thursdays, site visits from 9am - 12pm, committee meeting 1.30pm 5.30pm or 7pm. I have officers meetings and Chairs Brief prior to these
meetings - about 4 hours per week. Once a month on Mondays I attend a
Scrutiny Board meeting, about 4 hours. I usually have weekly briefings with
officers of Adult Social Services, Children’s Services, Housing Services and
community organisations plus third sector or NHS and the Police. I am an
active school governor of a local high school and an adult college, The
Northern College, Barnsley. I am also chair of the Armley Forum which meets
every month and also involves chair briefs. Weekly advice surgeries take up
around two hours every week.’
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254.
The questionnaire results also shows that a significant amount of time
is spent at the Civic Hall or at other council buildings attending meetings,
either formal council committee meetings, commitments relating to external
appointments or meetings with officers such as task and finish groups or
briefings. On average this accounts for a total of 20.9 hours on formal council
meetings per month, a further 18.3 hours at other council meetings and 7.7
hours per month on other external meetings resulting from a council
appointment.
255.
We have found that a significant amount of time dedicated to political
group meetings and preparation for meetings, these account for 3.9 and 10.4
hours per month respectively.
256.
In total this amounts to an average of 61.2 hours per month of
councilor’s time performing their city councillor role as decision makers, in a
political capacity or as representatives of the Council and City.
257.
Councillors also juggle a number of different appointments to
committees and this is born out in the questionnaire response. Many have
upwards of three Leeds City Council appointments in a variety of roles
whether it is Executive Board or on a Scrutiny or Community Committee or
Plans Panel. This is also supplemented by outside body appointments with
some members having 7 or more such appointments and the largest number
having either 3 or 4 external Council appointed positions both coming in at
19.5% of respondents. A further 11% have 5 external appointments. It is clear
that the role requires elected members to ‘wear a number of different hats’ but
also the findings of the questionnaire show that any reduction in councillor
numbers would create problems in terms of filling these appointments
effectively.
258.
Leeds has 32 parish and town councils reflecting the background of
townships in Leeds which were once independent district councils. The
questionnaire illustrates the involvement city councillors have with these
bodies either as members or as local partners working towards local goals. A
number of councillors are members of more than one parish and town council.
On average the amount of time committed by those involved in parish and
town councils (27 respondents) on a monthly basis is 8.4 hours. In Wetherby
for instance all three Wetherby ward councillors are on the local town council.
259.
In recent times during the development of the Core Strategy and Site
Allocations plans that interaction can be even more significant with further
involvement in local Neighborhood Plans and the 11 Neighborhood Forums
established in Leeds. Parish and town councils typically have monthly
meetings. The following quotes highlight some of the feelings around parish
and town Councils;
‘Have 5 parish Councils- Key part of our role liaising, joint meetings on issues
like planning, housing, sports facilities and transport.’;
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‘Outer North East is unusual in having so many active and effective parish
councils. Other areas of the city should be encouraged to form P.C.s; they are
not 'necessary' for L.C.C councillors but they allow us to do our jobs with
better information than if they did not exist. Time spent with parish councillors
is never wasted.’
‘Parish Council Meetings, planning meetings and meeting with individual
parish councillors are all vital to ensure smooth co-operation between all
levels of local government.’
260.
The Core Strategy has necessitated councillors working with
communities to identify local priorities and represent those views to the City
Council. The case study below provides more details.
Case Study 3 – Councillor’s and the Core Strategy
The Core Strategy has been emerging for a number of years having gone through an issues and options
consultation, an inspection and further public consultation and finally approval in November 2014. This
has been followed up by the Site Allocations Plan and consultation the public element of which
concluded in November 2015.
The Councillors’ involvement in this has been significant and includes attendance at the Council
operated consultation events, organisation of public meetings with communities where no formal
consultation drop in event was held, drafting and hand delivery of letters to affected residents, regular
meetings with council officers to discuss housing sites, attendance at Development Plans Panel,
speaking at full Council and dealing with queries from concerned residents and local campaign groups.
In addition to these general responsibilities some councillors have been involved in neighbourhood plan
development. For instance councillors in North East Leeds have actively encouraged communities to
develop their own neighbourhood plans to ensure that they have influence over housing proposals in
their area. This approach has led to involvement in these groups and a significant time commitment
including attendance at regular meetings and regular discussion with interested constituents to develop
the plans.

261.
Social media is a relatively recent phenomenon and has undoubtedly
changed how councillors communicate with their constituents. Social media
has moved the role of councillor closer to a ’24 hour role’. Our questionnaire
responses support this view with councillors emphasizing that they deal with
Tweets or Facebook posts during unsociable hours or over weekends.
262.
Councillors also commented more generally on how social media has
impacted on their lives with the following quotes being of interest from the
questionnaires received:
‘Difficult to give a quantitive amount of time I use social media - it's made the job 24
hour, where people can contact you via email/twitter/Facebook/text and expect an
immediate response.’;
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‘I use Twitter and Facebook to both to engage with the wider community and to keep
up to date with current events in politics and the news. It's important to be up to date
so we can respond quickly as a Labour group to questions and news stories.
Alongside a new level of interaction with the public, the time spent on social media is
high but necessary to be on top of the issues that local people are concerned about.’
and ‘It has given more people a voice and opened a new gateway for constituents to
contact their Councillor without leaving their home whilst also providing a platform for
councillors to promote events and proposed changes within the ward. Good way to
promote community consultation delivering the same message to all.’
‘I now receive many direct communications - messages, notifications, and comments
on sites like "Street Life" or Community websites. Monitoring and partaking in such
activities is becoming a much more prominent part of my work.’

263.
These quotes give an understanding of the impact the social media has
had on local councillors, as do the other comments contained at Appendix 4
(ii). It is clear that the majority of councillors use social media (62 out of 82
responders), and most commit a significant amount of time ranging from 1
hour per month to higher numbers in excess of 30 hours per month. This level
of time commitment and level of interest from constituents suggests that the
councillor role is changing and that effective consultation and communication
with residents could soon make a social media presence compulsory. The
highest percentage of councillors (13%) used it 10 hours per month, indeed
41 of 82 responders used it for either 10 or more hours per month. It is clear
that social media has increased both the profile and time commitment of
elected members and has opened another avenue through which they can
communicate with constituents and act on their behalf.
Executive and Shadow Members
264.
Executive Members have a larger role and as a consequence larger
time commitments than ward councillors and this is backed up in the
questionnaire. Having specific accountability for a portfolio and representing
the city in a variety of ways adds to the workload that they already have as
ward councillors. The number of formal appointments is enhanced and the
amount of contact they receive not just from constituents but from residents
throughout the city clearly create a challenging role. The role is varied with
ward work going hand in hand with high profile roles such as speaking at city
wide events or meeting with Government Ministers.
265.
On average the time commitment of executive or shadow executive
board roles added 8.6 hours onto a councillor’s time commitment, it should be
noted that an executive board member would likely have more time
commitment than those in a shadow role but in both positions there is
additional responsibility.
266.
Shadow executive board members have a greater time commitment
participating in more officer briefings and dealing with more media issues than
ward councillors. They too will deal with matters relating to portfolios and have
more responsibility in full Council meetings and in the lead up to Executive
Board meetings.
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Conclusions
267.
87% of responders believed that there had been changes to the
demands on their time since becoming a councillor (Question 11a), 12.2%
believed there had been no change. In light of the section on social media
(which is one clear area of change) the responses to this question again
highlight how the councillor role is becoming 24 hour in nature. Some quotes
from that section are as follows (with more documented at Appendix 4(ii):
‘As a council we decided to devolve functions to communities in the city so
they can be better delivered. Each member has been given new governance
roles in their areas. As described previously I am the children’s lead member,
and this entails a lot more work as councillors effectively get involved in
guiding local delivery. But also it is a key role to feed up to the executive
member for children's services the issues and priorities for the council. Also
with shrinking budgets and fewer services councillors are the front line for
many constituents to approach with a growing list of issues.’
‘I am in fifth year as a councillor and there have been some changes in this
time. A key change has been a greater devolvement of responsibility,
community engagement, budgets and service delivery to community
committees has increased work loads of backbench councillors. Many
councillors now have additional new responsibilities to lead on certain issues
in the community area. I lead on training skills and welfare. In addition the
impact of changes to the delivery of housing services, welfare changes and
reductions in council and public services have led to more issues, casework
and scrutiny from the public of council services.’
‘Over the last 5 years, there has been a dramatic rise in the volume of
casework, considerably more conflict with council departments over city-wide
issues and more meetings with officers to address these.’
268.
Members overwhelmingly state that workloads have increased in
recent times and since the Boundary Commission last visited Leeds. New
technologies, reductions in resources, changes in locality responsibilities and
the higher profile of councillors more generally appear to be key drivers of this
with those pressures showing no sign of subsiding.
269.
Table 10 provides a summary of the hourly time commitment revealed
by the questionnaire.
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Table 10 Summary of Member Time Commitments

Category of time spent

Total hours
spent by 81
respondents

Average
hours
(mean)

Attendance at any formal Council meetings
(e.g. planning, licensing, Scrutiny Full Council
etc.)

1691.0

20.9

Attendance at other council meetings (e.g.
meetings with officers, task and finish groups,
scrutiny working groups, political group
meetings etc.)

1449.0

18.3

Time spent on Group business

502.0

6.8

Attendance at external meetings (where you
have been appointed as a representative of
the Council, rather than attending because of
your ward councillor position)

597.5

7.7

1362.0

17.7

Community Committees/Position on
community committee

524.0

6.6

Involvement with Tenant &amp; Resident
Associations/ Housing Advisory Panels

513.0

6.8

1643.0

20.5

2070.0

25.9

Preparation for meetings (including premeeting briefings)

824.0

10.4

Attending seminars, conferences and training

290.5

4.0

1341.0

17.6

Media/press work

282.5

4.2

Discussion at Group Meetings

287.5

3.9

Community obligations

Engaging with constituents, surgeries, street
surgeries, ad-hoc approaches by constituents
(in person/phone/email etc.)

Dealing with constituent enquiries, casework
etc.

Travel related to councillor business
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Category of time spent

Total hours
spent by 81
respondents

Average
hours
(mean)

Site Visits

358.0

5.0

Executive Board Portfolio Work (either in
administration or opposition ‘shadowing’ role)

448.0

8.6

Other

129.0

3.9

14312.0

176.7

Total of all time spent

270.
The questionnaire responses clearly show the variety of the roles
undertaken by councillors in Leeds and the work they do for constituents and
on behalf of the city.
271.
The time commitment is very significant averaging nearly 177 hours
per month. This shows councillors commit substantial amounts of time to their
role and to maintaining a strong and healthy democracy in the city (with
councillors doing as much as they can for their communities who rightly
expect high quality democratic representation).
272.
As our submission shows, the challenge in Leeds over the next 5 years
will be significant. With reducing budgets it is likely that casework will increase
and instances of councillors operating on the ‘frontline’ will also likely
increase. The population of the city is also expected to increase significantly
with proposals to build 70,000 new homes equating an approximately 150,000
new residents in the city by 2028.
273.
Therefore any reduction in the number of councillors in the city could
create a democratic deficit and create a situation where the councillor role is
more than a full-time job. Any reduction would see the average monthly time
commitment per councillor increase and could leave areas of the city under
represented both in terms of casework and access to their local
representative.
274.
In light of the evidence provided in the member’s questionnaire
response, it is the Council’s view that the number of elected representatives
on Leeds City Council should remain at 99.
Support to Members
275.
Members receive support in their role from Democratic Services.
Group Office support provided to the largest three political groups and
combined support to our two smaller groups is a key feature of this.
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276.
Within these arrangements dedicated support is provided to the Leader
of Council and Executive councillors, with case work support also provided to
backbench members. Over recent years the number of full time equivalent
staff employed within Democratic Services has reduced by 33%.
Members’ Allowances
277.
Elected Members receive a basic allowance of £14,928; this includes
all telephone, office and travelling and subsistence expenses in relation to
their work within the Leeds district. In addition a further allowance is payable
to some councillors who hold special responsibilities in relation to the
functions of the authority. Only one special responsibility allowance from the
council is payable per councillors and where a councillors is eligible to receive
more than one allowance the higher figure is paid.
278.
The council has applied financial discipline to the members’ allowances
scheme. Since 2010 there have been restrictions on increases in members’
allowances. During the last five municipal years members have agreed to take
a 3% reduction on all special responsibility allowances over the value of £7k
per annum.
279.
The Independent Remuneration Panel who oversee and make
recommendations to the Council on the allowance scheme commented in
their most recent report in 2014 that;
“4.
Leeds is one of the largest local authorities in the country. As an urban
authority it is second only to Birmingham in population. In the last decade its
population is estimated to have increased from 715,600 to 798,800, an
increase of 11.6% from the 2001 figure. Its budget for 2014-15 is £565.8m.
Between the 2010/11 and 2013/14 budgets, funding from government
reduced by £94m. The cuts in grant are planned to extend for a further three
years to 2017-18 and will be similar to those seen from 2010. The reduction in
overall funding for local government in 2015-16 is forecast to be 14.1%.”

“5.
Meanwhile the responsibilities placed on the City councillors continue
to increase. The Localism Act 2011 devolved services to local authorities,
though; it was complained, without the resources to discharge them. From
April 2013 the City council assumed the major new responsibility for health
and wellbeing. Financial austerity brings substantial and further challenges to
councillors as the City council is required to make substantial cuts in its
spending. Changes to the welfare system give residual discretionary powers
to local authorities. Councillors are faced with unenviable choices. Demand
for local authority services continues to grow. In particular, there is
exponential growth in the number of old people and a corresponding increase
in demand for social care. The strain on and competition for resources
increase the demands made on elected members. New means of
communication also increase the pressures on members: constituents expect
an instant response.”
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Member Development and Training
280.
Good political leadership is essential for delivering high quality local
government services. The role of the councillors is one of the most complex in
politics or the world of work, and never ceases to evolve and develop. Both
new and experienced councillors require a high level of support in order to
develop the skills and knowledge they need to carry out their roles effectively.
281.
As a council, we are fully committed to developing our councillors in
order to achieve the Council’s strategic outcomes and improvement priorities.
We demonstrated this by successfully meeting the stringent standards of the
IDeA Charter for Member Development. Learning and development is led by
Members, for Members. This approach ensures that councillors are placed at
the heart of every process connected with their own learning and
development.
282.
The Member training strategy provides a variety of training methods,
recognising that Members have numerous demands on their time and require
flexible learning opportunities. The emphasis on personal development
planning means that individual needs and preferences will also be addressed.
283.







The framework is based on four learning and development themes:
An extended induction programme for new Members of Council and
existing Members requiring a refresher. Although concentrated after the
elections, core elements of the induction programme will be repeated
throughout the year.
A set of core skills which cover the basic areas of competency for all
elected Members.
A series of role specific modules, linked to the competencies necessary
to fulfil the various roles on the Council which Members may be expected
to undertake.
Personal development through the provision of a comprehensive range
of training and development activities linked to a Member’s individual
needs. These needs are identified by the individual through an annual
directed discussion.

284.
Some elements of member training is designated as essential, for
example safeguarding for all members and licensing and planning training for
those members appointed to the Council’s regulatory committees.
285.
By way of example, in order to sit on a plans panel, members are
required to receive compulsory training, as per the requirements in Article 8 of
the Council’s Constitution. New members to plans panels appointed since the
Annual General Meeting of the Council have recently received training prior to
attending panel meetings.
286.
In previous years members have had the opportunity to shadow
planning officers in the planning office to see how an application was handled
end to end. Feedback from members was that this was a valuable insight and
shadowing will be offered again as part of the training programme in 2015-16.
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PART 5

WIDER PERSPECTIVES – VIEWS FROM THIRD PARTIES

287.
An important aspect for us in developing this submission has been to
seek the views from third parties. We have done this by speaking to and
seeking views from a wide range of organisations and individuals including
the Chamber of Commerce, the Chair of the Independent Remuneration
Panel, Faith Leaders, Health Service Representatives, Leeds Community
Development Foundation, Voluntary Action Leeds, the Chair of the Leeds
Magistrates Bench, our appointed Independent Person for Standards, local
neighbourhood networks, West Yorkshire Police, third sector partnerships,
and the Leeds older persons forum.
288.
The views from those we spoke to and heard from was that the role of
local ward members is vital and any reduction would be to the detriment of
localities. We set out below examples of the responses that we received.
289.

The appointed Independent Person wrote;

“The Leeds Metropolitan boundaries include both inner city and rural
communities, both of which have completely differing needs. The population
living within those boundaries is likewise diverse and creates equally different
challenges to a Local Authority. To serve a diverse population of almost
800,000 people, I don’t feel that 99 Councillors is an unreasonable figure. In
my view, Councillors know their communities and provide a highly cost
effective contribution for the benefit of those communities and they are
available to their communities over long hours, often in evenings and
weekends when many other services are closed. They engage with their
communities by attending local events and getting to know the leaders in
these communities. I feel that this is particularly important for those
communities with large numbers of BME residents where it is advantageous
to be able to reach the heart of the community. Councillors are not civil
servants and they are able to represent the interests of local people, some of
whom would otherwise struggle in their dealings with the statutory services.
Yes they should have a financial allowance for the time and effort which they
spend working for their communities but if this was equated to a wage then
the hours served would fall well short of the minimum wage. I wouldn’t want to
see the role of Councillors as a full time salaried position as this would then
exclude people from serving their communities in this way, unless they were
prepared to give up their own permanent employment and accept a small
allowance for their work!! Councillors are directly responsible to those who
elect them and the final sanction if they are not valued – is the ballot box.
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Councillors are involved with their local communities and are often able to
encourage and support the delivery of services through Third Sector
Organisations. Acting as a conduit between these Organisations and the
Council can be invaluable and, again, value for money is demonstrated.
Working through the new community committees with their responsibilities for
delegated budgets, Councillors are able to directly engage their communities
far better than a salaried individual working from a central location. Living and
working in these communities, Councillors can also provide a certain
intelligence to the Local Authority and are often able to diffuse issues before
they become major incidents. All of these examples in my opinion
demonstrate the effectiveness of having a three Councillor per ward structure
within Leeds and justify the continuation of this structure.
With the new responsibilities for licensing and public health added to the Local
Authority portfolio the role of the Councillor becomes even more important.
Any reductions in the public health agenda will have an impact on the NHS
and it is far more beneficial for Councillors to work ‘upstream’ in promoting
prevention with the local communities rather than wait until the challenges
grow and become a serious ‘downstream’ problem – maybe not so much to
the Local Authority but certainly to the NHS. With the future agenda
emphasising the link between Health and Social Care I would suggest that
now is not the time to be reducing engagement with local communities by
reducing the spread of Councillors across the Metropolitan City.
I believe that any attempt to dilute the contribution of Councillors in the
Metropolitan City of Leeds will increase the financial pressures on the Council
to deliver its statutory duties, particularly in the need to employ more staff to
address the workload which is undertaken locally by the 99 Councillors in this
City. It will also strike at the heart of democracy by taking away the voices of
local people.”
290.
The Chairman of Shadwell Parish Council wrote on behalf of the
Parish Council and commented as follows;
“Shadwell Parish Council is of the opinion that any reduction in the number of
Ward Councillors serving our Ward of Harewood would be detrimental to the
smooth running of the area and would place a unacceptable burden on Ward
Councillors in fulfilling their roles to the community.
Given the roles and responsibilities of all City Councillors, it would appear
that the number of 99 is in no way excessive.
In our own Ward, we cannot envisage how fewer Councillors could possibly
undertake the amount of work that our present 3 members do. Harewood is,
geographically, an enormous ward, but owe feel that all parishes within it have
the same characteristics and aspirations and accordingly, Shadwell is very
much part of this demographic. We would not support any boundary change
that would be detrimental to this. Over the years, parishes within Harewood
have worked together and established a good working partnership.
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Any reduction in Ward members would necessarily curtail the input we receive
from our Ward Councillors due to time restraints. Alternatively, if they tried to
maintain the same workload, this would be unsustainable.
We read with interest that other large cities manage with fewer
representatives, but without knowing all the details of their roles and
responsibilities, it is impossible to make any direct comparisons.
In summary, Shadwell Parish Council supports the existing situation of 33
wards with 3 members per ward. The size and characteristic of Harewood
and Wetherby is such that any reduction in the number of elected members
representing these 2 Wards would be unsustainable, with future candidates
being unable to act as Councillor while having a full time job. These is
detrimental to the democracy of the city.
Shadwell Parish Council hope that you will take the above comments into
consideration.”
291.
The Chief Executive Officer of Barca-Leeds set out his charity’s
views as follows;
“Barca-Leeds is a local charity delivering a wide range of services across the
city of Leeds. We are recognised as one of the larger community anchor
organisation employing over 150 people with a further 50 or more volunteer.
We are strongly rooted in the communities with whom we work and our work
covers children families and adults. Our services focus upon physical and
mental health, addiction, homelessness, community engagement, celebration
and fun.
Within Leeds the role of Councillors has in the past decade changed beyond
recognition. Councillors across the city are active advocates for their
constituents, exercising voices that are unlikely to be heard. We often witness
councillors using case studies identified through their case work in various
meetings. Councillors are deeply engaged in the civic life of our communities
often beyond the scope of the city council services.
Within the communities of West Leeds we have direct experience of
Councillors engaging, participating and facilitating community groups. This
has included the local community managed Swimming Baths, numerous
community centres, fundraising and building of a local war memorial. In
addition most of our councillors serve as school governor for at least one
school and act as trustees for numerous charities.
Leeds is a very big city and many of our communities have a strong sense of
identity cultural and diversity. Councillors have a critical role in the monitoring
of community tensions, unmet need, aspiration and frustration. On occasion
councillors have been the “turn to people” for victims of hate crime, domestic
violence and antisocial behaviour.
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We would fear that a reduction of the number of councillors would have a
detrimental impact upon the city capacity to engage with some of its most
marginalised isolated members of the community.
We recognise and value councillor new and developing responsibilities
including Licensing and Health and Wellbeing. We also recognise their vital
function in the facilitation of discussion across different sectors, e.g. Police
CCG, VCFS. This cross sector working has been particularly significant role
especially in relation to the financial constraints and cut back of services.
Within the scope of our organisations work, members have chaired two ‘Our
Place’ initiatives, supported the transfer of council assets, directly participated
within community first panels chaired public meeting and act as a critical
friend.
Leeds has adopted a new community committees structure with enhanced
responsibilities for delegated budgets, locally managed services and greater
oversight of joined up local service delivery. This has encouraged a
consistent approach to their role across the city we would notice a significant
impact if their number were to be reduced.
Barca-Leeds supports the notion of maintaining the number of 3 councillors
across the existing 33 wards. Leeds continues to grow as a city and has a
very diverse and complex population make up. Members contribute a great
deal to civic life and undertake a wide range of functions within their
constituency boundaries. We firmly believe reducing their numbers would be
counterproductive and potentially create greater inefficiencies.”
292.
The Chair of the Board of Leeds City College also provided us with
valuable feedback as follows;
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute on Leeds City College’s reflections
on the role of elected members towards your proposed submission to the
Boundary Review Commission.
As you will be aware, Further Education left local authority control in 1993 and
there has been a variable degree of collaboration reported nationally between
the Further Education sector and local authorities over the intervening years.
Happily, this variability has not been seen in Leeds where my predecessor
chairs and their executive teams have enjoyed constructive, challenging and
supportive discussions with elected members from Leeds City Council. More
recently, this engagement has stemmed from the merger of a number of
colleges in the city in 2009 and one in which elected members were consulted
and indeed played an important part in shaping the future of our merged
college.
Our engagement with the Council takes place at a strategic and operational
level in the delivery of training and education to the many adult learners in the
city and the provision of education and learning through a range of
qualifications to young people. As you may already know we have codeveloped a number of joint ventures in learning provision together and
influence each other positively in the interests of the learners of Leeds.
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We also have significant discussions with local elected members on the
diversity of our community provision, the estates strategy, and the impact of
our services on the population of Leeds. For example, we are strongly
engaged with the Council’s three Employment and Skills Boards serving the
needs of the three major areas of the city.
Leeds is a large and complex city where a one size fits all approach to
working locally militates against progress to improving outcomes and the
opportunity to discuss bespoke approaches and developments to provision
that best serves the needs of the many different communities in Leeds is key.
This approach was brought into sharp relief recently when reductions in the
national further education adult skills budget meant significant reductions in
the college’s local budget for provision in Leeds. The college worked closely
with local councillors in those areas where provision was under threat to
articulate the concerns of the local community ameliorate losses and provide
pragmatic solutions to delivery that also represented value for money for the
college.
Further exploration of continued delivery would have been challenging without
this level of local democratic leadership being available. Leeds City College is
currently participating in an area wide review of further education provision in
West Yorkshire. Our participation is heavily informed by the views of the city’s
elected members and the quantity and quality of provision that should be
available in Leeds. We are working closely with Leeds City Council and
councillors nominated to the area review process to ensure that the needs of
the learners are met.
We want to help Leeds City Council in the city’s endeavour to be the Best City
in the UK. The Council’s vision to be a compassionate city that has a strong
economy and that addresses its inequalities is at the heart of the college’s
drive for its provision and providing life changing opportunities to its learners.
It’s clear that to deliver on the ambitions of a large and complex city requires a
considerable level of personal involvement on the part of local councillors. As
non-salaried individuals, councillors devote a lot of their personal time to the
democratic leadership of their local communities.
In addition to their local ward role, elected members take on a number of
other positions. For example, they voluntarily serve as champions for
employment and skills and other matters, such as adult social care, health,
and the environment, on local community committees and oversee delegated
budgets and services for local place shaping and delivery. In addition, some
elected members may have portfolio responsibilities such as chairing their
local committees or holding lead or executive responsibilities. They also work
with or serve on parish and town councils or as trustees of local third sector
organisations.
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Given the scale and pace of change in our city and our local communities and
reductions in public sector funding, the college would actively advocate for the
need for three elected members per ward in the city. The level of casework in
areas of Leeds is significant and in addition to the wider responsibilities that
councillors in Leeds hold, as I outlined earlier, the workload demands the level
of support that three elected members currently provide to their wards.
Additionally, many elected members also live in the wards that they serve and
this develops a greater understanding of how those communities work, how
they interrelate to others, and how they grip issues harder and earlier. The
range and depth of elected member involvement in the endeavours of the city
is quite staggering and they are passionate about and dedicated to meeting
the needs of their constituents.
As a consequence of our engagement with elected members across the city
in the work that we do, it’s the view of Leeds City College that Leeds City
Council should retain its 99 elected members.”
293.
The Chief Superintendent of West Yorkshire Police provided his
perspective to us;
West Yorkshire Police work with Leeds City Councillors at a number of
different levels. It is important to say at the outset that this engagement is
close, extensive, and productive. The engagement takes place at citywide
strategic partnerships, local area based community safety partnerships,
neighbourhood level tasking, and the community safety sub group
arrangements of the local community committees.
Our work at ward level is incredibly important to the model of policing that we
have adopted in West Yorkshire. Sharing intelligence and tasking work
across community partnerships is central to maintaining a grip of the issues in
neighbourhoods and to preventing problems from escalating. The extensive
knowledge of councillors of their areas and more importantly the people in the
neighbourhoods and communities of their wards provides an excellent
backdrop to timely and tailored interventions to tackle criminality and respond
to community concerns on a range of civil and criminal issues.
The co-terminosity of the council's administrative and delivery boundaries with
the three police sub divisions and the three Clinical Commissioning Groups in
Leeds provides for greater coherence in governance, planning,
commissioning, and delivery. It’s important to maintain these arrangements as
it promotes joint working across services, provides opportunity for the leaders
of these services and local councillors to know and trust each other, for them
to develop strong professional relationships around issues of common interest
and indeed leads to greater efficacy and impact in the wards of the city.
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We are mindful that councillors do not receive a salary for their contributions.
It is all the more remarkable when placed in the context of a large and
growing city with complex issues and big wards with dynamic populations. In
our experience of working at ward level, the complexity of these issues means
that the load must be shared over a number of ward members and we value
the fact that we have three ward members for each ward. This number of
democratic representatives means that we are always able to engage
effectively with councillors on a day to day basis. Given reductions in public
sector funding and its impact on numbers of council officers and many other
services, we would certainly support a case for 99 councillors in Leeds and
continue to enjoy the fulsome engagement that we already have with these
members.
294.
Sir Rodney Brooke, himself an experienced local government officer,
with a detailed understanding of the issues facing councillors, was keen to
provide his views to us as follows;
“I offer my own perspective on the situation as;





a former Chief Executive of the West Yorkshire County Council (whose
functions were devolved to the City Council and other local authorities
in the area on its abolition in 1986);
a former Chief Executive of the Association of Metropolitan Authorities,
the ‘trade’ body for the English metropolitan authorities;
the Chair of the Independent Remuneration Panel for the City Council,
which has led me to consider appropriate remuneration for the
workloads undertaken by City councillors; and
my present role as Chairman of the Board of the West Yorkshire
Playhouse, one of the ‘big twelve’ producing theatres in the country,
located in and supported by Leeds City Council.

The Boundary Commission will be well aware that municipal responsibility for
a great city like Leeds demands considerable time from the city councillors.
There are a multitude of roles required from them; these have increased as
the role of local authorities has moved from simply running local services to
the role of ‘place-shaping’ as Sir Michael Lyons described it.
A city like Leeds is not homogenous. It includes a number of very different
communities with very different outlooks and needs. Councillors must relate to
those communities in the constituencies they represent. Their role as
community representatives has increased greatly over the last two decades,
as a more demanding and articulate public expects their local councillor to
champion the needs of their locality. As a result the City Council has
decentralised much decision-taking, where councillors are expected to take
the lead. It is important to be able to muster enough councillors to represent
these very different communities.
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The abolition of the County Council thirty years ago caused the creation of a
number of joint bodies, which required the participation of Leeds councillors.
Indeed, as the principal city of the region and sub-region, Leeds is naturally
expected to take the lead, propelling its councillors into a series of
responsibilities beyond those of the City Council. The new combined authority
and the devolution of powers to ‘the Northern Powerhouse’ again makes
demands on city councillors beyond the boundaries of the City itself.
As the centre of the sub-region and cultural centre of the region as a whole,
Leeds councillors must undertake a series of representative roles with local
organisations. Within my own experience, I know how the City Councillors
work with the West Yorkshire Playhouse in a range of initiatives well beyond
our main artistic remit – working with young people, people with learning
disabilities, older people, refugees and in areas of deprivation. We are
fortunate to have four City councillors directly involved with our work. They
make an invaluable contribution in tying us into the Council’s overall social
and cultural strategy – and its bid to become European City of Culture.
In considering the appropriate remuneration for City councillors, I have always
been conscious of the constantly increasing demands made upon them.
Leeds Councillors are fully committed through their ever increasing workload.
That workload has increased not only for leading members, who have to
speak for the conurbation as a whole as well as the City; but also for
councillors with responsibility to their increasingly demanding and very varied
constituents.
I believe that a reduction in the number of councillors would be a retrograde
step, which would prejudice not only the running of the Council and its
leadership role in the sub-region, but also the ability of councillors to represent
very different communities.”
295.
We are very grateful to all those who took the time to speak to us and
to provide such compelling written submissions to help inform the preparation
of our council size submission. The strength of view, particularly from such
diverse sources, adds to and supports our conclusions and arguments to
retain our existing number of councillors.
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PART 6

LEEDS – A GROWING CITY AND A CATALYST FOR THE
NORTHERN POWERHOUSE - LOOKING TOWARDS 2030

296.
In this part of our submission we look forward. This must of course
take account of the financial pressures that we are facing, but we also explore
the opportunities presented by devolution, set out our ambitions for the city
and demonstrate how members are, and will become even more, central to
overcoming the challenges that we face as a city.
Financial Pressures
297.
Since 2010, councils have dealt with a 40% real terms reduction to
their core government grant. In adult social care alone, funding reductions and
demographic pressures have meant dealing with a £5 billion funding gap.
Even in this challenging context, local government has continued to deliver.
Public polling nationally has shown that roughly 80% of those surveyed are
satisfied with local services and that more than 70% of respondents trust
councils more than central government to make decisions about services
provided in the local area – a trend that has been sustained during the last
five years.
298.
Between the 2010/11 and 2015/16 budgets, the Council’s core funding
from Government will have reduced by around £180m and in addition the
Council has faced significant demand-led cost pressures. This means that the
Council will have to deliver reductions in expenditure and increases in income
totalling some £330m by March 2016. To date, the Council has responded
successfully to the challenge and has marginally underspent in every year
since 2010.
299.
The allocation of the main ring-fenced Public Health grant funding for
2015/16 was frozen at 2014/15 levels at £40.5m. In addition, the responsibility
for the 0-5 year’s services which include health visiting services and Family
Nurse Partnership will transfer to the Council from October 2015 with further
funding of £5m.
300.
However, on the 4th June 2015, Government announced a national
£200m in-year reduction in the 2015/16 for the Public Health grant. At the end
of July Government issued a 4-week consultation with a closing date of 28th
August with a preferred option, based on ease of implementation, of a flat-rate
cut across all local authorities, regardless of local needs and circumstances,
for Leeds, this would amount to a funding cut of £2.8m. This would equate to
a 7% cut of the current public health budget prior to the planned transfer in
October 2015 of the commissioning responsibilities for health visiting services.
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301.
Whilst the public health grant for 2015/16 is already committed, work
has been undertaken to identify potential savings and understand the
resulting impact. Managing reductions of this scale will inevitably see
reductions in general public health services which are provided through the
council, NHS bodies and the 3rd sector and will impact on services such as
health protection, tobacco control, healthy lifestyles, drug & alcohol services,
health-checks and specific targeted support for vulnerable children and adults.
302.
On the 5th October 2015, the Chancellor set out major plans to devolve
new powers from Whitehall to local areas to promote growth and prosperity.
By the end of the current Parliament, local government will be able to retain
100% of local taxes – including all of the £26 billion of revenue from business
rates. Leeds is the lead authority for the West Yorkshire Business Rates Joint
Committee (a committee of West Yorkshire authority councillors). It is
anticipated that arrangements will face an increase in workload as a result of
these changes.
303.
On the 25th November 2015, the Chancellor announced the outcome of
his Comprehensive Spending Assessment. In his statement the Chancellor
announced that;







Reductions to local authority funding will continue with the likely reductions
for Leeds being 29%.
Local authorities (like Leeds City Council) with adult social care
responsibilities will be able levy a social care council tax precept of up to
2.0% each year. This being a significant recognition of local authority’s
role in leading the integration of health and social care services.
Public Health funding reductions are to average 3.9% a year in real-terms
over the next 5 years
Local councils are to be able to recycle 100% of asset sales
A consultation on local government finance will take place and examine
the main resources currently available to councils, including council tax
and business rates. As part of these reforms, the main local government
grant (Revenue Support Grant) will be phased out and additional
responsibilities devolved to local authorities. For example, the transfer of
responsibility for funding the administration of Housing Benefit for people
of pensionable age.

304.
The council’s response to these challenges has and continues to be to
seize the opportunity to shape our own future. Building on the idea of civic
enterprise, born out of the Commission for Local Government which was
conceived and led by the council, the approach to and taking control of our
own destiny is captured in our vision for Leeds to be the best city in the UK.
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305.
We have three key themes which drive our work to become the best
city: for Leeds to have a strong economy and to be a compassionate city and
for the council to become more efficient and enterprising. Our aim is that
communities will be less reliant on the state and more resilient.
306.
This shift has considerable implications for the way in which we make
decisions, develop strategies and undertake financial and workforce planning.
It requires a sound understanding of people’s needs and their demands (now
and in the future) and a greater level of engagement with the citizens of
Leeds. The structure of governance that we have described, and members’
fundamental and pivotal role in that framework is vital to the strategic and
community leadership for that journey.
Cities and Local Government Devolution Bill
307.
A Leeds City Region-based devolution bid covering the West Yorkshire
districts of Bradford, Calderdale, Kirklees, Leeds and Wakefield plus the North
Yorkshire districts of Craven, Harrogate, Selby and the City of York was
submitted on 4th September 2015.
308.
West Yorkshire's Council leaders submitted 27 devolution ‘asks’
focusing on transport, housing, business support, public service reform skills
and new fiscal powers to generate investment for major infrastructure projects
designed transform the City Region’s economy.
309.
The leaders are convinced that there is a compelling case for
devolving to the Leeds City Region. The Leeds City Region has the UK’s
largest city region economy outside London, with an economic output of
£57.7bn. Over 92% of its 2.8m population work within its area and over
50,000 people commute between the areas of Craven, Harrogate, Selby and
York and West Yorkshire.
310.
The public and private sector in the Leeds City Region already have a
long history of working together and last year’s £1.6 billion Growth Deal
secured through LEP is already creating significant growth and jobs. The
leaders also see the City Region as a strong voice in their proposal for a
‘Council for the North’ which would see formal links established with Sheffield,
Manchester, the North East, Merseyside, the East Riding and Humberside.
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311.
At the time of writing this submission the outcome of the bid has not
been announced. What though is clear is that in light of whatever agreement
is reached there will be enhanced roles for Leeds councillors, whether that is
as members with decision making responsibilities, as scrutiny members with
oversight of mayoral decision making or possibly as part of a wider Assembly
of members.
Our Best City Ambitions
312.
In 2011 the Vision for Leeds was published with the aspiration that, by
2030, Leeds would be the ‘best city in the UK’. Four years on, that Vision has
not changed; the aspiration remains for Leeds to be the ‘best city’ to live in,
work in, do business in and visit.
313.
To contribute to Leeds being ‘the best city’, the council also aspires to
be the ‘best council’. In September 2015, Executive Board agreed a Best
Council Plan that set out the authority’s six objectives for 2015/16, as well as
the longer term role of local government: civic enterprise; good growth; 21st
century infrastructure; social contract and devolution. Attached at Appendix
5 is our Best Council Plan, this sets out our short term goals and our longer
term plans to 2020.
314.
In the rest of this part of our submission we provide some further
context to our ambitions.
Employment and the Economy
315.
Forecasts suggest that Leeds is expected to account for 28% of the
growth (net) additional jobs in the region during the next decade.
Employment will increase to reach 2006 levels by 2016 adding 39500 jobs by
2021. The leading employment sectors as a whole (financial and business
services) are predicted to account of 43% of the growth, and public
administration (including education and health) 25%. These are forecasted to
remain the leading sectors in Leeds over the next 10 years.
316.
There are clear and strong signs of renaissance in the city centre and
fringe as a result of housing and non-housing developments such as the
recent First Direct Arena, imminent Victoria Gate development (with the city’s
first John Lewis store) and the due to open southern entrance to the railway
station. The latter is part of a number of recent benefits to the “South Bank” of
the city centre which include the proposed HS2 rail station and recent
decision by Burberry clothing group to move their manufacturing operations to
Leeds. This renaissance will help ensure that the potential for housing the
City Centre and fringe (chiefly focussed on the City and Hunslet ward) will
materialise in the short term.
317.
Below is selection of what others say about our city and the importance
of the economy in the district and the wider city region.
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‘Grant Thornton – “Turning up the volume: The Business Location Index” Place Analytics insight,
October 2015
Leeds was the highest scoring northern city for overall quality of business location, a ranking
that takes into account transport, infrastructure, skills, premises and economic performance
factors.’

‘Figures from professional services firm EY found Leeds was the fourth most successful city
outside of London in attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) in 2014, “Leeds led the charge”
having not made the top 10 in 2013.

‘Business Register Employment Survey (BRES) 2013
Leeds is home to the largest financial and business service sector outside London.’ The city
secured a total of 14 FDI projects last year, which accounted for 29 per cent of inward
investment into the region and helped place Yorkshire as the fifth most successful region after
London, Scotland, the South East and the West Midlands.
Leeds is outperforming Manchester, Birmingham and Edinburgh as a base for growing
businesses, according to new data on business ‘scale‐ups’ – companies which have achieved
three years of 20% growth in revenues or staff. Figures contained in the Scale Up Report On UK
Economic Growth, published in November, have now been broken down by parliamentary
constituency and show that central Leeds has 81 fast growing ‘scale up’ firms, behind only
London and Cambridge.’

‘According to leading think‐tank Centre for Cities, based on the most recent figures available
(2013), Leeds is experiencing the fastest year on year private sector jobs growth of any city in
England. Cities Outlook Report 2015.’
‘The Leeds manufacturing sector has a workforce of 28,800, the third largest concentration of
manufacturing jobs by local authority area in the UK. Source: BRES 2013.’

‘JLL ‐ Urban Europe: Understanding how UK cities compete: Leeds
“Leeds economy is more dynamic than any of these immediately comparable locations. Indeed,
it is forecast to be the fourth fastest growing among a sample of [European] medium‐sized
cities”’
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‘Core Cities – “Recently rated as one of the top places to visit in the UK, and third best city for
retail, Leeds has a diverse economy.
The largest employment sectors in the city are healthcare, manufacturing, education and retail.
In 2013 Leeds’ GVA was £20.4bn, putting the city in the top five UK city economies for wealth
creation. The Leeds City Region generates economic output of £55 billion. With particular sector
strengths in financial services, manufacturing, publishing and digital services, the city region
economy is forecast to continue to grow strongly over the next ten years.”’

‘Economic Secretary to the Treasury Harriett Baldwin – Sept 2015
“Leeds is an important financial services centre in its own right; it is the UK’s second largest
banking hub after London. It supports 40,000 jobs and is central to the local and wider UK
economy.” ’

Recent research has found the value of tourism in Leeds to be estimated at £1.25 billion,
supporting 25,000 jobs (according to the Cambridge Econometric Impact Model)

The Local Development Framework
318.
Central Government is giving unprecedented emphasis to the need for
local planning authorities (LPAs) to have in place an up to date and sound
Development Plan (‘local plan’) for their administrative area.
319.
Such plans need to be based upon a comprehensive evidence base
which reflects and is informed by local issues and aspirations. It is crucial
therefore that local members, with detailed knowledge of localities and related
planning matters are able to shape such processes. Consequently, local
ward representation is integral to the process, especially in a district as
geographically complex and diverse as Leeds. This level of sensitivity allows
for more evidence and knowledge to be available as a basis to make more
informed decisions. Leeds is at heart and a key driver of Leeds City Region.
As a local planning authority Leeds has a significant responsibility to put an
appropriate planning framework in place, not only to provide direction and
certainty for investment decisions but also to lead by example.
320.
The Plan has been prepared within the context of national planning
guidance, the Community Strategy, Best Council Plan, Duty to Cooperate and
has been a highly resource intensive process. This has entailed close
working with Ward and Development Plan Panel members and from the
Council’s Executive Board.
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321.
As part of the planning framework we successfully adopted (at full
Council) our Core Strategy in November 2014. This is a 16 year spatial plan
for the district, which sets the overall priorities for regeneration, environmental
protection and the scale and distribution of housing and economic growth.
This document is underpinned by a substantial evidence base (which includes
the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment and Strategic Housing
Market Assessment).
322.
This is a major achievement for Leeds given the scale and complexity
of the district and also given the issues encountered by other neighbouring
authorities (where it has been necessary for plans to be withdrawn at the point
of submission for independent examination) – and, as the Inspector
commented “….given Leeds’ position in the region, geography, history,
specific needs and the ambitions of the city council, comparisons with other
major cities is of little relevance.
323.
This significant achievement provides a strong and compelling example
of the close and effective working, between officers and members. A key
feature of which is the local knowledge of Ward members and their
considerable insight and experience of their patch. A Site Allocations Plan
and the Aire Valley Area Action Plan are being prepared in parallel & following
on from the Core Strategy.
324.
These plans will be used as a basis to allocate land for development.
This too is major undertaking for the city council, which will necessitate close
involvement with local ward and Development Plan Panel members, to help
identify potential sites and options (and related issues relating to infrastructure
pressures and school places). Map 4 overleaf provides an overview of the
Leeds district and provides a high level visual summary of our Core Strategy
ambitions over the coming years. We ask though that the Commission
familiarises itself with the full content (and scale) of our Core Strategy (link
here) so that the arguments we have made concerning member workloads
can be fully appreciated.
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Map 4
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Housing Growth
325.
Leeds has a housing growth agenda driven by the ONS 2008projections for 70,000 (gross) new homes to 2028. This will be delivered as a
“step-up” with the majority of housing growth occurring between 2017 and
2028. Whilst recent performance has been slow as the city’s housing market
emerges from recession there are strong signs of recovery which, if past
trends are replicated, can occur very rapidly in the city centre.
326.
Many sites in the city centre with permission have been “stuck” during
the recession but interest in a private rented sector model is bringing these
forward to construction. Our growth estimates for the next 6 years are based
on the Core Strategy target as this is the target which a Core Strategy
Inspector has recently endorsed as achievable and deliverable and the supply
exists to meet it. The majority of this will be from sites with planning
permission. The lion’s share of new housing will be delivered after the next 6
years when critical pieces of infrastructure e.g. the East Leeds Orbital Road
are in place.
327.
The South Bank of the city centre, at 136 hectares, represents one of
the largest city centre regeneration initiatives in Europe. The potential for
regeneration is substantial. Early estimates are that, once developed, the
South Bank will accommodate c35,000 jobs and accommodate some 4,000
new homes, 1,000 an emerging pipeline of over 1,000 residential dwellings
and the development of an educational cluster that will see up to 10,000
students using new learning facilities within the South Bank.
328.
Councillors play a key leadership role in stimulating, supporting and
delivering regeneration in parts of the city that have not benefitted from
economic success and related investment to the same extent as its more
prosperous areas. East Leeds is one of the city’s priority areas for this work.
The delivery of housing is critical to supporting the city’s growth, realising the
Vision for Leeds and delivering the Best Council Plan. New homes, and the
investment that comes with them, will play a central role in meeting the needs
of current and future residents of Leeds; enabling families and children to be
healthy and to succeed; meeting older people’s needs and preference to live
at home independently; and in helping communities realise ambitions for the
regeneration of their neighbourhoods.
329.
As an example of local ward member involvement - over the last two
years ward members have worked closely with residents, and other
stakeholders to create a Neighbourhood Framework for the Killingbeck and
Seacroft area that will set out a local vision for regeneration, identify and help
promote development opportunities to developers, guide development
schemes, inform the determination of planning applications and identify wider
improvements to ensure that new development is sustainable and provides
benefits to the wider community.
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330.
The framework, identifies opportunities for housing development on
both council and third party land, improvements to open space and green
connectivity, improvements to public transport including walking and cycling to
help local people access training and job opportunities in the local area, and
sets out the likely need for new schools and additional local facilities to meet
growing demand as a result of population growth and new housing
development. Ward councillors and members appointed to the East Leeds
Regeneration Board will have a long term involvement in the delivery of this
scheme, as will similarly, councillors in the Aire Valley and those serving on
the Aire Valley Regeneration Board.
331.
From a city wide perspective, the Site Allocations Plan has now been
through public consultation and some 10,000 representations have been
received reflecting the size and complexity of our proposals and the interest
there is in planning within the city. The Council is also well progressed with
the production of its Site Allocations and Aire Valley Leeds Area Action Plans
which identify deliverable sites to accommodate growth. These documents
release a further 24,500 homes including on green belt which is attractive to
the market.
332.
The Site Allocations Plan makes provision for significant infrastructure
to accompany new housing including new schools. An increasing school age
population means that Leeds is facing significant pressure to ensure that
there are sufficient local school places for all children that live in the City.
333.
All councillors will continue to have a significant role in this process
which places considerable demands on their time. In time housing schemes
will be brought forward and will add further to the workload of the Plans
Panels.
334.
Maintaining sufficient capacity of panel members is also vitally
important as the city deals with substantial numbers of housing schemes
arising from our ambitious plans to grow the city.
Local Authority Housing
335.
The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) became self-financing in April
2012, which gave local authorities greater freedoms to plan services and
investment in council housing in the long term. However, it also transferred
the risk of managing the HRA business away from central government to the
local authority. It is therefore more critical than ever that Leeds has a robust
HRA Business Plan which outlines how strategic priorities for council housing
investment will be delivered in the long term.
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336.
The council has embraced the self-financing regime, making strategic
decisions to use HRA resources to fund a council new build programme and
support regeneration projects. However, HRA resources are limited and
these strategic decisions must be made whilst also considering existing
pressures on the HRA.
337.
Over the next 30 years, Leeds has a £3.2 billion investment need in its
council stock. It is essential that investment is targeted at housing stock
which is sustainable in the long term using an asset management approach.
It is a priority for the HRA to develop an asset management strategy which
provides clear direction for investment and disinvestment in the stock profile.
338.
While overall demand for council housing is high, there are some
estates and stock types where there are low demand and management
issues. Over this timespan, local councillors will have a key role in
contributing the future management and investment decisions to make the
housing stock more sustainable and desirable in the long term, as will scrutiny
members in providing an oversight of that programme, and Housing Advisory
Board members in developing policy in this area.
Health
339.
We have set out earlier in this submission the challenges facing the city
to address health inequalities. Despite the reduction in the ring-fenced public
health funds provided by central government, our statutory functions for public
health remain and our clear objective is that the citizens of Leeds enjoy a
happy, healthy, active life.
340.
The World Health Organisation (Europe) stated in 2012 that “local
councils can have their most important long term effect on health through the
decisions they take on spatial planning”. In his statutory Annual Report
(2015), attached at Appendix 6, the Director of Public Health for Leeds
highlights the hugely important public health benefits that can accrue from
good urban design and planning – for health and wellbeing for all ages and as
an important contribution to addressing health inequalities. He also stressed
the need for local communities to have their voice heard and for citizens to
have their influence felt in the planning process in order to help realise those
public health benefits.
341.
Our councillors are crucial to this – whether involved at a strategic level
through our Health and Wellbeing Board, at a local level through community
committees and neighbourhood forums, individually as local representatives
making representations as part of the site allocation process or collectively at
a plans panel meeting determining applications.
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Adult Social Care

342.
Demographic changes including an ageing society, increased life
expectancy of people with long term conditions and the increasing number of
family carers are factors that need to be taken into account when planning for
the future. The financial and ‘system’ challenge in this respect in Leeds is
substantial.
343.
Adult social care services are responding to this and the legislative
changes arising from the introduction of the Care Act in April 2015. The Care
Act (2014) represents a radical redesign of adult social care services. The
Act consolidates all existing legislation for adult social care into one statute.
344.
The Act places an individual’s wellbeing at the heart of social care with
the aim of preventing, reducing or delaying the need for care and support and
also introduces new duties on councils responsible for adult social care.
These include: the promotion of wellbeing, compliance with a national
assessment and eligibility criteria, recognising and responding to individual
carers’ rights, focusing resources on prevention, integrating services with the
NHS, offering a comprehensive advice and information service, widening
access to personal budgets (to include carers), ensuring safeguarding
procedures are in place and overseeing and shaping the care market.
345.
The introduction of the Care Act (2014) will require changes to the way
in which our services are currently delivered with executive members, scrutiny
members, community champions and local ward members playing a lead role
in the development and oversight of the service.
346.
The next phase of our Better Lives strategy is to focus on rolling out a
model of community-led social work which will devolve greater responsibility
and flexibility to our integrated neighbourhood teams.
Transport
HS2
347.
Leeds station is already the busiest station in the North of England and
is a major national piece of transport infrastructure, serving as a hub for the
city, Leeds City Region, Yorkshire and the rest of the country. HS2 has a
large role to play in delivering our Best Council objectives of sustainable and
inclusive economic growth as well as ensuring that we have an economic and
transport hub that not only serves the city region and the North but is a key
part of the national infrastructure.
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348.
Leeds City Region is inherently polycentric with a population dispersed
across a number of different centres. To ensure all of the city region benefits
fully from HS2, members have outlined clearly that people should be able to
interchange quickly and easily between HS2 and other rail services, as well
as other transport links. Currently, some services across Leeds City Region
are constrained by capacity at Leeds station. Better transport makes jobs
more accessible and allows businesses to increase trade, share ideas and
reduce costs. To properly maximise HS2’s benefits, seamless interchange is
needed for the three million people who live in Leeds City Region
349.
The council’s local knowledge and leadership role in regeneration and
economic growth has been combined with London and Continental Railway’s
knowledge, national HS2 regeneration remit and expertise in rail led
regeneration and develop mechanisms for formal partnership working to help
to drive forward regeneration associated with HS2 in Leeds.
350.
The council also wants to make sure that the new connections high
speed rail can bring and the station itself are major contributions towards the
Best Council objective for sustainable and inclusive economic growth by
supporting jobs and employment, as well as our best city ambition for Leeds
to have a city centre that is widely recognised as an exemplar 21st century
city that is inclusive, friendly and cutting edge by residents, visitors,
businesses and place-makers alike.
351.
On 1st December 2015, Sir David Higgins set out his proposed solution
for HS2 arriving into Leeds. This proposes a preferred solution of an
integrated T shaped configuration station in the Leeds South Bank that will be
the Yorkshire hub for local, regional and national services and also be a
catalyst for regeneration in our expanding city centre.
Leeds-Bradford International Airport
352.
Leeds-Bradford International Airport is wholly located in the Leeds
district, occupying an elevated position within the Otley and Yeadon Ward.
The airport is a major part of the strategic infrastructure for the City Region
353.
The economic competitiveness of core cities such as Leeds is
increasingly dependent on the ability of businesses to access international
markets and there is strong evidence that good international connectivity by
air supports the economy of the city. Growth of Leeds Bradford International
Airport is supporting this by providing a more extensive airline route network
that will enhance the ability of Leeds City Region to access global markets
and attract inward investment and assist with business development,
employment and tourism.
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354.
Leeds Bradford International Airport is already a huge asset for Leeds
and Leeds City Region. It is one of the UK’s fastest growing airports,
supporting over 2,600 jobs and contributing in excess of £100m to the city
region economy. The airport is currently used by 3.3m passengers per year.
The Department for Transport (DfT) has forecast that there is the potential to
increase this to 7.1m by 2030 and to above 9 million passengers per year by
2050.
355.
At international, national and regional levels, airports play an important
role as an element of key transport infrastructure. However air travel raises a
number of concerns regarding its impact on climate change through the
generation of emissions and also the local impact on the environment
(including local transport trips). Such issues need to be balanced. The
council and local councillors have a crucial role in supporting Leeds Bradford
International Airport to engage closely with the local community and to work in
a positive partnership.
356.
The site allocations plan will allocate employment land across the city
over the next plan period up until 2028. It is proposed to release employment
land surrounding the airport as part of this process. This will strengthen the
Airport’s role as an economic hub, increase transport demand, enhancing the
business case for surface access proposals, help meet needs for new
employment sites in North West Leeds, and enhance the ability of Leeds to
attract inward investment.
357.
These infrastructure schemes are of not only local and regional
significance but are also of national importance – requiring substantial political
leadership and oversight at both a strategic and a locality level.
School Places
358.
The council retains a statutory responsibility to ensure that there are
sufficient school places in the city. Foundation schools, academies (including
free schools) and voluntary aided schools all have increased powers to make
changes to their own capacities. This means that we must work in
partnership with schools and with sponsors of schools to meet our legal
responsibility on school.
359.
The site allocations plan makes provision for significant infrastructure
to accompany new housing including new schools. An increasing school age
population means that Leeds is facing significant pressure to ensure that
there are sufficient local school places for all children that live in the city. The
city is facing a rising demand for school places due to a rise in the birth rate
from a low of 7,500 in 2000/1 to an average of just over 10,000 for the last 5
years.
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360.
As a result the authority has been engaged in an extensive programme
of expansion of provision, with the creation of over 9,000 primary school
places over the past four years, through expansions of existing schools,
creation of new schools, and restructuring of existing schools. There is a
rolling programme of further places coming forward for consultation.
361.
In total approximately 80 form entry of additional primary provision is
needed as a result of the housing plans, equivalent to 40 new two form entry
primary schools. In total approximately 61 forms of entry of additional
secondary provision are needed as a result of the housing plans, equivalent to
7-8 new secondary schools of around 8 forms of entry each. Pressure on
places will also generate a number of large scale projects to expand
secondary and specialist provision.
362.
A cross-party steering group, chaired by the Executive Member for
Children’s Services, continues to direct the programme with local ward
members from across the council taking a proactive role.
Community Hubs
363.
From April 2015, 32 community libraries and 7 Job Shops came under
the leadership and management at a locality level. Work is ongoing with
Housing Leeds regarding the housing management offices and mobile library
service with a view to starting to implement similar changes.
364.
Our approach for our Community Hub network is to base it on 3 ‘types’
of provision: Community Hub ‘Extra’, Community Hub ‘Local’ and Community
Hub ‘Mobile’. The following provides a brief outline for each:
365.
Community Hub ‘Extra’. These sites will be the largest Community
Hubs within the network and will strive to deliver the full range of council and
partners’ services. The three pathfinder sites are typical examples of this type
of provision. It is envisaged that there will be approximately 7 of these sites
across the city.
366.
Community Hub ‘Local’. These sites will be the smaller, more local
Community Hubs. In terms of numbers, this category will form the bulk of
community hubs across the city as we redesign One Stop Centres, Libraries
and housing management offices to become Community Hubs. Although they
will not provide the full range of council and partner services that the
Community Hub ‘Extra’ sites do, they will provide those services that are most
required by local people. Also given they will not provide the full range of
services, they will be linked to their nearest Community Hub ‘Extra’ site so
that all customers can get the full range of service available irrespective of
where they first access services.
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367.
Community Hub ‘Mobile’. The mobile provision will be based on ‘popup’ provision in local areas where physical Community Hubs are not present
but there is currently un-met demand for access to council and partner
services. Again although mobile provision will provide the most limited access
of the three types of provision, the team delivering the mobile service will be
based out of one or more of the Community Hub buildings (Extra and/or
Local) and will therefore be able to maintain relationships with customers;
building trust and relationships with them so that in time people will access
services at one or more of the physical Hub sites.
368.
The aim is to have provision in each ward based on one or more of the
Community Hubs outlined above and for local ward members and community
committees to direct and influence the final proposals on the Community Hub
network. The success of this vision relies on engagement by local councillors
with local school clusters, neighbourhood networks and CCGs to ensure there
is full integration at a local level and all local governance structures are
working together to meet the full range of needs within local communities.
Community and Other Services
369.
In addition to these large infrastructure developments, employment
growth and the delivery of our housing ambition, local communities have a
need for good access to health, education, training and community facilities
and a range of high quality green space provision, which in turn will have a
positive impact on the health and wellbeing of the community. The projected
increase in households across the district will lead to an increase in demand
for these facilities.
370.
The use and development of council owned land and building assets is
essential in some areas in order to promote growth and achieve the most
sustainable forms of development. Members of council are the custodians of
these assets and have a hugely significant role at a local and strategic level to
ensure these assets are used wisely.
371.
Similarly the council has powers of compulsory purchase to buy land
and properties where that is essential, for example where it is essential for
site assembly in town or district centres or the delivery of local regeneration
priority programme areas.
372.
The Executive Board, local councillors and community committees,
working in partnership with local communities, stakeholders, landowners,
developers and infrastructure providers are central to ensuring that facilities
are created to meet these needs in the most timely and effective way
possible.
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PART 7

CONCLUSIONS

373.
Leeds is a regional capital and the main economic driver for Yorkshire
and the Humber. Leeds’ economic recovery is entering a considerable period
of growth. Leeds has a strong track record in facilitating the successful
delivery of major and complex regeneration programmes through managing,
enabling and co-ordinating work with partners and investors both in the public
and private sectors.
374.
Leeds is the second largest metropolitan local authority in the country
by population and 2nd largest by geographical area. We manage a hugely
significant overall budget. Against this backdrop our statutory responsibilities
have not diminished – indeed they have and will continue to grow.
375.
Despite the reduction in our financial resources we remain ambitious.
The council is undoubtedly a major and significant entity in the city. In budget
terms our capital budget for the period 2015-19 amounts to £1.132billion and
our gross revenue budget (including schools) amounts to over £2billion per
annum (greater than the combined revenue budgets of the Leeds Teaching
Hospitals Trust, Leeds University and Leeds Beckett University).
376.
Through and since the recession, the council has played a leading role
in facilitating the award winning development such as the Leeds Arena and
the subsequent regeneration of the ‘Northern Quarter’, retail developments at
Victoria Gate and Trinity Leeds, whilst the Leeds City Enterprise Zone in the
Aire Valley has gained huge momentum in the last eighteen months.
Combined, these schemes are helping to further transform the regional
economy and are successes on a national and international level.
377.
The council, significantly through our 99 councillors, has a depth of
understanding of people’s needs and of the city’s potential. Our level of
engagement with the citizens of Leeds at a locality level is central to this. Our
structure of governance, and councillors’ fundamental role in that framework,
are pivotal to providing strategic and community leadership. All of our
councillors are on the front line and take seriously their community leadership
roles –particularly those expressed by the Commission for the Future of Local
Government and recognised by the House of Commons Communities and
Local Government report ‘Councillors on the Front Line’.
378.
The strength and resilience of our governance arrangement enables
the functions of the council to benefit from high quality political leadership and
oversight but not at the expense of locally based constituency responsibilities.
379.
Our understanding from Boundary Commission staff has been that,
since the recent reduction in councillor numbers in Birmingham, Leeds,
statistically, now falls outside the upper and lower parameters used by the
Commission to provide a guide to Council Size.
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380.
We welcome the Boundary Commission’s own guidance which states
that the Commission will “propose a council size which is appropriate for the
individual characteristics of the local authority in question, whether that would
involve an increase, decrease or no change to the existing arrangements”. In
this submission we have considered whether there is a prima facie case for
change in the number of councillors elected to the authority and found no
compelling or strength of argument for either an increase or decrease. Whilst
we do not consider an increase necessary we do acknowledge that the
workload demands of local councillors are increasing at a substantial rate.
381.
We have concluded that our existing 33 wards, with 3 members per
ward, continue to accurately reflect the individual characteristics of our district.
A council size of 99 members ensures an equitable distribution of councillors
across the district, allowing for essential representation of all our communities
and an optimum and proportionate division of responsibilities between
executive and non-executive councillors that promotes effective and
convenient local government and enables us to take decisions, undertake the
statutory responsibilities of the council, and provide effective community
leadership and representation.
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Appendix 1 – Electorate Size Report
This appendix sets out the results of district-wide and ward level forecasts of the change in electorate in the
next six years. These forecasts have been prepared using electorate information, ONS population data
from the Census and Mid-Year Estimates together with historic housing performance data and future
delivery as taken from the Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). The
calculations have been made in accordance with the Local Government Boundary Commission for England
guidance in Electorate Forecasts – A Guide for Practitioners.
Authority level forecast using ONS Mid-Year Estimates
This is an overview of the future size of the electorate in the authority as a whole using population
projections only. This is calculated using the ONS Sub-National Population Projections where the
electorate is estimated from the population over 18 years old. In Leeds the electorate is 79% of the total
population. A projected population of 805,000 in 2021 equates to an electorate of 635,950 which is an
increase of 23,147 in the next six years.
Table 1: Change in electorate based on ONS mid-year estimates
Electors (ONS Mid Year Estimates)
2015

2021

Change in electorate in next
six years

612,803

635,950

23,147

Electorate to household ratio
The number of electors per household varies due to a number of factors including registration rates but also
household size, type of property, location and market area. The average number electors per household
can be calculated at ward level by dividing the number of electors from the electoral register against the
number of households in the ward as taken from the Local Land & Property Gazetteer count of residential
properties.
Occupancy rates
The overall occupancy rate for housing stock across the district is 96.5%. This varies across each ward
depending upon the nature of the tenure, tenancy and ownership of properties. The lowest occupancy rate
is City & Hunslet (90.7%) and the highest is in Rothwell (98.1%). This data is from the 2011 Census
Profiler and is part of the Boundary Commissions calculations.
Forecasting the electorate using housing data
In most areas population change is strongly associated with housing development, where additions to the
total number of homes leads to an increase in the population as a result of their occupancy from people
previously living outside the area. In other areas, however, population change is less strongly linked to
housing growth. For example, some wards saw a drop in population between the 2001 and 2011 Census
despite the addition of new and converted dwellings to the existing housing stock. This is a result of natural
demographic change to household size, migration and changes to the vacancy rate through unoccupied or
under occupied properties.
The Boundary Commission guidance sets out an approach to forecasting the electorate using the Council’s
housing completions data from the last six years and the expected delivery in the next six years. This is
taken from the Council’s own monitoring systems including the draft 2015 SHLAA database. There are two
different calculations for wards depending on whether they have shown electorate change related or
unrelated to housing development.

Ward level electorate forecast using housing data
All wards show an increase in electorate in the next six years over and above the figure calculated from the
electorate as a reflection of the expected uplift in housing delivery to meet planned Core Strategy targets.
Table 2: Change in electorate per ward based on housing related growth and ONS mid-year
estimates population change
Change in electorate in next
Ward
Forecast electorate
six years
16,594
675
Adel & Wharfedale
18,177
287
Alwoodley
18,131
667
Ardsley & Robin Hood
17,989
466
Armley
15,631
404
Beeston & Holbeck
17,557
1,305
Bramley & Stanningley
17,288
1,766
Burmantofts & Richmond Hill
18,936
971
Calverley & Farsley
18,328
536
Chapel Allerton
32,230
10,414
City & Hunslet
20,914
3,095
Cross Gates & Whinmoor
18,770
886
Farnley & Wortley
17,698
1,438
Garforth & Swillington
16,599
249
Gipton & Harehills
18,405
152
Guiseley & Rawdon
15,763
569
Harewood
13,856
508
Headingley
19,131
1,813
Horsforth
16,554
1,040
Hyde Park & Woodhouse
18,236
1,769
Killingbeck & Seacroft
17,725
1,370
Kippax & Methley
16,223
676
Kirkstall
19,971
852
Middleton Park
17,777
178
Moortown
18,797
1,064
Morley North
17,917
1,233
Morley South
18,829
1,213
Otley & Yeadon
18,646
1,127
Pudsey
17,941
2,057
Rothwell
17,858
439
Roundhay
17,494
1,057
Temple Newsam
17,546
1,773
Weetwood
16,827
1,074
Wetherby
600,340
43,125
Total

Conclusions
The conclusions of the analysis is summarised in Table 3 below.

Table 3: Summary of change in electorate by ward

Ward

2001 Census

2011 Census

Change related
to housing
development

2015
Electorate
(actual)

Net
housing in
last six
years

Net
housing in
next six
years

Electors per
household

Occupancy
rate
(Census)

Forecast
Electorate

Change in
electorate in six
years

Adel & Wharfedale

14,532

15,549

Related

15,919

101

392

1.77

97.2%

16,594

675

Alwoodley

16,191

17,959

Related

17,890

47

171

1.74

96.8%

18,177

287

Ardsley & Robin Hood

14,317

17,114

Related

17,464

588

380

1.80

97.5%

18,131

667

Armley

17,896

20,167

Related

17,523

301

344

1.41

95.8%

17,989

466

Beeston & Holbeck

15,985

16,862

Related

15,227

190

298

1.45

93.8%

15,631

404

Bramley & Stanningley

18,061

16,548

Unrelated

16,252

198

644

1.54

97.9%

17,557

1,305

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill

18,261

18,812

Related

15,522

605

1,474

1.24

96.8%

17,288

1,766

Calverley & Farsley

16,887

17,954

Related

17,965

447

572

1.75

96.8%

18,936

971

Chapel Allerton

14,732

18,417

Related

17,792

175

361

1.56

95.4%

18,328

536

City & Hunslet

13,125

28,998

Related

21,816

2,081

9,893

1.16

90.7%

32,230

10,414

Cross Gates & Whinmoor

18,015

17,440

Unrelated

17,819

604

2,062

1.69

97.4%

20,914

3,095

Farnley & Wortley

18,717

18,934

Related

17,884

207

573

1.60

97.0%

18,770

886

Garforth & Swillington

15,763

15,844

Related

16,260

240

810

1.82

97.8%

17,698

1,438

Gipton & Harehills

16,558

18,296

Related

16,350

385

181

1.45

94.6%

16,599

249

Guiseley & Rawdon

18,764

17,549

Unrelated

18,253

903

619

1.79

96.7%

18,405

152

Harewood

15,119

14,663

Unrelated

15,194

182

198

1.88

96.8%

15,763

569

Headingley

20,040

19,700

Unrelated

13,348

254

128

1.91

95.6%

13,856

508

Horsforth

17,267

17,305

Related

17,318

99

1,056

1.77

97.0%

19,131

1,813

Hyde Park & Woodhouse

17,497

23,050

Related

15,514

775

758

1.44

95.4%

16,554

1,040

Killingbeck & Seacroft

18,037

17,664

Unrelated

16,467

296

1,032

1.53

96.5%

18,236

1,769

Kippax & Methley

15,391

16,458

Related

16,355

442

794

1.77

97.2%

17,725

1,370

Kirkstall

17,730

18,284

Related

15,547

93

452

1.55

96.6%

16,223

676
852

Middleton Park

18,058

19,470

Related

19,119

1,165

564

1.55

97.3%

19,971

Moortown

16,768

18,009

Related

17,599

126

103

1.77

97.5%

17,777

178

Morley North

16,340

18,056

Related

17,733

217

638

1.71

97.5%

18,797

1,064

Morley South

15,649

17,298

Related

16,684

313

798

1.60

96.5%

17,917

1,233

Otley & Yeadon

15,604

17,840

Related

17,616

277

733

1.70

97.1%

18,829

1,213

Pudsey

17,192

17,731

Related

17,519

709

703

1.65

97.3%

18,646

1,127

Rothwell

17,461

16,048

Unrelated

15,884

171

1,002

1.75

98.1%

17,941

2,057

Roundhay

18,949

17,336

Unrelated

17,419

136

18

1.79

95.8%

17,858

439

Temple Newsam

14,854

16,617

Related

16,437

220

622

1.75

97.3%

17,494

1,057

Weetwood

19,292

18,601

Unrelated

15,773

241

879

1.70

96.1%

17,546

1,773

15,917
554,969

16,241
596,814

Related

15,753
557,215

288
13,076

626
29,878

1.77
1.65

96.8%
96.5%

16,827
600,340

1,074
43,125

Wetherby
TOTALS
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Foreword

The community committees play an important role
in our ambition to bring place, people and resources
together by:
• ensuring that we spend money and work more
intelligently and flexibly than before;
• making it easier for people to do business with us; and
• improving the way we make decisions locally with residents.
This report marks the end of the first operational year
of our community committees, which have been set
up to improve the way we work locally and form part
of the council’s commitment to involving our residents
more closely with the priorities for their local area and
decision-making on funding and services.
A huge amount has already been achieved over
the last twelve months. The new branding and
more informal approach to community committees
have encouraged many more local people to
attend meetings and the use of more effective
communications, including social media, has enabled
many more citizens to participate in discussions
and consultations.
The new style of working is starting to make an impact
on our ability as a council to listen and act on what
local residents are saying. That said, I am conscious
that there still remains a great deal of work to be done
by community committees as we move forward in
these challenging times.

Like other local authorities, Leeds has undergone
unprecedented cuts to its budget of around £94 million
over the last three years. The result of these cuts is
that the council must find new ways to protect and
deliver essential frontline services for the people of
Leeds and this is why we have a responsibility to
involve local residents in the difficult choices that we
must now make as a council about services.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
community committee chairs and their members for
their invaluable time and insightful contributions to this
important work, as well as the senior officers and their
teams. Last but not least, I would like to express my
sincere thanks to fellow ward member and previous
executive member for communities, Councillor Peter
Gruen. His tireless work and commitment to this new
approach to locality working has already resulted in
many early successes for the community committees,
some of which are outlined throughout this report.

Councillor Debra Coupar
Executive Member for Communities
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Introduction

Leeds City Council is the second largest metropolitan district in the country, covering
217 square miles with three quarters of a million inhabitants. Leeds is a rich and varied
place, including a vibrant city centre, with built-up areas surrounding it, some rural
areas, and several towns and villages. It is also a diverse city with many cultures,
languages, races and faiths.
There are 10 community committees in Leeds made
up of local councillors from the 33 wards in the city.
They hold at least four public meetings a year and
are an important part of the council’s decision-making
process. The meetings provide an opportunity for
local people to discuss key issues of concern with
elected members, and help influence decisions on
matters of local interest, such as environmental
improvements, community safety, health and
wellbeing, and employment.
This is the first full year of operation for the community
committees, which were previously known as area
committees. The move to establish community
committees began following a review of the way the
council works locally. This resulted in a proposal to
replace the area committee arrangements to ensure
a move towards a greater focus on local issues by
local people and away from the bureaucratic nature of
many area committee meetings, where there was little
or no attendance by the public.
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The community committees were formally established
on the 9th of June 2014 at the Annual Council
meeting and the first round of meetings took place
in July 2014. A series of locality working design
principles provide a common framework for the
operation of each community committee, whilst
giving them enough flexibility to work in the way best
suited to them and the areas they represent. The key
changes include:
• holding meetings in the communities and
neighbourhoods they represent at times that suit
local residents;
• shorter, jargon-free reporting tailored to
the locality;
• greater emphasis on advertising the meetings
to the public and encouraging residents to get
involved; and
• holding themed workshops on local priorities
involving members, residents, council services
and partners.
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A new branding and identity have been developed to
support the new community committees, which help
reflect a sense of place and promote the committees
through communications and marketing plans. This is
helping to:
• encourage attendance at meetings;
• increase involvement and participation through
social media; and

This report looks at progress over the last twelve
months and, in particular, how the new approach
of themed workshops based on local and city-wide
priorities is starting to improve the way the council
works locally. There are many excellent examples
of how our community committees and their support
teams have worked to improve neighbourhoods and
improve local services; this annual report can only
highlight a few of the many examples of this work.

• raise awareness of the community committee
funding provided to local projects.

Further information about our community committees and their work can be found at:
leeds.gov.uk/communitycommittees and
www.Facebook.com/LCCInnersouth
www.Facebook.com/LCCOuterSouth
www.Facebook.com/LCCOuterEast
www.Facebook.com/LCCInnerEast
www.Facebook.com/LCCInnerNE
www.Facebook.com/LCCInnerWest
www.Facebook.com/LCCInnerNW
www.Facebook.com/LCCOuterWest
www.Facebook.com/LCCOuterNW
www.Facebook.com/LCCOuterNE
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Spending money in communities – how we made
a difference in local areas

Community committees play a fundamental role in understanding and addressing
issues of concern to local people. They do this in many ways, one of which is by
providing funding to take forward projects that fall within their identified priorities. At
the start of each year, each committee is allocated dedicated sums known as wellbeing
funding and youth activities funding. This funding, provided to local projects and
activities, can increase significantly, as it allows grant recipients the opportunity to
lever in matched funding from other sources, as well as attract volunteers.
The following major benefits have been identified from
funding delegated to community committees.
• Developing community capacity and pride –
generating a sense of belonging and often
involving volunteering by local residents to make
things happen.

• Sealing the deal – funding projects where the
work would not otherwise be taken forward.
• Leverage – acting as a catalyst to lever in
funding from other sources.
• Implementing planned local actions –
focussing on specific local priorities.

The total value of projects approved and funded through
the wellbeing fund across Leeds in 2014 to 2015 was
almost £1.75 million, with match funding of almost £2
million more than doubling the original amount, bringing
the total figure to almost £3.75 million. This supported
427 projects across the city and generated almost 90,000
volunteer hours.

£1.75
£2
million
million
Total value of projects
approved and funded
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Total amount of match funding

427

90,000

Projects
supported

Volunteer hours
generated
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The Youth Activities Fund is made available for
community committees to provide local activity for
children and young people aged 8 to17 years across
the city.
In 2014 to 2015 almost half a million pounds of
funding was approved, which levered in a further
£300,000 in match funding and over 9,000 volunteer
hours.
Examples of how the wellbeing and youth activities
funding have been used can be found throughout the
document, but includes the following :
Over 50’s walking football club – £2,564.52 from
the Outer West Community Committee. The project
has allowed older residents to rediscover the joys of
playing football again through a sport, which is safe,
enjoyable and has numerous health benefits.

Inner South Employment & Skills Board – £6,000
from the Inner South Community Committee. This
wellbeing funding has contributed towards the cost
of holding an apprenticeship event at the John
Charles Centre for Sport, paying partial costs towards
room hire and funding banners to advertise it at key
locations in south Leeds. It also paid the full cost to
hold a jobs fair in Middleton in 2014. Looking ahead,
the funding will also meet the costs of producing a
video promoting apprenticeships, which will include
young people, who have successfully been through
the apprenticeship programme and now hold full-time
jobs.
Barleyfields Radio Project – Tempo FM – £3,000
from the Outer North East Community Committee.
The Barleyfields Radio Project was established
in October 2008 in conjunction with Leeds Youth
Service. Since then, Wetherby Community Radio Ltd
has been actively assisting young people each week
either at the Barleyfields Youth Centre or at the new
training studio in the Tempo FM studios with their
media studies. The project has been a great success
and three students have been able to gain university
places as a direct result from their involvement with
the project. The funding was used to purchase several
licences to enable the project to continue throughout
2014. A total of 33 young people received training
over 73 training sessions.

Members of the over 50’s walking football club.

The players commented:
“It gets me off the sofa! This is the highlight
of my week!”

“Where else would us lot be able to play
football like this – it’s brilliant!”
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Themes and priorities – the key issues tackled by
our community committees

Each year all ten community committees set out their local priorities – the key areas
they want to address over the next twelve months. These are chosen using local
data, which gives information on a range of issues, including population, ethnicity,
unemployment and health, combined with consultation with local councillors
and residents.
Most of the community committees have now
changed the way the meetings are run to include
discussions and workshops with partner organisations
and residents on local priorities, supporting the
council’s commitment to involve local people more
closely in decisions taken about their area. Over the
financial year 2014 to 2015, these workshops largely
fell into the following categories:
• health and social isolation
• domestic violence
• employment and skills
• environment
• children and young people

Health and social isolation
As a city, Leeds continues to experience wide health
disparities between its wealthiest and most deprived
areas. However, some emerging concerns, including
social isolation and mental health, affect all Leeds’
communities. Around 30 per cent of patients in Leeds
visit a GP needing social help, not medical. It is
estimated that nearly 15,000 people aged over 65 in
the city are intensely lonely and have lost their family,
friends, mobility or income. The number of people
over 65 living alone in Leeds is predicted to rise by
more than a third over the next 15 years.
In Leeds the ‘social prescribing’ concept has
been developed and is being used locally through
partnerships between community committees,
the NHS clinical commissioning groups and the
third sector. This takes the form of a referral to an
appropriate activity or group and could be a lunch
club, a fitness class for older people or getting in
touch with organisations like Carers Leeds or the
Alzheimer’s Society.
Outlined below are examples of how this approach is
working following workshops held throughout Leeds
by a number of community committees on the theme
of social isolation.

Patient Empowerment Project
There is evidence that in Inner West Leeds the
prevalence of mental health conditions is higher than
the Leeds average, with people living in the tower
blocks in the area suffering disproportionately.
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Social isolation – winter warmer lunch.

At the Inner West Community Committee’s workshop
on mental health, community committee members,
health partners, service users and residents
discussed the issues, particularly focussing on how to
engage with people who feel isolated.
NHS Leeds West Clinical Commissioning Group and
the council’s public health service has now developed
a social prescription approach, which helps people
with minor mental health issues to access activities
and support within their local community. NHS Leeds
West CCG has funded Bramley-based charity BARCA
to lead a partnership of third sector agencies (Better
Leeds Communities, Leeds Mind and Touchstone) to
deliver this service called the Patient Empowerment
Project (PEP) in conjunction with the 38 GP surgeries
in west Leeds.
Following on from this successful project, £15,000
was approved by the community committee to deliver
a social prescribing model in the New Wortley area.
This was matched with £35,000 from the council’s
environment and housing services.
Leeds Community Committees’ Annual Report 2014 to 2015

The project will appoint a coordinator to work with the
residents of four high-rise flats in New Wortley, as a
direct result of the community committee workshop.
One person directly attributes their return to paid work
after being at risk of homelessness to the support
received from the PEP. This participant thanked the
PEP coordinator and said:
“You’ve been absolutely fantastic; I don’t
know what I’d have done without you.”
Another participant commented at review:
“Thank you for all the help, I’ve hit rock
bottom and you are the only one that’s
helped me.”
Further information about local mental health services
has been distributed to hundreds of people on the
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Community committee meetings.

forum mailing lists and information added to the Inner
West Community Committee’s Facebook page.
A similar approach has been adopted following the
Outer East Community Committee workshop on
social isolation in January 2014, attended by around
50 people including representatives from all four
neighbourhood networks from the area.
The key action from the meeting was the need for
more outreach work to tackle social isolation, and
this is now being pursued with colleagues in adult
social care and the third sector. It is estimated that in
this area 30% of elderly people are socially isolated,
with neighbourhood networks having contact with
around 10% of them; the project aims to engage with
the remaining 20%. With community committee and
partner support it is anticipated that a project to deliver
additional outreach work will be operational by autumn
2015. The targets and monitoring arrangements will
form part of the proposal.
In January 2015 the Inner East and Inner North East
Community Committees worked closely with the
Poverty Truth Commission – an independent project
linking people in poverty with decision makers – to
deliver workshops on social isolation. Each committee
was attended by over 40 people including local
councillors, residents, council officers, third sector
representatives and local GPs, where people spoke
candidly about their experiences of social isolation.
Following the workshops, partner agencies have
worked together more closely, encouraged by
the community champions, to fund a community
development worker to help local people build
connections and networks, restoring a sense of
neighbourliness. This was highlighted as an issue at
the committees.
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The local public health team took action on reducing
social isolation through its partnership working groups,
commissions and campaigns. One example of this
was the distribution of cold weather packs during the
winter, which gave an opportunity to engage with
socially isolated older people and encourage them
to take advantage of other local groups. Since the
community committee discussions, £500 has been
allocated by the Inner East Community Committee
to young people in Seacroft to encourage them to
engage in street soccer and £1,000 to a men’s group
in Seacroft to help with engagement and socialising.
The Outer North West and Outer West Community
Committees also held workshops on social isolation
and older people in December 2014 and January
2015. Partners focussed on challenges facing services
in supporting older people, who were living alone and
feeling isolated. A wide range of stakeholders engaged
in the events, as well as statutory services providers,
including local neighbourhood networks and voluntary
sector organisations. A key theme that emerged was
the need to find mechanisms for identifying socially
isolated people and ensure they are helped to access
local services and engage in community programmes
to improve their health and wellbeing. Actions being
explored include putting together guidance for frontline
services and organisations to be able to recognise
signs that point to isolation and to take steps to refer
people to key services. In February and March 2015
the Inner and Outer South Community Committees
also discussed these issues.
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Older Persons’ Events

The Men’s Room Project

From aromatherapy massages to meeting the Lord
Mayor, a wide range of activities for older people
were funded by the three South East Community
Committees in 2014.

The Inner East Community Committee supported the
‘Men’s Room’ project with a £1,000 wellbeing grant,
which funded Leeds arts and health charity Space 2
to run the project in Seacroft. Around 14 men with
mental health issues attend the group each week,
held at the Denis Healey Community Centre. The
group has supported these men to build confidence,
develop employability skills, improve their health
and wellbeing, develop social networks and become
engaged with their local community. Space 2 has
worked closely with Housing Leeds to identify men
who might benefit from this project and ensure
they are receiving advice and support in relation to
housing issues.

Coinciding with the International Day of Older People
on 1 October 2014, the fourteenth older persons’
event week was held throughout the Outer East area.
Activities included a meet-and-greet with the Lord
Mayor, sing-alongs and stalls from many groups
including the Fire Service, Police, Green Doctor and
Lloyd’s health checks. Held at a different venue each
day, events took place in Great Preston, Swarcliffe,
Cross Gates, Halton, Halton Moor, Garforth and
Kippax. Approximately 450 residents attended,
enabling socially isolated older people to discover
activities to give a positive impact on their health and
wellbeing. Similar events were held in the Outer and
Inner South areas, attracting around 500 older people.

Richmond Hill Elderly Action
Winter Warmth Project
Using £1,000 wellbeing funding from the Inner East
Community Committee, Richmond Hill Elderly Action
(RHEA) set up a winter warmth project, particularly
targeting older residents who were socially isolated.
RHEA distributed information on benefit entitlement,
fuel poverty, home improvements and on how to
keep safe and warm during the long winter months.
Leaflets and information were made available on
a wide range of services provided by the council
and voluntary sector, including Care & Repair, the
Green Doctor, the Meals at Home Service, Telecare,
Community Links and Silver Line – the only free
confidential helpline providing information, friendship
and advice to older people, open 24 hours a day,
every day of the year. The charity also provided
hot food and warm clothing to older people in the
local area.

Older persons’ event.
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Domestic violence
Sadly, as in the rest of the UK, domestic violence is
still an issue of concern in all areas of Leeds and has
been identified as one of the seven ‘breakthrough’
projects that the council will target in 2015 to 2016.
The community committees are working together
with local organisations and communities to address
the issue of domestic violence in a targeted way and
identify areas of under-reporting.
A number of community committee workshops on
domestic violence and abuse were held across
the city in 2014 to 2015, including the Outer North
West, South East, Inner South, Outer East, Inner
North East and Inner East areas. A wide range of
local partners attended and local residents were well
represented at many of the workshops.
Participants welcomed the opportunity and space to
talk about domestic violence and abuse and the way
it manifests itself in different relationships. Examples
discussed included controlling behaviour in
relationships between young people, emotional and
financial control in a relationship, intergenerational
violence and abuse, domestic abuse for individuals
living in extended families and the way domestic
violence and abuse takes place in Leeds’
different communities.
They looked at what is currently in place to respond
to domestic violence and how the community
committees can help raise awareness in local
areas. Common themes emerging from the
discussions included:
• more awareness-raising, better informed and
better connected frontline services;
• giving victims the choice to move away and
decide whether the perpetrator is relocated;

Using the outcomes from the workshop, the
community committees in West North West worked
with the local community safety partnership to develop
a local delivery plan. The plan includes a range of
actions aimed at raising awareness among local
partners and elected members, promoting training
to frontline staff, supporting organisations to take up
the First Level Domestic Violence quality mark and
improving engagement with primary care services.
All the community committees in the West North
West area awarded £1,000 wellbeing funding to
hold a Christmas party for vulnerable children,
many of whom had witnessed or had been a victim
of domestic abuse. For many of these children
Christmas is a difficult time, having witnessed abuse
and a breakdown in family relationships. The aim of
the project was to hold a fun event for the children and
socialise with other children, who have been through
similar issues to themselves.
Following a workshop at meetings of the Inner
South and Outer East Community Committees,
a local action plan has been drafted and services
are currently seeking resources. Community safety
coordinators have worked across the city to put
together a model policy and guidelines, which schools
can adapt to meet local needs – a requirement of
receiving the quality mark. The other important aspect
of the quality mark is the appointment of a domestic
violence lead in every school, whose role is to keep
up-to-date with developments, supporting other
staff and getting involved with campaigns to raise
awareness. To support this, a full two-day package of
training has been developed and is being rolled out
to all schools across the city, covering all the different
aspects of domestic violence. The response from all
the training has been overwhelmingly positive, with
people reporting increased levels of awareness and
confidence to tackle domestic violence.

• more help for children, who witness
domestic violence;
• more promotion of healthy relationships to young
people; and
• working with perpetrators at the very
earliest stage.
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Employment and skills
One of the council’s key priorities is to maintain a
strong and healthy economy and promote sustainable
and inclusive economic growth. This needs to happen
not just in the city centre, but in all parts of Leeds from
the inner city to our market towns.

Business enterprise and employment
The Outer West Community Committee held its first
themed meeting on delivering actions, which drive
business enterprise, the local economy, and quality
learning and employment opportunities.

The Outer West Community Committee also
supported a business brokerage model with Ahead
Partnership, through £10,000 wellbeing funding, to
develop Business Support Local, which was piloted
on a small scale in the area. The programme has
to date supported around 300 small businesses
struggling in this difficult economic climate.
“It is very timely for my business to be
involved with ‘Business Support Local’; it
was a great opportunity to stop and think
about an aspect of my business and to get
unbiased, objective feedback from likeminded people. It also reinforces how there
is a lot of experience and support within the
local community that, if directed effectively,
will develop strong and creative businesses.”
Karen Waite, Director, Leap Like A Salmon Ltd.

Ahead Partnership project meeting.

The discussions focussed on how local businesses,
council services and the community committee could
work better together to deliver practical, meaningful
and realistic actions for the area. Local businesses
that attended gave valuable feedback on how best
to attract new employers to the area and improve
infrastructure to grow existing businesses. The
meeting also explored how to link local employment
opportunities to local people and how to promote
initiatives that help businesses grow and develop.
Since the workshop, action has been taken to:
• support local people to find work;
• provide support to schools around opportunities
for apprenticeships;
• bring more mobile library and pop-up facilities to
areas where there are no services;

The second round of the community committees
for Inner North East and Inner East focussed
on employment and skills issues. At the Inner
North East Community Committee, residents and
partners actively engaged in workshops to prioritise
recommendations that could support improvement
in employment and skills services in the Queenshills
and Brackenwoods estates, where high levels
of unemployment is one of the main causes of
deprivation. These included:
• exploring the idea of setting up additional
job clubs;
• improving the coordination of services and
support provided in the area; and
• exploring the need for further mental health
services that specifically support people
into work.
The recommendations are now being considered by
the East North East Employment and Skills Board.
The Inner East Community Committee held a
productive workshop with partners and residents on
how to reengage young people in the area. The ideas
that emerged from the discussions are being used to
develop a local work programme for the area.

• revitalise the high street offer; and
• support businesses to ensure issues are
resolved more quickly.
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Employment and Skills Boards – getting
local people into employment
Skills boards have been established in all three areas
by community committees to:
• provide strong local leadership that champions
the ambition of achieving maximum uptake of job
and training opportunities for local people;
• coordinate the implementation of agreed
proposals through securing the required
resources, setting and monitoring appropriate
targets and holding services to account; and
• develop strong links with local and city-wide
employers to establish a ‘fit for purpose’
workforce for new and future developments.
The Inner South Employment and Skills Board was
instrumental in putting in place a unique partnership
to deliver a Job Shop at the St George’s One Stop
Centre in Middleton in late 2013. Since then, the
project has been further developed and the service
is now fully integrated with customer services staff
trained to provide back-up support to the Job Shop
staff. From an initial two-day service, it now runs
five days a week. The Inner South Community
Committee continues to work in partnership to deliver
projects across the area to help local residents into
employment. Based on the Middleton Asda model –
where the council supported local residents to access
jobs – advice sessions were held in April 2015 to help
local people from the Beeston and Holbeck areas into
work at the new Asda store on Old Lane.

One of the Inner South Community Committee’s
priorities is the need to support people over 50
back into work. The committee held a workshop in
February 2015 to gauge views and develop actions
in the support of this priority and identified a number
of actions:
• develop relationships with businesses regarded
as ‘age friendly’;
• organise community learning sessions in key
locations in south Leeds to provide training
in elementary Maths and English skills,
which are currently a barrier to local people
finding employment;
• work with companies like Asda to recruit at least
10% of staff over 50; and
• provide up to 250 work experience places for
people over 50 across the city through Job
Centre Plus.

St George’s One Stop Centre.
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Employment, skills and welfare pilot
The Inner North East Community Committee has also
set aside around £12,000 to fund two apprentices
in their area, based on a similar model. Two local
voluntary sector organisations have agreed in
principle to act as host employers and offer threemonth placements, with the area team and police
agreeing to do the same. The final three months of
the apprenticeship will be with a local business.

Our apprentice with her new employer.

Partnership apprentices
The Inner East Community Committee used £6,000
of its wellbeing fund to sponsor an apprenticeship in
business and administration, based on a partnership
model. This enabled the successful candidate to
gain a huge range of experience with a range of
organisations, spending three months each with:
• the former East North East Homes;
• the council’s area team;
• West Yorkshire Police; and
• Arcadia Group Plc, based in Burmantofts.
The apprentice, from Lincoln Green, successfully
gained an NVQ Level 2 and was able to immediately
secure permanent employment with ICS Digital
in Sheepscar. The apprentice’s new employer
commented that the experience gained through the
partnership model had been invaluable in enabling the
candidate to compete against 270 other candidates.
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The Inner West Community Committee worked with
partners to establish a ‘destinations team’, led by
children’s services, to work with young people in
high schools, targeting those thought most at risk of
becoming ‘NEET’ (not in employment, education or
training). This was the second year of the pilot that
has seen 137 learners identified for the process, with
80 still engaged in either training or employment the
November after leaving school.
Partners valued the low cost, resource-light approach
and see the development of relationships between
organisations as a significant benefit for the future.
One partner commented:
“Everyone else is placed and still happy on
the courses they enrolled for, so I think the
most successful part of the scheme from
our point of view was probably the aftercare
once the student had enrolled. We had a few
students we thought were in real danger of
dropping out once they’d enrolled, but we
hear that they are doing very well and are
very happy. This kind of check-up process
on these vulnerable students is very effective
to keep them engaged.”
Due to the success of the pilot, the programme is
being rolled out across other areas of the city in 2015.
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Environment
The quality of our built environment and our
greenspaces affects our health and wellbeing and
local businesses. Environmental services in Leeds
are delegated to the local community communities
to ensure the right services are delivered in the right
place at the right time.

Environmental delegations
Across the city, the ten community committees have
responsibility delegated from the council’s Executive
Board to develop service level agreements (SLAs)
each year and to monitor the delivery of the service
against the agreed specifications and outcomes.
They also negotiate changes to the SLA to address
unforeseen issues and events and service failures or
inefficiencies.
The Inner East, Inner North East and Outer North
East Community Committees focussed on ‘place
based issues’, including the environment service
level agreement, parks and countryside services and
the council’s derelict and nuisance sites programme,
which aims to tackle some of the most problematic
buildings across the city. These issues have been
considered by the environmental sub-groups and
community committees over the year to encourage
more locally appropriate action.

Within the Inner East area, partners met to start
to understand in more detail the particular issues
causing environmental and wider, related problems
in Harehills. Together with partners and residents,
the community committee considered whether the
current service was fit for purpose, given the very
specific needs and demands of the community.
Residents challenged the community committee to
consider redesigning council services to improve the
local environment and offered their support. It was
recognised that services need to respond to language
barriers, very high population densities, low recycling
rates and disposal of particular foodstuffs, such as
oil and peaks of waste disposal at particular times of
year. The committee has funded a neighbourhood
manager for several years to help tackle these issues
and has recently agreed to fund a similar post for
2015 to 2016, with one of their main priorities being
to develop an action plan to tackle the significant
environmental issues.
In the South East area all three community
committees have an environmental sub-group
to monitor the service level agreement with
environmental services. Over time, the sub-groups
have extended their remit and they now have a more
problem-solving focus addressing the key issues
in localities. The Outer East and Outer North West
sub-groups developed and delivered a strategy for
the demands for grit bins during winter and new litter
bins throughout the year. The groups also encourage
forward planning and developing partnership working
to find ever more efficient cost savings and resolve
issues affecting several services.

Calverley Park.
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A town team made up of local business owners was
launched at the start of the project and has agreed
an action plan to address concerns voiced by traders.
The town team will also partner the Town and District
Scheme by investing in further public art through
funding from Aldi.
Another town and district scheme in Harehills
Lane, commissioned by the Inner East Community
Committee, aims to improve the physical environment
of the area to encourage regeneration, increase
business and investor confidence and create an
improved shopping environment for local people.
The Bellbrookes car park in Harehills benefitted from
a £64,000 facelift – it has been resurfaced, parking
bays marked out to provide some additional spaces
and new signage, litter bins and landscaping works.
The car park improvements are part of a £200,000
scheme to regenerate Harehills Lane. These works
Local school designed streetlight banners for Dewsbury Road. have been complemented by a comprehensive
highways scheme, which includes traffic calming
within a new 20mph zone.

Town and District Centre Schemes

The Town and District Centres scheme is a
programme of works being developed and delivered
in Kirkstall, Chapeltown Road and Dewsbury Road.
A project commissioned by the Inner South
Community Committee under the Town and District
Centre scheme in 2014 will invest £200,000 of
council funding earmarked for regeneration projects
to improve part of Dewsbury Road in the Inner South
City and Hunslet ward.
The scheme has been shaped by a series of
consultations, involving local councillors, residents,
traders and schools. Improvements include a
new pedestrian crossing outside Tesco, better car
parking opportunities for residents and shoppers,
removal of an unattractive advertising hoarding and
new streetlight banners designed by local primary
school children.

Parks and greenspace
The Inner West Community Committee held a
workshop on parks and greenspace, which focussed
on how to improve local parks, play facilities and
promote volunteering.
Feedback from the discussion groups recommended
focussing on the basics to create safe and clean
recreation spaces for people to enjoy, such as
improving paths, providing more bins and nontraditional imaginative play, rather than the usual
swings and slides. A number of options are being
considered to promote the health and wellbeing
benefits of volunteering outdoors.

A number of flagships projects will showcase parts
of the area, such as a wildflower meadow along the
boundary of New Bewerley School and environmental
landscaping around the car park at Dewsbury Road
One Stop Centre.
A road safety study has highlighted the need for
improvements along sections of Dewsbury Road,
including pavement upgrades. A design brief has
now been drafted with a view to designing and
implementing changes in 2015 to 2016.
Fitness equipment at Ley Lane.
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Outcomes since the meeting include developments to
the Ley Lane area to improve local greenspace and
tackle the poor state of the playing field, along with
issues relating to littering and dog fouling. Wellbeing
funds were used to hold community action days and
fun days for children, in partnership with Breeze and
youth services. Consultation and local engagement
was undertaken at these events and questionnaires
were completed by local schools. Young people
asked for a football pitch with goalposts, which
has now been funded and installed. Parents also
wanted a community noticeboard, which has also
been provided through wellbeing funding. In total,
the Inner West Community Committee provided
£5,000 in wellbeing funds to support Ley Lane
greenspace improvements. The committee has also
commissioned after-school play through the Youth
Activities Fund and ‘green gym’ equipment has been
installed.
Feedback from local residents and the local school
have been very positive.
“Thank you so much! A big thank you from
all at Holy Family – yesterday the pitch
markings were painted on Ley Lane. It looks
fabulous.”
Mandy Kennedy, Holy Family Catholic
Primary School, Wortley

Student changeover project
Student changeover is the period when student
tenancies end in June and recommence in
September. Changeover generates high levels of
waste and noise, causing significant problems for
local residents. The council, universities and other
partners regularly work together to look at ways
to improve services in the area. The Inner North
West Community Committee held a workshop on
the subject in March 2015 and funded a number of
projects to address some of the issues.
• The Leave Leeds Tidy initiative, run by the
University of Leeds, which encourages residents
to reuse and recycle unwanted items – £3,500
• A dedicated noise nuisance patrol, ring-fenced to
the LS6 area – £10,000
• Additional dog fouling and littering patrols in the
area – £1,000
• Extra staff to work on Woodhouse Moor
– £12,000.
The community committee also worked with Leeds
Becketts University Students’ Union to develop a new
project, which will aim to boost volunteering around
changeover time to address environmental issues in
the area; the community committee has allocated just
over £5,000 for this project.

Students from the university helping during the changeover
period.
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Young people discussing youth activities.

Children and young people
Leeds has a higher proportion of young people than
the national average. Building a child-friendly city
remains one of the council’s key priorities and the
community committees continue to ensure they work
with and for the benefit of children and young people
in their communities.

Involving young people in decision-making
A number of young people’s engagement events
took place in the West North West area, including
the Outer North West Children and Young Peoples’
Engagement event at Leeds Trinity University. A
total of 17 high schools and primaries attended from
across the area for a full day of activities.
It involved an enthusiastic question and answer
session between councillors and students. This was
followed by an afternoon session, when councillors
and students jointly decided how best to spend a
potential £56,000 Youth Activity Fund in the area.
Some excellent feedback from the groups was
received, which has helped shape future spend of the
Youth Activity Fund.
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The Outer West Community Committee also met
with young people in an interactive ‘Dragons Den’ like
workshop, exploring activities that children and young
people would enjoy. At an Inner West Community
Committee workshop, young people explained
what life was like for them in their local areas and
suggested innovative ways of engagement.
A number of key themes emerged from both these
workshops, including engaging with young people in
settings they are comfortable with, using social media
to publicise activities, and providing a mechanism
for young people to put forward ideas and represent
their community.

Ideas for youth activities.
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Key outcomes from the workshops included the
design and implementation of a strategy to engage
with young people and an annual programme of
engagement. A marketing strategy for Youth Activity
Fund activities has been designed and implemented
to promote the summer projects.

Aireborough Supported Activities Scheme.

The Outer North West Community Committee
continues to support a project for children and young
people with disabilities through their wellbeing fund.
The Aireborough Supported Activities Scheme
provides a range of activities including learning circus
skills, swimming, trips to the cinema, sailing at Yeadon
Tarn and environmental projects at Herd Farm for
young people living in the north west of Leeds.
Quotes from parents:
“Because L doesn’t look as if he has a
disability and because he says ‘yes’ and ‘no’
in the right places, most people don’t realise
how little he understands. Therefore it is
really good that he has someone looking out
for him and he isn’t just left to be one in the
crowd.”

“We had the chance to go cycling and
swimming, which is otherwise tricky with one
adult and two children, when one of them
has extra needs like T.”

Youth Panels
Some of the community committees have established
formal youth panels, which are open to children and
young people aged 11 to 17. They discuss local
issues concerning children and young people and
support the community committees by deciding which
activities should be funded.
Alwoodley schools held their first Youth Panel in
November. Hosted by Allerton High School, the panel
meeting was attended by a total of 24 young people
aged between eight and fifteen. All seven primary
schools and three high schools in the area took part
in the event, which was chaired by a local councillor
from the Outer North East Community Committee.
The young people had the opportunity to tell the
councillor what activities they would like to do in their
area, and discuss how these should be delivered. The
most popular suggestions were drama and cookery
and the young people expressed strong views that
they would like to see activities that they could attend
on a regular basis, rather than ‘one off’ events in the
school holidays. All the young people that attended
were very confident in joining in the discussions and
challenged some of the suggestions they did not agree
with. Everyone enjoyed themselves and said that they
would be happy to be involved in future events.
All three community committees in the South
East area provided a wide range of activity from
their Youth Activity Fund. In the Outer East these
activities included sporting projects such as cricket
coaching and Junior Park Run at Temple Newsam
and environmental projects like Micklefield Primary
Urban Rangers. This project, led by Groundwork
Leeds, supported environmental education, such
as ‘geocoaching’, where children went on high-tech
treasure hunts using GPS devices.
In the Outer South area a range of events and
activities were held over summer 2014 for under 19s,
including arts, inflatables, sports, crafts, performances
and dance. These were used as a platform to consult
children and young people about the activities they
wanted to take part in.
The Children and Families sub-group is now seeking
to strengthen the role of the youth panels by arranging
peer inspections and mystery shops for future activities.
In the Inner South service providers, the youth service
and young people from the area attended a workshop
where they discussed anti-social behaviour and crime,
employment and community-based help for families
who need extra support. The young people were able
to give their first-hand experience of these issues.
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Community engagement and cohesion

Between formal committee meetings local councillors and their support teams work in
a number of different ways to improve local areas and the quality of life for residents.
They also work to strengthen links with local community forums, parish and town
councils, volunteer groups and residents, supporting local people to understand each
other better and get on well together. This can involve a wide range of activities from
helping to resolve community tensions to celebrating the diversity of Leeds’ population.

Community forums
The Outer East covers a wide geographic area
and community forums are the main source of
engagement and involvement. The seven forums
meet quarterly and are used as an opportunity to
share information and provide updates on key issues
and services in respective areas. They also allow local
groups to initiate projects and programmes of work
that have been identified by their members.
One example shows how residents’ concerns about
road safety raised at the Halton Forum resulted in
traffic lights being installed at the junction between
Selby Road and Chapel Street. The next phase of
improving safety for residents and schoolchildren is to

reduce parking further along the street and possibly
relocate the bus stop. Consultation with the forum
and the wider community is now being undertaken
by Highways.
The Cross Gates Forum developed a memorial
stone and garden at Manston Park to commemorate
the munitions workers, mostly women, who were
killed in several explosions at Barnbow munitions
factory between 1916 and 1918. The story behind
the munitions factory explosions during the first world
war is now on the curriculum in local primary schools
and they also compete to design the garden each
year. The streets of a new local housing estate have
also been named after some of the people killed in
the explosions.

Neighbourhood Forum.
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Bringing services to
the community
The Outer South Community Committee has
focussed on bringing services out into the community.
Five events were held in Morley over the year,
reaching thousands of local people. Morley residents
were able to find out about leisure services, libraries,
Care and Repair, Morley Elderly Action, Trading
Standards and the Police whilst shopping in Morley
market. The committee also supported the annual
St. George’s Day Festival in April with a street stall in
Queens Street in Morley, visited by 1,500 people.

In Inner South the engagement strategy has focussed
on specific pieces of work, with the lead being taken
by neighbourhood improvement officers, funded from
wellbeing money. One example is the Middleton Skate
Park, developed by Middleton Youth Partnership in
response to demands from young people living in
the area. There was consultation with young people
and residents on the need for a skate park as well
as its design, which influenced the brief and tender
specification. In depth consultation and involvement
with young people helped to secure funding from a
number of sources to develop the project at a cost of
around £100,000.

Seacroft gala show.
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Celebrating community heroes
The work community volunteers do is diverse
and makes a real impact on people’s lives, from
‘In Bloom’ groups, to dance groups, choirs and
older person’s groups. In recognition of the many
hours of voluntary community work, the Outer
South Community Committee held a ‘Community
Heroes’ event at Morley Town Hall, attended by the
Lord Mayor. The event was an opportunity for the
committee to celebrate the diversity and strength
of community leadership and thank people, who
contribute on a voluntary basis to make a difference in
their communities.
There were some inspirational groups and people in
attendance, a testament to the amount of time people
give to improve their communities. A few highlights
from the night include:
• Tea Cosy Memory Café, providing support to
people with dementia in Rothwell and pioneering
it as Leeds’ first dementia friendly community;
• Kids for Kids, a voluntary dance youth group in
Morley, which has been going for over 30 years,
promoting exercise and healthy lifestyles, and
building confidence in young people; and
• Robin Hood Residents’ Association, who
have worked hard to vastly improve their local
environment and bring the community together.

Representatives from community groups were
presented with an award for their work. The Outer
South Community Committee highlighted some of
the great initiatives it has supported over the past
year and how it helps shape local services. The event
enabled residents and groups to share information,
network and visit information stalls from many
different organisations.

Parish and town councils
There are 32 parish and town councils in the Leeds
Metropolitan District, which play an important role in
maintaining and improving local services and facilities,
supporting local voluntary organisations and activities,
and influencing and lobbying on local development.
Good partnership working between the community
committees and parish and town councils presents
an additional opportunity to achieve the council’s
ambition to achieve a substantial and lasting shift
towards local democracy. By working closely together,
the community committees and parish and town
councils make a vital contribution to the wellbeing of
the communities they serve. A charter www.leeds.gov.
uk/docs/TheLeedsParishandTownCouncilCharter sets
out how the community committees and the parish
and town councils work together for the benefit of
local people.

Community heroes event 2015.
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The Outer North East Parish and Town Council Forum
provides a mechanism for regular engagement and
opportunities for discussion and collaborative working
on issues of common interest to the parishes. The
forum enables parish and town councils to work
closely with the council to improve the flexibility and
effectiveness of the local delivery of services and was
highlighted as a model of good practice by the Safer
and Stronger Scrutiny Committee’s review of the
council’s relationships with parish and town councils.
The next stage is for the Outer East Community
Committee and the parish and town councils to
develop a framework for improving local services and
the local infrastructure. This involves maximising the
potential of new funding opportunities and working
closely to align the various funding streams at a local
level, including the Community Infrastructure Levy*
http://www.pas.gov.uk/community-infrastructure-levy.
The delegation of more budgets and services to
community committees is a real opportunity to be able
to further strengthen working relationships with parish
and town councils.
The forum has also helped inform the roll-out of
reduced night-time street lighting between midnight
and 5:30 am, to determine which lights will be
switched off in each area, taking into account
established ‘avoidance criteria’ such as high levels
of road traffic accidents, crime or areas near to
pedestrian crossings.
The Outer North East Community Committee has
also supported a number of parish council projects
using its wellbeing funding, such as £1,780 to
Boston Spa Parish Council to build and promote a
heritage trail using blue plaque type signage and an
associated guide.

Boston Spa Parish Council heritage trail.

The Outer North West Community Committee hosts
a Parish and Town Council Forum three times a year
to engage with the six local parish and town councils
in the area. This helps to build local relationships,
identify engagement opportunities and influence local
priorities. A number of joint priorities between the
community committee and the local councils have
been agreed, including looking at and monitoring
the parks and countryside delegation and highways
issues in relation to public transport and links to Leeds
Bradford airport. Examples of wellbeing spend for
town and parish councils include supporting local
environmental projects, festive lights and joint funding
of an additional police community safety officer.
The Outer East parish councils also work very
closely with their community committee. The main
engagement is through the community forums held in
Garforth and Swillington and Kippax and Methley. In
Kippax, the parish council is leading the development
of a neighbourhood plan with the community
committee. In Micklefield, the parish council has a
regeneration partnership, which has been successful
in obtaining several hundred thousand pounds of
external funding over the last ten years to deliver
numerous regeneration projects such as a new skate
park, refurbishment of the community centre and
environmental improvements.

* The Community Infrastructure Levy is a planning charge,
introduced by the Planning Act 2008, as a tool for local
authorities to help deliver infrastructure to support the
development of their area.
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Promoting understanding
Harehills conversation dinner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnYGGDj3xfE
Chapeltown conversation dinner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUJDUr5b5DM

Chapeltown conversation dinner.

Many of Leeds’ communities are made up of people
from different backgrounds, beliefs and cultures.
A significant part of the work carried out by the
community committees and their support teams
involves strengthening community cohesion and
helping break down barriers.
All three community committees in the East North
East area have organised ‘conversation dinners’
for local residents to share good food and chat with
neighbours they have never met before – a new
concept to Leeds and our local communities.

Making the most of local
community assets
In the Inner North West the community committee
held a workshop, which focussed on how partners
can work together with the community committee
to run a successful and sustainable community
centre. The Cardigan Centre, Woodsley Road
Community Centre and HEART Centre all provided
a local perspective on how they delivered services.
Participants also discussed the use of social media
to promote community groups and the community
committee is using its Facebook page to promote
events in the local area.
Following the workshop, a £10,500 wellbeing grant
was approved to help fund local charity OPAL (Older
People’s Action in the Locality) to develop a new
community centre for the LS16 area and to create a
permanent home for their charity.
OPAL has used the £10,500 grant to purchase
the leasehold on the Bedford Arms pub in the Silk
Mills area of Leeds. Both the Inner West and Outer
North West community committees have given
a total of £15,000 wellbeing funding towards the
costs of refurbishing the building to develop the new
community centre.

The community committees funded these events
using £500 wellbeing funding for each conversation
dinner in Chapeltown, Harehills and three events
in Alwoodley. The events were enjoyed by all who
attended with everyone meeting new people,
particularly people from different walks of life
and backgrounds.
“We’ve already built a bond just in the short
time we’ve been here”.

“It was enlightening to hear about his
background”.

OPAL outside their newly purchased Bedford Arms.

“I gained a good understanding of the
challenges of being isolated in a country
where the local language is not spoken, the
difficulties experienced and how personal
drive changed their circumstances”.

Leeds Community Committees’ Annual Report 2014 to 2015
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Communications and social media

Good communications play a vital role in supporting the council’s ambition to be
responsive to the needs of the local communities, improving local democratic decisionmaking and involving local people in decisions that affect their neighbourhoods.
Following the development of the ten community
committees, there was a need to improve
communications to encourage public attendance at
community committee meetings, increase community
engagement and improve awareness of wellbeing
funding and the work of the community committees
more generally.

Establishing a new identity and more effectively
promoting the committees has provided more
opportunities for people to have their say, get involved
in their local community, and participate in debates
over local issues. The attendance at meetings and
events has also increased.
Examples of the promotional activity are:
• news items on the council’s intranet site for staff
• information in Tom’s Blog – the chief executive’s
video diary
• an article in Housing Leeds, distributed to 70,000
households
• a feature in South Leeds Life, a local community
website and magazine
• an advert with in the Council Tax bills, distributed
to over 300,000 households

Over the past year communication and marketing
activity has focussed on developing a brand
identity for the community committees, building and
strengthening marketing and communication capacity
and developing a digital audience. In just twelve
months social media has become an extremely
effective way for the committees to engage with
many more local residents. One example of this is
the consultation on a new library for Kippax, which
reached over 5,000 residents through the use of
social media. The ten community committees have
each set up their own Facebook accounts and
audiences are continuing to grow. Collectively over
the ten pages there are over 2000 ‘likes’ and the
audience reach is exceeding 140,000 unique users.
A single Twitter account – @_YourCommunity –
has also been set up, which provides a platform
to increase and build following for community
committees, make links with partners and services,
hold consultations and enable local conversations
to take place. The account has over 800 unique
followers and is growing on a weekly basis.
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• the use of community radio stations
• personalised emails from chairs to relevant
stakeholders, officers and partners
• video invitations from chairs posted on
social media
• regular reminders posted on committee
Facebook pages about events and meetings
• engagement events
• posters placed in council buildings including
one stop centres, libraries and community
notice boards
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Examples of the brand in action
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Community committee champions

The community committee champions were introduced in July 2013 and cover the
following work areas:
• health, wellbeing and adult social care
• children’s services
• employment, skills and welfare
• environment and community safety
The role enables a number of elected members
to provide a local perspective on executive board
portfolios and supports the council’s aim to
provide challenge and debate around local issues.
The champions:
• work closely with community committee
chairs to identify and lead relevant debates at
community committees;
• represent the community committee at local
project or partnership meetings, and in the
commissioning process to ensure the needs and
interests of the area are represented;
• develop informal opportunities and networks
with council services and partners to build
understanding, improve partnership working,
provide challenge and bring a local democratic
perspective to a wider range of services; and
• support the executive member to ensure
local issues are included in policy
development, highlight any service issues or
failures, share best practice and learn from
innovative approaches developed through
community committees.
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The champion’s role has continued to make an impact
in local areas in 2014 to 2015 as demonstrated by the
following examples.
The Inner East community champion for children and
young people was instrumental in driving positive
engagement with young people in Burmantofts
and Richmond Hill. Over 150 young people were
consulted at six school youth councils across the
ward, as well as Richmond Hill Young People’s
Forum. They gave their views on what activities
they would like to see offered over the summer
holidays and this information was then used to direct
services to provide activities throughout the area,
funded through the Community Committee’s Youth
Activity Fund.
The champion continued to build on the work that
she, officers and partners undertook over the summer
by visiting local groups and providers across the area,
attending a session of Leeds Youth Council, and
holding meetings with council officers from children’s
services, where she has been articulating local
concerns and aspirations.
It is envisaged that this model of consultation and
engagement could be enhanced this year by revisiting
schools to seek feedback on those activities provided
through the fund.
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Children’s and family health were discussed at
workshops held in the Inner North West and Inner
West areas, which have some of the highest
childhood obesity rates in the city. The health and
wellbeing champions led on work addressing this
issue following the workshops. This has included
ensuring a strong take-up of the ‘Food Dudes’ project
– a new primary school programme to encourage
healthy eating and exercise. The champions have
also worked together with fast food providers to
provide more healthy options, and to promote the
‘Fit Kids’ project – recreational and fitness activities
to help young people improve their health and
general wellbeing.
The Outer East community champion for health,
wellbeing and adult social care raised concerns that
had been brought to her attention from Garforth
Neighbourhood Elders Team (NET) about older
people in the area being unable to afford to buy food.
After some research, it became clear that this was a
problem that affected many more people. As a result,
the community committee teamed up with Brigshaw
Trust and NET to provide a foodbank for the Outer
East villages. This was supported with a £2,000
award from Outer East Community Committee to
set up the foodbank and assist with the initial supply
of stock.

Community event.

The role of community committee champions was
fully evaluated during 2014 to 2015. This showed
that it is a role, which is generally appreciated and
the principles of it are working well with the new ways
of working taken forward by community committees.
These will help maximise the potential of the role, and
there is scope to develop it further. It was recognised
that to do so would require additional support from
services, improved communications, and a process to
capture outcomes. A series of recommendations has
been accepted by community chairs, which will be
implemented during 2015 to 2016.
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Challenges and next steps

The community committees have taken great strides forward over the last twelve
months in supporting the council to focus more clearly on community engagement and
local decision making.
The community committee champions have continued
to make an impact in local areas through regular
contact between executive board members and the
community committees, ensuring local democracy is
devolved to local people and key messages fed back.

• Using communications and social media
more strategically, moving from broadcast
to conversation and engagement, using the
Facebook pages and new Twitter account –
@_YourCommunity;

Wellbeing and youth activity funding is continuing
to provide vital funding for the benefit of local
communities, with over 500 projects supported in
Leeds between 2014 and 2015.

• Making further administrative efficiencies, such
as joint youth activity funding and wellbeing
applications; and

Effective use of communications tools, including
branding and social media, have raised awareness of
the community committees’ meetings, promoted local
funding available, increased the visibility of their work
and enabled local councillors to engage with new
audiences and tackle the issues that matter to them.
Looking forward to 2015 to 2016, community
committees aim to improve by focussing on
the following.
• Strengthening work with all parts of the
community – progress has been made but there
remains more to do to live up to the ambition;
• Focussing on ‘local’, making sure that services
join up effectively and really meet the needs of
local people;
• Developing their quality improvement and
assurance role, acting as the eyes and ears
for the delivery of local services, and making
recommendations back to the executive board
where necessary;
• Really understanding local communities and
their changing needs, building a local picture to
improve delivery – not just using data, but real
intelligence built up locally;
• Improving their work and decision making with
better intelligence gathered at the local level;
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• Introducing a robust system of performance
management through the development of an
action tracker, which shows where the positive
discussions with residents has led to services
changing and projects delivered to meet needs.
The community committees have already started
to make contributions to several of the council’s
breakthrough projects for 2015 to 2016, and
in particular:
• putting children and families first: tackling
domestic violence;
• housing growth, and jobs for young people;
• making Leeds the best place to grow old; and
• reducing health inequalities through
healthier lifestyles.
Finally, community committees will play a key role in
achieving the council’s aspiration to build on Leeds’
strong economy, while ensuring it is a compassionate
city that works with its citizens and communities to
reduce inequality, and that the benefits of increased
growth and prosperity are felt by all.
Best Council Plan 2015 to 2020
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Best%20Council%20
Plan%202015.pdf
Community committees
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/residents/Pages/LocalityWorking-in-Leeds.aspx
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Leeds City Council’s Community Committees

Inner East Community Committee

Outer South Community Committee

Burmantofts and Richmond Hill
Gipton and Harehills
Killingbeck and Seacroft

Ardsley and Robin Hood
Morley North
Morley South
Rothwell

Inner North East Community Committee
Chapel Allerton
Moortown
Roundhay

Outer North East Community Committee
Alwoodley
Harewood
Wetherby

Outer East Community Committee
Cross Gates and Whinmoor
Garforth and Swillington
Kippax and Methley
Temple Newsam

Inner South Community Committee
Beeston and Holbeck
City and Hunslet
Middleton Park

Inner North West Community Committee
Headingley
Hyde Park and Woodhouse
Weetwood

Outer North West Community Committee
Adel and Wharfedale
Guiseley and Rawdon
Horsforth
Otley and Yeadon

Inner West Community Committee
Armley
Bramley and Stanningley
Kirkstall

Outer West Community Committee
Calverley and Farsley
Farnley and Wortley
Pudsey

You can find details of your own community committee by going to www.leeds.gov.uk/whereIlive
For further information please contact the area leaders:
Martin Dean (South East) 0113 224 3103
Baksho Uppal (West North West) 0113 336 7858
Jane Maxwell (East North East) 0113 336 7627
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Welcome
Firstly, I would like to express my sincere thanks to all members involved in the scrutiny process
for their time, effort and dedication over the past 12 months.
However, we need to recognise that Leeds City Council continues to experience huge change.
The way in which we design and deliver services requires reappraisal. As a council we look and
feel differently than we did even three years ago. Decisions the Council makes need to be made
well, with full knowledge of the impact such decisions are likely to have on our communities.
The scrutiny function provides a means to ensure all elected members have a clear role in this
process. I am therefore very pleased to present the 2014-15 Scrutiny Annual Report, which
summarises key work undertaken by the Council’s seven scrutiny boards over the last year in
driving our ambitions, as well as holding decision makers to account.
Added value in particular is gained through pre-decision scrutiny. Scrutiny is a valuable
sounding board for new policy initiatives and there are some key examples set out within this
annual report. This area of work needs to be further encouraged and in doing so, it will require
senior politicians and officers to plan ahead and give ample time and opportunity for scrutiny
involvement. Scrutiny board members on their part need to continue to seize the opportunity to
focus on those areas where they can have an influence and make a difference.
Whilst it is evident that scrutiny is becoming more and more relied upon to provide robust,
evidence-based challenge to service delivery and performance, the scrutiny function itself has
not been exempt from the budgetary pressures being faced by the Council. The growing
expectations placed upon scrutiny will need to be balanced against reduced levels of available
support. Nonetheless, I am confident the scrutiny function in Leeds will continue to seek
assurance that risks are being appropriately managed and public funding is being spent
effectively.
On the national scene, Leeds scrutiny continues to shine. In October 2014, the Centre for Public
Scrutiny published a policy briefing document on the national and local policy landscape around
domestic violence and acknowledged the in-depth scrutiny inquiry undertaken by the Safer and
Stronger Communities Scrutiny Board. In March 2015, Ofsted also formally acknowledged the
role of Scrutiny in Leeds, stating ‘Scrutiny activity and oversight of children’s services is
impressive, with strong prioritisation and a comprehensive understanding of the needs of
children, young people and their families. Robust challenge is achieved through a range of
pertinent inquiries and a strong corporate parenting ethos that extends beyond looked after
children’.
As in previous reports to Council, key development areas for scrutiny are also highlighted in this
report and as the responsible Executive Member, I am committed to support the future
development of scrutiny in Leeds.

Councillor James Lewis
Executive Member for Resources and Strategy

Find out more at www.leeds.gov.uk/scrutiny and follow Scrutiny on
Twitter: @scrutinyleeds
2

Summary of work 2014/15
The charts below highlight the type and proportion of work that the Scrutiny Boards
have done this year and trends over the last 3 years.
Type and total number of scrutiny work items in 2014/15

Monitoring of Scrutiny
recommendations (23)

Development of
new policy/
pre‐decision
Scrutiny (31)

Request for
Scrutiny
(various sources,
including public)
(7)

Review of existing policy
(33)

Performance
Management (48)

Board
development
briefings (10)

Scrutiny work items 2012 - 2015
Development of new policy/pre‐decision
Board development briefings
Performance Management
2014/15
Review of existing policy
2013/14

Request for Scrutiny

2012/13

Call In
Monitoring of scrutiny recommendations
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Proportion of overall work (%)

Key Observations





There has been an increasing trend in the number of performance management
work items, with a significant increase during 2014/15.
Board development briefings have continued to reduce.
There has been a slight reduction in the number of work items relating to predecision scrutiny during 2014/15.
No Executive Board or delegated officer decisions were Called In during 2014/15.
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Highlights and Achievements
A summary of the significant pieces of work undertaken by scrutiny over the last 12 months is presented below, including relevant links to
published reports by Scrutiny. This snapshot identifies where Scrutiny has specifically added value linked to existing Best Council Objectives.
Best Council
Objective

Areas of Scrutiny
Learning Improvement Service
(Children and Families Scrutiny Board)
Report to be published during 2015/16

Building a
child-friendly
city

Kinship Care
(Children and Families Scrutiny Board)
Report to be published during 2015/16

Children and Young People’s Plan
2015-2019
(Children and Families Scrutiny Board)

Added Value/Impact
 Assessed the impact and value of the Learning Improvement Service in raising educational
standards in the city and narrowing the attainment gap, particularly in early years.
 Engaged directly with education practitioners and governors to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the service, which helped inform improvements.
 Evaluated the Kinship Care Services in relation to carers, children and young people.
 Ensured that sufficient support and intervention measures are being implemented so
children can be safely cared for in the wider family network, therefore preventing children
from entering care.
 Informed the new Children and Young People’s Plan. In particular, the following key
indicators/priorities are included in the Plan which the Scrutiny Board recommended:
 reducing the attainment gap in Leeds, in particular for disadvantaged children
 improving child and adolescent mental health support.

(Health and Wellbeing and Adult Social Care Scrutiny
Board)
Report agreed in May 2015 and published in June 2015
(Click here for the Scrutiny report)

 Actively engaged service commissioners, providers and service users to help identify
weaknesses and strengths across TaMHS services and CAMHS. This helped inform
recommended actions for improvement, particularly around accessibility of these services.
 Strengthened links with HealthWatch Leeds (HWL) as the Scrutiny Board commissioned
HWL to undertake some stakeholder engagement work to help inform this inquiry.
 Provided robust challenge to proposals set by the Integrated Commissioning Executive in
light of concerns raised during the inquiry.
 Involved the Chair of the Children and Families Scrutiny Board, which allowed both
Boards to share common issues and also identified links with the scrutiny review of
Kinship Care.

Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE)

 Working collaboratively with relevant directorates and partners, including the Leeds
Safeguarding Children Board, to consider issues raised by the recent Rotherham report to
ensure proactive action is being taken by the Council and its partners in response.

Provision of Emotional Wellbeing and
Mental Health Services for children and
young people in Leeds

(Children and Families Scrutiny Board)
Ongoing work
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Best Council
Objective

Areas of Scrutiny
Future of Homecare Services
(Health and Wellbeing and Adult Social Care Scrutiny
Board)
Statement of scrutiny findings published in April 2015
(Click here for Scrutiny statement)

Delivery of
the Better
Lives
programme

Leeds Maternity Services Strategy
(Health and Wellbeing and Adult Social Care Scrutiny
Board)

Specialised Services
(Health and Wellbeing and Adult Social Care Scrutiny
Board)

Added Value/Impact
 Conducted pre-decision scrutiny to inform a new design model for home care services.
 Sought clarification and assurance from the Executive Board surrounding particular areas
of concern that reflected views shared with scrutiny by private providers and service users.
 Conducted pre-decision scrutiny, engaging with commissioners and providers of Children
and Maternity Services in the development of a 5-year Maternity Services Strategy for
Leeds that will inform future commissioning plans and decisions.
 Provided challenge to NHS England in view of concerns expressed by scrutiny about its 30day consultation (launched on 24 March 2015) in relation to proposed changes/ additions to
a number of specific specialised commissioning policy, service specifications and
commissioning products. These concerns related to the following:
 Limitations in NHS England’s approach to involving and engaging a wide range of
stakeholders in relation to specialised services – including local authority health scrutiny.
 NHS England’s reliance on a web-based approach to public consultation.
 The lack of any clear ‘impact assessments’ to help facilitate wider public participation in
the consultation process.
 Significant concern regarding the length of the consultation period.
 Engaged with Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust and the North East England Paediatric

Children’s Epilepsy Surgery Services
(Health and Wellbeing and Adult Social Care Scrutiny
Board)

Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS
Trust
(Health and Wellbeing and Adult Social Care Scrutiny
Board)
Ongoing work

Neuroscience Network in responding to NHS England’s proposals on proposed changes to the
specification for Children’s Epilepsy Surgery Services (CESS).

 Challenged NHS England generally on the consultation process, but specifically on the
proposals in light of the following concerns expressed by scrutiny:
 The future sustainability of the North East Network without a designated CESS centre.
 A lack of clear evidence to support any improved outcomes within CESS centres.
 Concern that there was insufficient information available to enable the Scrutiny Board to
make a fully informed consultation response.
 Proactively responded to a request for scrutiny by Unite the Union in relation to potential
risks to patients being created by the Board of the Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust
(YAS). As such, Scrutiny provided robust challenge regarding the transparency of the
Trust’s current accountability and assurance processes/ arrangements.
 Continued monitoring and overview in the development of performance improvement plans
developed by YAS and each of the organisations with a commissioning and oversight role.
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Best Council
Objective

Areas of Scrutiny
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

Promoting
sustainable
& inclusive
economic
growth

(Sustainable Economy and Culture Scrutiny Board)
Scrutiny comments reflected in appendix 2 of the report to
Executive Board in February 2015 (Click here for Scrutiny
comments)

Leeds Grand Theatre
(Sustainable Economy and Culture Scrutiny Board)
Scrutiny comments reflected in appendix C of the report to
Executive Board in February 2015 (Click here for Scrutiny
comments)

Arts@Leeds Scheme
(Sustainable Economy and Culture Scrutiny Board)
Comments published February 2015 (Click here for
Scrutiny comments)

Employment and Skills
(Sustainable Economy and Culture Scrutiny Board)

Housing Mix
(Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny Board)
Ongoing work

Added Value/Impact
 Conducted pre-decision scrutiny to inform proposals for Strategic and Neighbourhood
Spending of the CIL. This involved the Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny Board Chair.
 Recommended action to ensure sufficient resources to Community Communities in carrying
out their functions in relation to the CIL, which was endorsed by Executive Board.
 Responded proactively to a request by the Executive Board for Scrutiny to have an input
into the commissioned review of the most appropriate future management and governance
arrangements for the Leeds Grand Theatre and Opera House Trust Ltd (LGTOH).
 Made recommendations for the Executive Board to take into account when considering the
findings of the commissioned review, which were welcomed and accepted.
 Conducted pre-decision scrutiny to inform the allocation for the next 3 year Arts@Leeds
grants 2015-18.
 Identified a particular need to use key performance indicators to publicise and articulate
more clearly the benefits and monitoring arrangements linked to these grants.
 Worked in conjunction with a wide range of directorates and Jobcentre Plus towards
achieving a shared understanding of the implications and opportunities created by the shift
to digital services to support jobseekers and actions required by the Council.
 Visited a Digital Jobcentre and a Community Hub to engage directly with staff and service
users to help inform improvements around the better use of data and resources.
 Informed emerging proposals for the target priority group(s) and the development of a
proposed programme of support.
 Responded to a request for scrutiny from a former co-opted member of the Scrutiny Board
to examine the adequacy of responses linked to the previous scrutiny inquiry in 2011 on
housing growth.
 Agreed to broaden this further and, with representation from the Sustainable Economy and
Culture Scrutiny Board.
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Best Council
Objective

Becoming a
more
efficient and
enterprising
council

Areas of Scrutiny

Added Value/Impact

Off Contract Spend and Waivers

 Ensured progress is maintained in implementing the new Contracts Procedure Rules and

(Resources and Council Services Scrutiny Board)

other Effective Procurement documentation.
 Worked with Procurement to identify efficiency measures to reduce off-contract spend and
improve contract planning to address unplanned extensions or waivers of contracts.

The role of Police Community Support
Officers linked to local integrated
partnership working

 Expanded on the scrutiny work undertaken last year on the role of PCSOs to assist Safer
Leeds, in conjunction with relevant directorates, with the ongoing development of more
integrated working between West Yorkshire Police and a range of locality based services to
help deliver improved outcomes for local people.

(Safer and Stronger Communities Scrutiny Board)

Citizens Advice Bureau provision
(Resources and Council Services Scrutiny Board)

Asset Management
(Sustainable Economy and Culture Scrutiny Board)

District Heating
(Sustainable Economy and Culture Scrutiny Board)

Area based delegations
(Safer and Stronger Communities Scrutiny Board)
Ongoing work

Commissioning and Contract
Management

 Reviewed the decision made by the Leeds Active Consortium regarding the future provision
of CAB offices in Leeds and the plans for future advice provision.
 Assessed the current progress and future activity linked to the Council’s asset management
rationalisation programme.
 Worked closely with the Chair of the Resources and Council Services Scrutiny Board due
to the importance of this issue to the Council’s overall financial strategy.
 Informed the new Asset Management Plan 2014-2017 prior to its formal approval by
Executive Board on 15th October 2014.
 Informed the Council’s plans in developing an ambitious city wide district heating network.
This involved the Chair of the Safer and Stronger Communities Scrutiny Board.
 Pressed for interim action to be taken in relation to ongoing problems experienced by some
residents at Saxton Gardens with the existing district heating scheme.
 Pursued further details surrounding actions and proposals to maximise the jobs and skills
opportunities from this project.
 Working in conjunction with the Citizens and Communities directorate to explore viable
options for future based delegations to Community Committees, with specific focus to
service areas within the Environment and Housing and City Development directorates.
 Acted as ‘critical friend’ in the ongoing development of an integrated people’s
commissioning service.

(Resources and Council Services Scrutiny Board)
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Best Council
Objective

Areas of Scrutiny
Annual Tenancy Visits
(Tenant Scrutiny Board)
Inquiry report published April 2015 (Click here for scrutiny
report)

Supporting
communities
and tackling
poverty

Contents insurance for Council tenants
(Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny Board)

Leeds Housing Standard
(Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny Board)
Scrutiny comments were reflected in appendix 4 of the
report to Executive Board in September 2014 (Click here
for Scrutiny comments)

Council Tax Relief Scheme
(Resources and Council Services Scrutiny Board)

Housing Leeds Rent Collection
(Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny Board)

Added Value/Impact
 Conducted an in-depth assessment of the current arrangements for annual tenancy visits,
which involved primary research to gauge the views of housing managers, front line officers
and tenants. The Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny Board was also consulted.
 Identified actions to increase service efficiencies and improve tenant/landlord relations.
 Pressed for a development programme for the introduction of mobile technology in housing
management.
 Assessed the benefits of the Tenant Home Content Insurance Scheme to the Council and
tenants.
 Specified a need to design a marketing package to increase the take up of contents
insurance.
 Conducted pre-decision scrutiny to inform the development of a new Leeds Housing
Standard.
 Specified and ensured that the explanatory memorandum linked to the Leeds Housing
Standard provided greater clarity to developers of the highways standards set out in the
Council’s Street Design Guide.
 Flagged the need for further initiatives to achieve greater efficiency and to speed up the
decision making process, especially for housing development proposals
 Informed proposals to change the Local Council Tax Support Scheme from April 2015, with
the following key points raised by scrutiny:
 Pressed for any savings in the support scheme budget, accrued through none payment
as a result of a claimant not engaging with the council, to be diverted into specific job
seeking support initiatives;
 Ensuring the effective development of the impact assessment for the scheme;
 Identified a need to introduce a hardship fund into the proposed scheme;
 The need to ensure that the Jobs and Skills section has the capacity and resources to
fulfil its part of the proposed scheme.
 Assessed the number of tenants in ‘technical arrears’ and informed proposals to minimise
the impact of arrears, particularly in relation to tenants accessing credit.
 Pressed for an improved format for reporting arrears performance data.
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Best Council
Objective

Areas of Scrutiny

Peckfield Landfill Site
(Safer and Stronger Communities Scrutiny Board)
Report published April 2015 (Click here for scrutiny report)

Dealing
effectively
with the
city’s waste
Recycling options for households not
receiving alternate weekly collections
(Safer and Stronger Communities Scrutiny Board)

Added Value/Impact

 Pursued a public request for Scrutiny surrounding a longstanding and sensitive matter.
 Worked closely with the Environment Agency to build on the existing partnership approach
with the Council, which has led to greater commitment from the Peckfield landfill operator to
undertake more proactive management measures.
 Engaged in dialogue with the Peckfield Landfill Community Liaison Committee and the
landfill operator to improve future communications with local residents.
 Recommended action to strengthen the general role of Community Liaison Committees.
 Identified the need to develop an ‘Out of Hours Protocol’ for the Peckfield landfill site.
 Worked in conjunction with Waste Management to inform the early stages of developing an
alternative ‘menu’ of recycling options for households considered unsuitable for AWC.
 Engaged the Leeds High Rise Tenants Group in considering options to help overcome the
specific challenges faced by high rise properties in relation to recycling.
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Reflecting on the Year
Last year we identified a number of key action areas to help develop the scrutiny function. Progress made in delivering these key actions
is summarised below.
The Scrutiny Unit’s Twitter account
@scrutinyleeds continues to be
actively utilised in promoting work
undertaken by Scrutiny and has
attracted more followers this year.

As highlighted in this report, there have
been numerous pieces of work this year
involving collaborative working between
Scrutiny Boards. These include:







Leeds Housing Standard
Child Sexual Exploitation
Asset Management
Community Infrastructure Levy
Housing Mix
Emotional Well-being and Mental
Health of Children and Young People
 District heating
 Annual Tenancy Visits

Below are examples of methods used this year to
demonstrate the added value brought by scrutiny:
 Informed national policy briefings by the Centre
for Public Scrutiny (Domestic Violence)
 Showcased scrutiny reports at conferences led
by the Council (Domestic Violence and Cluster
Partnerships)
 Promoted as exemplar pieces of work to help
partners encourage wider local authority scrutiny
involvement (tackling illegal money lending)
 Informed Member training seminars (tackling
illegal money lending)
 Formally recognised by Ofsted as part of its
inspection report (general work of the Children
and families Scrutiny Board)
 Worked collaboratively with external consultants
(Leeds Grand Theatre)

Key Action Areas for 2014/15
1.

Explore more opportunities for Scrutiny Boards
to work collaboratively in undertaking reviews
of a cross-cutting nature.

2.

Encourage the proactive use of social media in
the work of the Scrutiny Boards.

3.

Explore effective methods to help demonstrate
the added value gained from the work of the
Scrutiny Boards throughout the year.

4.

Continue to support and develop the Tenant
Scrutiny Board

5.

Develop close working relationships with
Community Committees

The Scrutiny Unit took part in the
#Ourday social media promotional
event in November 2014.
Scrutiny Chairs are also being
encouraged to actively use Twitter.

The Tenant Scrutiny Board is now
well established and continues to be
chaired and run by tenants and
leaseholders.
The Board undertook a major inquiry
this year into Annual Tenancy Visits
and has continued to work closely
with the Housing and Regeneration
Scrutiny Board.
The Board is also working closely with
the new Tenant Involvement Team.

This year the work of the Scrutiny Boards have either directly
involved Community Committees or have formally recognised
their vital role in ensuring effective services locally. Key examples
include scrutiny of the Universal Youth Activity Funding; the
Community Infrastructure Levy; and Area Based Delegations.
Community Committee meeting agendas are also shared with
scrutiny to help identity common issues and inform work items.
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Planning for the future
As always a key focus remains on ensuring that scrutiny is a worthwhile process
for elected Members and adds value to the running of the Council.
As has been our practice in previous annual reports, we have produced an action
plan for the coming year identifying our key development areas.
The actions shown below are not an exhaustive list and a number of actions from
previous years will continue to be progressed.

Key Action Areas 2015/16

Knowledge and Skills
Identifying and addressing any
development needs of Scrutiny
Members and attending officers
to ensure effective scrutiny.

Partnerships
Maximising relationships with
internal and external partners.

Maximising resources
Focusing on key areas aimed
at driving forward the Council’s
ambition for a strong economy
and compassionate city.

Effective
scrutiny

These include:
 Community Committees
 Internal Audit
 HealthWatch Leeds
 West Yorkshire Combined Authority
 Strategic Partnership Boards
 West Yorkshire Police and Crime
Panel





This will involve:
More collaborative working
between Scrutiny Boards
Driving the Best Council Plan
objectives and priorities
Exploring more opportunities
for pre-decision scrutiny
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Appendix 4 (i)
LEEDS CITY COUNCIL – ELECTED MEMBERS; ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Councillor

Ward

Javaid Akhtar

Hyde Park and
Woodhouse

Barry Anderson

Adel and
Wharfedale

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair - Inner West
Community Committee
 Inner North West
Community Champion
for Health, Wellbeing
and Adult Social Care
 Chair – Scrutiny Board
Citizens and
Communities
 Outer North West
Community Champion
for Environment and
Community Safety
 Opposition
spokesperson for
Citizens and
Communities and
Housing
 Equality Champions
Working Group
 Affordable Warmth
Partnership

Committee Appointments











Full Council
Inner West Community
committee
South & West Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Full Council
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)
Development Plans Panel
Housing Advisory Board
Joint Plans Panel
Outer North West
Community Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Local Housing Advisory Panel
Inner North West










City Centre Partnership
Otley, Pool and Bramhope
Cluster
Communities Board
Housing Forum
Kirkgate Market Management
Board
Private Rented Sector Forum
Cookridge Primary School
Governing Body
Cookridge Holy Trinity
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Caroline
Anderson

Adel and
Wharfedale

Appointed LCC role or
Group role

Committee Appointments




Jonathan
Bentley

Weetwood




Sue Bentley

Weetwood



Deputy Leader of the
Liberal Democrat
Group
Opposition
Spokesperson for
Environment and
Neighbourhoods

Chair - Scrutiny Board
(Children’s Services)













Full Council
Outer North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health and NHS)

Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
Housing Advisory Board
Inner North West Area
Committee
Joint Plans Panel
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)
South & West Plans Panel
Full Council
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)
Inner North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Standing Advisory Council on
Religious Education
 West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue Authority
 Bramhope Primary Governing
Body
 Adel St John the Baptist
Governing Body
 Climate Change
 Cluster – ESNW
 Friends of Leeds City Museums
 Affordable Warmth Partnership
 Housing Forum
 Private Rented Sector Forum
 Communities Board









14-19 Learning and Support
Partnership
Children’s Advisory Panel
Green Leeds
Groundwork Leeds
Leeds Children’s Trust Board –
0-5 Early Start
Local Housing Advisory Panel
Inner North West
Iveson Primary School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Ann Blackburn

Farnley and
Wortley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Green Group Whip
 Friends of Post Hill

Committee Appointments





David
Blackburn

Farnley and
Wortley











Leader of the Green
Group
Outer West Community
Champion for
Employment, Skills and
Welfare
Electoral Working
Group
Equality Champions
Working Group
Peacelink
Affordable Warmth
Partnership
West North West
Employment Skills and
Welfare Board
West North West
Neighbourhood
Improvement Board
Bawns & Heights
Improvement Board









Full Council
Member Management
Committee
Outer West Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)
Full Council
City Plans Panel
General Purposes
Committee
Joint Plans Panel
Outer West Community
Committee
Outer West Environmental
Sub-Group
Outer West General
Purposes Sub-Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Armed Forces Champion
 Cluster – Farnley
 Groundwork Leeds
 Local Housing Advisory Panel –
Outer West
 Lawns Park Primary School
Governing Body
 Climate Change
 Green Leeds
 Nuclear Free Local Authorities
 Roseville Advisory Board
 Whingate Primary School
Governing Body
 Member Development Working
Group

Councillor

Ward

Judith Blake

Middleton Park

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Leader of Leeds City
Council
 Executive Member for
Economy and Culture
 Chair of General
Purposes Committee

Committee Appointments





Full Council
Executive Board
General Purposes
Committee
Inner south Community
Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority
 LGA General Assembly
 West Yorkshire Joint Services
Committee
 Sustainable Economy and
Culture Board
 Cluster Joint Extended Schools
and Services – Beeston Hill,
Holbeck, Belle Isle and Hunslet
 Leeds Art Collections Fund
 Leeds City Region Partnership
Committee
 Leeds City Region Business
Rates Joint Committee
 The South Leeds Academy
Governing Body
 Westwood Primary School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Karen Bruce

Rothwell

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair Outer South
Community Committee
 Outer South
Community Champion
for Environment and
Community Safety
 Community Committee
Chairs Forum

Committee Appointments





Neil Buckley

Alwoodley





Outer North East
Community Champion
for Health Wellbeing
and Adult Social Care
Opposition
spokesperson for
Health and Wellbeing







Full Council
Outer South Community
Committee
o Chair of
Environmental sub
group;
o Member of older
people’s and
children and
families sub
groups
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee

Full Council
Health and Wellbeing
Board
Licensing Committee
Outer North East
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – Rothwell
 Locality Board South East Area
Leadership Team
 Rothwell Neighbourhood
Forum, Woodlesford & Oulton
Neighbourhood Forum
 Carlton Neighbourhood Forum
 Rothwell TARA (tenants and
residents association)
 Carlton Village residents
association
 John O' Gaunts TARA (tenants
and residents association)
 Woodlesford and Oulton Action
Group
 Locality safety partnership
 Local Police and Community
Team



Lord Mayor of Leeds Appeal
Fund
West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Transport Committee

Councillor

Ward

Colin Campbell

Otley and
Yeadon

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Liberal Democrat
Group Whip
 Opposition
spokesperson for City
Development
 Electoral Working
Group

Committee Appointments








Amanda Carter

Calverley and
Farsley




Andrew Carter
CBE

Calverley and
Farsley






Inner West Community
Champion for
Children’s Services
Opposition
spokesperson for
Community Safety and
Police
Leader of the
Opposition
Leader of the
Conservative Group
Executive Board
Member without
Portfolio
Opposition
spokesperson for
Resources and
Development and
Regeneration.

Full Council
City Plans Panel
Development Plan Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Member Management
Committee
Outer North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Leeds District
Engagement Committee
 Aire Action Leeds
 Bradford University Court
 City Centre Partnership
 JCC (Teachers)
 National Association of
Councillors
 Sustainable Economy and
Culture Board




Full Council
Outer West Community
Committee






Calverley Charity
Cluster – Pudsey
Farsley Charity
West Yorkshire Police and
Crime Panel





Full Council
Executive Board
Outer West Community
Committee



West Yorkshire Combined
Authority
Calverley Charity
Farsley Charity
Farsley Farfield Governing Body





Councillor

Ward

Ann Castle

Harewood

Appointed LCC role or
Group role

Committee Appointments






Judith
Chapman

Weetwood

Rebecca
Charlwood

Moortown







Brian Cleasby

Horsforth

Lord Mayor of Leeds

Chief Whip
Chair - Member
Management
Committee
Inner North East
Community Champion
for Children’s Services













Full Council
Joint Plans Panel
Outer North East
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)
South and West Plans
Panel
Full Council
Inner North West
Community Committee
Full Council
Member Management
Committee
General Purposes
Committee
Inner North East
Community Committee
Full Council
Joint Plans Panel
North and East Plans
Panel
Outer North West
Community Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Friends of Leeds City Museums
 The Charities of Thomas Wade
and others
 Emmerdale Funding Panel











Leeds University Court
National Association of
Councillors
Electoral Working Group

Leeds Community Equipment
Service Partnership Board
Leeds Learning Disabilities
Partnership Board
Featherbank Primary School
Governing Body
Horsforth Live at Home.
Rawdon & Laneshawbridge
Trust.

Councillor

Ward

Dan Cohen

Alwoodley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Opposition
spokesperson for
Culture & Skills

Committee Appointments





Dawn Collins




Horsforth



Full Council
Outer North East
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)
Full Council
Outer North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board
Environment and Housing

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Arthur Louis Memorial Fund
 Cluster – Alwoodley
 Allerton High School Governing
Body
 Capital of Culture 2023 Steering
Group







David Congreve

Beeston and
Holbeck



Chair Development
Plans Panel






Mick Coulson

Pudsey



Chair - Outer West
Community Committee
Inner West Community
Champion for
Environment and
Community Safety
Community Committee
Chairs Forum












Full Council
Development Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Inner South Community
Committee
Full Council
Outer West Community
Committee
Development Plans Panel
South and West Plans
Panel
Joint Plans Panel








Adoption Panel – Skyrack
Westbrook Lane Primary School
Governing Body
Cluster – Horsforth
Horsforth Children’s Centre
Steering Group
Area Housing Allocation
Process Forum
Member Development Working
Group

Children’s Advisory Panel
Groundwork Leeds
Locality Board – North West
Area Leadership Team
Nell Bank Centre
Trustee – I Love Pudsey Charity
Joseph Lepton Charity –
Nominative Trustee

Councillor

Ward

Debra Coupar

Cross Gates
and Whinmoor

Judith Cummins

Temple
Newsam

Patrick Davey

City and
Hunslet

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Executive Member for
Communities
 Chair - Housing
Advisory Board
 Electoral Working
Group

Committee Appointments










Inner South Community
Champion for Adult
Social Care





Full Council
Executive Board
Health and Wellbeing
Board
Housing Advisory Board
Outer East Community
Committee

Full Council
Outer East Community
Committee
Full Council
Inner South Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Communities Board
 Housing Forum
 Locality Board East North East
Area
 Locality Board South East Area
 Locality Board – West North
West Area
 Private Rented Sector Forum
 White Laith Primary School
Governing Body







Leeds Grand Theatre and
Opera House Ltd
Leeds Grand Theatre Enterprise
Limited
Leeds Learning Disability
Partnership Board
West Yorkshire Pension Fund
Investment Panel
West Yorkshire Pension Fund
Advisory Group

Councillor

Ward

Neil Dawson

Morley South

Catherine
Dobson

Killingbeck and
Seacroft

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Support Executive
Member for Transport,
Development and
Infrastructure
 Outer South
Community Champion
for Employment, Skills
and Welfare
 Electoral Working
Group
 Inner East Community
Champion for
Children’s Services

Committee Appointments










Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
Outer South Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)

Full Council
Inner East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster - Ardsley and Tingley
 Cluster – Morley
 Morley Town Centre
Management Board
 West Yorkshire Pension Fund
Advisory Group
 Seven Hills Primary School
Governing Body







Mark Dobson

Garforth and
Swillington



Ryk Downes

Otley and
Yeadon





Executive Member for
Environmental
Protection and
Community Safety
Outer North West
Community Champion
for Employment, Skills
and Welfare
Opposition
Spokesperson for
Children’s Services








Full Council
Executive Board
Outer East Community
Committee
Full Council
Licensing Committee
Outer North West
Community Committee









Local Housing Advisory Panel –
Outer East Area Panel
Beechwood Primary School
Governing Body
Our Lady of Goof Counsel
Governing Body
Seacroft Manston cluster,
Joint Advisory Board for local
Children’s Centres
Member of the Corporate
Parenting Board
Communities Board
Swillington Educational Charity

Children’s Trust Board
Standing Advisory Council on
Religious Education
Rufford Park Primary School
Governing Body
Prince Henry Foundation
AVSED

Councillor

Ward

Jane Dowson

Chapel
Allerton

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Deputy Executive
Member – Children and
Families

Committee Appointments



Full Council
Inner North East
Community committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 14-19 Learning and Support
Partnership (Chair)
 Bradford University Court
 Children’s Trust Board
 Joint consultative committee
(Teachers) (Chair)
 Leeds Children’s Trust Board
(0-5 early start) (Chair)
 Leeds Schools Foundation
 Pupil Referral Unit Management
Committee (Chair)
 Standing Advisory council on
Religious Education
 Yorkshire and Humberside
Regional Broadband Joint
Committee
 Bracken Edge Primary School
Governing Body
 Hillcrest Academy Governing
Body
 Complex Needs Partnership
Board (Chair)
 CHESS cluster
 Groundwork Leeds Board
 SILC cluster partnership board
 Active Schools Leeds
Programme Board
 Baby Steps Advisory
BoardHealthy Schools Steering
group
 Chapeltown and Harehills
Wellbeing Board

Councillor

Ward

Jane Dowson
(cont)

Chapel
Allerton

Appointed LCC role or
Group role

Committee Appointments

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 City Centre Partnership
 City Centre youth partnership
 Chapeltown and Harehills Gang
prevention Group
 Cross Party Basic Needs Group
 School meals Strategy Group Chair
 Social Care community Forum
(Race Equality)
 Chair of Chapeltown Heritage
Group
 Supported Internships Strategic
Board - Chair

Councillor

Ward

Jack Dunn

Ardsley and
Robin Hood

Judith Elliott
MBE

Morley South

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Support Executive
Member for Parks and
Countryside

Committee Appointments




Full Council
Licensing Committee
Outer South Community
Committee




Full Council
Outer South Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)



Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Local Housing Advisory Panel
 National Coal Mining Museum
for England Liaison Committee
 National Parking Adjudication
Service Joint Committee
 The Charities of Thomas Wade
and Others
 West Yorkshire Rural
Partnership
 Leeds Sports Grants Panel
Lofthouse PACT Chair
 Thorpe In Bloom
 East Ardsley In Bloom






Robert Finnigan

Morley North



Leader of the Morley
Borough Independent
Group






Full Council
Joint Plans Panel
South and West Plans
Panel
Outer South Community
Committee






Children’s Advisory Panel
Cluster – Ardsley and Tingley
Morley Literature Festival
Organising Committee
Morley Town Centre
Management Committee
Woodkirk Academy Governing
Body
LGA General Assembly
Morley Literature Festival
Organising Committee
Morley Town Centre
Roseville Advisory Board

Councillor

Ward

Billy Flynn

Adel and
Wharfedale

Appointed LCC role or
Group role

Committee Appointments





Angela Gabriel

Beeston and
Holbeck





Bob Gettings
MBE JP

Morley North



Chair – Inner South
Community Committee
Inner South Community
Champion for
Children’s Services
Community Committee
Chairs Forum
Outer South
Community Champion
for Children’s Services










Full Council
Licensing Committee
Outer North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health, NHS)

Full Council
Inner South Community
Committee
Housing Advisory Board
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)
Full Council
Licensing Committee
Outer South community
Committee
Standards and Conduct
Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 West Yorkshire Joint Services
Committee
 Adel Primary School Governing
Body
 Joint West Yorkshire Health
Scrutiny Board
 the Leeds Local Access Forum,
 ESNW JCC,
 Family Health and Children's
Services sub group,
 Adult Social Care sub group,
 Bramhope Youth Council,
 Bramhope Parish Council,
 Arthington Parish Council,
 chairman of governors at Adel
Primary School,
 Bramhope Royal British Legion
 Cluster - Joint Extended
Schools and Services, Beeston
Hill, Holbeck, Belle Isle and
Hunslet
 Locality Board South East Area
 The South Leeds Academy
Governing Body
 Armed Forces Champion
 Cluster – Morley
 Leeds Grand Theatre and
Opera Housie Limited
 The Farnley Academy
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Stewart Golton

Rothwell

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Leader of the Liberal
Democrat Group
 Executive Member
without Portfolio
 Electoral Working
Group
 Opposition
Spokesperson for
Resources and
Corporate Services

Committee Appointments






Full Council
Executive Board
General Purposes
Committee
Health and wellbeing
Board
Outer South Community
Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Capital of Culture 2023 Steering
Group
 Aspire
 Cluster – Rothwell
 Kirkgate Market Management
Board
 Leeds International Pianoforte
Competition Committee
 LGA General Assembly
 Lord Mayor of Leeds Appeal
Fund
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority (Nominated Substitute
Member)
 Oulton Primary School
Governing Body
 Royds School Governing Body
LGA Culture Tourism and Sport
Board

Councillor

Ward

Pauleen
Grahame

Cross Gates
and Whinmoor

Ron Grahame

Burmantofts
and Richmond
Hill

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Labour Group
Secretary
 Outer East Community
Champion for
Employment, Skills and
Welfare



Inner East Community
Champion for
Employment, Skills and
Welfare

Committee Appointments











Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
Outer East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)

Full Council
Inner East Community
Committee
Joint Plans Panel
North and East Plans
Panel
Scrutiny Board Citizens
and Communities

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Airport Consultative Committee
 Cluster Seacroft Manston
 Cross Gates and District Good
neighbours Scheme
 Groundwork Leeds
 Local Housing Advisory Panel
 West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue Authority
 West Yorkshire Joint Services
Committee (Deputy Chair)
 Grimes Dyke Primary School
Governing Body
 John Smeaton Community
College Academy Governing
Body
 East Leeds Regeneration Board
 Local Housing Advisory Board –
Inner East
 West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue Authority
 Chair Community Leadership
Board for Burmantofts and
Richmond hill
 Locality Police PACT meetings

Councillor

Ward

Kim Groves

Middleton Park

Caroline Gruen

Bramley and
Stanningley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair of Scrutiny Board
(Strategy and
Resources)
 Inner South Community
Champion for
Employment, Skills and
Welfare




Chair of South and
East Plans Panel
Inner West Community
Champion for
Children’s Services

Committee Appointments











Full Council
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)
Inner South Community
Committee

Full Council
South and East Plans
Panel
Development Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)
Inner West Community
Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – Beeston, Cottingley
and Middleton
 Hunslet Hawks RLFC
 Kirkgate Market Management
Board
 Middleton Elderly Aid
 SIGOMA
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
 Middleton Primary School
Governing Body
 Low Road and Windmill Music
Federation Governing Bodye





Cluster – Bramley
Hollybush Primary Governing
Body
Leeds West Academy
Governing Body
White Rose Academy Trust
Board (a director of the
academy chain Trust).

Councillor

Ward

Peter Gruen

Cross Gates
and Whinmoor

Sharon
Hamilton

Moortown

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair of Scrutiny Board
(Adult Social Services,
Public health and NHS)
 Health and Wellbeing
Community Champion
(shared role)



Support Executive
Member for Housing
Management

Committee Appointments












Full Council
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
health and NHS)
City Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Outer East Community
Committee

Full Council
City Plans Panel
Housing Advisory Board
Inner North East
Community Committee
Joint Plans Panel

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 East Leeds Regeneration Board
 Swarcliffe Good Neighbours
Scheme
 Hillcrest Academy Governing
Body (Chair)
 Fieldhead Carr Primary School
Governing Body
 West Yorkshire Joint Health
Scrutiny
 Whinmoor Community forum
(Chair)
 Academy Trust







Local Housing Advisory Panel
Moor Allerton Elderly care
Private Rented Sector Forum
(Chair)
Hillcrest Academy Governing
Body
Holy Rosary and St Anne’s
Catholic Primary School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Roger
Harington

Gipton and
Harehills

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Deputy Executive
Member Children and
Families
 Inner East Community
Champion for Health
and Wellbeing

Committee Appointments




Full Council
Inner East community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Children’s Trust Board
 Cycling Consultative Forum
 East Leeds Regeneration Board
 Fostering Panel – CIVIC
 Joint Consultative Committee
(Teachers)
 Leeds Safeguarding Children’s
Board
 Corporate Parenting Board
(Chair)
 Foster Carers Liaison (Chai )
 Northern School of
Contemporary Dance Board
 Access Forum
 Councillors Prostitution Liaison
 West Yorkshire Playhouse
Creative Engagement
Committee
 Oakwood Primary School
Governing Body
 Bankside Primary School
Governing Body
 Board member of GIPSIL,
 Board member of SHINE,
 Board member of Shantona,
 Board member of Gipton
Together
 Board member of CATCH

Councillor

Ward

Mary Harland

Kippax and
Methley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair of Licensing
Committee
 Outer East Community
Champion for
Employment and
Community Safety

Committee Appointments






Gerry Harper

Hyde Park and
Woodhouse



Deputy Executive
Member –
Regeneration,
Transport and Planning




Full Council
Licensing Committee
North and East Plans
Panel
Outer East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)

Full Council
Inner North West
Community Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Kippax Ash Tree Primary
School Governing Body
 Brigshaw High School
Governing Body
 Chair of Peckfield Landfill
Liaison Committee
 Chair of Environment Subcommittee
 Chair of Kippax and Methley
Forum
 Allerton Bywater Primary
Governing Body
 City Centre Partnership
 Kirkgate Market Management
Board
 Leeds Grand Theatre and
Opera House Limited
 Lord Mayor of Leeds Appeal
Fund
 Little London Primary School
Governing Body
 Member Swarthmore
Management Board
 Markets Champion for Leeds
 Chair Little Woodhouse
Residents association
 Chair Hyde Park Cinema
Committee
 Member Little London
Residents Group
 Member Keepmoat Liasion
committee

Councillor

Ward

Peter Harrand

Alwoodley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role

Committee Appointments





Helen Hayden

Temple
Newsam



Outer East Community
Champion for
Children’s Services





Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
Outer North East
Community Committee
Standards and conduct
Committee

Full Council
Outer East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Leeds Learning Disabilities
Partnership
 Leeds Minister Council
 Leeds Sports Federation
 West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue Authority
 West Yorkshire Pension
Investment Panel
 West Yorkshire Pension Fund
Advisory Group
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Overview and Scrutiny
Committee





Julie
Heselwood

Bramley and
Stanningley



Inner West Community
Champion for
Employment, Skills and
Welfare







Full Council
Inner West Community
Committee
Joint Plans Panel
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)
South & West Plans Panel

Cluster Temple Newsam
Learning Partnership
Halton Moor and Osmondthorpe
project for the Elderly
Leeds Sports Federation

Councillor

Ward

Arif Hussain

Gipton and
Harehills

Ghulam
Hussain

Roundhay

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Support Executive
Member for Equalities
and raising aspirations
around employment






Graham Hyde

Killingbeck and
Seacroft




Chair - Corporate
Governance and Audit
Committee
Inner North East
Community Champion
for Employment Skills
and Welfare
Support executive
member for
Communities portfolio
Community Champion
for employment for
East North East
Community Committee
Deputy Executive
Member – Economy
and Culture
Inner East Community
Champion for
Environment

Committee Appointments









Full Council
Inner East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health, NHS)
Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
Inner North East
community Committee
Licensing Committee
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health, NHS)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office














Full Council
Inner East Community
Committee
Licensing Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)







Communities Board
Leeds Faith Forum
Leeds Racial Equality Forum
Migration Partnership
West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Audit Committee
(Chair)
Allerton Grange School
Governing Body
Chair of East North East
Employment Board

Armed Forces Champion
East Leeds Regeneration Board
Reserve Forces and Cadets
Association for Yorkshire and
Humberside
Parklands Primary School
Governing Body
Seacroft Grange Primary
School Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

John Illingworth

Kirkstall

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Electoral Working
Group

Committee Appointments





Maureen
Ingham

Burmantofts
and Richmond
Hill




Inner East Community
Champion for
Children’s Services
Assistant Group Whip









Mohammed
Iqbal

City and
Hunslet





Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
Inner West Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)
Full Council
Licensing Committee
City Plans Panel
Onner East Community
Committee
Joint Plans Panel
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)
Member Management
Committee
Full Council
Inner South Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Local Access Forum
 Kirkstall Primary School
Governing Body








Richmond Hill Elderly Aid
Local Housing Forum
Cluster Inner East
Management committee
Looked after Children Board
Local Housing Advisory Panel




Association of Blind Asians
Cluster (Joint Extended Schools
and Services, Beeston Hill,
Holbeck, Belle Isle and Hunslet)
Local Housing Advisory Panel
West Yorkshire Police and
Crime Panel




Councillor

Ward

Josephine
Jarosz

Pudsey

Asghar Khan

Burmantofts
and Richmond
Hill

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Support Executive
Member for Equalities
and raising aspirations
among young people
 Outer West Community
Champion for Health,
Wellbeing and Adult
Social Care





Chair – Inner East
Community Committee
Inner East Community
Champion for Adult
Social Care
Community Committee
Chairs Forum

Committee Appointments











Full Council
Outer West Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)

Full Council
City Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Licensing Committee
Member Management
Committee
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Brotherton Collection Advisory
Committee
 Cluster – Pudsey
 Leeds Partnerships NHS
Foundation Trust
 Thomas and Sarah Lund
Almshouses Charity Trust
 Touchstone
 Adel Beck Governing Body
 Pudsey Grangefield School
Governing Body
 Swinnow Primary School
Governing Body
 Trustee – I Love Pudsey Charity
 Chair Swinnow Community
Centre Mgmt Committee.
 ChairTyersal Forum
 Chair Pudsey/Swinnow Forum.
 Corporate Parenting Board
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority (Leeds District
Engagement Committee)
 Locality Board – East North
East Area Leadership
 Private Rented Sector Forum
 Re’new’ (Leeds) ltd
 Richmond Hill Primary School
Governing Body
 Shakespeare Primary School
Governing Body
 Member Development Working
Group

Councillor

Ward

Alan Lamb

Wetherby

Graham Latty

Guiseley and
Rawdon

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Deputy Conservative
Group Whip
 Outer North East
Community Champion
for Children’s Services
 Opposition
spokesperson for
Children’s Services
 Electoral Working
Group





Pat Latty

Sandy Lay

Guiseley and
Rawdon

Otley and
Yeadon



Committee Appointments





Conservative Group
Whip
Inner North West
Community Champion
for Health, Wellbeing
and Adult Social Care
Opposition
spokesperson for Adult
Social Care
Electoral Working
Group
Inner North West
Community Champion
for Children’s Services





Opposition
Spokesperson for Adult
Health and Social Care

Full Council
Member Management
Committee
Outer North East
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – (Elmete Partnership of
Schools and Services)
 Leeds Children’s Trust Board –
0-5 early start.

Full Council
City Plans Panel
General Purposes
Committee
Joint Plans Panel
Member Management
Committee
Outer North West
Community Committee






Full Council
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)




14-19 Learning and Support
Partnership
Cluster – Aireborough




Full Council
Outer North West
community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health and NHS)





Cluster – Aireborough
Cluster – Otley
Ashfield School Governing Body









Aspire – Appointed Council
Director
Healthy Leeds Network

Councillor

Ward

Thomas
Leadley

Morley North

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Morley Borough
Independent Group
Whip
 Electoral Working
Group

Committee Appointments







James Lewis

Kippax and
Methley





Deputy Leader of
Council
Executive Member for
Resources and
Strategy
Electoral Working
Group







Full Council
City Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Development Plans Panel
Member Management
Committee
Outer South Area
committee
Full Council
Executive Board
General Purposes
Committee
Outer East Community
Committee
Member Management
Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Housing Forum
 Westerton Primary School
Governing Body








Richard Lewis

Pudsey



Executive Memberfor
Regeneration,
Transport and Planning





Full Council
Development Plans Panel
Outer West Community
Committee









Chamber of Commerce
Cluster – Brigshaw Cooperative Trust
Neighbourhood Elders
West Yorkshire Combined
Authority (Nominated Substitute
Member)
Kippax North Junior and Infants
School Governing Body
Micklefield C of E Primary
School Governing Body
Housing Forum
Local Housing Advisory panel
Robert Salter Charity
Sustainable Economy and
Culture Board
Thomas and Sarah Lund
Almshouses Charity Trust
Yorkshire Flood and Coastal
Committee
West Yorkshire and York
Investment Committee

Councillor

Ward

Alison Lowe

Armley

Michael Lyons
OBE

Temple
Newsam

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair of Labour Group
 Inner West Community
Champion for Health
and Wellbeing
 Lead Member for HR
 Chair of CJCC
 Chair of Inclusion and
Diversity Board

Committee Appointments








Full Council
General Purposes
Committee
Inner West Community
Committee

Full Council
Outer East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – Armley
 Harrison and Potter
Trust/Joseph Jenkinson Charity
 Leeds CAB
 West Yorkshire Police and
Crime Panel (Chair)
 Yorkshire and Humber
Employers Committee
 Christ the King Catholic Primary
School Governing Body
 Raynville School Governing
Body






Cluster – Temple Newsam
Learning partnership
East Leeds Regeneration Board
Halton Moor and Osmondthorpe
project of the Elderly
Local Housing Advisory Panel
West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Transport Committee

Councillor

Ward

Christine
Macniven

Roundhay

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Support Executive
Member Adult Social
Care and Voluntary
Sector
 Inner North East
Community Champion
for Adult Social Care

Committee Appointments







Kamila
Maqsood




Gipton and
Harehills



Andrea
McKenna

Garforth and
Swillington






Chair Outer East
Community Committee
Outer East Community
Champion for Health,
Wellbeing and Adult
Social Care
Community Committee
Chairs Forum








Full Council
Development Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Inner North East
community Committee
North and East Plans
Panel
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health and NHS)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Aspire
 Care and Repair Leeds
 Dial Leeds
 HCT Group Regional Advisory
committee
 Kirkgate Market Management
Board
 Leeds Community Equipment
Service Partnership Board
 Roseville Advisory Board
 Third Sector Partnership
 Roundhay School Governing
Body

Full Council
Inner East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)





Full Council
Outer East Community
Committee
Member Management
Committee
North and East Plans
Panel
Standards and Conduct
Committee
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee










Housing Forum
Local Housing Advisory Panel
West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue Authority
Harehills Primary School
Governing Body
East Leeds Regeneration Board
Local Housing Advisory Panel
Locality Board – South East
Area leadership Team
Robin Hood Primary School
Governing Body
Thorpe Primary School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

James
McKenna

Armley

Stuart McKenna

Garforth and
Swillington

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair City Plans Panel
 Inner West Community
Champion for
Employment, Skills and
Welfare

Committee Appointments














Full Council
City Plans Panel
Inner West Community
Committee
Development Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)

Full Council
North and East Plans
Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Licensing Committee
Outer East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Armed Forces Champion
 Chinese Community
Association
 Kirkgate Market Management
Board
 Northern College Board of
Governors
 Northern College – Policy and
Finance Committee





Cluster – Garforth
Leeds Sports Federation
West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue Authority

Councillor

Ward

Lisa Mulherin

Arsdley and
Robin Hood

David Nagle

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Executive Board
Member for Health,
Wellbeing and Adults
 Outer South
Community Champion
for Health and
Wellbeing

Committee Appointments








Rothwell


Elizabeth Nash

City and
Hunslet




Chair Standards and
Conduct Committee
Heritage Champion for
Leeds








Full Council
Executive Board
Health and Wellbeing
Board (Chair)
Outer South Community
Committee

Full Council
Outer South Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)
Full Council
South and West Plans
Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Standards and Conduct
Committee
Inner South Community
Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – Rothwell
 Healthy Leeds Network
 Leeds Older People Forum
 Voluntary Action Leeds
 Robin Hood Primary School
(Chair of Governors)
 Thorpe Primary School
Governing Body
 Advisory Board for Lofthouse
Children’s Centre (Chair)
 Advisory Board of the Leeds
Institute of Quality Healthcare
 Mental Health Programme
Board
 West Yorkshire Health and
Wellbeing Board Chair’s
Network
 Sports Leeds Board
 Local Housing Advisory Panel –
Outer South Area Panel






Friends of Leeds City Museums
Lane End Primary Governing
Body
Riverside Safety Working Group

Councillor

Ward

Adam Ogilvie

Beeston and
Holbeck

John Procter

Wetherby

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Inner South Community
Champion for
Environment and
Community Safety
 Lead Member (Health
and Wellbeing portfolio)






Rachael Procter

Harewood

Deputy Leader of the
conservative Group
Chair – Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)
Opposition
spokesperson for
Planning and
Development and
Regeneration
Electoral Working
Group

Committee Appointments

















Full Council
Inner South Community
Committee
Licensing Committee
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)
Full Council
General Purposes
Committee
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)
Development Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
North and East Plans
Panel
Outer North East
Community Committee

Full Council
City Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Outer North East
Community Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – Beeston, Cottingley
and Middleton
 Holbeck Elderly Aid
 Learning Disabilities Partnership
Board
 Local Housing Advisory Board –
Inner South Area Panel
 East Leeds Regeneration Board
 Leeds Grand Theatre and
Opera House Limited
 Leeds Grand Theatre
Enterprises Limited
 LGA General Assembly
 National Association of
Councillors
 Sustainable Economy and
Culture Board

Councillor

Ward

Jonathan Pryor

Headingley

Mohammed
Rafique

Chapel
Allerton

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair - Inner North
West Community
Committee
 Inner North West
Community Champion
for Employment, Skills
and Welfare
 Community Committee
Chairs Forum
 Electoral Working
Group (Chair)





Executive Member for
Employment,
Enterprise and
Opportunity
Inner North East
Community Champion
for Community Safety

Committee Appointments










Full Council
General Purposes
Committee
Inner North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)

Full Council
Executive Board
General Purposes
Committee
Inner North East
Community Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – Inner NW Hub
 Leeds Civic Arts Guild
 Leeds Philharmonic Society
 Chair Electoral Working Group
 Locality Board West North West
Area Leadership Team
 Private Sector Rented Forum
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority OSC
 Hovingham Primary School
Governing Body
 Brudenell Primary School
Governing Body






Karen Renshaw

Ardsley and
Robin Hood



Outer South
Community Champion
for Adult Social Care





Full Council
Outer South community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Children’s
Services)







Leeds Apprenticeship Training
Agency Board
Sustainable Economy Board
Chapel Allerton Primary School
Governing Body
LEP Regional Employment and
Skills Board
Community Learning Trust
Board (Chair)
Cluster – Ardsley and Tingley
Local Housing Advisory
Partnership – Outer South Area
Panel
West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue
Hill Top Governing Body
East Ardsley Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Kevin Ritchie

Bramley and
Stanningley

Matthew
Robinson

Harewood

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair Inner West
Community Committee
 Inner West Community
Champion for
Community Safety
 Community Committee
Chairs Forum



Outer North East
Community Champion
for Employment Skills
and Welfare

Committee Appointments











Full Council
Inner West Community
Committee
City Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Housing Advisory Board
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)
Full Council
Outer North East
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communites)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Bramley Poor’s Allotment Trust
 Leeds Sports Federation
 Locality Board West North West
Area Leadership Team
 Bramley Primary School
Governing Body






Brian Selby

Killingbeck and
Seacroft




Deputy Labour Group
Whip
Inner East Community
Champion for
Community Safety









Full Council
Inner East Community
Committee
North and East Plans
Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Licensing Committee
Member Management
Committee
Standards and Conduct
Committee










Aberford Almshouses Trust
Cluster – Elmete Partnership of
Schools and Services
Leeds Schools Sports
Association
Leeds Sports Federation
Children’s Advisory Panel
Leeds Pianoforte Competition
Committee
Leeds Jewish Welfare Board
Parent Partnership Advisory
Board
William Merritt Disabled Living
Centre and Mobility Service
Co-operative Academy
Governing Body
Grange Farm Primary School
Governing Body
Cross Gates Primary School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Alice Smart

Armley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Support Executive
Member for Child
Friendly Leeds
 Inner West Community
Champion for the
Environment

Committee Appointments







Alex Sobel

Moortown




Chair of Climate
Change Action Group
Support Executive
Member for Climate
Change






Eileen Taylor

Chapel
Allerton







Chair of Inner North
East Community
Committee
Inner North East
Community Champion
for Health and
Wellbeing
Community Committee
Chairs Forum
Lead Member for
Health and Wellbeing







Full Council
Inner West Community
Committee
South and West Plans
Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Member Management
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health and NHS)
Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
Inner North East
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)

Full Council
Inner North East
Community Committee
City Plans Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health and NHS)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Castleton Primary School
Governing Body











Green Leeds
Standing Advisory Council on
Religious Education
Yorkshire Power Station Joint
Environmental Committee
Affordable Warmth Partnership
Nuclear Free Local Authorities English Forum
Community Links
Locality Board – East North
East Area Leadership Team
People First
Millfield Primary School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Christine Towler

Hyde Park and
woodhouse

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Inner North West
Community Champion
for Environment and
Community Safety

Committee Appointments





Chris Townsley

Horsforth



Deputy Liberal
Democrat Group Whip







Paul Truswell

Middleton Park




Chair - Scrutiny Board
(City Development)
Inner South Community
Champion for Health
and Wellbeing





Full Council
Inner North West
Community Committee
South and West Plans
Panel
Joint Plans Panel

Full Council
Licensing Committee
Outer North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)
Standards and Conduct
Committee

Full Council
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)
Inner South Community
Committee

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Cluster – Open XS (Hyde Park,
woodhouse and Part of
Headingley)
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Transport Committee
 Caring Together in Woodhouse
and Little London (a local
neighbourhood network)
 Leeds Childrens’ Holiday Camp
Association
 Roseville Advisory Board
 West Yorkshire Fire and
Rescue Authority
 West Yorkshire Playhouse
Theatre Board
 Westbrook Lane Primary School
Governing Body
 Horsforth Academy Governing
Body
 Member Development Working
Group
 Middleton St Mary’s Cof E
Primary School Governing Body
 Clapgate Primary School
 Member, Belle Isle Tenant
Management Board;
 Inner South Housing Advisory
Panel;
 Chair, Middleton and Belle Isle
Neighbourhood Improvement
Board and HWB Sub Group;
 Affordable Warmth Partnership

Councillor

Ward

Bill Urry

Roundhay

Shirley Varley

Morley South

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Support Executive
Member for
Homelessness and the
Causes of
Homelessness
 Inner North East
Community Champion
for the Environment

 MBI Group lead
member for Health and
Adult Social Care

Committee Appointments



Full Council
Inner North East
Community Committee




Full Council
General Purposes
Committee
Outer South Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Adult
Social Services, Public
Health and NHS)




Full Council
Inner West Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board
Children’s Services








Fiona Venner

Kirkstall





Support Executive
Member for
Sustainable
Communities
Inner West Community
Champion for Adult
Social Care

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Leeds District
Engagement Committee
 Leeds Housing Concern
 Housing Advisory Panel – Area
Panel Inner North East
 West Yorkshire Joint Services
 John Jamieson School
Governing Body
 Talbot Primary School









Cluster Morley
Morley Literature Festival
Organising Committee
Fountain Primary School
Governing Body
Seven Hills Primary School

Environmental Protection UK
Mary Jane Butler Trust
Carr Manor Community School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Paul
Wadsworth

Guiseley and
Rawdon

Keith Wakefield

Kippax and
Methley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair Outer North West
Community Committee
 Opposition
spokesperson for
Cleaner and Stronger
Communities
 Community Committee
Chairs Forum

Committee Appointments









Janette Walker

Headingley





Full Council
Outer North West
Community Committee
North and East Plan Panel
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)

Full Council
Outer East Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Citizens
and Communities)

Full Council
Inner North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (City
Development)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Airport Consultative Committee
 Climate Change
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Leeds District
Engagement Committee
 Locality Board – West North
West Area Leadership Team
 Benton Park School Governing
Body
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority – Co-opted Member
 West Yorkshire Combined
Authority Transport Committee
(Chair)
 LGA Executive
 LGA Leadership Board
 LGA Councillors’ Forum
 Rail North – Director
 Transport for the North – West
Yorkshire Combined Authority
Representative
 West Yorkshire Playhouse
Theatre Board
 Brigshaw High School
Governing Body


Spring Bank Primary School
Governing Body

Councillor

Ward

Neil Walshaw

Headingley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role
 Chair North and East
Plans Panel
 Inner North West
Community Champion
for Children’s Services

Committee Appointments







Terry Wilford

Farnley and
Wortley



Deputy Group Whip





Gerald
Wilkinson

Wetherby







Chair - Outer North
East Community
Committee
Community Committee
Chairs Forum
Outer North East
Champion for the
Environment and
Community Safety
Chair East North East
Environment sub group
East North East
Housing Advisory
Panel








Full Council
North and East Plans
Panel
Joint Plans Panel
Development Plans Panel
Inner North West
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board (citizens
and Communities)

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Brudenell Primary School
Governing Body

Full Council
Outer West Community
Committee
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)



Leeds Mind

Full Council
Licensing committee
North and East Plans
Panel
Outer North East
Community Committee
Scrutiny Board
(Environment and
Housing)
Joint Plans Panel







Armed Forces Champion
Children’s Advisory Panel
Green Leeds
Groundwork Leeds
Locality Board – North East
Area Leadership Team
Reserve Forces and Cadets
Association for Yorkshire and
Humberside




Councillor

Ward

Rod Wood

Calverley and
Farsley

Appointed LCC role or
Group role

Committee Appointments







Lucinda Yeadon Kirkstall




Deputy Leader of
Council
Executive Member for
Children and Families







Full Council
Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee
South and West Plans
Panel
Scrutiny Board (Strategy
and Resources)
Joint Plans Panel
Outer West Community
Committee

Full Council
Executive Board
Inner West Community
Committee
General Purposes
Committee
Health and Wellbeing
Board

Other Appointments made by LCC
and Other Public Office
 Calverley Charity
 Farsley Charity
 Leeds Apprenticeship Training
Agency (ATA) Board
 Local Housing Advisory Panel –
Outer West Area Panel
 Robert Salter Charity
 Craft Centre and Design
Trustees Meeting












14-19 (25) Learning and
Support Partnership
Children’s Trust Board
Complex Needs Partnership
Group
Leeds Safeguarding Board
Leeds Grand Theatre and
Opera House Limited
Leeds Grand Theatre and
Opera Enterprise Limited
Leeds Apprenticeship Training
Agency (ATA) Board
Mary Jane Butler Trust
Kirkstalll Valley Primary School
Hawksworth Wood Primary
School Governing Body

Appendix 4 (ii)
Survey to Leeds City Council Elected Members on Boundary Commission Changes 2015
How long have you been a Leeds councillor in total (including any breaks)? (Tick one only)

0 - 2 years
2 - 5 years
5 - 10 years
10 - 15 years
15 - 20 years
20+ years
Total

Frequency
10
17
13
15
8
19
82

Valid
Percent
12.2
20.7
15.9
18.3
9.8
23.2
100.0

Frequency
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
1
3
2
2
3

Valid
Percent
3.7
2.4
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
2.4
3.7
3.7
2.4
1.2
3.7
2.4
2.4
3.7

Please indicate the ward that you represent (Tick one only)

Adel & Wharfedale
Alwoodley
Ardsley & Robin Hood
Armley
Beeston & Holbeck
Bramley & Stanningley
Burmantofts & Richmond Hill
Calverley & Farsley
Chapel Allerton
City & Hunslet
Crossgates & Whinmoor
Farnley & Wortley
Garforth & Swillington
Gipton & Harehills
Guiseley & Rawdon

Harewood
Headingley
Horsforth
Hyde Park & Woodhouse
Killingbeck & Seacroft
Kippax & Methley
Kirkstall
Middleton Park
Moortown
Morley North
Morley South
Otley & Yeadon
Pudsey
Rothwell
Roundhay
Temple Newsam
Weetwood
Wetherby
Total

2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
82

2.4
2.4
2.4
3.7
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
2.4
3.7
3.7
2.4
3.7
2.4
100.0

Please indicate which positions you hold within the Council (Tick all that apply)
Leader
Deputy Leader
Chief Whip
Deputy Whip
Executive Board Member
Deputy Executive Board Member
Support Executive Board Member
Opposition Exec Board Portfolio Holder
Scrutiny Chair
Community Committee Chair
Ward Councillor

1
1
1
2
3
6
12
7
6
9
76

Please indicate which Council committees/sub-committees you are a member of: (Tick all that apply)
Executive Board
Cabinet
Scrutiny Board
Plans Panel
Licensing Committee
Health and Well Being Board
Community Committee
Licensing Sub-committee
Corporate Governance & Audit Committee
Standards Committee
General Purposes Committee
Member Management Committee
Housing Advisory Board
Development Plans Panel

5
3
53
28
12
4
67
10
8
6
9
12
8
8

Please indicate any political positions held: (Tick all that apply)
Group Leader
Deputy Group Leader
Chief Whip
Deputy Whip
Group Office Holder

5
4
8
2
4

How many external appointments do you hold where you are appointed as a representative of the Council?
(number)
Frequency
Percent
0
6
7.3
1
10
12.2
2
14
17.1
3
16
19.5
4
16
19.5
5
9
11.0
6
5
6.1
7
2
2.4
8
1
1.2
9
1
1.2
10
1
1.2
46
1
1.2
Total
82
100.0

How many hours per month do you spend on councillor business? (number)

Category of time spent
Attendance at any formal Council meetings (e.g. planning, licensing,
Scrutiny Full Council etc.)
Attendance at other council meetings (e.g. meetings with officer’s task and
finish groups, scrutiny working groups, political group meetings etc.)
Time spent on Group business
Attendance at external meetings (where you have been appointed as a
representative of the Council, rather than attending because of your ward
councillor position)
Community obligations
Community Committees/Position on community committee
Involvement with Tenant &amp; Resident Associations/ Housing Advisory
Panels
Engaging with constituents, surgeries, street surgeries, ad-hoc
approaches by constituents (in person/phone/email etc.)
Dealing with constituent enquiries, casework etc.
Preparation for meetings (including pre-meeting briefings)
Attending seminars, conferences and training
Travel related to councillor business
Media/press work
Discussion at Group Meetings
Site Visits
Executive Board Portfolio Work (either in administration or opposition
‘shadowing’ role)
Other
Total of all time spent

Total hours
spent by 81
respondents

Average
hours
(mean)

Lowest
number of
hours
spent

Highest
number
of hours
spent

1691.0

20.9

5.0

250

1449.0

18.3

3.0

150

502.0

6.8

0.0

33

597.5

7.7

0.0

30

1362.0
524.0

17.7
6.6

0.0
1.0

90
35

513.0

6.8

0.0

30

1643.0

20.5

2.0

80

2070.0
824.0
290.5
1341.0
282.5
287.5
358.0

25.9
10.4
4.0
17.6
4.2
3.9
5.0

3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

84
40
30
200
30
22
30

448.0

8.6

0.0

95

129.0

3.9

0.0

16

14312.0

176.7

11

724

How many hours per month do you spend on social media? (number)
Number of hours
0
1
2
4
5
6
8
10
12
15
16
18
20
22
25
30
40
56
60
75
100
Total

Frequency
20
4
4
4
3
1
5
11
5
1
2
1
7
1
1
5
1
2
1
1
2
82

Time spent on social media

Total hours
spent by 82
respondents
1148.0

Valid Percent
24.4
4.9
4.9
4.9
3.7
1.2
6.1
13.4
6.1
1.2
2.4
1.2
8.5
1.2
1.2
6.1
1.2
2.4
1.2
1.2
2.4
100.0

Average
hours
(mean)
14.0

Lowest
number of
hours
spent

Highest
number
of hours
spent

0.0

100.000

Can you describe the impact that this Social Media has had on your role as a Councillor?
(open response)
A big impact - need to keep an eye out and respond at all times, including out of hours.
Awareness of issues, support to all, inclusion, allowing changes in regulations to be broadcast.
Better awareness and access to information, better contact with constituents
Difficult to give a quanta give amount of time I use social media - it's made the job 24 hour,
where people can contact you via email/twitter/Facebook/text and expect an immediate
response
Do live surgery every Thursday night and save our Beeston plus adhoc inquiries
Email has had an immense impact on my role as a councillor as it is a constant relentless tide
of issues. Eleven years ago when I was first elected the majority of my casework was from
letters and phone calls. Now I still get some letters and a lot of phone calls but the vast
majority of contact with my constituents is via email. I do not use Twitter or Facebook but use
email as a way to communicate and inform residents of all sorts of issues that may affect them
e.g. road closures when we have road works or marathons, etc. Residents respond positively
to these emails and more often than not with casework issues. Email allows residents to
respond at a time convenient to them which is really important in our 24 hour economy. This is
also an advantage for councillors. Replying to a resident via email is quicker, cheaper (no
paper, envelopes, stamps or time to type letters etc.) and saves money. It is also easier to
keep a trail of any correspondence which is easy to access. Trying to deal with this constant
flow of emails can become difficult at times especially if one is in meetings all day and into the
evening. There is a high expectation from residents in this 'instant' society for an immediate
reply. Councillors need to manage their residents' expectations. Councillors need to ensure
that they have a work/life balance to survive these pressures. Emails can become addictive
and increasingly in many meetings it is noticeable that many attendees are spending a lot of
time replying to their messages.
Email has had an immense impact on my role as a councillor as it is a constant relentless tide
of issues. Eleven years ago when I was first elected the majority of my casework was from
letters and phone calls. Now I still get some letters and a lot of phone calls but the vast
majority of contact with my constituents is via email. I do not use Twitter or Facebook but use
email as a way to communicate and inform residents of all sorts of issues that may affect them
e.g. road closures when we have road works or marathons, etc. Residents respond positively
to these emails and more often than not with casework issues. Email allows residents to
respond at a time convenient to them which is really important in our 24 hour economy. This is
also an advantage for councillors. Replying to a resident via email is quicker, cheaper (no
paper, envelopes, stamps or time to type letters etc.) and saves money. Trying to deal with
this constant flow of emails can become difficult at times especially if one is in meetings all day
and into the evening. There is a high expectation from residents in this 'instant' society for an
immediate reply. Councillors need to manage their residents' expectations. Councillors need
to ensure that they have a work/life balance to survive these pressures. Emails can become
addictive and increasingly in many meetings it is noticeable that many attendees are spending
a lot of time replying to their messages.
Helps to spread the word.
Higher profile. Nearer people. For information on big issues e.g. fracking. Informed about
topical and relevant issues exchange and information of views: Alert on emergency flooding.
Higher profile, closer to people for information and issues and concerns such as Fracking,
Flooding. Kept informed about topical issues in the ward. A far better understanding on views
of electorate such as Planning, Housing and Flooding

Huge - Both as Climate Change Support Executive Member and as a ward Councillor I get at
least 10-12 tweets a day and Facebook posts personally or on the Moortown page either in
response to something I have posted or proactive contact. This sometimes needs prolonged
debate or follow-up by e-mail. At least twice a week it requires phone or physical follow-up.
I am active on both Facebook and Twitter as a Councillor. I think social media is a great way
of making yourself available to your constituents and promoting local events and campaigns. I
am contacted by constituents on social media with casework enquiries multiple times a week.
I can get information out about activities and events much quicker and as it is retweeted it
does widen the group other than mine. We also raise issues of community concern such as
planning and licensing applications. It tends to reinforce the work I do but still have meetings
and send letter and do press
I don't have time to exploit its full potential.
I find social media a very useful tool. I have set up a FB page for our ward and use it to
publicise local events, consultations etc. but generally to raise the profile of the ward
councillors. Also useful to reach younger residents and interact with other agencies
I have my Cllr page on Facebook and twitter. We also have a Garforth and Swillington news
and events which gives us a chance to keep the public informed, but it has increased our
casework as it’s easier to contact us. Younger people use social media.
I now receive many direct communications - messages, notifications, and comments on sites
like "Street Life" or Community websites. Monitoring and partaking in such activities is
becoming a much more prominent part of my work.
I prefer email contact and also respond to things that come in via social media.
I receive requests for community actions through social media and clearly this will continue to
grow due to its popularity.
I recognise the importance of this and do need to spend more time on social media. It is any
are that will continue and from no social media presence two years ago I now have Facebook
and Twitter accounts.
I regularly engage with constituents answering queries and responding to casework on Twitter
and Facebook. This has allowed me to engage with a wider demographic than just using
traditional means of communication.
I use Twitter and Facebook to both to engage with the wider community and to keep up to
date with current events in politics and the news. It's important to be up to date so we can
respond quickly as a Labour group to questions and news stories. Alongside a new level of
interaction with the public, the time spent on social media is high but necessary to be on top of
the issues that local people are concerned about.
I used social media to reach and help me interact with my constituency
Ideal mostly with e-mail which I have not included in the above figures but in the casework and
engagement numbers. I am not heavily involved directly in social media but pick up work via
the group and constituency offices.
Improved communication. Impact of building a profile in ward
Increases every year

It allows me to communicate with and receive comments from large numbers of constituents
quickly and at low cost. It also allows me to get important information out to residents quickly
e.g. if there is a road closure or RTA I will highlight that, if there is severe weather forecast I
will highlight that and plans the council has made, recently I gave updates in relation to some
power outages that happened within the ward these get very widely shared.

It enables me to contact a wide range of people directly and instantly
It has given more people a voice and opened a new gateway for constituents to contact their
Councillor without leaving their home whilst also providing a platform for councillors to promote
events and proposed changes within the ward. Good way to promote community consultation
delivering the same message to all.
It has had a profound impact as local people are aware of what their local councillor does
through social media. I use my blog, my own Facebook page, the Rothwell News Facebook
page I created, twitter and regularly contribute and respond on local forums. The time spent on
this is ever increasing.
It has made me more accessible to residents and given me the opportunity to pick up on lots
more local issues/casework.
It helps when you can post statements/pictures on events you attend on Facebook and Twitter
+ follow others to become more informed
It is becoming more and more important. It is becoming the normal means of communicating.
It makes engagement with constituents much faster.
It saves time to deal with ward matters and increases the link to deal with raised. it helps me to
gain formation related to my duties as a councillor
it’s a necessity it keeps you in touch with the people you represent more important you visit
the older people who never leave there homes, it is difficult to put a time to this ,could be
walking in the street and people stop you and want to discuss things
Keeps you up to speed with developments in the community, ward and city. Only just
beginning to use it so unsure yet of impact.
Less than might be anticipated. Most of my constituents contact me (on the internet) by email
(70%, I guess) or by phone.
Made me more accessible.
Made me more accessible. Keeps my constituents in touch with what is happening in the
ward.
Marked. I have to spend significant time following what is being said locally, even though more
often than not I will not add a comment. For example this week, I picked up parking issues
related to a local school expansion. I arranged to meet affected residents with officers, met the
residents on site, agreed a way forward and defused the issue. Social Media is good to
identify what really concerns residents.
Massive impact. Constituents are more aware of councillors and their role and how they can
help them. It's more difficult and time-consuming obtaining information from social media and
it takes time to reply to the many different constituents.
Massive!

Massive. Twitter, Facebook and my 'Councillor' website has opened up access, openness and
transparency and local democracy much more than ever. Where once councillors sat awaiting
'snail mail' and lately email and where given time to respond, the use of social media rarely
allows you that privilege. Residents want responses and answers now and are quick to
criticise if you don't reply NOW. Since joining social media I have seen my casework
quadruple; whilst the need to inform, educate and advise to residents and communities have
meant that I am 'always on duty' as a councillor. Of course, as my 'profile' has raised so
demand on my time has both 'on and off line' risen. Being accessible and approachable
means that I generate casework, enquires and demand on my time that would not have
happened had I not 'released the genie' of social media!

More effective way of working, reaches a different age range of constituents. Excellent way to
promote Community activities. Builds Communities that can identify and communicate issues
that are having an impact on where they live. Constituents feel that you are accessible and
that they can communicate short messages on Unemployment , Health , Environment , low
pay , disabilities , welfare , school places and performance of the Council It enables me to
send out notifications to targeted groups this is fantastic for job seekers

My initial reaction was that people posted a load of trivia on social media but I'm starting to
see the benefits. For example, getting people to a public meeting at short notice.
N/A
None
On constant call. Multimedia consequences, mobile phones, I pads etc. Less requirement for
group office assistance. More self/personal involvement which results in more immediate
completion of tasks.
One of the major changes is social media in the way I work and people are using it for good as
well as bad. It is something I need to learn.
Opened up the role - social media allows me to reach and connect with many more people especially those who don't attend the usual meetings. Great way to share information, listen to
others views, and show I am a human being
Our residents expect face to face contact - Most do not own a computer
People use social media a lot more and also take an interest in your work on social media
Some requests and information asked for via Twitter and updating residents on local matters
(Facebook kept private).
Take up a lot of spear time, easy access on phone, this is used during meetings, during
leisure time, on holiday, can be a distraction, due to trying to keep up with all the case work.
The public presume you are available 24 hours a day if you have Twitter/Facebook accounts
etc. Need to set out the hours you are available. Positive impact is that it makes it easier to
communicate and share messages quickly and also other group’s messages to meet a wider
audience.
The social media is a double edged sword. Whereby it has greatly improved connectability to
officers and constituents. It has also generated vastly more correspondence and casework
from people, organisations not exclusively from my own ward at Armley.
Twitter allows local issues (like road closures) to be advertised quickly. Facebook and twitter
allow a message to reach a demographic (younger, incomers) not attuned to local print media

Twitter helpful in keeping up to date with developments, commenting on same, promoting
good work taking place in city and ward and promoting events/activities. Facebook less so.
Difficult to manage public profile and maintain privacy esp. for family. Social Media has
primarily created another job to do at the end of a long day.
Useful but can be dangerous.
very little
Very little
Very little.
Very useful in keeping up to date with the local community. It is a useful contact for
constituents who cannot get to surgeries or community meetings
Very useful in keeping up to date with the local community. Useful contact for constituents who
cannot get to surgeries or community meetings
zero - Proactively made a decision not to engage on social media

Does the area you represent include parish or town councils? (Tick one only)

No
Yes
Total

Frequency
55
27
82

Valid
Percent
67.1
32.9
100.0

Which parish and town councils does the area you represent include? (open response)

Alwoodley Parish council, Harewood Parish council
Bramhope and Carlton, Pool, and Arthington
Bramhope Parish Council Pool Parish Council Arthington Parish Council
Harewood Parish Council Alwoodley Parish Council
Horsforth Town Council
Kippax, Ledsham, Allerton Bywater, Ledston, Micklefield.
Kippax, Ledston, Allerton Bywater, Ledsham, Micklefield.
Morley Town Council
Morley Town Council, Drighlington Parish Council and Gildersome Parish
Council.
Otley Town Council
Otley Town Council & Bramhope and Carlton Parish Council. I stood down
from Otley Town Council in May 2015 due to the increased city councillor
workload generated from social media.
Pool PC Bramhope PC Arthington PC
Rawdon P.C.
Rawdon Parish Council
Rawdon Parish Council and Horsforth Town Council
Scarcroft, THorner, Aberford, Barwick & Scholes, Harewood, Shadwell,
COllingham & Linton, East Keswick, Bardsey.
Swillington and Great Preston Parish Councils

Frequency
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

Valid
Percent
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
16.7

1

4.2

2

8.3

1

4.2

1
1
2
1

4.2
4.2
8.3
4.2

1

4.2

1

4.2

Wetherby Town Council, Bramham-cum-Oglethorpe Parish Council,
Boston Spa Parish Council, Thorp Arch Parish Council, Walton Parish
Council
Total

2

8.3

24

100.0

Are you a member of one of these? (Tick one only)

No
Yes
Total
Missing
Total

Frequency
16
11
27
55
82

Valid
Percent
59.3
40.7
100.0

How many hours per month do you spend on Parish / Town Council business? (number)
Frequency
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
12
16
20
29
30
Total

2
1
3
1
4
1
3
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
27

Time spent on Parish / Town Council business

Total hours
spent by 27
respondents
226.0

Valid Percent
7.4
3.7
11.1
3.7
14.8
3.7
11.1
3.7
18.5
7.4
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
100.0

Average
hours
(mean)
8.4

Lowest
number of
hours
spent

Highest
number
of hours
spent

0.0

30.000

Any other comments relating to Parish/Town Councils (open response)
Although I have retired from Morley Town Council in May, I still attend Full
Council meetings and some Planning work for the Council. I also attend
some Drighlington and Gildersome Parish Council meetings.
As a former Otley Town Council I have had to provide support, advice and
guidance to the 'new' town council administration, which has 19 (out of 20)
new parish councillors. Many look to me for help and guidance and ask
me to pick up their casework.
Attend Parish Council meetings and other events arising from these.
Attend PC meetings and other events arising from these.
Dealing with Patient Participation Groups at the local practice
Harewood Parish Council takes a decreasing amount of time since I
ceased to be chairman. I do, however, provide the link with L.C.C., where
there are always matters of substance where I can help.
Have 5 parish Councils- Key part of our role liaising, joint meetings on
issues like planning, housing, sports facilities and transport.
I am the main conduit for information between the two parish councils in
my ward and the city council
I attend both Parish Councils on a regular basis
Includes emailing, calls, meetings, full parish council meetings and
generated casework.
Meeting with town councillors to discuss mutual issues and assist them.
Meetings, discussions and dealing with council issues
Much of the work of the PCs is closely connected to city council issues
Parish Council Meetings, planning meetings and meeting with individual
parish councillors are all vital to ensure smooth co-operation between all
levels of local government.
The 4 hours above only relates to the formal work of the council such as
attendance at meetings. I sit on the community committee, audit
committee and the complaints sub-committee. There is a blurred line
between activities of the Town Council and the city council with many
constituents not sure which body provides which service and who is
responsible for civic and other activities in the town. This means that I
spend more time on council affairs but this included elsewhere.
We have 5 PC's- a key part of our role is to liaise and arrange joint
meetings on issues such as Planning, Housing, Sports Facilities, transport
and so on
We have two Parish Councils in our ward- as Chair of the Community
Committee I meet them regularly at the Garforth and Swillington Forums,
they are invited to attend all Community Committee meetings and do
attend.
Wetherby Town Council and 2 sub-committees
When I am free I call into parish council meetings for an hour or so, to
provide information on what I am doing and to pick up on any issues that
are worrying the parish councillors.

Do you feel that membership of these bodies is a necessary part of being a city councillor in the area y
represent? (open response)
As a member of the group and the council it is very difficult to manage
regular attendance. Also very difficult to avoid conflict of loyalties and
interest on issues like planning and housing. However, it is important to
listen and liaise on these important issues but also maintain a healthy
distance to avoid inconsistencies.
As an elected member you need to engage with all different organisations,
which I feel in our ward we do. We work closely with Police, Fire, Housing,
Neighbourhood Networks, Housing Panels, School, Tenant Groups,
Parish Councils, Sports Clubs, Uniformed Clubs, and Older People's
Groups to engage with all ages.
As Leader of Group and Council, very difficult to manage regular
attendance. As Leader of Group and Council, conflicts on big issues, e.g..
Housing, planning, etc. Important to listen and liaise.
As Parish Councils are very much concentrated on one part of the ward it
is useful to the Parish Council to be able to pass things on of a more
strategic or city-wide view.
Attendance is very much necessary. Parish Councils need the help of city
councillors for more strategic and city wide issues.
Bringing the community together each helps the other
By attendance I can provide wider a city view on local issues and vice
versa. It helps put things into context and provides me with close contact
with local councillors.
Enables me to listen to town councillors' and town clerk's concerns and
then act on them.
Have regular contact with P.C. councillors.
I have regular contact with them.
I was a city councillor 15 years before the Town Council was created
It certainly benefits if you are retired, a financially independent or have the
time to represent both effectively. As a married relatively young family
man with kids, needing to work 30 hours a week in a 'real' job I found I
couldn't do justice to be parish councillor role.
It gives a clear view of what residents are thinking at a very local level.
It is not clear whether you refer to the town council or external bodies. It is
not necessary to be part of a separately elected town council provided you
liaise with them. Other external bodies help to understand historically what
is going on in the ward.
It is vital that City Councillors and Town/Parish Councillors work together
for the good of the communities.
Membership is not necessary, but attending parish council events
provides valuable contact with the community and a crucial opportunity to
address public concerns about LCC.
No, it is not necessary to be a town councillor if you are city councillor.
The electorate determine if you are elected to both councils. However a
city councillor will be expected to liaise closely and work with a town
council and town councillors especially on civic and community events in a
manner that does not occur in the older urban area of Leeds. In Morley
there are 28 Town councillors, 25 parish councillors in the area covered
by two wards represented by six city councillors.

Not absolutely necessary but it does help, particularly with community
liaison
Not being a member but working closely with them as a local and
legislative body.
Not essential - I had to give Morley Town Council up after fifteen years
because combined workload was too much any have managed since May
without when on Morley Town Council I had worked for more hours on it
than anyone else consistently over those years.
Outer North East is unusual in having so many active and effective parish
councils. Other areas of the city should be encouraged to form P.C.s; they
are not 'necessary' for L.C.C councillors but they allow us to do our jobs
with better information than if they did not exist. Time spent with parish
councillors is never wasted.
Parish council spend a lot of time discussing items such as bulb planting
and repairs to benches, which I don't feel are of major concern to a city
councillor.

Is the time you spend on council business what you expected when you became a councillor? (Tick one
only)
Valid
Frequency
Percent
No, I spend MORE time on council work than I had expected
59
72.0
No, I spend LESS time on council work than I had expected
0
0.0
Yes, the amount of time I spend is just as expected
23
28.0
Total
82
100.0

Is the time you spend on council business what you expected when you became a councillor? (open
response)
1) Many constituents' issues are not simple of straight forward. They
require exchange of information, follow-up meetings and real persistence
in order to achieve satisfactory outcomes. 2) Large and controversial
planning issues are taking a very substantial amount of time.
Although I have been a councillor for only three years I have been a
political campaigner for over ten years and worked alongside councillors
in that time and consequently was very familiar with what councillors did
and the time commitment involved.
As a minority party Councillor perhaps I spend more time on all aspects of
Council work, as we don't have a party machine.
As a new member I found that I didn't have a full understanding of the
nature of the role. I'm finding that I'm spending about as much time as I
envisaged in the ward. Dealing with casework can become very complex
and time consuming. I wasn't really prepared for how much time would be
taken up on strategic matters away from the ward. Additionally as a new
member I am keen to attend training sessions or briefings whenever I can
to enhance my knowledge.
As my husband was elected 4 years before myself and I helped him, I
knew what to expect.
As social media, e-mails and other forms have become a more direct
means of communication, as services are delegated so involvement in
local community has grown, time spent as ward member grown.
Because the three ward councillors for Calverley and Farsley all live within
the ward, and have done for many years, all three are well known by local
people. As a result we are contacted by constituents at all hours of the
day, including on an evening and weekend, when out with family or
socialising. This is only likely to increase given the proposals for new
housing in my ward.
Becoming a Councillor is like no other position. There are so many
aspects to the role it is difficult to quantify. It is essential to build up
knowledge of many areas including housing, planning, employment,
education, homelessness, community organisations, corporate parenting,
partnership meetings, environmental issues, highways, residents
associations. To undertake the role of Councillor in the correct way, these
issues need dealing with in details to ensure constituents get the correct
advice and help. This takes time to research and understand the correct
information.
Being a Councillor is a 24/7 job. Unlike other jobs where you can switch
off at 5pm or on a weekend, the demands and needs of a community are
your responsibility every time of day and night. There is a great deal of
pressure on local Councillors to dedicate as much of their time as possible
on addressing the needs of the community. It is very rare that I have a
free weekend or can completely switch off in an evening.
Being a Councillor is an almost full time commitment. You should not get
elected unless you are prepared to commit significant amounts of time into
the job.
Case/ward work is what I expected. Responsibilities have greatly
increased with time. Particularly Civic/Group.
Council is now a full time job in my ward - people get in touch with you for
everything. Poor people need help and this takes a lot of time.

Council work is open-ended. It is never finished, If you think it is, and then
something else will appear.
Having been involved with local community groups before I became a
Councillor I knew how time consuming it would be. Especially attending
meetings in the evening.
Having been involved with local community groups before I became a
Councillor I knew how time consuming it would be especially when also
attending meetings in the evening.
I am a full time Councillor and I am Health and Social Care Champion so I
spend a lot of time dong Council business, attending the meetings as well
as formal Council meetings.
I believer that I would spend about 30 hours per week, so this is clearly
more than I expected. I now sleep and eat council work, first thing in the
morning and last thing at night.
I deliberately chose to be a Councillor after being involved in a hugely
demanding job role.
I expected to spend a considerable time on council business when elected
but spend more time on constituent€™s casework local issues and
community involvement than I anticipated.
I had a break from being a councillor for five years and was shocked at
how the workload has increased. I couldn't do this role if I worked.
Fortunately, I am retired.
I have got more involved as the years have gone by.
I intended to work hard for my constituents so I think issues are aired
I knew due to my previous community work that the case load is high and
that council business takes up time.
I put myself forward on the expectation that it would be a full time
commitment.
I rather naively did not appreciate the amount of paper work that a council
generates for committee meetings and how long it would take to read
them. Also belonging to a small group means that members of that group
have to double up on committees etc. and thus have more work to do.
I represent a very challenging and hard to reach community, because of
the nature of my community I always in demand.
I spend in the region of 37 hours a week on work that is solely due to my
being a councillor. I had expected to spend between 15 and 20 hours a
week.

I think it is about commitment to those you represent and the passion to
make a difference. I if you have an area with high unemployment
spending a few hours a week will not bring it down, successive
government schemes have failed communities. Local Civic leadership is
needed the type that understands the whole community and its needs, but
also understands the barriers to work. Leadership that needs an helicopter
view that connects with schools colleges and business. Leadership that
builds and delivers a sustainable plan for future generations. I have
worked on this agenda and we now have fantastic outcomes but there is
still much to do and simply waiting for Government Schemes is not the
answer it is not a one size fits all approach. Culture changes driven by
constituents wanting a clean, safe place to live not a lot to ask for but
needs to be delivered by building community confidence and capacity for
change. Leadership and a long term plan that is achieved with the
community in the community and celebrated and shared via all
communication possible marking milestones this takes time and trust.
What works in one part of the city on health and education doesn’t always
work for your community so it is about having a neighbourhood plan, that
thinks about all your constituents and there needs but also cost wise how
you get the best housing and how assets of the council are used in a cost
effective way.
I thought I could keep my employment, have a home life and be a
councillor. First I had to go part time, then give up work and my children
saw very little of me as they grew up.
I thought I would attend council meetings and help residents when they
are struggling with bureaucracy. I had not realised the amount of
preparation involved for this and that needed for whole council and
committee meetings. Also the amount of time emailing. Also the amount of
time spent reassuring the community by your attendance at community
events. To do the job well I don’t think someone can also work full time.
I was already aware of the time involved as my brother had previously
been a councillor
I was aware in advance of how much time should be spent on council
work by close relationships with city councillors.
I was aware that it was a big job, but not quite as all-encompassing as I'd
expected due to the constant call on your time
I was elected 17 years ago. I was a junior part time councillor. The role
has changed significantly with more expectations and personally I have
more senior responsibilities.
I was given more responsibility than expected and the number of local
initiatives to support has increased
I was surprised at the amount of work involved.
I work and have a young family. I had to reduce my hours at work
significantly and I work every evening (either in front of the computer or
attending events) and at least one weekend day to be able to keep up with
my Council duties. My children have become very used to attending
community events, public meetings, memorial services etc. in the
community as I can't get childcare for all the things I have to go to.
If done thoroughly and effectively, the range of duties/work I carry out
equates to a full working week at least. Much is evening/weekend work on
top of full 5 working days.
If you are a councillor doing the job as it should be done you are 7/24
what is a free week-end??? you are an advisor / confident /agony aunt
/mediator, uncle tom cobbly and all .
My husband is a city councillor and I know how hard he works.

My role has grown considerably since I became a Councillor. The
demands of ward work are the same but being an Exec Board member
and Chair of a strategic board generates a huge amount of extra work. As
a result of evening meetings in the ward, Group meetings, Full Council
and Group meetings into the evenings, advice surgeries, events in the
ward and campaigning at the weekend maintaining a work life balance is
almost impossible. The antisocial hours are not great for family life.
Obviously being on the Executive Board increases the time commitment
quite considerably, but dealing with Community Committee business,
constituent’s enquiries and dealing with correspondence, emails, phone
calls and meetings, it all adds up. Going to community events, seminars
organised by Outside Bodies and community organisations.
Outcomes for regeneration and planning. Dealing with housing and
repairs, private landlords. NHS, the environment all makes it worthwhile
plus voluntary groups and probation service.
Over the years the amount of time it is necessary to spend on council
business has increased dramatically. Residents€™ expectations are
certainly higher; the amount of correspondence has increased
dramatically.
Over the years the time spent as a councillor has greatly increased. We
now liaise with many other bodies such as neighbourhood police forums,
NHS, local charities and third sector organisations and the Fire and
Rescue Service.
Over the years, both the time and demand has increased in line with
public expectation, changing roles and increased council role
Probably my own fault for volunteering to join committees/panels and
substituting for those who cannot attend.
Rather naively I had not realised how much paper work there would be for
council meetings and I found this overwhelming to begin with but soon got
to grips with it.
residents are better informed these days and therefore their demands are
greater
The more conscientious you are, and the more you achieve, the more
issues will be raised with you at Ward level, but also the more
responsibilities you will be given. On election I thought it possible to do the
work in 2 or 3 days a week. It is now effectively a 5 day a week job, but
spread over 7 days, and taking up most evenings.
The nature of the changes made over the years have resulted in the
workload changing and hence meant that your time is taken over more
and more. For example, in planning we used to do a couple of site visits
and then the meeting in the afternoon. Now most of the morning is spent
on site visits and meetings can go on until 7 or 8 in the evening
The need to challenge officers to give a fair approach to my ward is
greater than anticipated.
The required commitment grows each year, or councillors are easier to
contact. There is never a day without two or three 'engagements' with
constituents; 20 years ago contact was less frequent and tended to be
with people who knew one personally.
The role is huge and could easily be full time, with every day filled with
activity. I have to curtail the hours I spend on council work as I also work
full time in a demanding senior role. Being a councillor is not really a part
time role - I constantly feel I am short changing my constituents.
The time spent has increased as responsibilities and problems have
recently increased due to cut backs.

The ward I now represent is the biggest in the U.K. Shortage of housing,
schools and lack of finance for all council services result in a greater
casework
The work is constant and not in my power to control. Some days it is OK,
others it is crazy. Constituents have become much more demanding and
critical.
The work of a councillor is all consuming and you don't ever get to turn off.
Councillors are expected to be at every community event and meeting in
the evenings and at weekends alongside the large amount of day time
work that is done in the civic hall and in community committees to
administer council functions. I am available to constituents on my home
telephone number and I hold surgeries and do door knocking at the
weekends to maintain contact with people. Councillors are not well paid
for the hours worked but we do it because we are passionate and
committed to our communities and to public service. I am on a school
cluster, I have been a school governor at 3 schools, I'm on the court of
Leeds university, and I’m the children's champion for the community
committee. On this we have ward member meetings where we dictate
priorities for local projects, I have been on the wellbeing working group for
local funding bids and my fellow councillors are on environment sub
committees ensuring that local street cleaning dog fouling, leaf clearing
and litter and grit bins are correctly administered.
The workload is significantly more than I thought and the time needed to
present and lead my community has only got greater. Some of that is my
own making. As I've said elsewhere whilst joining social media has been a
benefit for local democracy and for representation it was been a significant
drain on my time. The public consistently confuse my role with a 'town
councillor' or goes the other way and confuses it with a MP. Either way,
they generally believe that I should be available all the time, failure to do
so soon create 'on line' criticism and potential harm to my ability to present
all my residents.
There is far more involved in becoming a councillor than I ever expected.
The level of commitment needed is all consuming and the demands are
relentless. It is very rewarding because of what you can achieve for local
people. Doing the councillors job properly is more than a full time job. I'm
on call 24/7 and even having constituents knocking at my door as I live in
the community I represent. Also when I'm out shopping and out for a meal
or walk locally I am presented with local issues. When I drop off my
daughter at school I am stopped with issues from people. The work is
never ending but I love the work.
To be an accessible, visible, hands on councillor requires you to be on call
all the time and to roll your sleeves up and get involved with all that is
going on in your community. This means many evening and weekend
activities as well as during the day on top of the traditional advice
surgeries, resident and tenant meetings. I help to run community galas,
volunteer for our older people's luncheon clubs, our in bloom groups,
environmental walkabouts, as well as specific campaigns e.g. anti
speeding, dementia friendly neighbourhood etc.
When I became a councillor, I was in full time employment and it was a
struggle to keep up with the demands of constituents and my employers,
so 'No, I spend more time on council work than I had expected' applied. I
retired four years ago and now the option I selected above is more
appropriate.

When I was in full time employment I worked a 40 hour week This is not
structured therefore you accommodate more into the role to suit civic
duties and constituents needs
With the use of social media, emails and other forms of direct contact
casework continues to increase. As services become delegated to local
areas for local council involvement members responsibilities have
increased in terms of directing and influencing resources and services
Working full time there are unrealistic requirements some weeks that if
undertaken would result in 3 full days out of paid employment. Officers
assume all councillors are available at all times of the day therefore
requests for early and late meetings are required.

Have there been any changes to the demands on your time over the years of you being a Councillor? (Tick
one only)
Valid
Frequency
Percent
No
10
12.2
Yes
72
87.8
Total
82
100.0

If yes, please indicate what you feel that causes of those changes are (open response)
1) The electorate in my Ward is increasing. 2) People’s expectations have
rightly increased. 3) We live within our communities and one seen as part
of the community. 4) The availability and immediacies of social media.
Additional responsibilities on the Council. Increased casework as my
reputation has built. Accumulation of membership of boards/committees
After my first year I became deputy chair and then chair of Metro - the
local transport authority, and then I became deputy leader of my party. I
no longer hold these positions.
As a council we decided to devolve functions to communities in the city so
they can be better delivered. Each member has been given new
governance roles in their areas. As described previously I am the
children’s lead member, and this entails a lot more work as councillors
effectively get involved in guiding local delivery. But also it is a key role to
feed up to the executive member for children's services the issues and
priorities for the council. Also with shrinking budgets and fewer services
councillors are the front line for many constituents to approach with a
growing list of issues.
As constituents get to know and trust you your case work increases. Also
as a new Councillor as you find your feet and realise that contact in the
form of letters or consultations to constituents is required the need
increases.
As more people have recognised me as their councillor throughout the
ward, the time I need to devote to ward matters has increased.
as previous answer
As you become more established as a councillor more and more people
contact you and invite you to their community meetings
As your become more established as a Councillor more and more people
contact you and invite you to their community meetings
Blue light services very demanding work. Planning training essential.
Unemployment needs very demanding of time. Homelessness a big issue.
Cases are more complicated. More access to councillors. I represent
18,000 people and many more now contact me for help.
Changes due to the way the services required to be delivered at local
level and in partnership with other organisations. Providing services
through Community Committee is best way of providing services but
requires more involvement from ward members and working with other
service providers and community organisation.
Constituent expectations Social media Cuts to services/consultations
around this Street drinking/ASB/low level crime
Core Strategy and Site Allocation
Council and scrutiny meeting requirement about the same, but community
committee and casework are taking up increasing amounts of time
Councillor Involvement
Cut backs, welfare changes, despair of residents requesting advice and to
support changes in roles.
Demands are increasing. This issue to change of role but more
specifically increasing needs of constituents due to impact of cuts.

Due to the extended role of Community Committees, Localism Bill, social
media and increased correspondence due to emails and due to the impact
of austerity measures, lack of social housing and deprivation in the ward I
represent.
Family & work - when I started as a councillor I was single, I now have a
young family and it can be challenging to fit everything in. The public
expect much more from councillors than when I was first elected but do
not recognise that it is not a fully paid role and therefore unless you have
private means or a cabinet position you also need to hold down a
separate job to pay the bills
For the role of school governor and chair has substantially changed over
the years. Ofsted has placed bigger demands on governors.
From Back bencher, to Leader has inevitably placed more demand and
pressure 2004-2015. Now Transport responsibility has meant very time
consuming commitments across City required. Expectations of public have
risen.
From being a new backbencher I have now taken on new responsibilities
such as Chair of Licensing Committee, Lead Member for Environment and
Community Safety inevitably this has placed extra demands on my time as
a Local Councillor. Given the austerity impact the local electorate have
greater expectation on us to secure and protect vital services.
Greater expectations of residents. Greater involvement of Council in local
life.
I am in fifth year as a councillor and there have been some changes in this
time. A key change has been a greater devolvement of responsibility,
community engagement, budgets and service delivery to community
committees has increased work loads of â€˜backbench councillors. Many
councillors now have additional new responsibilities to lead on certain
issues in the community area. I lead on training skills and welfare. In
addition the impact of changes to the delivery of housing services, welfare
changes and reductions in council and public services have led to more
issues, casework and scrutiny from the public of council services.
I have been on Council six months but balancing work and Council work is
a fine art.
I have only been a Councillor for 6 months. The demands on Councillors
time are very high.
I have taken on additional responsibilities.
I represent a very deprive community, and because of the nature of my
ward, there is not a day that pass by that my help and support not needed.
And I always ready to help.
Increase in number of committees I sit on.
Increased workload, desire from community to attend events and further
Council consultations and action - all possible to pursue under current
arrangements.
It is busier as community expectations have been raised.
It is too early to answer this question, but the questionnaire would not
allow me to leave it blank
Lack of public housing Insufficient school places Increase in life
expectancy Environmental issues Lots of issues as a consequence of
budget pressures

Lead on Climate Change then switched to Children's Services to lead on
Children Looked After and also to lead on children involved Sport and Arts
plus to lead on Cycling & Sport in general plus increasing number of
projects in Ward
Learning the job. The more you learn the more you realise you have to do.
In some ways you generate work by how active you are as a councillor
Local people expect an immediate response increasingly (and a public
response) on social media so whatever you are doing in your own time
you never really have your own time with family as you have to respond.
As social media increases your time is increasingly taken up. This is as
well as every other demand that has always been there.
More involvement in community groups/sports clubs etc.
More people and organisations engage in the democratic process via
social media and via community committees.
More time spent on scrutiny working groups due to the Chair taking up
more enquiries. I was also Group Leader for 4 years and am currently
both Group Whip and Deputy Group Leader.
Mostly the change to an Exec Model. Paradoxically this means that if you
are a member of a small opposition party then the members who are the
public front of that group have to be totally on top of what is happening
Much more demand from emails and surgeries
New technology has made it easier to deal with casework.
Over the last 5 years, there has been a dramatic rise in the volume of
casework, considerably more conflict with council departments over citywide issues and more meeting s with officers to address these.
See above. Grater expectations, easier contact. Unfortunately,
occasionally, a reluctance to speak to a neighbour about a perceived
problem. (This happens more often, and too often.)
See answer to question 11. It was infinitely easier when the council had
committees rather than the Executive Board system. Members became
specialists in certain fields and worked with their ward colleagues who
were specialists in other fields of work. Now one is a 'jack of all trades'
constantly checking on Executive decisions.
See previous answer but in many ways councillors need more skill and
training to deal with complex issues and this occupies more time.
Since I have got involved with most of the children's committees.
Since we have become Community Committees my work load has
increased as I have taken on my responsibilities.
Social Media Constituents expect a reply in a much shorter timescale and
a new generation engaging with local councillors Middleton Park Ward
was around 19,000 now 23,000- 26,000 population

Social media has had a huge impact on councillors' time and more time is
now spent on the computer than when I first became a councillor.
Residents have high expectations for instant replies to their emails. There
seems to be more queries around planning issues with the introduction of
permitted development which is causing some real concerns for residents
especially as planning applicants seem to think it is fine building up to the
boundary line and then want to use their neighbour's property to access
the rear of their property. These issues need investigating to ensure that
the permitted development meets the criteria. Planning enforcement is
another time consuming issue with plans needing constant scrutiny when
conditions are ignored and the process seems to be very long as
residents struggle to understand why. Another time consuming issue is
the problem with the lack of primary school places in the area. Several
parents have frustratingly been unable to access their nearest school
leading to appeals and seeking a school within a reasonable distance of
their home. There has been an increase in housing issues with more
people sofa-surfing due to the shortage of houses. This is time consuming
as residents are on the bidding list for longer and need to be kept
informed about their position on houses they had bid for etc. Belonging to
a small group means that Members often have to double up on the
available jobs reducing the time that one is able to spend with residents.
The advent of electronic media has increased the amount of
correspondence; councillors are quite rightly now expected to play a
prominent role as community leaders.
The biggest change has been the increased use of email by the Council
and residents. This has increased the amount of casework received and
dealt with from residents and the amount of information sent out by the
Council and by other organisations to councillors. The short supply of
school places where parents are struggling to get places for their children
in the nearest school to their homes and the increasing number of sofa
surfers and lack of council housing are causing residents to contact their
councillors. These shortages are making the process of getting into school
and or housing is becoming a more protracted process and councillors are
having to spend more time on dealing with these cases. More time is
being spent on planning applications since the introduction of permitted
development as many residents do not understand it. Another time
consuming area is planning enforcement often due to approved
applications having conditions attached to them and the owner totally
ignoring these.
The clearest and most essential change was reduction in May 2015 by
retiring from Morley Town Council.
The Exec Board/Cabinet Leader system is very demanding on members
in those roles. Political pressures to maintain a presence at meetings in
the ward at evenings and weekends (a marginal seat in a marginal
constituency).
The expectations of constituents have risen; the difficulties of providing
services while staff and resources have been cut dramatically have given
rise to increasing enquiries/complaints; and the development of immediate
means of communication such as e-mails and mobile phones.
The growth of email has substantially increased the ability of public and
organisations to contact you. Higher expectations especially around time
lines for response and resolution.

The more I do the more I find I want to do and need to do to achieve the
things I want to for my residents. I also spend time not just dealing with
issues but trying to create opportunities for the community by tapping into
things done by other organisations such as Heritage Lottery or Housing
funds.
The need to work in partnership with other organisations and the
community.
The public expect your to be present all the time, to be fully accountable
for your views and actions - as Party loyalties break down and alienation
from voters increases, this is ever more an issue as we try to be relevant
and of use to our constituents
the responsibilities have expanded and the ward constituents have
increased the Council has now involved local communities more instead
of everything ben controlled at the centre
The time pressure has increased each year.
This is due to more delegated powers to community committee, email
access to all and Social media.
This is n/a - first year as a councillor
This was the reason I became a full-time councillor.
Was given additional responsibility on the council and in the group
When I became a support executive member my workload increased by
about a third. I am passionate about climate change and feel it is hugely
important so happy to sacrifice social time to do it. With my job this may
not be sustainable in the long term. I couldn't give my job up and sustain
my family financially though.
With the reduction in the number of councillors in the Group individual
workload requirements have increased. Casework loads have increased
especially in areas of housing, planning and benefits. Partly generated by
policy but also through a lot of "repeat business" as the ward councillors
have provided good service to constituents.
Working to form new community groups + neighbourhood watches.
Making sure there fully supported
Yes. I think a high personal profile has encouraged more and more people
to approach me with issues. But there is no doubt that the effect of
expenditure cuts is impacting heavily on day to day casework - property
defects, welfare problems, the lack of road repairs due to HMT driven
resource issues. This also affects Homelessness where I have a lead role.
My role as Environment Champion on the Community Committee also
frequently leads to issues ranging from neglected sites, to overgrown
hedges, to leaf clearance. Again, an increasing profile has meant that
more and more issues have been passed to me.
Yes. See previous answer with regards social media. I would also say that
the use of emails has generated significantly more work as it is very easy
for officers, the public, organisations and fellow councillors to 'hit' 'Send
All'. 'Lobbying' sites (such as Change.org, 38 Degrees, 'TheyWorkForYou'
etc.) also run campaigns to 'mass' contact you on a variety of issues.
Sadly, I'm the type of person that feels I have to respond personally and
individually to each and every one. I do not have enough 'group office'
staff to undertake this sort of thing for me.

Do you feel that you have sufficient time to fulfil your council and political roles effectively? (Tick one only)

No
Yes
Total

Frequency
38
44
82

Valid
Percent
46.3
53.7
100.0

Do you feel that you have sufficient time to fulfil your council and political roles effectively? (open
response)
Although I manage to stay on top of my work I feel that I could be more
effective and efficient if I was not under such time demands.
Always seem to be behind on casework, hours spent chasing up
outstanding issues. Don't seem to have time to get stuck into project work,
studying policies etc.
As a back bench councillor attempting to set up a business at the same
time, it is very difficult to fit everything in and to be as truly effective as I
would want to be. Problems of poverty and inequality in the city and ward
are increasing the issues and demands of the job
As I have to earn money elsewhere and care for two young children I
struggle to give the time I would like to council.
As long as I sit down at the beginning of the week and organise my diary
and time it is manageable. Difficulties only emerge if emergencies in my
family life come up
As outlined in my previous answer, the role is not part time and I could
easily work 40 hours per week.
But it does get in the way with my extended family.
But with huge sacrifice of personal `activities' time and of course ludicrous
reductions!
By sacrificing my business, personal and social life, I am able to provide
the hours that my community need and deserve. Being a councillor
devours all of my free time and often prevents me achieving anything like
a full working day.
Council work is not an 8 hours a day job so you just have to adjust your
private life if you want to do the job properly. You have to meet the needs
of residents at their convenience not yours. Meetings are held at all sorts
of peculiar times.
Giving up my teaching role in 2003 fortunately allowed me to spend full
time and more as a Councillor. At a financial sacrifices sadly. However,
given I spent 60/70 hours a week on Council work, impossible to ask any
employer to support. Very difficult to play political role and full or part time
work.
Good time management Good organisational skills Commitment
I allocate my time as necessary with the support of my ward colleagues.
I am a fulltime Councillor so I can fit in most meetings and events, but
having two ward members gives you the chance to spread things out with
having a big area to cover.
I am retired and therefore can fulfil the duties of a councillor, I firmly
believe that to do the job correctly you need to be full time
I am retired from business.
I am retired now from my professional work.
I could just as easily have answered "no" to this question The reason I
answered "yes" is because I make my council work my priority and make
sure that everything gets done regardless of how much of time it takes.
This does however leave little time for anything else including much social
life.

I do but it is difficult. I feel that possibly the whole role of a councillor
should be reviewed. I am finding that I am working the equivalent of a f/t
job as an elected member whilst still needing to retain my p/t job. I don't
think that the role is (financially) attractive to younger people with families
and mortgages etc. and worry that this is not inclusive.
I do find time to fulfil the role, but only because I do not have a full time job
and so can devote most of my time to being a ward councillor.
I feel like I do a good job, but it is sometimes a challenge to fit it all in and
inevitably you can't attend every local meeting or satisfy every person.
Sometimes choices need to be made about what to attend because there
are often clashes and this is what team work with ward councillors is
about. It is vital to be able to share the workload with colleagues who can
attend on behalf of the ward councillors and feedback. It's also very
important that inevitably when people take a holiday or are away at the
weekend, the other councillors can cover them for casework queries and
meetings. It's important to say too that if a member holds an executive
position or like myself is chief whip, sometimes the central role overtakes
the ability to attend ward briefings, events and meetings. Here ward
colleagues are vital.
I give as much time as I can, but there is always something you could give
more time to. It takes up as much time as a full-time job, but of course the
difference is a lot of it is evenings and weekends
I have had to. Learn to manage my time well.
I have sufficient time as I am a full-time councillor, but would doubt that I
would if I worked in full-time employment (as I did previously).
I have sufficient time only because I am retired. I don't know how
councillors with full time jobs manage to serve their communities properly.
It is essential for councillors to be able to meet council officers to discuss
issues in their wards, and be briefed on city wide issues. This instigates a
lot of activity throughout the working day.
I have to provide time to accommodate my demands; thus creating
flexibility and availability when required. Councillors are required 24/7 and
are expected to be available at all times - I attempt to fulfil this demand.
I have worked full time for most of my time as councillor and there is
insufficient time to take on this role. I have to turn down involvement with
some activities and roles that I have been asked to do.
I just about am able to fulfil my duties. With co-ordination with both my
ward colleagues and getting casework support I am able to manage the
workload. There is an active local party so the Councillors can concentrate
on their role leading the community and not undertake all the
administration of the party as well. If we lost a colleague or had a
significantly larger ward in terms of population or geography (I tend to
cycle rather than drive) I am not sure I could continue with the current
level of commitments and would need to review my continued service on
the council. The council should not only be represented by retired people
and those with independent means to be able to not need to work as well
as serve on the council.
I still work for a living as well as completing council work

I think I'm effective but feel overstretched and under resourced. The
removal of the councillor pension scheme increasingly means that
councillors with young families are hardest hit. It is very hard to work and
be a councillor but you have to take a financial loss to be a full time
councillor and try to balance a young family without also working. I feel
that many councillors of working age are taking a financial loss to be a
councillor and that can mean not having a pension.
I took early retirement from my 'day' job; I do not know how my colleagues
who have a full time job cope.
I was in full time work when first elected but I could not do the both
together. I think it is vital you totally commit to being a City Councillor.
I work full-time and under the circumstances I feel I meet my minimum
requirements as a Councillor. However, I would like to have more time to
engage with constituents and represent them as I would like.
In order to address this in balance, I have now taken early retirement in
order to try and have sufficient time to fulfil my council and political roles
effectively.
It's about balancing diaries and answering communication is timely and
planned with office staff - front bench roles etc. may change this and
ability to pursue other work/activities.
Meetings, outside council often conflict with official council meetings and I
cannot be in two places at once.
Most weeks I find myself working at least five full days and three evenings.
My working month also normally includes two Saturdays per month
(surgeries and attending community events etc.) and six Sundays a year. I
have looked back over my diary for the last three months and I estimate
that my average working week during that time was 52 hours (the
exception of a leave week).
My mind is constantly on the go. It is a standing joke with my friends who
find that while at the pub on a Friday night to unwind I am still shuffling
papers, emailing and tweeting. My constituents are never far from my
thoughts.
My time is used mainly as a Ward Councillor
Need to be very organised.
No - I feel I could always do more and better.
No I would like to do more but we simply don't get the funding for admin
support that is needed. Inner City Wards have problems on housing,
education, health, unemployment and the environment, if you balance this
with communicating with constituents and attending meetings, time may
never be sufficient you just keep going and work towards outcomes.
No, I wish there were more hours in the day.
No, see previous answers. I, naively took a Â£32,000 pay cut (I was a
senior nurse) to become a city councillor (it was probably my 'mid life
crisis! Should have bought a car or motorbike!) And it soon became
evident that being a Leeds City Councillor could easily be a full time job.
Sadly my wife disagreed and I needed to go back to work to support my
family. Yet I love representing my community, helping people with the
'small stuff' in life and generally providing help, information and guidance
and will continue to attempt to balance my time with my family, my work
and my councillor and community roles.
Not enough hours in the day to promote the Council and services the
teams provide for our great city and its officers roles linked to our roles as
ambassadors for our areas public service partnerships excellent teams.

Not having a job (retired) means I can be more or less full-time.
Sometimes not sufficient time for specific needs - e.g. time critical
responses.
Only because I am now retired from a full time employment. Between
2010 - 2015 I was Deputy Leader and held a large portfolio - my working
day was regularly 10-12 hours every day.
Only because I am retired
Only by managing my time and other roles very effectively but I
sometimes run out of time and cannot always give everyone what they
want in a timely way.
Only just enough time. I would be very worried about physical capacity if I
had to take on more work, and I would need to decide which current
functions I would need to drop.
Please refer to last comments, do not have time to repeat myself.
See previous answers
See previous comments regarding the demands on my time.
Some weeks are unrealistic and one has to prioritise and manage ones
diary in line with urgency and need.
Sometimes I struggle as I also work full time and have family
commitments. You have to be dedicated and good at planning your week
to get the right balance.
Sometimes I struggle as I also work fulltime and have family
commitments. You have to be dedicated and good at planning your week
to get the right balance
Sometimes there is too much to do in short or time and it doesn't get done
well
The amount of hours undertaken is related to how thoroughly/well I do the
job. Thorough case work generated in a deprived community which is
often of an intense and urgent/demanding nature could almost on its own
generate a full time job.
the duties and time spent on those duties are very time demanding
The roles could always be fulfilled more effectively if more time available.
More effective relationship building with outside agencies and the private
sector essential for different delivery of services.
There are a lot of demands on the time of councillors from all of the
Council meetings they are expected to attend including the sub committee
meetings, outside bodies, local community meetings, residents' and
tenants' meetings, group meetings and governing body meetings. This
apart from meetings with officers for briefings, training and the increasing
amount of casework from residents. The amount of paperwork for some
meetings is ridiculous and off putting. One can plan a day's work but it
only takes one phone call which needs immediate attention such as the
flooding of a house. This can then take a great deal of time to contact the
correct person/people who can deal with the situation to ensure that the
family is taken to a safe place and the flooding dealt with. Your day's been
hijacked!
There is always more to do. Doing more means sacrifices such as
neglecting house repairs, gardening and failing to take holidays.
There is no question that it is difficult, particularly as I work full time, very
actively Chair a newly established Free School and have significant other
communal responsibilities, along with being a husband and a dad.
However by working extremely long hours and by trying to manage my
time very effectively, there is sufficient time to fit all in. (managing on 3
hours sleep a night does help).

There is the constant flow of emails which need replying to, some more
urgent than others but all need a response. These have to fit in with the
Council meetings that have to be attended along with the outside bodies
that one has been nominated to. Despite having a planned day something
always seems to crop up that is very urgent and needs to be dealt with
quickly to prevent a deterioration of a resident's situation. Problems can
be further exacerbated by not being able to contact the correct person in a
timely manner causing further issues. A lot of time can be spent on the
phone trying to resolve the problem and sometimes one fails to do that in
a timely fashion.
Time management is very challenging at times.
To undertake the role of Councillor effectively takes a lot of time and
commitment. Constituents expect their Councillors to be
available/contactable constantly to enable them to raise issues with us.
Social media has an impact on this. Resolving casework for constituents
does take a lot of time if undertaken correctly and issues are resolved in
the correct manner. To undertake the role of a Councillor effectively is a
24/7 operation.
We did not seek election to these positions to work office hours. If we
don't like phone calls at 10pm, we can always step down. It was less easy
when I was in full-time employment and being an Executive Board
member was a full-time job. I now have enough time; it is up to the
electorate to judge how effective I am.
When I first became a Councillor I was in full-time employment in the
education sector, but due to time pressures and constraints I stopped
working in 2011 and since then I have been a full-time Councillor.
When I started my term of office as a local Councillor I was working Full
Time as an Admin Manager. Having understood the role in terms of the
time commitment involved I gave up my job in order to concentrate all my
time on being a representative of a very big Ward - 17,000. I now spend
something like 50/60 hours a week and could still work more.
While there is a huge workload that comes with being a ward Councillor, I
am able to fulfil my role as I do not have an additional job outside of my
Councillor role. The demands of local residents across a ward are
massive and wide ranging. I do not think I would be able to fulfil my role
and meet the demands of my constituents if there were less than three
Councillors' per ward or if I had to represent a larger area.
With all my community duties I am often busy with other issues
Yes because I do this as a full time commitment as I do not have another
job.
Yes, but only because I am retired. I work more hours as a councillor than
if I had a full time job. You are always on call, you can't say 'Oh! I've
worked 37 hours this week so I'm not doing it any more.' People need help
and rely on you.
You never finish the work, there is always more you could do, had you the
time

Would you like to say anything about how you represent electors and your role in the community?
(open response)
Advocate for constituents. Support for constituents. Enabling constituents.
"Policing" the ward; ie. litter, pot holes, etc. Involvement with community
groups. Taking a lead as necessary. Working with other bodies, groups
etc. to benefit constituents.
As a Councillor I am required to wear a number of hats and not only deal
with case work resolving problems for constituents but also provide a
voice for some attending meetings with them and directing them through
what can be a very emotional journey. With technology the role of a
Councillor is slicker as photographic evidence can be provided to support
case work and help when supporting a constituent. Running a Facebook,
Twitter, what's app, Instagram can be a full time job in itself if used to its
maximum and through this form of communication you can meet more
constituents, however in turn it provides a platform for more voices to be
heard. I feel that as a Councillor you must provide as many accessible
avenues as possible to meet your constituents. Dependent upon the data
and governance around this depends on the form of contact being made.
Some like face to face therefore the regular surgeries and street surgeries
are required, others like to chat on the telephone therefore you contact
details must be accessible at all times, others prefer email as a form of
communication and more recently private messaging through social media
pathways. As a Councillor you must provide time to meet all
communication needs and ensure that casework is picked up and acted
upon. Constituents like councillor presence at community meetings within
Headingley although a small ward it has a large number of community
groups and schools where councillor attendance is required. Providing a
voice for constituents at meetings such as plans panel, licensing and
scrutiny boards results in a number of community pre-meets and
consultations and as a Councillor I would not be able to put a time on
these as it would depend on the change being proposed. The constituents
voted me into my role and no matter what length of time I would dedicate
this to my them.

As a councillor I represent all constituents regardless of their political
affiliation. Along with my ward colleagues I carry out surveys and talk with
residents to find out what they like, dislike or would like in their area, and
then by working with them try to ensure that these issues are dealt with. I
work with residents' associations, the various 'friends of ..' associations,
schools, the children's centre, faith organisations, voluntary organisations
and businesses to try and improve our area. I also try and encourage the
different groups to keep in touch with one another and I try to keep them
informed about any issues that their organisation would be interested in.
Some areas in the ward do not have resident associations and in those
areas I arrange meetings for residents to have an opportunity to meet
local councillors, the police and housing officers to raise any concerns
they may have which will be dealt with by those officers present. So far
residents in these areas have been reluctant to start their own
associations. If there is a particular issue raised I will work with the
resident/s and bring in the relevant officer to try and resolve the problem.
An example is the concerns raised by residents when travellers
descended on one of our green open spaces and were defecating in front
of the public and left a lot of litter and junk on the land. Following
discussions with residents it was decided to erect a discrete fence to act
as a deterrent. I will and have arranged meetings for residents about
planning applications, NGT, proposals for green spaces and persuaded a
university to arrange a meeting about their last planning application etc. I
have supported a voluntary organisation in its efforts to open a community
centre which should happen soon. I also supported a free school in the
area, despite being against free schools, as it is special school. I ask
questions in Council and make comments about matters in Council that
affect the war
As a councillor I represent all constituents regardless of their political
affiliation. With my ward colleagues I carry out surveys and talk with
residents to find out what they like, dislike or would like in their area, and
then by working with them try to ensure that these issues are dealt with. I
work with residents' associations, the various 'friends of ..' groups,
schools, the children's centre, faith organisations, voluntary organisations
and businesses to try and improve our area. I try and encourage the
different groups to keep in touch with one another and I try to keep them
informed about any issues that their organisation would be interested in.
Some areas in the ward do not have residents€™ associations and in
those areas I arrange meetings for residents to have an opportunity to
meet local councillors, the police and housing officers to raise any
concerns they may have which will be dealt with by those officers present.
So far residents in these areas have been reluctant to start their own
associations. If there is a particular issue raised I will work with the
resident/s and bring in the relevant officer to try and resolve the problem.
An example is the concerns raised by residents when travellers
descended on one of our green open spaces and were defecating in front
of the public and left a lot of litter and junk on the land. Following
discussions with residents it was decided to erect a discrete fence to act
as a deterrent. I will and have arranged meetings for residents about
planning applications, NGT, proposals for green spaces and persuaded a
university to arrange a meeting about their last planning application etc. I
have supported a voluntary organisation in its efforts to open a community
centre which should happen soon. Despite being against free schools, I
also supported a free school in the area, as it is special school. I ask
questions in Council and make comments about matters in Council that
affect the ward.

As a Councillor working with my two colleagues we are only able to fulfil
our duties by sharing responsibilities. To enable that we have broken the
ward into 3 distinct areas with special responsibility. Obviously during
holidays and ill health we stand in for each other when dealing with
individual case work issues. Larger development projects are assessed
individually but we are always involved with each other and kept to date.
Available 24/7 Attend local residents meetings Set up meetings, at times
convenient to constituents Street surgeries School governor at 2 schools
Deliver leaflets constantly for other wards as well Set up and run public
meetings e.g. site allocations
Available 24/7 Attending local residents meetings Setting up local
meetings Street surgeries School governor 2 schools Daily
communications with residents to advise them Setting up public meetings
and meetings with officers Attending local events
Because mine is such a diverse community I find I sometimes do the
same things slightly differently for each community. I spend time
reassuring communities and listening to concerns. Sometime all that is
necessary is that you are there interacting with them, celebrating cultural
activities and recognising issue and problems that diversity brings. Making
sure the community voice is heard in policy making is key to my role as
elected representative. I work closely with my ward colleagues so we are
not duplication our efforts and we still need more time.
By being in the community I represent daily and joining over a dozen local
groups. Talking and listening to residents daily even in my own time whilst
shopping etc.
By engaging with all who ask for support in a friendly way and a genuine
open mind. Helping them to understand that procedures have to be
followed and I will do all I can to achieve a satisfactory income,
unfortunately this cannot always happen.
Councillors are very connected to the communities they represent and
play an increasingly important role, in this time of cuts. Councillors are
powerful advocates for our communities and allow some of the most
marginalised people in Leeds to have a voice and get their needs met
Councillors in Moortown act as enablers for the community on issues, the
community is exceedingly self actualised and able to call large public
meetings at short notice which the Councillors need to work to mediate
between the council and community. The councillors both represent the
community to the council and enable the community to have their own
voices heard by the council. So we will work with the community on street
stalls, public letter writing campaigns and organising delegations to
council. We spend a lot of time advising local groups on how best to get
their voices heard and how to get the best for the community. We try not
to speak for the community in the communities voice but support their
voice to be heard which is more time consuming but more effective.
Due to the increase in social media, the ease at which people can bring
their opinions forward has increased. So not only are there traditional
methods, such as surgeries, many people will contact you by email asking
you to support various causes or to act in different ways
Effective role involves making yourself available for meetings, surgeries,
public meetings/events, openings of local galas etc. and being available to
meet 1-2-1 with constituents to discuss matters or problems and them
follow up emails/dialogue/calls on matters raised. Being a community
champion is vitally important in Harewood where each village is different
and has its own character and issues.

Electors communicate through email, phone & face to face. I continually
respond to a wide range of casework. I chair a local youth project, am a
member of another one. I chair a local housing project, I am a governor of
two primary schools (was chair of one), I am a Board Member of a
Women's Project and lead in Health & Well-being for the Community
Committee, initiating campaigns on Keep Harehills Tidy & engagement
with Roma, I have directed & played lead role in Pantomime, I played lead
role in Community Show at West Yorkshire Playhouse this summer and
on Board of local Enterprise Project
Get out and about 5-6 days of the week. Almost always recognised by
someone who will give a greeting or come up with a complaint. Active in
organisations not to do with Council, but which are part of the of the
community.
Here are just some of the many things I do in my community role: 1)
Holding weekly advice surgeries 2) Attending tenants' and residents'
association meetings 3) Visiting and supporting local schools 4) Visiting
and supporting the local mosque, Sikh temple and churches 5) Speaking
to residents on the doorstep 6) Conducting surveys and consultations with
residents 7) Going on walkabouts with officers 8) Preparing for and
attending the Armley Forum 9) Helping residents with casework 10)
Supporting and engaging with local community groups 11) Attending
community centre meetings and events 12) Holding street stalls in the
community 13) Contacting officers about local issues 14) Helping
community groups acquire funding 15) Performing my role as a school
governor and local board director 16) Organising campaign to register
people in ward to vote
I advocate and pre-empt the needs of my constituents, many of whom feel
disenfranchised and marginalised. I represent their views, consult from
and feedback.
I am a very hands on Cllr and involved with lots of in Bloom
group/festival/gala acculay planning all year and on the day. I like to lead
from the front and would never ask anyone to do anything I have not done
myself.
I am accessible 24/7 for all my constituents as well as attending meetings
and involved in as many groups/clubs as possible.
I am always available by telephone or email and attend every community
association meeting in my ward of which there are four. I attend ad hoc
other events in the ward and communicate by leaflet what I am doing as a
councillor on their behalf.
I am born and bred in the community I represent; I am a governor of a
Primary School and 2 High Schools within my ward. I make a point of
trying to attend as many community meetings and events as I possibly
can (PACT meetings, tenant meetings, community events, coffee
mornings, public meetings, Christmas Parties, Chanukah Parties,
Ramadan Iftahs etc.) these give a genuine 2 way connection between me
and my electors, it gives me a first hand account of what issues and
concerns matter to them and how they hope I might be able to address
them. It also reinforces the notion that I am them to serve and support
them in all the aspects of their lives (not just when there are problems).
There are also times where this constant engagement and wider role
means you are the person groups turn to for advice with a particular
project â€“ and this too, is a key part of our role.

I am in constant communication with my constituents as I live in the
neighbouring ward. I shop, pick up from school and go to the same parks
as my constituents. It is the most important & rewarding part of the job.
I am involved with Community organisations such local residents and
traders groups. Community and faith organisations, Schools and traders
groups. I also have an open access to constituents through telephone and
face to face. I always try respond to telephone calls and voice messages.
Working with other two ward colleagues we share the case work which
comes to us through face to face contact, email or telephone. Personal
contact and being available for electors is very important and Effective
way of addressing the concerns of residents.
I am there to serve my community and am available whenever the need
they need help or support. I believe as a local Councillor you need to
attend as many community events as possible which enables you to be a
more effective Councillor
I am there to serve my community and am available whenever they need
help or support. I believe as a local Councillor you need to attend as many
community events as possible which enables you to be a more effective
Councillor
I am very proud to represent the 17500 electors in my ward. I also
represent the people who are not electors, either because they are
children or because they are not on the electoral register. My role is to
represent the entirety of the people living in my ward and although it is a
challenge to get around speaking to all of them individually, we as a team
of councillors are often approached but email, or even thank you cards to
say how grateful people are for our contact and for our help. It is a great
privilege to do what we do.
I attend meetings requested by constituents and groups in the Town. â€“In
a distinct town such as Morley there are many groups and many meetings
to attend. Attached is a list of local organisations. I like to be available to
electors so arrange surgeries at least once w eek and prefer to visit at
constituent for their convenience. Constituents in the modern era of social
media and email expect responses quickly and therefore I respond directly
on casework and issues and do not rely on entirely on Group support
workers.
I became a councillor because, as a member of a residents group, I was
unhappy at the way our local councillors tried to foist their ideas on us,
rather than listening to what we wanted and I felt I could do a better job.
Since becoming a councillor, I've turned up at as many events in my ward
as I can, to talk to people, to find out what they think is good about their
community and how things could be improved and have then tried to
make things happen.
I believe I represent electors by being the "expert" on my area and
community ( I can't claim to be there yet but am working on it!) By having
this knowledge of the ward I know what will impact on my community and
how best to proceed (or protest) proposed initiatives etc. I believe that I
am a voice for the community hearing and understanding their concerns
and reporting back appropriately. Much of what councillors do in terms of
strategic issues is "invisible" to residents but I think that by being part of
decision making processes (and scrutinising decisions) I can work for the
benefit of my immediate community and the city as a whole
I believe one of the most important aspects of my role as a councillor is to
communicate and pass on information from the council to the community.
Council’s consultation techniques are woefully inadequate!

I consider myself as a community champion. I have responsibility for Jobs
+ Skills and welfare. I give advice to local groups and sports clubs and
assist them in making bids to the lottery. Two successful bids totalling
almost Â£250k has resulted. I am currently engaged in a bid for changing
rooms for a local rugby club.
I deal with issues on behalf of all electors and try to resolve issues within
the community and personal to some people/families. It’s a role which
incorporates ensuring the communities are harmonious. Trying to ensure
that our communities are safe and harmonious
I do my best to attend tenants and residents meetings every month and
community groups on a needs basis with some groups needing more
support than others, to visit luncheon clubs and pensioners groups a few
times a year so that they know they can contact me if they need help. I am
a governor at two schools in my ward and Advisory Board Chair at one of
the Children's Centres so visit them but rarely get time to visit the other 3
schools. I attend a PACT meeting every 6 weeks in addition to the
monthly community and TARA meetings. I hold 4 advice surgeries across
the ward but these are less well attended now as except for retired
constituents most people email, call or use social media to raise issues
rather than wait to visit the surgery.
I feel a large part of the Councillor role involves being part of the
community and undertaking work in the ward. It is essential to attend
residents meetings and neighbourhood watch meetings to help resolve
issues, of which there are a lot in my ward. Housing estate walkabouts to
understand issues first hand, being a school governor, running surgeries
and street surgeries, engaging with different groups within the community
are all essential to adequately represent the electors within my ward.
Engaging with the local community is essential to the role -electors want
to feel they're being heard and that they have a voice.
I feel an obligation to my constituents and I engage within my ward and
with individuals in my community. I engage with and participate within
council, for instance in scrutiny - which I take seriously and I believe cross
party working is essential.
I have always been committed to Councillors as guardians and leaders of
their wards and not just agents and representatives of the Council. Issues
with flooding, environment, water, health, transport and so on are our
responsibility. In short, our electorate, our business and partners expect
leadership from Councillors. Ensuring there is public, private and voluntary
sector partnerships, identifying housing needs, involving people and
partners in regeneration are all vital.
I have always been committed to the role of Councillor as a guardian and
leader of the community. We are not just passive agents. Issues like
unemployment; flooding, health and transport are all our responsibilities.
Our electorate expect us to ensure we are there to help local businesses
to encourage the voluntary sector and to ensure we play a key role of
leadership.
I have an active role in community groups around the ward, often in a
position of an elected officer, but also as advisor. It is essential for local
councillors to be highly visible. As budgets are more and more restricted,
the need for councillors to encourage local community activity becomes
even more important.

I have fought many local campaigns successfully and people know that
I'm on their side and will always fight for them in their interest. I spend a lot
of time communicating this to them as well as doing the work. It's
important to be out in the community and have stalls at all local events, do
street surgeries and be highly visible. To achieve this, it takes a lot of time.
I see myself as a champion in our community. I will always do what is best
for my community; this is increasingly hard with unprecedented cuts to the
council budget.
I hold advice surgeries, conduct mobile surgeries in people's homes, I am
active in many local community organisations, take an active part in
running 2 community galas, attend all our resident and tenant groups,
neighbourhood forums, am involved with our 2 emerging neighbourhood
plans, our in bloom groups, Dementia Friendly Beeston and Holbeck,
volunteer at local lunch clubs, help to initiate specific campaigns around
issues such as speeding cars, anti social behaviour, attend estate
walkabouts and community clean ups
I live in the ward so knew the challenges I faced, I have consistently
worked hard to achieve and deliver pledges I made in my manifesto. I
have led by example by taking on the role of environmental champion and
work with both residents and schools. I started an Employment Board and
by working with Employers and partners we are now down -46% on
unemployment. I now Chair Employment Skills and Welfare for three
wards in the city. I work on numerous projects in the ward to try and
improve outcomes for our constituents. I have organised partnership days
and I have embraced Civic Leadership something that I believe is key to
connecting with communities. I have made myself accessible by the
following E mail , Phone, Twitter, Facebook,Linkdin and Snap Chat . I
attend all Community Events when possible and sit on several boards as
a trustee that are all connected to the Community. I will highlight topics
and focus on different ages and groups to work with so I have led many
projects in the community and led campaigns. We are part of a team of
three Councillors in our ward and we all have a different areas of work
there are around 26, 000 people so we have sent 11,000 Councillors
letters in the last 5 months to ask how we can help them.
I represent a ward which has an inner city area, six small Council estates
and the remainder is a very affluent middle class area. The challenges
and issues are very diverse and wide ranging in each of these areas of
the ward. They range from community cohesion, demand for social
housing, environmental, unemployment, low educational attainment,
community safety, planning to health inequalities. As a Councillor I'm
constantly working with electors on individual casework, community
forums and meetings, ward surgeries, older people's forums and other
social events.
I represent electors by making myself always accessible. All my contact
details are widely available and constituents know that they can contact
me at virtually any time and are assured of a quick response. I represent
electors on individual and casework matters pursuing these with council
officers to get correct information to constituents and resolving issues and
problems. Part of the resolution should always involve lesson learning for
the council and for the constituents that mistakes are not repeated. I also
work at a community level on wider shared issues e.g. planning, housing
policy etc. This can be done through raising questions in the relevant
committees, asking questions in council, speaking on issues in council.
We work alongside residents associations, neighbourhood groups and ad
hoc single issue groups on a variety of matters.

I represent the electors by, attending Tenants & residents meeting, School
Governors meeting, Sub group, resident planning meetings, resident and
planning officers, residents and highways officers, environmental officers
and resident, resident and officers estate work, street surgery,
appointment only surgery, Tasking meeting, Hubs meeting, Pact
meetings, Meanwood Valley Partnership meetings, Moortown Group
Meeting. the list is not exhausted, by attend these meeting I am
supporting the electors, take their concern and issues seriously by raising
them try to resolving them in order to help improve their lifes, community
and environment for the better.
I represent them fully on any problem.they have ,I am fully integrated into
my community, and people know me when I walk in the different areas
,and stop and speak to me or just a nod on passing .
I see my role in the community to be there for my constituents, and take
forward issues on their behalf. I often spend time visiting constituents or
dealing with casework outside of normal working hours. I also feel it is
important to be a visible presence in my ward, and get involved as much
as possible in community events, fundraising for local groups, and building
community spirit, but also encouraging residents to become more involved
in such matters.
I take up casework, attend local meetings/functions and am a school
governor. I have lived in the ward I represent for 32 years, (being a
councillor for 13 years). I am known just as "Ann, their local councillor"
and some constituents who don't know the political structure believe I am
their MP. The main thing is that people find me approachable.
I TRY TO BE AT ONE WITH THE COMMUNITY AND GIVE 100%
ATTENTION TO THEIR CONCERNS THIS CREATES CONFIDENCE ON
BOTH SIDES THE CONSTITUENTS KNOW THEY CAN RELY ON ME
AND THIS IS REFLECTED AT ELECTION TIMES
I try to make myself available to meet, discuss, deal with issues, hold
surgeries, attend meetings, use email, try to inform and contact residents
through a newsletter.
I try to represent my constituents as one of them, not from a "Civic Hall
bubble perspective". I push for efficient working always with an eye on
local tax payer getting first class service. ie. cut waste, right first time on
time philosophy. Motivated by a commitment to social justice, determined
to make my ward the best in the city.
I wish I could do more but councillors are very much in the hands of
officers in these economically challenging times. I have to say I wish we
had more power as elected members than we do to get things done. I
sometimes feel officers forget they they and we are here only to meet the
nerds if residents, within reason.
I work with the local Tara groups and the local neighbourhood planning
groups and the other local groups who all work very hard for Rothwell.
In Leeds we have, and continue to, devolve real functions and budgets
directly to the 10 Community Committees and therefore Ward Councillors.
This makes all of us very accountable to our electorate. In my Ward we
engage in 3 Community forums in addition to other traditional means. We
also formulate views and opinions via specific e.g. planning forums.
It is important to represent the views of the whole community and be a
community leader. It is important to listen and sometimes explain that you
cannot always do what the community wishes. Be honest about what is
achievable

Living in the ward and doing most of socialising within it means that I am
well known within the community and very accessible. In fact, a lot of my
casework comes from people approaching me while I am standing at the
bus stop, riding on the bus, going to the local shop or even when I am out
socially in the local pubs or clubs. I coordinate with my fellow members to
try and ensure that at least one of us can attend the various Tenants &
Residents groups. We also talk regularly with the ward's Community
Associations. All this means I know what issues are of concern and can
thus represent them better and more pro-actively
Living in the ward is almost essential. After so long on the council one
becomes known to quite a few people. Who all have friends and
neighbours who may need help. Councillors are approached in
supermarkets, on buses, while walking around the ward and (this week)
while filling up at a petrol station. Representing electors is not a formed
process; it happens unpredictably and without structure every day.
My main surgery opportunity is the local monthly Farmers' Market where I
always pick up substantial amounts of casework over about 6 hours. I also
pick up work from Social Media, telephone, email and other
correspondence. I have a high profile through local events, and often
through representing resident interests for example in Planning and
Licensing. I see my role as to be part of the Community, to understand
what the key issues are as a resident myself, and to be seen to act in the
best interests of the Ward, for example through pursuing solutions to a
lack of school places. I would rather be seen as a conscientious
representative, rather than a leader in the Ward. This extends also to my
Governor role at two local schools which enables me to have a deeper
role in the Ward. As Environment Champion I can, and be seen to, make
a difference very quickly which underlines the representative role of
Councillors.
My role is to give those people a voice who would not have a voice and
ensure that they feel they can make a difference.
My role is very challenging, there is always needs and advice from my
community. Because use of the nature of some of the residents in my
community I always in demand, felling forms, giving advice, accompany
residents to appointments and arranging appointments for members of the
community, go into schools with challenging children where English is not
their first language, and along with whatever they needed.
See previous answers. I tend to be the 'voice of my community', I do not
see myself as the 'voice of the council' and spend a lot of time reminding
residents that I am their voice. I use email, snail mail, Facebook, Twitter,
my website to inform, educate and advise residents. I knock on doors,
speak to people in the pub, at church and in the street to better
understand the community's needs. I raise their concerns in Scrutiny, Full
Council using questions, statements and (now defunct) Community
Backbench Concerns.
Since I because Community Committee Chair we have moved all our
meetings into the community and have gone from no public attendance to
up to 90 member attending. I feel we have moved on a long way- we hold
workshops after every formal Community Committee meeting.
Some examples - War memorial established in ward Bramley Elderly
Action Board Bramley Baths Community asset Board Working with the
Childrens/church groups TARAs Bramley Historical Society Improvements
in parks in ward Setting up Bramley Park Run Improvements to Bramley
Shopping Centre
The BME community are particularly dependent on you because of the
language barriers

The role of a councillor is to fulfil your civic duty. More importantly I
support constituents in my ward through whatever problems and
challenges they may present me, I also accompanied on job centre visits,
and PIP assessments giving much needed support to people who do not
know the system. I'm also not afraid to say it's not my remit or I don’t know
as I believe it's better to be honest I also can't stress the importance of
community groups who give up 100% of their time for free without the
volunteer sector this country would come to a great big halt
The role of councillors in the community has increased dramatically,
particularly due to more delegated roles of Community Committees etc..
also, living in the ward ensures that I am regularity on hand for
constituents to contact. This morning a constituent knocked on my door at
7.30am because of an urgent housing issue. You are always on duty.
To the best of my ability.
We do get heavily involved with the community, this means you often
have to lead and guide groups, advise on aspects of the law. Pull
agencies together. Make things happen. As a councillor you are expected
to do all these things and above all listen to what everyone has to say,
take it on board and act appropriately.
with parity and fairness Listen and Act A councillor is a facilitator between
constituents and the perceived bureaucracy of the council in order to
problem solve
Yes, liaison and communication with transparency on what we do as local
representatives. Meetings with support financially to achieve change and
outcomes. Employment training with a job guarantee working on
transferrable skills to engage with our youth for future employment from
youth to retail is a big challenge and we are winning.
You are on call 24/7: when you are shopping; on days out or trying to
relax in the pub or with family.

Describe how you carry out your work as a Councillor on a day to day basis (open response)
-Email check in the morning -Many meetings with officers from 8am8.30am -Updates with office staff on yesterdays casework,
correspondence and letters -Update phone calls through the day while out
of the office -Lunchtime check emails and make calls to constituents Sometimes lunchtime meetings at Civic Hall with officers and residents Evening check in at Civic Hall and do emails/calls/write letters -Parish
council/resident groups meetings or public meetings -Email and
correspondence at home -Reading council minutes/agendas/papers for
meetings ahead inc. ONE Community Committee, Full Council, Scrutiny
Committee or other outside bodies -Weekends inc. meeting constituents,
council surgeries, emails, available for events (coffee mornings,
Remembrance Service, etc.) and preparations for week ahead On an ad
hoc basis asked to be involved with debates, journalist requests or other
activities in capacity as councillor.
8am to 10am I read my briefs papers for the day; I attend meetings or
catch up on my emails and respond. Every three weeks I have an an all
day planning meeting Thursdays, site visits from 9am - 12pm, committee
meeting 1.30pm - 5.30pm or 7pm. I have officers meetings and Chairs
Brief prior to these meetings - about 4 hours per week. Once a month on
Mondays I attend a Scrutiny Board meeting, about 4 hours. I usually have
weekly briefings with officers of Adult Social Services, Children’s Services,
Housing Services and community organisations plus third sector or NHS
and the Police. I am an active school governor of a local high school and
an adult college, The Northern College, Barnsley. I am also chair of the
Armley Forum which meets every month and also involves chair briefs.
Weekly advice surgeries take up around two hours every week.
Already described
Apart from scheduled meetings and the usual reading of reports, as the
scouts say "be prepared", as you never know what the next hour will bring.

As councillor most of the Council meetings and sub committees that I
need to attend are arranged for the whole year which is the framework
around which all my other work fits into place. I then try to fit in all the
other outside organisations and governing body dates for the year around
this. Once that is done I can then arrange other ad hoc meetings with
residents and officers as when the need arises. My day to day work is
based on these meetings and I deal with any phone call, letters, emails,
texts and casework around them. I open my emails first thing in the
morning to see if there is anything urgent that needs dealing with and if it
does I will try and deal with that before I go to my first meeting. If the
meeting is later in the day I will carry on dealing with my emails, make
phone calls to officers, residents, arrange any meetings with a resident or
officer or both depending on the content of my emails. I'll also chase up
any outstanding casework issues that I've not had a reply to. I'll take
assess what I will need the following day and if there are any papers that I
haven't read, will read these or put aside time later in the day to do that so
that I'm prepared for the meeting. Check if I want to prepare any questions
or speeches for council which is the following week. I may get a call from a
resident with a housing problem. She's getting frustrated because the
officers do not understand the problem with the leak in the bathroom
causing water to drip through the ceiling. I'll arrange to visit at time
suitable for the resident. Following the visit I'll email housing explaining the
issue and ask questions. If housing can't understand the problem I'll
arrange to meet an officer at the house and discuss it with him/her.

As councillor most of the Council meetings and sub committees that I
need to attend are arranged for the whole year which is the framework
around which all my other work fits into place. I then try to fit in all the
other outside organisations and governing body dates for the year around
this. Once that is done I can then arrange other ad hoc meetings with
residents and officers as when the need arises. My day to day work is
based on these meetings and I deal with any phone call, letters, emails,
texts and casework around them. I open my emails first thing in the
morning to see if there is anything urgent that needs dealing with and if it
does I will try and deal with that before I go to my first meeting. If the
meeting is later in the day I will carry on dealing with my emails, make
phone calls to officers, residents, arrange any meetings with a resident or
officer or both depending on the content of my emails. I'll also chase up
any outstanding casework issues that I've not had a reply to. I'll take stock
of what I will need the following day and if there are any papers that I
haven't read, will read these or put aside time later in the day to do that so
that I'm prepared for the meeting. Check if I want to prepare any questions
or speeches for council which is the following week. I get a call from a
resident with a housing problem and is frustrated because officers don't
understand the problem with the leak in the bathroom causing water to
drip through the ceiling. I arrange to visit that suits the resident and fits in
with the meeting/s. Following the visit I'll send an email to housing
explaining the issue and ask questions. If housing still can't understand
the problem I'll arrange to meet an officer at the house and discuss it with
him/her.

Attend appointments schedules in daily planner. These include individual
case work issues, community issues, council events - formal and informal,
learning opportunities. Chair external and informal strategic committees
and consultative and community events e.g.. Farmers' market, craft work,
school governor activities in local schools. Support local churches with out
of hour’s activities. Attend scouts, choirs, music groups, craft groups,
allotments groups, flower arrangement classes etc. Chairing of at least 6
committees, supporting ASC team attend education and information
sessions arranged for all councillors.
Attendign meetings-whether these are community meetings or council
appointed meetings. Ensuring that preparation has been done for
meetings-all issues are understood. Ensuring emails are answered-I can
receive around 60/70 emails a day and all need reading and answering in
a timely manner and a the issue raised need dealing with. Attending
meetings with residents to resolve casework. Meeting with residents in
sheltered housing and similar accommodation-it is essential to engage
with everyone in the community so undertaking street stalls and surgeries
in sheltered accommodation and similar is important. Residents
meetings/neighbourhood meetings mainly happen isn't the evening as do
group meetings and community meetings so a Councillors day can last
until 10pm several times a week.
Attention to detail with case work. Lots of pro-active reporting within the
ward. High visibility in ward/walkabouts etc. High attendance at community
meetings and surgeries. Try to attend all council briefings and training.
Full attendance at statutory meetings and associated sub/working
groups/site visits.
BY VISITING THEM OR TELEPHONE OR E MAIL AND OF COURSE
ARRANGING SITE VISITS WITH OFFICERS OR MEETING GROUPS AT
LOCAL MEETINGS
Check emails - responding appropriately and taking actions relevant to the
case. To listen to phone messages and follow through. To visit groups,
residents and collate information which may require following up and
making appropriate follow up plans. Probably attending briefings or
meetings on council or outside bodies. During early evening governing
body meetings are often held with sub group meetings in between.
Community group meetings with site visits to arrange and discuss with
departments. Scrutiny work fits in between. Diary has to be kept to fit in
other work bodies. Public meetings are organised and local events
attended to support organisations - as well as picking up issues.
Check overnight emails first thing. Deal with what I can, put those needing
help through to office support. Visit any residents needing me. Visit sites
of any complaint/problem. To Civic for any meetings/briefings. Deal with
whip/group business, committees, boards, etc. Discuss group business
with Group Office Manager. Home to deal with any more that has come in
through the day. Attend evening committees etc.
Constantly have my iPad with me - checking and replying to emails
between meetings. Structured time is split between formal meetings and
work in and for the ward which is self nominated
Couple of hours in the morning dealing with emails, reading agendas etc.
Rest of day in meetings, visits or discussions with people who may stop
me on the street.

Deal with emails and mail Deal with casework Read papers, reports etc.
Attend meetings; community, council, officer and other meetings Visit
organisations as necessary Look round the ward at problem areas, often
with residents Meet residents as necessary
Do reading and written work at home as much as possible rather than at
the Civic Hall. Call in at the Civic Hall or Morley Town Hall as needed. Out
and about on visits, meetings, community events 5 or 6 days a week. The
Civic Hall allows document storage, current and immediately useful
papers I keep at home. Constituents contact by telephone (I am in the
directory), by email or letter (not many nowadays). Simple enquiries i.e.
missed bin collections or is dealt with by my office support staff. Others I
deal with either at home or site visits are often useful as people are able to
show and explain problems better. We do still have formal surgeries, but
they are not attended as much now. Everyone has to evolve around times
and dates of community meetings, which I believe are a Councillors first
duty except 'Community Committees' which are now very poor and of little
discernible value.
Due to my Exec Role I am a full time Councillor. I do however try to
ensure I have one day a week dedicated to community and ward issues as these could easily be neglected due to council wide responsibilities. I
regularly work weekends and most evenings. I try to attend as many
community events and meetings as possible.
Due to the diverse nature of being a councillor I try to break up my day
into segments to ensure that all the bases are being covered. Set around
the councils diary of meetings and community needs intertwined with this
is constituents calls and emails and emergency ward matters. This is brief
but each day is so varied.
Emails & phone calls before and in-between meetings and at end of day.
Cycle to all meetings. Each day is different so no 'usual' day. Details of
days are listed in answers to previous questions.
Every day is different and there is no routine. I do as much work as I can
at home. I am officially retired, and am able to give a higher proportion of
my time to the role than others. We do divide roles locally as best we can
to ensure the most effective handling. If I have no meetings I tend to focus
on correspondence or preparation for future days. I will also go out to
meet people who have ward issues. I frequently visit residents about
issues ranging from complex Planning problems, to noise, to school
places, to roads. I am also often asked to attend events simply as a ward
Councillor. Visits always generate a lot of correspondence as does Email
and this can take several hours in a day. Where there are meetings,
especially on complex issues in public transport, as a school governor, or
in WY Joint Services, I often spend substantial periods ensuring that I
know the background and have appropriate and telling points to make. I
am likely to spend substantial time in advance of Full Council ensuring I
have a polished speech to give of the right length. For other meetings
where timing is less regulated I prefer to work to bullet points. I frequently
have formal or informal evening meetings too, and these do eat into
"family time". I do also believe that I need to be seen taking a direct
interest in my Support Exec role, and sometimes attend street outreach at
night looking for rough sleepers. Travel is a significant issue as a return
trip to the Civic Hall can take up to an hour, including incidental time. Two
trips in a day can significantly eat into a day.

Every day is different. Some specific time is dedicated to preparing for and
attending formal meetings. I believe equally important is to follow up and
monitor relevant agreed actions happen! As a Scrutiny Board Chair I
dedicate significant time to meet external providers, trusts,
commissioners, interest groups, regulators and so on. As Chair of the
Yorkshire and Humber Overview Committee, this takes me outside of
Leeds too. As a Ward Councillor, along with my colleagues, I engage daily
with constituents, officers, external agencies (Police, Health Housing
associations for example) and also liaise with our local MP. A lot of cases
require urgent action (homelessness, welfare, domestic violence, debt). I
see my role as "making a difference to peoples lives".
Every day is very different. I plan commitments/activity to fit as efficiently
as possible through the day. An example day below: 8am meeting ward
colleagues on local issues 9am - 12pm Scrutiny Board meeting 12.301.15pm Site visit to development in the ward to meet with residents 1.302.30pm Briefing from Housing Manager in ward 2.30pm Consultation
meeting with health colleagues in a doctors surgery in the ward on
proposed new wellbeing centre 4pm Community surgery 7pm - 9.30pm
Bramley Community Forum (chair) (often runs to 10pm)
First thing check emails and Facebook. Can take several hours. Then
attend meeting. In the evening again with Facebook and emails.
First thing I do on waking up at 6am is to check over-night emails and
social media, update my website with community information if necessary
and post updates on Facebook and twitter. Ad hoc meetings with
residents/officers or deliver leaflets and talk to residents whilst doing so. I
am constantly checking emails and social media for casework or issues to
raise awareness of on social media or via the local press. I attend
meetings two to three nights per week.
Given I have been responsible for budgets, leadership, devolution, etc. for
Council, I've been fortunate to have officers support. Unfortunately,
officers support is reducing dramatically so often we are left with
telephoning or emailing constituents ourselves. As a result of e-mails,
social media, many of us rely on our own computer skills. As always we
often work 6/7 days a week, tenants meetings surgeries, governors
meetings and so on which many take place at weekends and the evening.
Every day I visit the Council in order to get briefings, correspondence or
attend seminars. Naturally I include my role as WYCA Chair of the
Transport Committee and members of the investment committee on these
visits.
Go through my email and telephone messages and reply to emails/return
phone calls. Take up new casework and chase up on-going casework.
Visit constituents where there is a problem I need to see for myself e.g.
damp in council housing or other requests for repairs/ concerns about
planning applications/ traffic safety concerns and other Highways matters,
etc. (As I do not have a car and mainly walk or bus around the ward it is
normal for constituents that see me to stop me to give me casework or ask
about something - so I always have a pen and notebook with me. Go to
Civic Hall, if necessary, for meetings.
How long have you got, each day, check e-mails, attend meetings, meet
residents, answer phone calls and meet with officers.

I am available via the Civic hall, Social Media, telephone and at my
workplace. I keep in touch with the Group Office on a daily basis and
communicate with constituents as much as I can. I attend many meetings
in the Civic Hall on my internal role and also external roles as a
representative of the Council. This includes many meetings on an evening
when required and invited by local community groups
I am available via the Civic Hall, Social Media, telephone and at my
workplace. I keep in touch with the group office on a daily basis and
communicate with constituents as much as I can. I attend many meetings
in the Civic Hall on my internal role and also external roles as a
representative of the Council. This includes many meetings on an evening
when required and invited by local community groups.
I am busy every minute of the day trying to fit in all of the tasks I need to
complete. I work evenings and weekends as well as during the day.
I am constantly juggling and spend a lot of time driving very fast between
East Leeds (where I work), West Leeds and the Civic. I fit hours and
meetings around each other. I also work very late every night responding
to emails. The sheer volume of emails is massive and the only way I can
keep on top of them is to respond on the day they come in.
I can send you copies of my diary if you like. I am filling this in on a
Sunday evening when I should be and would prefer to be spending time
with my children because there simply aren't enough hours in the day to
complete this during the week!
I carry out day to day work by representing the electors in the ward on
various issues and communication channels as stipulated in the previous
section. I'm also involved and sit on Community Committee and various
sub-committees. I represent the Council on outside bodies which I'm
appointed to. I also sit on other statutory committees and group meetings.
As a member of the Executive Board I spend considerable time in carrying
out duties related to my portfolio. It involves meetings with officers,
partners in the FE sector, business sector and the voluntary sector.
I engage with constituent issues and on their behalf work with officers to
resolve individual issues. I attend meetings, for example residents
associations, plus council meetings such as scrutiny and full council. I
have 1:1 briefings with officers. I perform scrutiny business and follow
what is expected of my role. I attend surgeries on a regular basis. I deliver
the party newsletter I visit constituents as required. I canvas my ward.
I engage with many of the local groups, ie. tenants, residents, parish
councils, sports clubs, churches, older people's groups, neighbourhood
networks, youth services, local schools. I always attend surgeries and as
many ward meetings as possible. I always allow time to make sure
casework is up to date and realise that social media is the future and try to
keep my page up to date.
I fit my council meeting around work. I work full time. I work on my emails
every evening. I rely very heavily on the iPad I have from the council. Most
of my communication is by email. I use my Filofax to manage my diary
and to keep track of my meetings.

I have a diary that is divided with this is split into Ward 70% and Council
30 % unfortunately you can not plan for instance last week I had residents
homeless and in need of urgent accommodation. Residents on the wrong
level of allowance and Scrutiny work on Fees and Charges . The phone
can ring and if it is an emergency you simply have to leave what you’re
doing and concentrate on the case . I am well organised and carry dicta
phone and all labour saving devices IPAD, Mobile Phone etc. . Your home
address is also a place that residents will visit and you can't plan that in
your day .
I have no structure to how I do this. Put simply as a nurse that has to work
30 hours over a 24 hour, 7 days a week cycle/rota I fit council work in as
and when possible. As my A&E 'rota's' are finalised 4-6 in advance I have
to 'second guess' 'council days' (days set aside by myself to attend full
Council, Scrutiny etc. and to undertake casework, meetings and 'project'
work etc.). As an example this week..... Monday - (Day off from 'day job')
Check emails, social media, follow-up casework and project work. Attend
a community led housing meeting related to planned housing allocation
this evening Tuesday - (paid work 07.30 to 20.30 hours) - check emails
and social media during breaks, tag for follow up in evening. Wednesday
(paid work 07.30 to 20.30) - do it all again. Miss political meeting due to
work. Thursday (Day off) meet with former Alderman, attend Group
Meeting and meet with local 'pub action' group. Catch up on casework
etc., monitor social media, fire fight as necessary. Friday (paid work 07.30
to 20.30) monitor and respond as necessary to email and social media, try
and find time to start reading papers for following weeks Full Council.
Saturday - (Day off) - Resident Surgery and Street Surgery. Deliver
political leaflets communicating what I and my colleagues are doing in the
community. Monitor and catch up on emails, snail mail and social media.
Sunday - attend Remembrance Day services in Yeadon (lay a wreath on
behalf of Lord Mayor), attend service and parade in Otley in the afternoon.
Start night shift in A&E at 20.15 hours until 07.45 hours on Monday
morning.. The following week starts with 2 night shifts finishing Tuesday
morning, wake up at lunchtime (having had 3 hours sleep) to attend
Community Committee Health Sub-committee then attend local
community group AGM (Walkers are Welcome). Wednesday is a Full
Council day (where I'm not sure yet I'll find the time to prepare) and
Yeadon Tarn Users Group meeting in the evening. Lots more but at

I have to spend at least a couple of hours a day dealing with emails and
phone calls. I visit residents, schools and community groups all the time
and I need to phone, email and meet with officers on a daily basis.
Scrutiny committees and various children's committees take up time.

I manage my diary and have the regular meetings scheduled on a daily
basis such as community groups; community forums; PACT; school
governor; surgeries; street surgeries; community committees along with
civic duties such as full council, scrutiny and sub groups etc. On a daily
basis I manage my email at least 3 times a day and pick up case work and
officer led Councillor info, this may lead to further meeting requirements.
Daily I also manage my Councillor face book site, Twitter, Instagram and
WhatsApp ensuring all community and city events are promoted whilst
also answering queries and picking up case work. My telephone is
accessible for constituents at all times and any calls that can be answered
are done immediately and messages are replied to in a timely manner.
Scrutiny of planning applications and licensing requests in required weekly
with action to consult the community through letter production and social
media. In addition all ad hoc work that comes my way is slotted into the
diary to ensure that the needs of my constituents are met. There is also a
requirement for my attendance at Civic duties for which usually notice is
provided. My community committee is very proactive which results in a
number of subgroup attendance requirements which again are managed
through being organised through diary management.
I meet with councillor officers most days of the week. I carry out Council
Surgeries on Saturdays three weeks out of four. I attend local committees
of voluntary groups, such meetings often taking place in the daytime, as
well as official Leeds City Council meetings.
I spend an hour dealing with emails, an hour or so reading papers. I will
call constituents also. I attend at least one meeting either with councillors
and/or officers or community meetings.
I split my time between attending Council Meetings and other relevant
meetings, to keep up to date on matters that affect my constituents and
my ward. I am very involved in planning matters relating to the ward,
particularly large scale developments that might impact on local
infrastructure. I will often make home visits or speak to people from home,
as I make my home telephone number available to my constituents.
Where necessary I will arrange meetings with Council officers, or call on
the assistance of the Group Office to help resolve constituents€™
complaints/issues. I often drive round the ward, and where I notice issues
of concern, report these immediately to the appropriate council
department. I regularly attend residents€™ meetings and again take
forward any issues that residents might raise. Three weeks out of four
each month, colleagues and I hold council surgeries where residents are
invited to meet with us to raise any concerns. We also hold Street
Surgeries at intervals throughout the year, as well as visiting people at
home. Myself and my colleagues are very focussed on crime and anti
social behaviour, and regularly meet with the police, as well as attending
local neighbourhood meetings. As stated previously, all three ward
councillors for Calverley and Farsley live within the ward, and are very
pro-active in supporting local businesses, as well as local community
groups. Our aim is to make all areas of the ward, Calverley, Farsley and
Rodley, safe and attractive places to live and work, and in order to
encourage good community cohesion, we maintain a highly visible
presence throughout the ward.

I think it is impossible to describe a typical day for a councillor. Some days
there will be formal meetings, scrutiny boards etc. other days might be
spent in the community - informal visits or meetings with residents groups,
third sector partners, schools etc. Every day there will be contact with
residents - by phone or letter usually by email or in person and casework
to complete or chase up. I'm also likely to communicate with colleagues,
other councillors or officers or other partners on a daily basis and to
update social media.
I try and split the day to allow me to do council business as well as
running a new business - the balance is not always easy. Some days
there will be an estate walkabout or a meeting with council officers or a
meeting with local residents or a council meeting. 3 or 4 evenings a week
will see a residents meeting or neighbourhood forum.
I try to deal with all the telephone calls and messages on daily basis,
subject to consultation with other ward councillors respond to most emails
within 24/48 hours. Some of this work requires follow up. Attend meetings;
do follow up work and preparation on a daily basis for the relevant
committees, working groups and working parties.
I usually get up about 7am and turn on the computer to see if there have
been any issues overnight and to respond to anything not done the day
before. I don’t like people waiting too long for a response. I look at twitter
and Facebook to see if there are any messages too. I would try to arrange
to leave the house about 9 to 9.30 for the days meetings. Sometime it is a
little earlier as breakfast meetings are becoming more popular. There are
a number of meetings at several locations across the city so being able to
drive and to park easily are vital. I try to make plenty of time to call on
residents for individual casework if they need me. We have regular
surgeries but the poster also says call us and we will come whenever you
need us. In the eventing we often have residents meetings of events the
resident invite us to. This is important in such a diverse community as we
want to make sure everyone knows we are there for them. Even at home
the computer is always on ready to respond.
I wake up as a councillor and go to sleep as a councillor. A significant
amount of time every day is spent undertaking the job.

I would my current typical week as follows Working day (currently three
days a week) Check emails early morning prior to going to going to work
for 8.30. Some urgent calls or emails have to be dealt with during working
hours. Occasionally attend lunchtime meetings during a working day for
certain meetings. Most evenings there will be an event or meeting to
attend related to council business (for example this ranges from a School
governor€™s subcommittee meeting, a political meeting or to
resident€™s groups meetings ) Generally after arriving home in the
evening I will respond to emails, read meeting papers and respond to
consultations. I am currently responding to consultations on the Site
allocation plan, three individual planning applications, education
admission and the Kirklees LDF as this is an adjoining authority and their
proposal will impact on my ward. Non-working day Attendance at formal
council committee meetings, associated working groups, outside bodies
Lead member meetings and extended cabinet CLT meetings Other
constituency visits, preparation of comments on planning issues, schools
visits. Cluster meetings, Site visits, Residents meetings, other meeting
e.g. Morley Town Centre Management Board meeting, Community
committee Friday evening surgery. Political meetings on many Fridays.
Weekend Alternate Saturday surgeries for constituents at a local
supermarket. Civic events, Community events, prepare press releases for
the local paper, party political work. Constituency casework catch up.
Sundays â€“ press releases, preparation for formal meetings, reading of
local papers and special local government journals

It varies greatly from day to day. I spend a lot of time on mails, social
media and dealing with cases. Cases can be complicated and involve a lot
of different agencies. You are never off duty and can be walking to the
chip shop and get three cases on the way. Most of the work is in the
community and dealing with cases, however, there are still formal
meetings. We attend evening, community meetings, Neighbourhood
Watch, community groups e.g. business forums, Calverley Lights, etc.
There are more community groups than ever now stemming from people
wanting to make their lives better.
May I say at the outset that I absolutely love my position as a councillor,
representing my ward, portfolio, community committee and city. However,
it is a 24/7 position. The amount of thinking required is immense,
dominating all aspects of your life. I frequently find that I never stop
thinking about council work all throughout the day. No amount of
remuneration could ever compensate someone for this burden.
Fortunately, it does not have to, since the job is immensely enjoyable and
there is nothing quite like it. It should be noted that you do require a
certain standard of living to survive and I cannot recommend being a
councillor to anyone under-40, with a young family or in a full time job with
any hope of promotion because of its anti-social, constant and irregular
activity, making it impossible to raise children or commit the necessary
time to your work. I am extremely sympathetic to employers of councillors,
since this must present them with an incredible inconvenience.
Most of my daily work is with or for residents. I hold a street surgery every
week and it inevitably leads to days of referring on to officers and following
up. I visit residents with issues virtually every day. I have to visit the Civic
Hall several times a week for meetings. Most evenings are spent following
up emails of preparing for meetings.
My day is filled with activity both as a ward councillor and a city councillor
and I am happy for my diary to be scrutinised.

My day to day routine is highly dependent on the municipal calendar.
Once I have taken into account any appointments I have to attend I can
then think about slotting in other meetings. The result is that I have to
come down to the Civic Hall or other Council offices at least 2-3 days per
week. I attend briefings from Officers, political group meetings and
meetings of other boards to which I have been appointed by the Council.
In addition to the above, I often spend well over 5 hours per week doing
party related activities
My mobile number is available on the Leeds City Council website. I
believe every member of our community should be able to contact me
24/7. I have an open Facebook and twitter account. As Councillors we are
the first port of call. My wards is very large and on the outskirts of Leeds
and being in the ward and getting into the Civic Hall is sometimes
hardwork. I am always available for anyone in my ward. I spend a lot of
time in the Civic Hall for meetings which are mainly through the day and
luckily most ward meetings are on an evening time. Most Councillors can
be out from morning till night but this is so they are doing the role for the
best of the people we represent.
No two days are ever the same. However, here is an example of how
recently I spent a day. Had a briefing at the Civic Hall first thing in the
morning. Returned home mid-morning and did some work on my
computer. After lunch, I went to visit an older couple, who had contacted
me about a problem they were experiencing. Home to do further work on
the computer, including seeking advice on how the Council could best
help the older couple. After supper, by invitation, I visited a Guide
company in one of the villages in my ward.
On a day to day basis, including weekends and holidays check and
responding to emails at any time, usually first thing in the morning but also
all day and in the evening. As chief whip I will often be in the leader’s
office having leadership meetings or policy meetings with cabinet
members. I manage member behaviour so I deal with any complaints from
the public or from other councillors and liaise with our governance team
on how to manage cases. I manage the effective running of full council
meetings and so have various briefings and whips meetings about running
order and white papers. I work from home and from the office, dealing with
constituent issues as they come in and working to resolve other issues
that are on going as described. In the evening I might have a community
meeting such as the meanwood valley partnership. I might have had a
response from a highways officer around the work for a 20mph zone to
report back to them. Or we might take some information about planning
strategy to them. These meetings generate work and so I might need to
set up a meeting with officers to lobby them on behalf of my constituents.
It's useful that I live in my ward but that it only takes 5 minutes to get to the
civic hall. I also have two small children and childcare to factor in.
One has to be prepared in a flexible way. When one is needed to attend
planned meetings during the day, the office work has to do be managed
on none meeting days. Reading and answering electronically can be very
time consuming and dealing with messages can come at any time of the
day. I reply once to a message at 9.15pm on a Sunday evening and the
reply received was 'Thank you for your prompt reply; I thought you might
have Sundays off'. I mostly work from home.
Respond to both emails/phone calls on a daily basis. Also attend
meetings. Visit community in their homes if required to do so

Responding to emails Attending meetings and briefings Setting up and
delivering street surgeries Communicating with residents on various local
issues Input into planning applications Attending scrutiny board and
examining papers Preparing for Group meetings and attending same
Prepare for Full Council Prepare for Fire Authority meetings Prepare for
public meetings Attending residents meetings Following up actions from
all the above Attending events in the ward e.g. local church events, school
events Acting as secretary to 2 local residents associations Attending
school governor meetings and sub-committees Challenging officers and
fighting e.g. planning applications
Responding to the many emails, social media, personal face to face
enquiries, and phone calls. Attending the numerous meetings. Reading a
lot to keep abreast of what is happening so I can be there for my
community and know what is happening. Campaigning on the issues that
matter in my ward. Getting out there in the ward and talking to people. The
work is never ending but I love it.
Return miss calls, reply to emails, attend meetings, make phone calls,
arrange meetings, do case work, read meetings papers, visit residents
who have arranged appointments, contact officers, read policies do diary.
See above, plus: Every day, I open emails and answer, forward or file as
necessary. Calls arrive any time of the day or evening and I have a habit
of asking callers if I can visit them, to understand their problems, on a
Sunday morning. With planning matters, this is always the best way to
reach an opinion. It is also part of our duties to go with constituents to
meet council officials, the better to understand points of view that are often
in conflict.
Sending and responding to emails and phone calls Attending meetings
and briefings Setting up and delivering street surgeries Communicating
with residents on various local issues Input into planning applications
Attending Scrutiny Board, pre-scrutiny briefings with scrutiny officer and
follow up work including sub-committees Preparing for and attending
group meetings Preparing for and attending Full Council Preparing for and
attending public meetings Attending residents group meetings and follow
up work Attending ward events - e.g. church and school events Attending
school governor meetings and sub-groups Meeting with officers,
challenging officers Submitting comments on planning applications
spend 2 hours every evening reading papers, answering emails or
attending community meetings

The day is divided in to three main components. Attending meetings,
preparing for meetings, ward visits and dealing with correspondence and
phone calls. The majority of correspondence is through e-mail both within
the council and from residents. Because our contact details are so widely
circulated I do get a large number of telephone calls to my home. Many of
these in the week end and evenings and calls received during the day if I
am out at meetings have often to be responded to in the evening. I
consider my role as councillor a full time job and carry it out as such. The
formal meetings are fixed in the diary normally for the full municipal year
and other council meetings are normally set with plenty of notice to aid
diary management. Casework and constituents issues crop up at all times
and have to be dealt with. They often come in via e-mail and telephone.
Dealing with them may involve a meeting with the constituent to actually
see the problem they are talking about or simply because a face to face
meeting is preferable. Representing and resolving the issue also takes
phone call and/or e-mails to relevant council officers and depending on
the nature of the problem meeting with officers. E-mails and calls to
officers need to be followed up and I have a diary follow up system to
make sure this happens. The above is the core work. I addition there are
weekly and monthly surgeries in locations around the ward. Some at the
weekend and some in the week. We have regular evening street surgeries
combined with residents surveys and at weekends we frequently are in
the ward on an ad hoc basis to meet residents on the door step so that
they are aware of their ward councillors and what we do.

The nature of being a Councillor is that every day is different and there is
no typical daily routine. That being said, what every day does have in
common is that I am contactable by my residents at all hours of the day
and night. I have a regular stream of phone calls and emails from
residents and officers which I am expected to respond to. Looking at this
week in my diary, I have at least one meeting every day including
Saturday and Sunday. Two of my days won't finish until after 9pm and on
my quietest day (Sunday) I have only one community event in the
afternoon although I plan to use the morning to work on the casework I
pick up at my surgeries on the Saturday. Being a Councillor is not an easy
job and it is a huge commitment. Our day-to-day activity can largely be
divided into the role we play representing our community and the one we
play running our city. Both are fundamental. Leeds is a very large and
very diverse city. We need every one of our 99 Councillors to give a voice
to the 700,000+ people in Leeds and work hard to make our city the best it
can be.
There are two major roles. Firstly I am Chair of Licensing which is
responsible for Taxi, gambling, licensed premises etc. This role is well
supported by officers along with my other role as lead member on
Environment and Community Safety. The other major role relates to day to
day responses to emails, phone calls, social media, street surgeries,
official surgeries in a ward that has over 17,00 electorate. Sadly resources
for this role has been dramatically cut which means I carry out this within
my own time and resource. Every day I visit the council in order to ensure
I deal with briefings, correspondence, seminars, delegations and other
relevant matters.

This is an almost impossible question to answer as there a rarely two days
the same. As I work full time, I have to slot council meetings and
constituent emails and phone calls within the working day as they arise. I
try to give an initial response or reply to every communication within an
hour of it coming in. From 4.30pm almost every day I am engaged in
council business of one sort or another until around 7.30pm to 8pm. I then
spend every night â€“ with the exception of Friday and Saturday night
working on casework, reading papers, writing and answering emails â€“
usually from around 10pm to around 2am.
Time management, between home,home, office and all the other
meetings in the community and wherever am requested. Very challenging.
Tuesdays and Thursdays are council days. I attend my other job on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday but I attend full council and scrutiny on
some Wednesday having to take holiday from work. On these days I tend
to undertake committee meetings, ward meetings, meetings related to my
support executive role and some casework visits. Mon-Friday evenings
involve Group meetings, party meetings, community meetings and
meetings to do with my support executive role (usually as a guest
speaker). If I am not out I will do casework and correspondence or on my
return. It is unusual to finish before 11pm and often not until mid-night on
admin and correspondence. Saturdays I undertake street surgeries,
campaigning, community events and casework that can't be done in the
week. I also do occasional Sundays e.g. Remembrance Sundays.
Typically 2 half days per month on a Sunday.
Up at 4am spending time reading writing preparing for meetings visit into
wards, daily preparation for hand delivery on employment vacancies plus
local deliveries of letters to constituents. Liaison with Construction
Services on casework. West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue meetings, training
plus visits plus seminars to keep our community safe is a top priority.
Tasking meetings with Police positive in bringing down crime and ASB.
Transparency with community on demands can we meet them or be firm
and say why. Cuts caused by external forces have caused a lot of distress
to local people working in partnerships with trade unions has been positive
but damaging to memberships loss of jobs, voluntary work, litter picking
plus looking after shopping needs for my elderly citizens.
with full commitment every day ,on whatever is needed to do .

Is there anything else about your experience of being a Leeds councillor that might be relevant to the
Council's submission on council size? (open response)
1) It is very easy to criticise. However, in general the popularity of
Councils/Councillors is far higher than those of MP's. 2) We cover for each
other in a 3 person Ward, e.g., in my Ward we had a very ill Councillor for
some time (who sadly died), single person Wards are particularly very
difficult. 3) Leeds is a very diverse City, growing fast, +70,000 houses by
2026. It also covers both inner City and sub City and Country. Very few
other LA's do this.
A decision/role description for councillors can't have the present multitude
and array of functions. If there were only two of us we would probably
have to decide who was neighbourhood focussed and who was more
strategic, city wide focussed. If there was only one of us I suspect we're
talking about simply having a case work approach. Strategic development
and city wide contributions would have to go. The unvaried network of this
one or two councillor approach would certainly not be attractive to me.
Ownership/familiarity with neighbourhoods and the ability to work in a full
range of capacities within the ward is why I became a councillor!
All three ward councillors in this ward work similar hours. We take it in
turns to work deal with planning applications on a monthly basis. We
share surgery workload and attendance. If there were fewer councillors in
the ward individual workload would increase significantly
Although, ward size and population are important factors to consider.
Needs and deprivation of an area should also be taken into consideration.
Armley is a complex area with 23% BME population. We need to ensure
representation in wards which is why 3 councillors are necessary.
As grants continue to be reduced, as demands particularly in relation to
our elderly grow, our challenge as local councillors is to look for more
innovative and creative solutions which is more stressful and indeed much
harder than relying on local state delivery. Our population continues to
grow and as a city we are planning to build 72,000 houses within the next
15-20 years. The challenge of time is compounded by the trend to
delegate more front line services to local areas unfortunately with reduced
capacity. Given there is a massive issue of lack of resources,houses,
childcare, education places, the demands of local people continue to
grow.
As resources in the form of grants diminishes, our challenge to be
innovative, be creative and look at civic enterprise become more
important. The devolution to local areas also gives greater responsibility to
local ward members. Leeds continues to grow (now 812,000) and our
wards continue to raise new issues and demands. Child Care.
Communities, particularly in these days of austerity still have massive
issues like homelessness which is now facing its biggest crisis since
becoming a member.
at time we are over stretched,and the time we have to work un-social
hours ,a lot of people would not do it
Balancing work/job alongside a role as a Councillor can often be trying
and becomes about prioritising needs, matters or issues and while this is
possible often it involves keeping a sharp and accurate diary. Why we
can't conference call into certain meetings, e.g. with officers, that are not
officially minuted meetings I do not know?

Being in such a busy inner city ward the work load would be impossible to
manage particularly with cuts to staff, meaning little pro-active work is
done by officers, so it's down to Councillors to do it and follow up. The
hours above very much estimate my typical day is (6 of the 7). Sleep 6
hours, dog walk 1.5 hours, me time 3 hours, 13.5 hours council work
consisting of meetings/case work/ related travel/community meetings.
*This is usually a ward walkabout to engage with constituents. etc.
Councillors are heavily engaged in the running of the council. Although we
use an executive model we demand that councillors are heavily involved
in decision making bodies in order to ensure democracy is not just about
voting in meetings but about local member accountability and effective
governance. This applies to all councillors regardless of party. We are a
large council and we are proud of our significant successes. I believe that
this shows our political representation and governance system works. We
ask a lot from our councillors, they have a very busy diary and are
expected to take on outside roles such as school governing bodies and
other appointments nominated by the council. It is also true to say that the
city is in an unprecedented period of growth. Our housing growth plans
approved by the Government Inspector are to grow by 70000 dwellings
over the next 20 years. This process itself incorporated significant
councillor involvement to identify sites in the city. We are already growing
as a city with lots of city centre development taking place and many
planning permissions granted. In order to manage this growth effectively
and share the prosperity of the city as widely as possible we should keep
our effective governance arrangements in place.
Councillors put in a lot of hard work on behalf of constituents and ensuring
the probity of the council. To increase the workload by reducing the
number of council members would prohibit many people from coming
forward to be councillors, especially those with families, care
responsibilities and work commitments.
Depending on the makeup of the community. The role can be very
demanding because of the factors of the different needs of the community
Every Councillor is also a politician, but will mostly also have a family.
They are not unique in having multiple commitments, but there is a major
impact on private life from the demands, especially, for evening meetings.
This does press heavily on their time. Also, the job is biggest for the most
conscientious. It will never "be done" there is always something more that
could be done, especially at a time when people are being pressed by
welfare and other expenditure cuts. Minimising the time available to do the
work, for example by reducing Councillor numbers, will simply mean it is
done less well.
Given the workload faced by myself, and my two ward colleagues, I
believe it would be impossible to offer the level of service constituents
expect if there were not three councillors within each ward, particularly as,
in order to provide a diversity of skills and backgrounds, it is likely that in
most wards at least one councillor will be in either full or part time
employment.
I am totally convinced that 1 councillor per ward is the right way forward,
though obviously the ward size needs to reflect a suitable workload.
Although my office are hardworking, diligent and highly motivated, staffing
levels need to reflect the sheer number of councillors and their enormous
size of wards.

I believe that it imperative that the number of Councillors we have
representing the city remains the same if we are to give our constituents
the services they need. It is not possible for less than three Councillor's
per ward given all their personal, employment and ward commitments for
Councillors to work at their best ability
I believe that no matter how small or large the ward is there is a
requirement for the three councillors to work together as it is not possible
for 1 person to deliver the required workload and meet their constituents
needs. Organisation and a mixed skill base is necessary to enable a ward
to achieve the maximum from its three councillors. As we move more
towards electronic platforms the skills of a Councillor are changing and we
must ensure that training is provided to keep all up to date ensuring
equality across our wards and meeting the communication needs of our
constituents including those where English is not the first language.
I believe that the workload of a councillor shouldn't be so great that only
the unemployed or retired can take on the role. We need councillors who
are out in the real world and mixing with people who aren't involved in
politics.
I believe the council reflects its wards and constituents; it is a dynamic
force for the good of the city of Leeds and its people. It does not require
any outside alterations in my opinion.
I believe with the size of some of our wards and it being a growing city, it
is important we keep all 99 Councillors.
I believe, given the size of my own ward at over 18,000 voters (equivalent
to the size of a small town), to manage with less than 3 councillors per
ward would be incredibly difficult. I don't believe it would be possible for
anybody in the city to do the job of a councillor properly in less than 30
hours per and as I have shown, actually significantly more are needed in
my own case. Reducing the number of councillors would increase the time
requirement either with bigger wards or fewer councillors to do the work
â€“ which would really necessitate councillors really become a genuinely
full time roll â€“ working at least 50 hours plus a week.
I could not do everything in my ward alone. Having two colleagues allows
us to specialise in certain areas, co-ordinate holidays and ensure one of
us attends every meeting.
I don't believe that people would be properly represented if there were
fewer than the current 99 councillors. Three councillors to cover a ward
huge in size is finely stretched given the size and demands of a ward like
Rothwell. The same applies to other wards (ie inner city who have
different demands). Rothwell local people have high expectations of their
councillors, rightly so, and this requires that we spend an inordinate
amount of time looking after their needs. Knowing what the workload is
currently, I believe that reducing the number would put people off
becoming a councillor. Already hit by the loss of the pension scheme,
councillors who are not at retirement age would be hardest hit. It is
important to have people who represent communities ie women, younger
people and all groups. Lowering the number of councillors would be
another step towards a largely male, retired council which would badly
represent the people of Leeds and Rothwell ward.
I find that it is difficult to reconcile being a councillor with being a parent of
two small children given that many meetings are in the evening. This I
understand as other people work during the day but it does causes issues.

I firmly believe that to undertake the role of Councillor in the correct
manner, 3 Councillors per ward are definitely needed. In a world where
other essential services are being cut-police, local authority officers,
education, support services-residents turn to local Councillors for that help
when they feel they have nowhere to go with an issue. Local Councillors
are taking on more and more work that was previously done by other
agencies, and electors depend on us to help them.
I represent one of the most deprived areas of Leeds. Armley has very high
levels of poverty, alcoholism, drug addictions, suicide and domestic
violence. These are very serious issues which require a great deal of longterm dedicated community support and representation. The people of
Armley rely on their local representatives to help them face a wide range
of challenges. Many of the residents who come and see me at my
surgeries or contact me in another way are in desperate need of someone
to help them. I dread to think what would happen if the lifeline of three
local Councillors' was taken away from the people of Armley.
I think rather than decreasing or changing boundaries there should be an
increase in councillors per ward We are never going to be able to meet
the constituents needs the way we are with an ever increasing population
by decreasing numbers OR staying as we are
I work very closely with my ward councillors. Team work is vital if we are
to respond to all the requests we get. Being both a local Councillor and a
city representative for children and families is very time consuming but
also very rewarding. We could not manage with a smaller representation
in our area.
I would strongly advocate retaining the current number of councillors. In
my ward there is more than enough work for three. Additionally as a new
member I have benefitted from the advice and support of my colleagues.
The flexibility and teamwork we've developed means that we can virtually
cover everything to do with the ward that we need to. On a city wide basis
we need enough councillors to participate appropriately in the decision
making process and in scrutiny. Finally as a growing ambitious city
aspiring to be the best we need a council that is well trained, professional,
dedicated and hard working to help drive this forward. we also need a
council that reflects the diversity of our city
If all councillors do as much as I do, and I suspect those with leading roles
in the administration or Groups probably do more, I feel that we should not
be reducing the number of councillors. I often hear it said that being a
councillor is effectively a full time job and I have no argument with those
sentiments. If councillors are expected to do the job properly I see little
point in reducing the number of elected members.
if we are to carry out our duties and be at the forefront of our communities
we need a strong sized council so the responsibilities can be shared in
every ward
If you only want retired and/or independently wealthy representation that
reducing the number of councillors whilst maintaining the size of the ward
will I'm afraid drive people like me away. I love being a councillor but
making me work even harder (I can currently share some of my casework
particularly around planning with my colleagues). This ward already has
17,750 electors (but of course a much larger community when the under
18's and non voters are added) shared among 3 councillors (luckily all the
same political persuasion, imagine what such a large ward would be like if
you wasn't of the same political ilk!).

In an area like Leeds, where most wards consist of a number of smaller
communities, the current council size equates well to the number of
electors, and the amount of work required. Any enlargement of the
electoral wards would be highly detrimental to the qualify and standard of
representation.
In the inner areas there is more contact with councillors as there is much
poverty and people earning less than the minimum wage. There is also a
higher proportion of NEETs and ill health due to low income and poor
housing. This casework load is high.
Inner city wards of high deprivation generate a massive amount of case
work - we struggle to keep on top of it now. It is difficult to see how we
would manage with a reduced number of councillors or larger wards
Key thing is being a community leader and champion for the people that
elected you.
Leeds City is s very large Council with diverse communities and areas of
city. Some of the needs are common to all wards and areas but in the
climate of declining resources providing services at local level in
partnership with other service providers and residents is crucial. Each of
the 99 Councillors are involved in locality work through Community
Committees. Most councillors serve as Community Champions and
specialise in different areas of service for example health, environment,
cleaning, housing, Employment and Education. As a member of my
Community Committee I was chair for two years, Environment champion
fir three years and now I am Employment and Welfare rights Champion
and I chair the Employment Board for East North East. I am involved with
local partnership projects such as Oakwood Residents and Traders Group
which delivered Renovation of Oakwood Clock. I have extensive
experience of working with different Communities and in bringing about
better understating and Community Cohesion. Being able to work at local
level as part of a team of Councillors with different backgrounds and
experiences and with a range community groups and other providers.
Leeds council differs to many others in its geographical size, in that many
here may not describe themselves as from 'Leeds' as such, but from their
suburb. For example, Headingley, my own ward, is famous is it's own right
for its sport, and the council area as a whole acts as a microcosm for the
UK, with a real diversity in wealth, tradition, class and background.
Leeds is a large and diverse city with distinct communities and a massive
inequality gap between the inner city and outer lying communities. There
are pockets of deprivation in outer lying areas too. The demands on
Councillors are very different depending on the area that they represent. I
spend a considerable amount of my ward Councillor time dealing with
"development" proposals and planning issues which are a considerable
concern to my constituents as much of my ward is Green Belt. I know that
many of my Labour colleagues have a much bigger casework load
because the day to day pressures of welfare reform and social issues are
much bigger in the areas that they represent.

Leeds is the second largest city outside of London and the wards in Leeds
are relatively large compared to those in other local authorities. Having
larger wards will make it more difficult for councillors to represent their
constituents effectively. I've already highlighted the shortage of primary
school places, the shortage of Council houses to rent and the changes in
planning which are all very time consuming for councillors to deal with in
trying to help their residents. Councillors attend a lot of council meetings
and if there was a reduction in the number of councillors they would have
to attend more meetings which would impact adversely on the small
political parties in Leeds. This would also affect councillor representation
on outside bodies which are funded by the Council. Leeds has a lot of full
time councillors and if you increase the ward sizes this would be a
deterrent to those who have paid jobs. We should be encouraging more
young people including mothers and fathers to stand as councillors and I
am very concerned that increasing ward sizes would have the opposite
effect due to the increased work- loads.
Leeds wards have large electorates and the city covers a large area. To
do justice to elections and the city itself we need plenty of Councillors.
Local Government delivers Change on the ground and keeps Cities
running . We have proved in Leeds that we are working well on
unemploment and out performing the government schemes, one example
was the devolved Youth Contract it is crucial that this work continues. We
were highlighted as a leading city in terms of our Neighbourhood Network
Schemes by the Government and we recently passed a Government
inspection of Children’s Services rated good. We as a council have
implemented plans which have seen new ways of working and we have a
more innovative approach building partnerships to manage the cuts to
budgets. We continue to attract investment to the city and look for growth
to make sure that we are contributing to the wider economy. We have
clear ways of working with good governance in place through Scrutiny ,
Audit and other Committees We have the right balance in place to run a
city and in these uncertain times the public expect leadership from the
Councillors. Communities are made stronger by good elected members
who work with many ,many partners and agencies to deliver change for
the people they are elected to serve.
Lowering the number of councillors on LCC would restrict the inclusivity of
who is able to do the job. Not everyone can spend all this time doing
council work, for instance if you have children or work away it could easily
put people off. we could not do this work if more work is piled upon us.
My two ward colleagues are from a different political party which means I
can not share the work I received with anyone else.
My ward is one of the largest, both geographically and electorally. So it
needs 3 Councillors to be able to deal with the work generated. As Leeds
is one of the biggest cities in England and the electorate will expand due
to the house building that is happening (with more proposed) it needs 99
Councillors to allow Councillors to have enough time to represent them
properly.
My ward is spread out over a large area, so I feel we still need 3 ward
members to fulfil our commitments to our constituents.
My ward of City & Hunslet is not only big in the number of constituents but
also in area, I am fortunate enough to be able to drive. I do not know how
anyone could cover the ward if they did not have their own transport. All
Leeds wards are big in geographical area. Leeds is four times as big as
Birmingham in geographical area.

Representing a deprived community in a ward like Bramley generates a
huge amount of case work which would be unrealistic to manage with less
than 3 councillors
Responsibilities have increased as cut backs have impacted on both
councils and communities.
The formal meetings and the 'civic hall' duties of a councillor are a small
element of the entire role, much more time is spent working within
communities and for individual constituents.
The large electorate that I have, the large geographical area that the ward
covers and the diversity of both property types and people make it very
difficult on occasions to successfully carry out my function. If the size of
the population of the ward were to increase further then it certainly would
present problems and would largely be impossible for members who have
a full-time job as well
The need to have diversity on the group. For people who work they are
probably as stretched as they could be. Any reduction in council size risks
losing councillors with day to day experience of work outside the council in
the City.
The size of my electorate and their expectations would make it difficult to
meet these expectations with less than three of us.
The ward I represent has 18,000 voters and about 4,000 young people
and others who do not qualify to vote. This implies 7,000+ people per
councillor, which is the highest ratio in West Yorkshire. A councillor in
Calderdale, on the same basis of calculation, has 4,500 people to
represent. Parish and town councils help, but less than half of Alwoodley
is 'parished' and for people outside the parish areas, we are the first line of
contact. There can be few cities in England with a similar call on
councillors' time and knowledge. The idea of reducing the number of
councillors is suspect but logic implies that if it is going to happen, it
should start where existing councillors have, at present, smaller demands
on their lives, than we have in Leeds.
The ward is very wide geographically, very different communities two
councillors serve the community and the other has to concentrate on
being an Executive Board Member.
There is three councillors per ward, but at times I honestly believe we
need more than three per ward. My other two ward colleagues is as
stretch for time and in demand as I am. The best bit for me is when I see
the smile on their faces.
there never appears to be enough days in the week or hours in the day, to
re reduce the number of councillors from 99 would be a retrograde step
We do need three councillors with the communities and ward work. The
three of us all have different strengths.
Yes too centralised by this Government body. As a Council we should
draw up any partnerships working with our MPs as Councillor between two
constituencies it is very demanding. Agreement can be reached locally on
boundary changes.

What is your employment status? (Tick one only)

Full-time councillor
In full-time education
In full-time paid employment
In part-time paid employment
Not in paid work – looking after home/family
Not working for other reason
Retired
Self-employed
Total

What is your employment status? Other (open response)
As I have said, I was in full time work and I was finding it difficult to
manage both.
Due to the holidays with my employment, I work things to fit in and carry
out street surgeries etc. during these times.
I am in effect a full time councillor whilst also looking after a small child
and home. When I was elected I was in employment also but it was too
hard to juggle, another job, the huge demands of being a councillor and
family.
I had to give up my job in order to fulfil my councillor duties. Day time
meetings, plus level of work needed to effectively do my job meant that
maintaining a part time role outside of the council was not possible. This
was a shame mainly because councillors have also lost access to the
pension scheme recently.
I used to work full time but this proved impossible with my council duties. I
need to take some holiday to be able to keep all my council commitments.

Frequency
30
1
13
9
1
1
22
3
80

Valid
Percent
37.5
1.3
16.3
11.3
1.3
1.3
27.5
3.8
100.0

I work full time as an Office Manager and also as a Deputy Executive
Board Member and local Councillor. My week is extremely busy but this is
something I accept is part of the job.
It should be possible to tick more than one box above. I have two young
children and I know other colleagues who are family carers.
none
Public Health a major issue not accounted for here in these papers.
Until July 2015 I worked full time as well as being a councillor. I believe it
is important that a councillor should be able to have other roles which
complement that of a councillor and bring other skills and experience to
the council. Whilst being a councillor I have been a school governor at two
schools in Morley.

Appendix 4 (iii)
Summary of casework carried out by 2 councillors in April 2015 and November 2015
Councillor 1
Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

01/04/2015

Trees far too overgrown, meeting in the middle, can anything
be done to reduce their height? The roots are also standing
out (write to forestry to ask them to look at this tree)

07/04/2015
Email to
Forestry.

07/04/2015 Letter to resident advised of actions.

01/04/2015

Had Priority A, lost it because wasn't bidding but there were
no suitable properties. Has very limited mobility. Can Priority
A be reinstated? (Write to housing ask if her priority banding
can be reinstated, also is there any solution to the fact she
has to move with her son but most of the suitable properties
are for over 55's only)

07/04/2015
Email to
Housing
officers,
resident
advised.

01/04/2015

Potholes need fixing again asap (to Highways)

08/04/2015
Email to CD
Highways

08/04/2015 Letter to resident.

01/04/2015

Green, loads of wood there which needs removing so the
grass can be mown properly, needs sorting before someone
sets fire to it! (speak to locality)

08/04/2015
Emailed ENE
Locality

08/04/2015 Email from Locality to say team will be out
tomorrow morning to collect the wood. 08/04/2015 Letter
to resident with action taken.

01/04/2015

Fencing was done except for a small return section. Resident
told this was to be done but has never been completed. Can
we get this finished off (speak to housing)

08/04/2015
Email to ENN
Housing

08/04/2015 Letter to resident 09/04/2015 Email from
ENN Housing to say it has been passed to *local*
Housing Office

01/04/2015

Ginnel, much of the fencing was repaired but quite a lot of it
has fallen down and needs fixing (speak to housing)

08/04/2015
Email to ENN
Housing

08/04/2015 Letter to resident 09/04/2015 Email from
ENN Housing to say it has been passed to Housing
Office

Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

01/04/2015

Nursery parking issues by users of the school, they park
there all day and there's no space for residents. Are there
any planning restrictions? (write to the owner of the nursery
asking for help as a neighbour. Could he consider asking
staff to use the park and ride, this would create space in
own car park to allow parents to pick up their children. Could
he also ask staff to take extra care with litter and cigarette
butts, so appreciative of his help and support and want to
thank him in advance of his help and support.
Commercial wheelie bins left out on Monday nights, locality
enforcement team

08/04/2015
Letter sent to
Manager of
Nursery

10/04/2015 Letter to resident updating on action taken 14/04/2015

08/04/2015
Email to
Locality
7/4/15 Emailed
Members
Refuse
Queries
Letter to
residents
issued, invited
to bus meeting
All referred to
ENE locality
team for
action,
residents
advised.
As above

10/04/2015 Letter to resident updating on action taken

01/04/2015

01/04/2015

Worried about the grass verge that the bin lorry and over
work lorries keeps driving over. Can anything be done?

01/04/2015

Poor bus service (invite them to the public meeting) Lack of
buses, no Sunday service, regularly late and misses.

01/04/2015

State of the woods, litter etc (no litter bin at the back gate of
the school) could we get a litter bin there.

01/04/2015

Gully that takes the storm water away is full of gunge - rats
about

Passed to route supervisor for investigation and action

Issies to be raised at Bus meeting.

Expecting update from dog warden on 13/4

Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

01/04/2015

Dog mess issues in the woods particularly. People walking
dogs not on a lead, is it possible to get the dog wardens to
concentrate on this area

As above

17/04/2015 Dog wardens will - patrol the woods as often
as possible with regards to dog fouling in the woods and
update with any work carried out. Under current Dog
Control Orders, dogs do not have to be on a lead in a
wooded area, so they cannot enforce on that issue
unless the dogs are out of control and causing a danger
to public safety. If they witness any fouling offences they
will of course be able to take the appropriate action.
12/05/2015 Letter sent to residents.

01/04/2015
14/04/2015

Request for a bottle bank
Inconsiderate Parking, Can cars park on site?

Residents advised.
Resident advised

14/04/2015
14/04/2015

State of the roads, The Avenue, Shadwell Lane in Moortown
ward near Donisthorpe
Traffic Lights phasing, can we re-look at this?

14/04/2015

Pavements and dirty ginnels

14/04/2015

State of roads etc and pavements

28/04/2015

Dealing with the wooded area straight behind homes. Trees
behind the back garden are coming right over, worried it's
going to come down in the wind. Can trees be lopped for
light? Particular issue is a Silver Birch which really needs
removing. - Behind the houses, brambles back onto the
fences, can the brambles be cleared?

As above
Email to
Highways
Email to
Highways
Email to Traffic
Management
Highways
advised
Locality
informed
30/04/2015
Reported to
Forestry
Reported to
Forestry as
above.

28/04/2015

Resident advised
Resident advised
Resident advised
Resident advised
01/05/2015 Letter to resident

01/05/2015 Letter to resident

Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

28/04/2015

Brown Bin contaminated. Can we find out what exactly the
issue is?

05/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

28/04/2015

Why hasn't the road been swept?

28/04/2015

Ginnel needs cleaning

29/04/2015
emailed
Members
Refuse.
Refuse called
us to say that
the residents
had disposed
of soil in the
bin. Gave
advice of what
to put in and
not put in the
brown bin.
29/04/2015
emailed
environmental
services
asking for the
area to be
swept.
29/04/2015
Reported to
ENE Locality

28/04/2015

Quad bike 4 April, police sorted and given warning. No
action, refer to in letter
Litter issue at corner

28/04/2015

05/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

05/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

08/05/2015 Letter posted to resident
06/05/2015
Requested
Litter pick at
top corner of
Grange Court
where it meets
Primley Park
Road. Sent to
ENE Locality
CC officer, &
DC

08/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

28/04/2015

Youths loitering. Can CCTV be installed to deter them?

08/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

28/04/2015

Trees can we do anything about them?'

28/04/2015

Noise from buses every 10 minutes. Noise is from engines
running idle. Even for the allowed 2 minutes it's an awfully
long time

Options
explored with
CCTV unit.
Tree Risk
Management
leaflet added
in with the
letter. Asked if
there are any
trees in
particular they
would like
tending to. If
there is, she
should get in
touch with
exact location.
05/05/2015
Email to Bus
company

28/04/2015

Kerb stones on the bend very badly broken. Can we look to
get these repaired/reset.

28/04/2015

Grass growing through fence encroaching onto pavement.
Too much rubbish is being left after cleared. Amount of
pavement deteriorating
Need to sort out brambles

28/04/2015

06/05/2015
Reported to
CDHighways
06/05/2015
Reported to
ENE Locality
06/05/2015
Reported to
ENE Locality

08/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

06/05/2015 Letter posted to residents 17/05/2015
Resident emailed cllr to say thank you. Buses are now a
lot better. 01/06/2015 Resident emailed to say buses are
terrible again. Send further email to Bus company (Done
04/06/2015) 04/06/2015 Response from Bus company,
glad there has been some improvement but please
report incidents as they arise. 10/06/2015 Letter to
resident updating her
06/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

06/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

06/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

28/04/2015

Black bins collected only twice a month.

06/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

28/04/2015

Road surface is not flat. Terrible undulations. Is there
anything we can do?

Members
Refuse
Queries
informed
06/05/2015
Reported to
CDHighways

28/04/2015

Edging strip has loose blocks and needs repointing. There is
a gap between the footpath “tarmac” and the kerb on the
corner of the copse.

29/04/2015
reported to
Highways.
08/06/2015
Response
from Highways

14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident 08/06/2015
Response from Highways, Site has been inspected, low
priority work and can not be scheduled.Will keep in mind
to raise at future Highways Meetings) 10/06/2015
Further update to resident

28/04/2015

Water metre cover is a trip hazard and is broken.

29/04/2015
reported to
Highways.
08/06/2015
Response
from Highways

14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident 08/06/2015
Response from resident (This will be forwarded to
section for a Section 81 to be issued giving them 28
days to action) 10/06/2015 Further update to resident

06/05/2015 Letter posted to resident. Highways update they will monitor the condition of the road surface, they
are aware that it is in poor condition. Any dangerous
areas will continue to be patched but it is not going to be
included on maintenance programmes in the very near
future.

Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

28/04/2015

Many of the blocks in the top of the kerb in front of the chainlink fence are loose. Weeds growing through the kerb. Two
missing blocks were replaced with “tarmac” last autumn –
checked this with highways who said that this was a
temporary repair This kerb is a very important safety feature
particularly at the west end because there is a 4-5ft drop into
a ditch the other side of the chain-link fence

29/04/2015
reported to
Highways

14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident 08/06/2015
Response from Highways (The blocks are loose but this
is a service strip and not a recognised footway therefore
this will be low priority as the likelihood of pedestrians
choosing to walk this is very low. The missing blocks
that have been tarmacked whilst this is a temporary
repair and not cosmetically pleasing it has rendered the
location safe until such time budgets / resources permit
the permanent type of repair.) - He has also asked
enforcement to speak with the Golf Club regarding
weeds 10/06/2015 Further update to resident

28/04/2015

Litter Bin – often find the door to this bin open because there
is an accumulation of litter – mostly bagged dog deposit –
under and around the inner bins which stops them from
being slid back in easily and far enough to close the door.
Asked for the outer casing to be cleaned out on 26th
February but so far there has been no action although the
bin is emptied often enough. This bin is rusting badly in
places and will need to be replaced.

07/05/2015
Reported to
Members
Refuse. who
wrote back to
say it would be
Locality who
would deal
with the bins.
11/05/2015
Call from
Locality to say
that it's logged
that the bin
area was
cleansed but
he will open
another jobs

14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident 09/07/2015 Now
resolved.

Date

Issue

Query Raised

Further Actions

28/04/2015

Footpath hasn’t been swept for years consequently the grass
is growing across the path in the leaf litter. Some of the
grass back to the edge of the path got cleared last
summer, however, the grass is back again.

06/05/2015
Reported to
Parks.

12/05/2015 Response Maintenance – arrange for the
bracken/bramble & self-seeders to be cut down which
will open up the field, The walk ways will be cut making
the site look tidier at the same time avoiding any
knotweed.
Programme the full field to be cut at the end of the year
so the health is tidy throughout the winter months.
14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

28/04/2015

Bamboo growing in the pavement

28/04/2015

Overgrwon shrubbery causing garden fence to fall down

28/04/2015

Local speed humps were damaging car.

29/04/2015
Reported to
Locality who
advised it
wasn't growing
through the
pavement.
Hopeful that
following the
action
promised by
Parks/Country
side above,
once the area
is cleared then
the housing
department
will be able to
get to the
fence.
30/04/2015
Reported to
CD Highways

14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident

14/05/2015 Letter posted to resident 09/07/2015 Chased
with Highways

Councillor 2
Date
02/11/2015

Issue
Blocked Gulleys on road

Actions
Blocked gullies on road were causing excess water to flow down.
Email to say passed for distrbution to street crew 2 November 2015

02/11/2015

Ramp too severe at the entrance to
property

05/11/2015
09/11/2015
09/11/2015

Speeding issues
Large Tree needs pruning
Cars parking haphazardly on street and
banging doors and making exiting drives on
road dangerous

Response received - 3 Nov 2015 - We replaced the original block
paved ramp with a bituminous surface within the last 18 months, but
this was to the original design built in blocks, it has not altered and is
designed to delineate the distinction between carriageway and the
shared surface. The slightly raised hard margins (45mm) are also as
designed and there is little deterioration of the Publicly adopted
surfaces adjacent. I am sorry however I cannot support any
amendment to the public highway at this time.
Follow up email from Cllr - 3 Nov 2015 - Thank you I recall that the
ramp was re-surfaced as *redacted* made a similar complaint last year
and about the sand used in repairs to the surface. There is also the
similar issue of the entrance to the car park adjacent to the tennis
court.
Email sent to Highways Officer 5 Nov 2015
Email sent to Forestry Officer 9 Nov 2015
9 Nov 2015- Cllr added - I copied in the chairman and clerk of
*redacted* PC for info and they confirmed the problem as they both live
nearby. But there are no parking restrictions on that stretch! Response
received 10 Nov 2015 - I’ll take a look into it. With it being an evening
problem, it will take me a little longer to collate the information Any
photographic evidence in the meantime would be appreciated, also. If I
feel the issue requires attention, then we have the upcoming TRO in
the ward that we could look to tag this onto, but I will confirm in due
course what I feel is the appropriate way forward here. Cllr added 10
Nov 2015 - For information, this message is from the clerk to PC."Perhaps you could advise the Leeds person that it is definitely not a
problem solely in the evening - it may be worse then but is an issue
most of the time as far as the sight lines/narrowing of the road are
concerned."

Date
09/11/2015

Issue
Overgrown vegetation at the sub-station

Actions
Response received 11 Nov 2015 - Thank you for your email advising
us of this issue.
B&C team, PSA email from Leeds Council re shrubs in substation
overgrowing highway.
Can you issue a W.I. to SLS to clear the site.

09/11/2015
09/11/2015

Road surface in disrepair.
Blocked Gulleys

Sent to Highways Officer 9 Nov 2015
Response 10 Nov 2015 - Thank you for your e.mail regarding the
above matter. The case has been logged onto our system, printed and
has been passed to the Gully team.

09/11/2015

Request for another Brown Bin

Response - 10 Nov 2015 - Thank you for your enquiry on behalf of the
residents. Regrettably, Leeds City Council only provides households
with one brown bin. This policy has been set largely because our
routes are designed around each household having one bin; and where
there are more than that the routes will fail, in addition, the route is
already running at capacity. Cllr replied - 10 Nov 2015 - It is rather
puzzling as several residents in the road have two brown bins. I
understand the problem but it is likely that the houses with more land
and near woodland will need brown bins more than those in urban
areas though I understand the council cannot analyse each
household's needs. If we can find funding for another one for this
resident would it be collected?

Date
13/11/2015

Issue
HGV parking overnight in parking bays

Actions
Copy of email sent
I would be grateful if you could advise on the matter below. The
location is ....
Is it permitted for HGVs to park overnight on the public highway? If not,
who is able to take action? As Councillor *redacted* points out, this is
parking to serve the church, a local garden and the wider local
community. It is not for lorry drivers to camp in. Any advice on dealing
with problems such as this would be gratefully received. Update 24
Nov 2015 - Dear Councillors Please see the response from ... below. Is
there someone local who would be prepared to keep a log for a few
days (times and reg numbers) so we can pass back as requested.
"Begin forwarded message:
Thank you for your email enquiry dated 13th November 2015,
concerning the above.
If you could please provide us with the location this vehicle is parking,
dates and times of occurrence, the vehicle registration and any other
useful information you may have we can in turn forward this through to
the Regional Intelligence Unit for them to investigate the matter further.
I hope this information has assisted you with your enquiry, but if you
have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact us again.
"
Cllr responded - 24 Nov 2015 - I have seen three HGVs parked there. I
will ask residents to keep an eye out.

16/11/2015

Water gathering in dip in road out side.
With the threat of flooding

Email sent to Highways Officer 16 Nov 2015

Date
16/11/2015

Issue
Planning appeal

Actions
Response - 17 Nov 2015 - The Inspector is to visit the site on the 18
November. The Inspectorate has decided that this appeal will be
decided on the basis of written submissions and there will not be a
hearing. Cllr asked - 17 Nov 2015 - Do you know the date of the
hearing? I appreciate that only written submissions will be entertained.

17/11/2015

Small hole on pavement

17 Nov 2015 Photos referred to in email requested from Cllr.
Response - 17 Nov 2015 - I will arrange for a team to attend and make
the footway safe over the next 5 working days.

23/11/2015
23/11/2015

Improving safety of Pedestrians
Is School at or near to capacity. Are there
any plans to meet additional needs over the
next 5 years
Problem with 2 communal bins not large
enough for fortnightly collection especially
when the 4 extra flats are built.
Parking problems
Accident at junction

Highways Officer emailed 23 Nov 2015
Email sent to Children’s Services 23 Nov 2015

23/11/2015

23/11/2015
24/11/2015

24/11/2015
24/11/2015

Puddle forming on road
Footpath in need of repair is this a private
road?

Email sent to Members Refuse 23 Nov 2015

Email sent to Highways Officer 23 Nov 2015
Acknowledgement received and advised it had been passed to a
Highways officer to look into and respond
24 Nov 2015 - referred to Gulley Referrals
24 Nov 2015 -response - Whilst the road is Private and under normal
circumstances privately maintained, I believe it may be a Public Right
of Way. I have copied PROW into this E-mail in order that they
investigate and respond to you directly.
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Foreword
Welcome to my latest Public Health Annual Report
The focus of my report last year was health protection.
I have been grateful for the positive reaction to that report
– including an email from a professor in Japan who is
researching Leeds in the 1860s and 1870s! In last year’s
report I deliberately made a comparison with one of my
predecessors’ Annual Reports, that of 1877. This was
because that report reflected the first hint of optimism that
the overall health of Leeds was improving. That optimism
was justified, and improvement in the health of the people
of Leeds overall continues to this day. However, as I’ve
highlighted many times in previous reports, we still have
significant health inequalities within the city – gaps that are
proving hard to narrow.
This year, though, I too am able to sound a note of
optimism. We have seen a narrowing in death rates
between our more disadvantaged areas compared to
the rest of Leeds. The major reason for this has been an
improvement in mortality from cardiovascular disease.
There has also been a small improvement for lung disease.
In addition, over the last few years we have made progress
in narrowing the gap for infant deaths. I know a lot of work
has been undertaken by a lot of people over a long period
– and it’s good to report tangible progress. My message
here is that, although narrowing the death inequalities gap
is the major challenge for our city, we can do it. We must
continue to believe, and act in ways that improve the health
of the poorest fastest – and improve the health of all the
population of Leeds.
That is the challenge for today. However, the focus of my
report this year is on the future. On 12th November 2014
Leeds City Council adopted its Core Strategy. This is an
extremely important event as Leeds City Council has now
set out how the city will develop over the next decade or so
up to the year 2028. Included within the Core Strategy is an
additional housing requirement of 70,000 new homes to be
built between 2012 and 2028.
By any stretch of the imagination this is a large increase.
Currently there are around 345,000 properties in Leeds, so
this represents a 20% increase. There will be a 150,000
increase in the population from the current 750,000. So
the face of Leeds will change forever. I want to make sure
that these additional 70,000 homes are developed in ways
that improve health and wellbeing – and not make health
inequalities worse.
To achieve this, I want to connect the public health
benefits of good urban design and planning to people, place

and the planning process. Furthermore, I want to help make
sure that individuals, families and local communities have
their voice heard, and influence felt, in the planning process,
alongside the voices of the developers and officials – so that
these public health benefits come to pass.

People

Place
Ensuring the
public health
benefits of an
additional 70,000
homes by 2028

Planning
process
My report begins with more detail about what will
happen in Leeds in future – and why linking health and
planning is so important. After that we will explore further
the specific health benefits of good urban design. Case
studies from across Leeds will help show what is happening
in Leeds now. There then follows a section, again drawing
on personal experiences, on how individuals, families
and communities can get involved in the planning and
development of their local neighbourhoods. Details of
useful websites are included.
I am indebted to the many people who have supported
and contributed to my report. They are listed at the end
of the report. I would particularly like to thank Kathryn
Williams, project manager, and Barbara MacDonald, editor.
I also want to thank all my Public Health staff for their
hard work and support. Many thanks too to Catriona Butt,
my Personal Assistant.
I hope you find my report of interest. As in previous years I
would welcome your feedback, comments and suggestions.

Dr Ian Cameron
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Introduction
Leeds is a successful and thriving city, able to compete
regionally, nationally and internationally. The Tour de
France, the Leeds Arena, the Trinity Shopping Centre, are
just some examples of how Leeds is working to be the
‘Best City in the UK’. However, the longer term ambitions
of the city need forward planning.
As the regional capital and the main economic driver
for Yorkshire and the Humber, Leeds wants to ensure
longer term economic prosperity, but to do this alongside
social progress and maintaining and enhancing a quality
environment. A strong economy and a compassionate
city. In other words, true sustainable development. But all
of this has to take account of the changes going on around
us. Our population is changing within Leeds due to an
increasing birth rate, an ageing population, new migration,
and changing expectations. Leeds is part of a global
economy with new technology and innovation happening
all the time. And our city also has to take account of the
consequences of climate change.
Lead responsibility for shaping the future of our local
neighbourhoods, communities and the city as a whole lies
with Leeds City Council. For example, there is a Leeds
Housing Strategy in place for the period 2015–18. Through
its forward planning, Leeds City Council will be responsible
for delivering economic, social and environmental benefits –
for all communities and for all ages, as Leeds residents are
born, grow, learn, work, live and age. To do this Leeds City
Council will be seeking, as far as possible, to create stable
and predictable conditions for investment and development,
secure community benefits from development, and promote
prudent use of land and natural resources for development.
In the past, such a forward plan would have been
called town planning or land use planning. A criticism of
land use planning was that there was too much emphasis
on the regulation and control of land. So the term used

now is spatial planning, which reflects a wider, more
inclusive approach that better enables councils and
other organisations to promote and manage change in
their area.
Our government has defined spatial planning as ‘going
beyond traditional land use planning to bring together
and integrate policies for the development of land with
other policies and programmes which influence the nature
of places and how they function’.1 This would include
housing, transport, schools, employment, energy, green
space, natural resources and health facilities. The spatial
plan for Leeds is therefore critically important for everyone
living in the city, now and in the future.
Leeds City Council has to follow national guidance
which has meant the council developing the so-called
Core Strategy. This important document was adopted on
14th November 2014 and sets out the spatial planning
framework for the district up to 2028. In doing so, it
sets out the vision and policies to guide the delivery of
development and investment decisions and the overall
future for our city. Following on from the Core Strategy
are a series of Development Plans which include plans for
specific neighbourhoods and specific sites, for example
the Aire Valley.
Included within the Core Strategy is the intention for
Leeds to have an additional 70,000 new homes to meet
the housing demands and job growth aspiration in the
city. In addition to this, around 4,000 poor-quality homes
will have to be demolished and replaced, taking the total
number of new homes to 74,000.
Some new homes will be built more opportunistically,
outside of any formal new plans – for example on previously
developed land. Leeds City Council estimates that there
will be 8,000 such ‘windfall’ houses. This leaves 66,000
houses to be planned.
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OUTER NORTH WEST

2,0 0 0 ( 3 % )

AIREBOROUGH

OUTER NORTH EAST

5 , 0 0 0 ( 8% )

2,3 0 0
( 3% )
NORTH LEEDS

6,0 0 0 ( 9% )
CITY
CENTRE

OUTER WEST

10,200
( 1 5 .5% )

4 ,7 0 0 ( 7 % )

INNER
AREA

10,000
(15%)

EAST
LEEDS

11,400
( 1 7% )

4 , 6 0 0 ( 7%)

These are to be
distributed as follows:
Area of Leeds
Aireborough
City Centre
East Leeds
Inner Area
North Leeds
Outer North East
Outer North West
Outer South
Outer South East
Outer South West
Outer West
Total

OUTER SOUTH EAST

OUTER SOUTH WEST

Number

~%

2,300
10,200
11,400
10,000
6,000
5,000
2,000
2,600
4,600
7,200
4,700

3.0%
15.5%
17.0%
15.0%
9.0%
8.0%
3.0%
4.0%
7.0%
11.0%
7.0%

OUTER SOUTH

7 ,20 0 ( 1 1 % )

2,600 (4%)

The Core Strategy anticipates that 70% of the new
housing will be in ‘existing settlement’ but that some
‘urban extensions’ are needed. The preference is to
build on brownfield and regeneration sites, but some
development will be on greenfield and Green Belt land.
The council wants to enhance both the distinctiveness
of existing neighbourhoods and the quality of life of local
communities through the design and standard of these
new homes. The council also recognises the importance
of providing additional affordable homes.

66,000 100.0%

There is a Site Allocations Plan which sets out the
process for deciding where development should take
place. (See the summary at the end of this introduction.)
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Barton and Frank’s
social model of
health 2006.

I could list the potential economic, social and
environmental benefits of good spatial planning – but this
can end up just as a ‘wish list’. The reality is that there
are a huge number of tensions and conflicts: developing
new business versus impact on the transport system and
air quality; the need for developers to make profits versus
affordable housing; the value of additional green space
versus pressure on land for development. Different people,
different motives. Reconciling these competing viewpoints
through a formal process lies at the heart of spatial planning
– and there is no getting away from the difficulties of doing

this. Nevertheless I want health and wellbeing to be a key
consideration for the future development of our city.
The Core Strategy does describe the health challenges of
the city. More significantly, there is an acknowledgement
that Leeds City Council has, through the Health and Social
Care Act 2012, a duty to improve public health. To quote,

‘An integral part of the
Core Strategy is to improve
public health and wellbeing.’
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Why is this acknowledgement so important? One reason is
that housing developments can go wrong – and result in huge,
long-term health harm for those living there. As a medical
student learning about general practice, I lived and worked
on the Southgate estate in New Runcorn – a 1,500-unit, 6,000
population, cold, concrete jungle with raised walkways, built
in the 1970s. The shopping mall did not materialise so the
sense of isolation just increased. International critics loved it,
but the reality was families moving in and out, an oil-based
heating system that was too expensive to use, crime, drug
use – and boredom. Southgate became a dumping ground – a
last resort. Needless to say, I would see the consequences for
health and wellbeing in general practice. The entire housing
estate was demolished in 1990.
Further support for the importance of health and wellbeing
as a critically important purpose of the Core Strategy comes
in a 2012 World Health Organisation (Europe) report called
Addressing the Social Determinants of Health: the Urban
Dimension and the Role of Local Government.2 Included in
this document is the powerful statement that:

across such topics as transport, air quality, green space, road
safety, crime and the fear of crime, community development,
economic development, and facilities such as schools
and health services. All of which have an impact on health
and wellbeing. But Leeds must aspire to more than having
discussions between professionals – individuals, families and
local communities must play their part in those discussions.
I want to use another ‘personal’ example to show why
planning cannot just be left to the experts. In Liverpool there
were three notorious 15-floor blocks of flats known locally
as ‘The Piggeries’. These were a by-word for the worst in
tower flats and were the subject of important legal cases
that deemed them unfit for human habitation. Built in 1966
and knocked down in 1988. What is often forgotten is that
these tower blocks replaced slums that were themselves
condemned as unfit for human habitation. People queued
up to get one of the new flats. The publicity photos of the
new views, the new living accommodation, the new heating
systems, were proud visions of the future. I’m sure the
planners didn’t intend it all to go horribly wrong, but shoddy
building and maintenance did for all their good intentions.
Those people in the queues waiting to escape the slums
had optimism and trust – and they were let down. As I said
earlier, the inevitable differing views and opinions on how to
take the planning of Leeds forward up to 2028 and beyond,
makes a formal planning process a necessity. A planning
process that is fair, accountable and transparent. To help
make this a reality, there are laws, there are requirements
that certain documents be produced, there are decisionmaking arrangements, there are sanctions, there are
assessment and monitoring requirements.
So the challenge is to ensure that, as part of the planning
process, the public can have their voice heard on the
developments planned for where they live. That voice is needed
in different ways at different times. People must be able to:

‘Local councils can have their
most important long term effect on
health through the decisions they
take about spatial planning.’
However, the report goes on to say that ‘Health was
rarely a key focus for action in spatial planning and the built
environment’ and there is further criticism that not enough is
being done to tackle health inequalities. Yet, ironically, modern
town planning (or spatial planning) originated in the nineteenth
century in response to basic health problems – such as those
I covered in my last Annual Report. In the intervening years
town planning became largely divorced from health, but that
is now changing. There is growing recognition (again) that the
environment in which we live is a major determinant of health
and wellbeing. Put simply, health is back on the planning
agenda. To help stimulate that change, Barton and Frank in
2006 adapted the well-known social model of health produced
by Dahlgren and Whitehead in 1991 to the planning of cities,
towns and neighbourhoods (see opposite). This model was
intended to provoke discussion amongst professionals such
as planners, public health, urban designers and ecologists

− participate in discussions on developing proposals and
help find more creative solutions
− be consulted upon preferred options
− voice objections, opposing and testing out proposals
− appeal against development proposals.
This engagement has to cover people from all walks of
life and people of all ages and must happen in ways that
acknowledge and celebrate our diversity.
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Leeds has proclaimed its wish to be a Child Friendly
City – a UNICEF initiative. That means working every day
in the best interests of children and being committed to
fulfilling the rights of children. This includes maximising
potential and health and wellbeing. One important strand of
a Child Friendly City is ensuring children and young people
influence decisions that affect them. Leeds City Council
Children’s Services are leading the way for the city on this.
To give an example, Children’s Services, City Development
and Public Health have worked together to engage young
people in how the city’s design might support them to lead
healthy lifestyles. The intention was to influence urban
design and planning to create a Leeds where children can
be physically active and travel ‘actively’. This also involved
young people forming a judging panel for the prestigious
Leeds Architectural Awards.

settings and structures that support people to age actively.
This includes housing and outdoor spaces along with the
important principle of anticipating and responding flexibly
to ageing-related needs and preferences.
Child Friendly and Age Friendly are just two examples
of priorities for the city that must be woven into the delivery
of the additional 70,000 homes – in ways that promote
health and wellbeing.
In the next section, we will look at how Leeds City
Council approaches urban design and planning through its
key document, Neighbourhoods for Living, with a particular
focus on the implications for health and wellbeing. As
Neighbourhoods for Living will guide the development
of the new 70,000 homes – and remembering that there
are many different views on what is a priority – then it is
important that all critical aspects of health and wellbeing are
included. This section is followed
by a series of case studies
showing how the principles set
out in Neighbourhoods for Living
can work in practice.
The subsequent section will
provide examples of how Leeds
City Council has engaged with
local communities and with other
stakeholders such as land owners.
The intention is to highlight the
different ways this has happened
and encourage even greater and
better engagement in the future.

Leeds is also committed to becoming an Age Friendly
City. To help with this, Leeds has become a European
member of the World Health Organisation (WHO) Global
Network of Age-friendly Cities and Communities. We need
to remember that people over 65 spend 80% of their
time at home, rising to 90% for those over 85. Being an
Age Friendly City means that Leeds has places, services,
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The Leeds Site Allocations Plan
How does the council decide
which sites to develop? And
what part do public health
considerations play in this
process?
The health and wellbeing of a
community is a key consideration
for planning. The Core Strategy is
the strategic planning document
for Leeds for 2012–28 and the
aims of the Leeds Joint Health and
Wellbeing Strategy 2013–15 are
embedded within it.
The Leeds Site Allocation Plan,
as the name suggests, allocates
land for housing, employment,
retail and green space over the
lifetime of the Core Strategy. Sites
are assessed for their suitability
for development against a number
of objectives as part of the
Sustainability Appraisal. These
objectives include: promoting
good health and reducing health
inequalities; improving housing
quality; promoting social inclusion/
participation and community
cohesion; increasing access to
green space; and air quality. Each
of these has implications for the
health and wellbeing of individuals
and communities.

There are a number of key
milestones in the preparation
of the Site Allocations Plan. In
2012 the council consulted on
Issues and Options for the Site
Allocations Plan to gauge opinion
on potential housing, employment,
retail and green space sites. A draft
publication taking into account
these findings will go out for
consultation in 2015. The document
will then go to the Secretary of
State. After an examination in
public, the council will adopt the
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plan subject to the Secretary of
State’s approval.
From April 2015, all developments
will have to contribute towards
the Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL). This will help fund
infrastructure improvements,
including the highway network,
education provision, green space
improvements and health facilities.
All of which will benefit the health
and wellbeing of Leeds residents
and visitors to the city.

Healthy
planning and
urban design
Developing strong, healthy and vibrant communities is
crucial to ensuring the wellbeing of people in Leeds. The
new homes that will be built in Leeds over the next few
years – whether through new development or ‘retrofit’ of
existing properties – must be healthy homes in healthy
communities. So how can we make this happen?
It’s now widely recognised that the nature of the built
environment impacts on people’s health.3 A well-designed
‘healthy development’ can improve people’s health in a
number of ways:

Under the 2012 Health and Social Care Act, public
health is now the responsibility of the local authority. The
council’s role is to join local health policy up with other
strategies such as housing, transport and planning. This
presents a great opportunity for public health professionals,
urban designers, spatial planners – and communities
themselves – to work together to promote better health
and reduce health inequalities.
Residents, developers, planners, politicians, community
groups, and others, have a broad range of aspirations for
residential development.

Minimising the impact of climate change
and ensuring low levels of air and water
pollution and noise.
Healthy
design and
lifetime
homes.

Providing access to health
services, community facilities, and
retail and employment locations.

Ensuring access to high-quality
public and private spaces and
natural habitats.

Increasing
access to
healthy food.

Strengthening
social cohesion
and community
resilience.
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Encouraging
physical
activity and
active travel.

Improving
community
safety.

Alternative approaches to
multidisciplinary working

Aspirations
There is a broad range
of aspirations for
residential design
Attractive
Buildings

Communal
Space

Place for
Car

Sun into
House/Garden
Local Shops nearby
Opportunities for
work nearby

Walkable
Neighbourhoods

Close to good
Public Transport

Bin Lorry, Delivery
& Fire Appliance
Access

QUALITY
OF LIFE IN
RESIDENTIAL
AREAS

Trees, Grassy Spaces
and Landscape

Public Spaces
Usable/Enjoyable
Natural Surveillance
against Crime

Safe and
Attractive for
Cycling
Lifetime Homes

Private Open Space
Place to Play

Access
for All

Sense of Community

These aspirations are reflected in Leeds City
Council’s Neighbourhoods for Living guide.4
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Neighbourhoods for Living has four key themes, each of
which relates to the work of one of the built environment
disciplines:
•
•
•
•

Neighbourhoods for Living
themes, key objectives and
potential health benefits

USE – town planners
MOVEMENT – highways engineers
SPACE – landscape architects
FORM – architects.

SPACE
Key objectives
• making attractive spaces that work – to create
people-friendly places that allow for necessary
vehicular access.
• safer places – to create safe and secure places
with effective natural surveillance.
• private spaces – to provide well-designed private
and semi-private open space for all dwellings,
appropriate to the design character of the area.
• publicly accessible spaces – to provide a varied
network of attractive, usable and safe publicly
accessible spaces as part of a hierarchy of places.
• designing for parking – to provide appropriate
parking at discreet but safe locations within the
development.
• wildlife – to retain existing important species and
habitats and maximise opportunities for habitat
enhancement, creation and management.

US E
Key objectives
• creating neighbourhoods – to create
neighbourhoods that respect the local context,
offer a choice of housing and provide good
access to complementary local facilities within
walking distance.
• density and mixed uses – to create vitality,
with increased development densities
supporting a range of services, mixed uses
and public transport.

Potential health benefits

Potential health benefits

• Providing access to health services, community
facilities, and retail and employment locations.
• Increasing access to healthy food.
• Strengthening social cohesion and community
resilience.
• Encouraging physical activity
and active travel.

• Ensuring access to high-quality public and private
spaces and natural habitats.
• Improving community safety.
• Increasing access to healthy food.
• Strengthening social cohesion
and community resilience.
• Minimising the impact of climate
change and ensuring low levels
of air and water pollution
and noise.
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If you look at the diagram below you’ll see that each
of these themes is broken down into key objectives and
a series of design principles for residential development.
The majority of these principles carry potential benefits for
the health and wellbeing of Leeds residents. This could
be through creating focal points to promote a sense of
community, providing people with the space to grow their
own food, or creating wildlife corridors to enhance the

natural environment and so support good mental health
and help mitigate the effects of climate change.
Neighbourhoods for Living summarises its findings into
119 design principles for urban planners and developers.
For the purposes of this report we’ve highlighted those
that directly impact on residents’ health – and made
some extra recommendations specific to public health
which you’ll find at the end of this report.

M OV E M E N T

FOR M

Key objectives

Key objectives

• making connections – to create connected
layouts that provide choice and improve access
to facilities and public transport.
• developing the movement network – to
develop a framework of connected spaces that
respect all users by offering a safe, attractive
environment for all.

• local character – to ensure that proposals
respect the local character by enhancing
the positive attributes whilst mitigating
negative aspects.
• scale and massing – to provide built forms that
contribute positively to the townscape whilst
respecting the scale of adjacent spaces.
• landmarks, views and focal points – to take
every opportunity to create good design that
respects key views, landmarks and focal points.
• quality buildings – to create high-quality building
design with appropriately designed elements.
• homes for the future – to develop wherever
possible on brownfield sites with efficient energy
use, minimising waste production and pollution.
• privacy and intrusion – to safeguard privacy
and amenity.

Potential health benefits
• Encouraging physical activity and active travel.
• Strengthening social cohesion and community
resilience.

Potential health benefits
• Healthy design and lifetime homes.
• Strengthening social cohesion and
community resilience.
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Providing access to health services, community facilities, and
retail and employment locations
When people think about ‘health’ in terms of new
housing developments, one of the first questions they
probably ask is ‘Where will I find my nearest GP?’ Being
able to access health and social care services easily and
conveniently supports people both to stay in good physical
and mental health and to cope with acute and chronic
disease. Residents need good connections to GPs, dentists
and other health and social care services, as well as to
community centres, leisure centres, day care for adults
and children, and schools. But they also need to access
local facilities like shops, workplaces, parks, play areas,
community space and cafés. This is because, as well as
producing direct health benefits, convenient access to
community facilities promotes social interaction and fosters
a sense of community. This in turn is beneficial to health.
Here are some recent comments that older people
made about community services:

an Infrastructure Delivery Plan to support the Core Strategy.
The problem is that populations and their health needs
change – or there are changes in policy, in the financial and
organisational environment, or in the way care is provided.
So the planning and nature of health services and related
facilities has to be able to evolve to take account of this
changing environment. In the case of population growth
due to new development, local authorities can charge a
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) on new development
to fund the demands placed on an area. The Holbeck
Neighbourhood Plan case study (see page 39) gives some
examples of how this funding may be used.
For example, most people’s access to the health care
system starts with a visit to their local GP (known as
primary care). However, in many areas there are already
pressures on GP services. So what happens to GP services
when there is a major new housing development? A fulltime GP looks after around 1,800 registered patients so
some new residential developments’ primary care needs
can be absorbed by existing local GP services. This is
expected to be the case in the Northern Quadrant of the
proposed East Leeds Extension, for example (see page
28), although initial plans have allowed for an additional
new health centre should it be required. However, some
GP practices have merged or co-located and/or are
providing an extended range of services to meet changing
local health needs. In some cases, NHS England, the body
currently responsible for commissioning GPs, dentists and
opticians, may decide to establish a new or additional
medical centre, for example where plans for new housing
would create an entirely new community in an area with no
existing GP service. (This commissioning responsibility will
transfer to the three Leeds Clinical Commissioning Groups
or CCGs in due course.)

“ I wanted to be
on a bus route
- to be in the
right place and
right community. ”

“ We want to be

within easy distance
of shops, on the
level and have
people around us
to look out for us. ”

Considering community infrastructure needs, including
health facilities, is an important part of the local planning
process. Like most local authorities, Leeds has produced

How can planners and urban designers help?
Ensure good
access to a
balanced range
of services.

Avoid sites without easy access
to existing local facilities.
Link development
into the overall
network of facilities.
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Increasing access to
healthy food
A healthy diet reduces the risk of stroke and other
cardiovascular diseases, reduces the risk of type 2
diabetes, reduces levels of childhood and adult obesity
and helps protect against certain cancers. Growing food
contributes to active lifestyles, healthy diet and tackling
food poverty. It provides employment, supports urban
sustainable development and promotes links within and
between communities. Providing healthy food locally
can also have wider benefits in terms of so-called ‘social
capital’. This refers to the networks of relationships among
people who live and work in a particular society, helping
that society to function effectively.
Food-growing on suitable safe sites such as allotments
and in community gardens provides a means of involving
community groups and promoting inclusion and social
interaction, but it doesn’t have to be a communal activity.
Providing growing space in private gardens enables
people to grow food at home and this too can have a
positive impact upon physical and mental health. There is
increasing evidence highlighting the impact that gardening
and growing plants can have on mental health and recovery
from mental ill health.
Within Leeds a number of projects exist to encourage
people to participate in growing their own food.

For example, for the last two years Feed Leeds and
Leeds City Council Parks and Countryside department
have run a successful edible bed competition. The idea is
to design a bed from edible plants to show how attractive
these can be and to inspire people to grow more edible
plants even within an ornamental setting.

How can planners and urban designers help?
Support employment
in the food sector by
encouraging small and
medium-sized food
retailers and a local
and regional distribution
infrastructure.

Encourage food retailers
that offer fresh fruits and
vegetables and other
healthy food.
Create and protect
food-growing spaces
- allotments, community
and private gardens.
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Support food retail outlets
within easy walking distance
of communities or accessible
by public transport.

Strengthening social cohesion and community resilience
A sense of community identity and belonging is
important for health. People who are socially engaged with
others and actively involved in their communities tend to
live longer and enjoy better physical and mental health. Ill
health is made worse through loneliness and lack of social
contact. Planning policies and development alone cannot
create strong communities. What they can do, though, is
to create communities that respect diversity and make it
easier for people to get together and become involved, for
example by designing streets that function as social spaces
or assigning landmark buildings for community use.
Providing a mixture of housing types and tenures to
meet local need can help to reduce health inequalities. For
example, provision of affordable housing helps to avoid
people being excluded from the housing market, which
could be a cause of poor physical and mental health.
A socially inclusive community is one in which everyone,
especially those in poorer health, can access the facilities
they need. Layouts and designs should provide for safe and
easy access to facilities and services, including open space
for people with disabilities. Plenty of places to sit and rest,
dropped kerbs and good surfaces all help make buildings,
streets and spaces easier to navigate for older people,
people with young children and those with disabilities. A
socially inclusive community also shows understanding and
respect for the cultural diversity of the people living within
it and ensures that no-one is prevented from accessing key
services, for example because of language barriers.

Giving communities the opportunity to help shape their
surroundings empowers local people, promotes a sense of
place and ownership and may have direct health benefits.
This means engaging local people in the design and
development of their environment, involving residents in the
design of spaces and connections, or inviting local people
to come up with ideas to enhance spaces, for example
through creating landmarks or public art. There’s more
about engaging communities later in this report.

Planners can play a role in shaping communities by
designing locally distinctive buildings that acknowledge
the historical character of the neighbourhood. Also by
finding ways to forge physical and social connections with
existing communities. The industrial heritage of Yarn Street
(see page 26), for example, inspired the new development
in terms of the forms of buildings and the materials used
to build them. This has helped reinforce the unique and
distinctive quality of the area.

How can planners and urban designers help?
Relate the site to its neighbourhood
or character area.
Provide a mix of house types,
form, densities and tenures.
Design affordable
housing as an
integral part of the
overall scheme.

Create landmarks from existing
or new landscape features
or through public art in
consultation with local people.
Involve local people
in the design
of spaces and
connections.
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Design to allow
access for all,
including people
with disabilities.

Use landmark
buildings for
community use.

Design to reflect and
enhance positive aspects
of local character.
Design
streets as
spaces for
people.

Encouraging physical activity and active travel
The NICE recommendations refer to:
• Ensuring planning applications for new developments
prioritise the need for both adults and children (including
residents whose mobility is impaired) to be physically
active as a routine part of their daily life.
• Planning and providing a comprehensive network
of good, well-maintained routes for active transport,
so that all residents can enjoy convenient, safe and
attractive access to workplaces, homes, schools and
other public facilities.
• Ensuring public open spaces and public paths can be
reached by active transport.
• Prioritising active transport in the development
or maintenance of streets and roads, for example
by widening pavements, introducing cycle lanes,
restricting motor vehicle access, introducing trafficcalming measures and creating safe routes to schools.
Public transport is an important element of active
transport. Good connections to public transport enable
people to access schools, jobs, health services and shops.
Using public transport rather than a car has many health
benefits including improving fitness and reducing stress.
Walking to and from public transport stops can help inactive
populations achieve the recommended amounts of physical
activity. It also leads to improved air quality and reduced
congestion. Public transport can support disadvantaged
groups to access services, make local communities more
inclusive and contribute to reducing inequalities.

People who do regular activity are at lower risk of
many chronic diseases, such as heart disease, type 2
diabetes, stroke and some cancers. Physical activity
can also boost self-esteem, mood, sleep quality and
energy, as well as reducing the risk of stress, depression
and dementia.5
Actions to encourage physical activity can also help
build social cohesion and community resilience. Walking is
one of the most accessible forms of physical activity and is
a particularly good introduction to exercise for those who
have previously been inactive. People who live in walkable,
mixed-use neighbourhoods have better social connections
and resilience compared with those living in areas of heavy
car use. They are more likely to know their neighbours,
participate politically, trust other people and be socially
engaged – all of which has a positive impact on their health.
The urban design approach as suggested in
Neighbourhoods for Living can play a key role in creating
the kinds of environments that support people to be more
active, particularly in terms of encouraging walking, cycling
and play. In 2008 the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) produced the first evidence-based
recommendations on how to improve the built environment
to encourage physical activity.6
Four of the seven NICE recommendations made
reference to promoting walking, cycling or using public
transport. This is sometimes called ‘active transport’
because it involves physical activity.

How can planners and urban designers help?
Create children’s
play space or link to
existing provision.

Design streets to ensure
child- and pedestrian-friendly
20mph urban environments.
Make
connections and
links to existing
routes.

Connect open
spaces and
walking and
cycling routes.
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Create street patterns
and layouts which make
cycling and walking easier
default choices.
Locate new or
existing facilities
within walking
distance.

Provide secure,
sheltered, and
accessible
bicycle storage.

Ensuring access to high-quality public and private spaces and
natural habitats
Access to high-quality open spaces and opportunities for
sport and recreation can make an important contribution to
the health and wellbeing of communities.7
Evidence suggests that people with access to high-quality
green space are healthier. Being outside can promote better mental
health, decrease stress, reduce isolation, improve social cohesion
and ease physical problems. For example, the green corridor
behind Stainbeck Road which connects Beckhill with Meanwood
Valley Urban Farm will not only form part of the local cycle network
but also provides a wildlife habitat for local people to enjoy.
Provision of trees, natural habitats, cycle paths, parks
and walkable green spaces helps promote physical and
mental wellbeing, improves air quality and reduces perceived
noise levels in urban areas. Outside space provides children
with the opportunity for active play. Investing in green
infrastructure is important in our attempts to mitigate and
adapt to the impact of climate change.
A review of the spatial planning implications by the
Marmot Review8 team points out that:
Spaces need to be flexible to meet the needs of a diverse
community… It is also advocated that in areas with a shortage
of green space, the creative use of temporarily vacant spaces,
such as development sites, should be supported…Accessibility
is also important – design should take account of the 3 ‘A’s’:
accessibility, attitudes and adaptation. These are particularly
relevant for those who may not otherwise access the space –
families on low earnings, those with disabilities, etc.
Later in this report there’s a case study showing how
residents, particularly children, became involved in designing
a new-look East End Park.

City Park
The projected City Park just south of the River Aire,
at around 3.5 hectares, would be a green public
space of a type not currently provided in the city
centre or its fringes, with strong pedestrian links
across the river into the heart of the shopping and
commercial area, and to the South Bank and wider
Aire Valley. The idea is to balance the passive and
active recreational needs of day visitors, office
workers and city centre residents, and add to the
city’s cultural and visitor attractions.
The park would integrate functional recreation
space with a park landscape including substantial
large canopy trees and extensive grassy spaces,
possibly with a civic-scale event space and
opportunities for active ground floor building
uses. This would be designed with sustainability,
climate change and flood alleviation in mind, e.g.
incorporating surface run-off in its green space
design. It would provide a safe and secure green
space that is easily accessible from the city
centre for pedestrians and cyclists. It would also
connect with potential new developments and
green space at Sovereign Street, via a new bridge
and linear greenspaces.

How can planners and urban designers help?
Create green
infrastructure
networks including
parks, play areas,
open spaces,
private spaces
or gardens and
street trees.

Ensure good
management
schemes for
communal spaces
and gardens.

Allow for retention of
existing trees and
adequate provision
of newer larger
growing trees.
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Develop
continuous and
accessible
walking routes
to good-quality
green/play
areas.
Make
provision for
children’s
play.

Retain existing
habitats and
features or consider
the potential for
habitat creation.

Improving community safety
Urban design should both help people to feel safe
and reduce the risk of crime. Reducing the fear of crime
improves mental health and wellbeing. Feeling safe both
by day and by night also has a big impact on residents’
levels of physical activity and social interaction. Research
suggests that if people don’t feel safe they are less likely to
walk in their communities. Fear of crime in public spaces
often stops older people from reaching services and
community groups, and from taking advantage of social
interaction with neighbours and retailers. Design measures
to prevent drug use are also important to reduce the
physical, mental and social harm caused by drugs.
Levels of crime can be reduced by interventions
such as improving street lighting, making places more
attractive and maximising natural surveillance. Providing
a mix of uses, dwelling sizes and types means that
there are people about throughout the day and evening.
Planners can also create ‘eyes on the street’ by making
sure that kitchens and living rooms overlook it. Secured
by Design is a national police initiative to incorporate
crime prevention measures in the specification, design
and build of new homes. 9 In 2007 Leeds City Council and
West Yorkshire Police produced a guide called Designing
for Community Safety.10

Both of these guides demonstrate how good design and
good physical security can complement the environment
and create safe, sustainable and healthy communities.
They detail ways of ‘designing out crime’ within new
developments, and focus on a design-led approach to
reducing crime by limiting the opportunities for crime to
occur. Leeds expects developers to follow the principles
set out by both these initiatives.

How can planners and urban designers help?
Ensure good bright street
lighting (without causing
light pollution).

Avoid places of concealment
for crime or drug use or
distribution, particularly
at entrances and along
pedestrian routes.

Increase natural
surveillance.
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Make the
main access
to dwellings
from the
street, avoiding
rear access
wherever
possible.

Minimising the impact of climate change and ensuring low
levels of air and water pollution and noise
Climate change is one of the biggest threats to human
health. Extreme weather conditions such as heat waves,
drought and flooding are already impacting on health and
health inequalities. People on low incomes are more likely
to live in areas which are warmer during summer, more
exposed to weather extremes and more likely to flood.11
Poor air quality, a significant issue for parts of Leeds
already, particularly affects people with cardiovascular
and respiratory conditions and is linked to reduced
life expectancy. Noise is linked to poor mental health.
Climate change and its impact on health was the focus
of the 2010 Public Health Annual Report, Sustainable
Living, Healthy Lives.
Key design considerations include:
• Energy efficiency. Design specifications should be used
to build in features that allow residents to control their
internal environment, but that’s not enough on its own.
Residents need to be able to access energy efficiency data
and helped to understand it. Some pre-1919 properties in
Cross Green (see page 32) have recently been refitted with
new roofs, windows, doors and boundary treatments, and
work to improve energy efficiency (e.g. through provision
of internal or external insulation) is in progress. Research
is being done to determine the health benefits of these
measures in this area of high deprivation.
There is increasing evidence of overheating in some
homes, particularly newer houses which meet more
demanding standards of energy efficiency. Overheating
of homes over long periods can have serious health
consequences, particularly for older people who tend to
be in during the day when the heat is likely to be greater.

Measures to prevent overheating including passive
ventilation, providing cool and attractive outdoor areas
and the use of plants to create shade. As one older
person told us:

“ Old buildings can be too
cold and damp and the
new ones are too hot and
dry. Heat and cold kil!. ”

• Water use and flood protection. Measures to
minimise water use could include exploring systems
for re-using rainwater and waste water. There is also
a need to protect schemes from flooding and to
minimise water run-off.
• Noise control. Stressful noise is detrimental to
people’s health. Soft lawns and dense, tall vegetation
can reduce the extent to which sound carries and help
limit perceived noise levels.
• Air quality. The West Yorkshire Low Emissions
Group, representing five West Yorkshire councils,
has produced Air Quality and Emissions: Technical
Planning Guidance. This includes guidance on when
an air quality assessment is required for housing
developments. Locating houses away from main
roads helps to ensure good air quality. As a rough
guide, houses should be approximately 80 metres
from motorways and 30 metres from A-roads. Planting
street trees can also help improve air quality.

How can planners and urban designers help?
Consider measures to prevent
overheating of homes.

Design energy-efficient homes.
Minimise water
consumption by using
water-efficient
systems.
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Use materials from
sustainable sources.

Designing to improve air quality
It makes strategic sense to
locate new housing developments
and communities within previously
developed inner city areas. This
not only protects greenfield sites,
but also contributes to the wider
benefits of connecting and reintegrating existing communities
(see page 34, Hunslet).
However, inner city areas,
where industry and housing once
stood side by side, are now often
dominated by a vast array of roads
and highways that have grown up
around planning for the private
car. This is a legacy of Leeds as
‘Motorway City of the 1970s’.
Mass clearance schemes and
the building of major roads and
dual carriageways to serve this
aspiration have caused serious
obstacles for future generations
and contributed significantly to
poor air quality within these areas.
This in turn contributes to health
problems including respiratory
disease and other conditions
related to pollutants created
by fossil fuelled
vehicles.

One of the significant challenges
for future planning in inner city
areas is how to reduce the
dominance of the motor vehicle.
There is never an easy option
and approaches often require a
range of initiatives from physical
improvements to education and
awareness-raising. One problem
is that industrial and distribution
firms that have been present in the
area for years may rely on vehicle
access and the use of heavy goods
vehicles. This causes potential
conflict between new residents
and more established industries.
These relationships need to be
very carefully managed in order to
ensure that the various land uses
are compatible.
There are ways to mitigate
the dominance of the highway
and tackle air quality. Initiatives
like the Cycle Superhighway and
City Connect, as well as the more
conventional method of building
relief roads or by-passes, are all
tools that need to be employed in
the future. In the South Bank, for
example, the completion of the
city centre loop has enabled this

Minimise noise,
smell and vibration
infiltrating the home.
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to happen. Although this new road
still contributes to poor air quality
and noise issues, it enables traffic
to move through the area quicker
and more efficiently. Whilst this
‘displacement’ of traffic is not
ideal, it does mean that the sheer
physical scale of other highways
can be reduced to a more sociable
level. Or the extra space can be
used for cycle and pedestrian
infrastructure or landscaping.
In Hunslet the concept of a
landscaped ‘boulevard’ could be an
opportunity along Hunslet Lane and
this could mitigate the air quality
impacts significantly (see page 34).
Many developments within the area
are now required to establish tree
planting and landscape edges but
there is still a long way to go before
we see the classic Europeanstyle boulevard in the south of
Leeds. However if we are serious
about creating a more physically,
psychologically and socially friendly
city, and also cutting pollution and
creating a more attractive feel to
this area, then surely this is the
kind of infrastructure we
should be aiming for.

Make an air
quality assessment
where required.

CASE STUDY

LILAC
LILAC is a development of 20
straw bale homes on the site of a
former school in Bramley.

G e ne ra l
p la n
of si te

LILAC means ‘Low Impact Living Affordable
Community’ and is founded upon sustainability,
mutual ownership and community living:
• ‘Low Impact Living’ features include the
construction of homes at Lilac Grove from
natural materials (straw, timber and lime),
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
conserving energy. Residents reduce their
impact by sharing washing machines,
lawnmowers, tools and cars. Cycling is
promoted and each household has an allotment.
• ‘Affordability’ is reflected in the MHOS (Mutual
Home Ownership Society). Members contribute
about a third of their monthly income to help
pay the mortgage and build up shares in the
Society, which they sell back when they leave.
Because of its environmental features, bills at
Lilac Grove are also much cheaper.
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• ‘Community’ is achieved through the cohousing project where residents have their
own private home but share facilities like
the common house, gardens and workshop.
The common house is the site of regular
community events and meetings, with a
shared laundry, kitchen, dining room, post
room, office and multi-function room.
The main purpose of LILAC is to provide a
new model for housing based on sustainability,
low-impact community living, equality, social
justice and self-management. Members are driven
by concerns over the need to respond to climate
change and energy scarcity, the limits of the
‘business as usual’ model of pro-growth economics,
and the need to develop resources and skills so that
communities can determine and manage their own
land and resources.

Healthy design and lifetime homes
Many factors influence health in homes, including how
the house is designed and constructed, the presence
or absence of safety devices, indoor air quality, water
quality, exposure to chemicals, resident behaviour, and
the immediate surroundings. Poor housing conditions are
linked to respiratory disease, excess winter deaths and
falls. Good-quality housing, on the other hand, can help to
reduce health inequalities, tackle fuel poverty and reduce
excess winter deaths.
Planners can ‘build in’ certain aspects of a healthy
home, for example by:
• using non-toxic building materials and products
to minimise exposure to chemicals (e.g. volatile
organic compounds in adhesives, sealants and paints;
pesticides, fungicides and heavy metals used to
treat wood)
• employing proper building techniques and
materials from foundation to roof to mitigate damp
and mould
• proper placement of windows and doors to facilitate
passive airflow, daylighting and fresh air exchange.
Adaptability of design is key to making sure that homes
continue to meet occupiers’ needs as those needs change,
perhaps to accommodate children or space for working at
home or to meet the needs of old age or disability.
An ageing population is a challenge both to health
professionals and planners. Older people value their
independence and want to remain fit and healthy for
as long as possible. At the same time, there must be
provision in appropriate community settings to meet the
changing health and social care needs of older people.
The benefits of planning neighbourhoods and homes
with an ageing population in mind have been specifically
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recognised through a variety of initiatives such as
Towards Lifetime Neighbourhoods12 and Lifetime Homes.
The Lifetime Homes Design Guide13 sets out 16 design
criteria that should be implicit in good housing design to
boost utility, independence and quality of life and covers
five overarching principles: inclusivity, accessibility,
adaptability, sustainability and good value.

How can planners and urban designers help?
Optimise daylight and solar gain by providing for direct
sunlight to enter at least one habitable room for part
of the day. Living areas and kitchen dining spaces
should preferably receive direct sunlight.
Build dual aspect
homes: all residential
accommodation should
have windows on
two faces.
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Ventilate
all buildings
naturally.

Ensure homes
are adaptable to
changing needs.

CASE STUDY

Yarn Street

- putting Neighbourhoods
for Living into practice
The Yarn Street development in the Hunslet
Riverside Area demonstrates how many of the principles
of Neighbourhoods for Living can be put into practice
to create a healthy community that integrates well
with its environment and with existing communities.
Yarn street is located in the South Bank area of the
city. The Grade II listed Hunslet Mills, built between
1838 and 1842 by engineer William Fairbairn (creator
of Armley Mills and Salt’s Mill), was saved from
demolition in the 1980s and now provides both a
focal point for the new development and a source
of architectural inspiration. This key building
from Hunslet’s cultural and historical past has
largely dictated the scale, architectural forms
and materials of the Yarn Street development.
The simple red brick with slate grey cladding and
cream render, says ‘This is Leeds’.
In terms of the outdoor environment, the
limited space available uses a mix of green
spaces, verge planting and child-friendly spaces.
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Residents and visitors can enjoy the natural habitat
of the River Aire, which is very still in this part of the
city, and see rabbits, otters and kingfishers within
a short distance of the new development. The
challenge will be to maintain this natural habitat in
subsequent developments.
The plans for development embed
Secured by Design principles. Rear
gardens abut neighbouring gardens
and large or gable windows provide
active frontages to the public
spaces, green spaces and river
frontage, creating important natural
surveillance.
Car-taming initiatives such as
changes in surface materials, narrow
road widths and subtle segregation
of pedestrian space from vehicle
space, keep speeds low and give
the pedestrian a stronger sense of
‘ownership’ over the spaces than in a
more conventional highway layout.
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A hidden aspect of Yarn Street is its
innovative use of heating technology.
The onsite CHP (Combined Heat and Power)
facility provides affordable, renewable heat and
energy for residents. The houses themselves
are already built to a high standard of building
regulations, but the CHP attempts to ‘design out’
fuel poverty. The CHP scheme is linked to adjacent
sites, such as Hunslet Mill, so that they will be able
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to benefit from affordable heat and power in the
future when they develop.
The lesson from Yarn Street, then, is that is
possible to design and build a new development
to integrate with its wider context and provide the
ingredients for a safe, healthy, family-friendly and
sustainable development close to the city centre.
There is now a new community in Hunslet and the
emerging Area Action Plan will endeavour to enable
further, similar developments so that residents can
travel safely and actively between the city centre and
Hunslet district centre.

CASE STUDY

This section of the report has looked at some of
the ways in which planners and urban designers, in
consultation with Leeds City Council, can plan for a
healthy community, and is followed by some case
studies showing how this is happening in practice
across Leeds. But this can’t happen effectively
without also engaging individuals and groups from
within those communities. Finding out why people
behave they way they do can help those responsible
for planning to identify ways of meeting their needs
– for example by making it easier and safer for older
people to access shopping areas rather than having to
rely on others. That is why it’s so important to engage
members of the public at an early stage in the planning
and urban design process. The next section of this
report is therefore about how residents and future
residents of both existing and new communities can
make their voice heard.

East Leeds Extension
- Northern Quadrant
The East Leeds Extension is a major urban
extension to the east of Leeds. The expectation
is that this development will provide around
5,500 new homes, together with related
infrastructure. The residential proposals seek
to create a new ‘liveable’ and sustainable
neighbourhood which is an attractive place
to live for people of all ages and abilities.
Consequently a great deal of time has been
spent on working up a number of key
design principles.
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The current outline planning application
seeks approval for a residential development
of around 2,000 dwellings in the ‘Northern
Quadrant’ – the area of the urban extension
between Wetherby Road (A58) and York
Road (A64). Some of these new homes will
be affordable housing for those who would
otherwise be unable to obtain housing and so
improve their life chances.
Access to the site will be via the East Leeds
Orbital Road (ELOR) – a new strategic highway
that will stretch from the existing outer ring road
at Red Hall all the way around to Thorpe Park
at junction 46 of the M1. This new highway,
expected to open in 2021, will ease congestion
on the existing outer ring road as well as serving
the new development, and will define the outer
edge of the housing development.
The layout in the illustrative master plan
indicates a series of perimeter blocks of
development across the site, linked by a central
spine road. This will enable the development
of housing areas which are safe and secure,
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with no exposed rear gardens or vulnerable routes. The
block structure responds to the nature of the site and
the existing built-up area, for example working with the
steeper gradient adjacent to Grimes Dyke. The idea is to
reinforce existing connections in order to try and join old
with new and promote community identity and cohesion.
The local centre will be at the intersection of the internal
spine road, with a connection through to the Grimes Dyke
development of 372 houses, currently under construction.
No detailed plans or elevations of buildings are available
as yet, but some key features of the development include:
• a new two-form entry primary school located in the
north-western part of the site
• space for a health centre (although early indications
suggest that existing facilities will be sufficient)
• fully accessible public buildings.
• a 20 mph speed limit, ensuring that streets are childfriendly and usable for all age groups and abilities
• provision of safe and accessible pedestrian
footpaths, cycle routes and informal recreation
areas, in addition to the country park, to promote
physical activity
• formal play areas with equipment that all children
can use, irrespective of ability.
The landscaping element of the scheme knits together
the various green spaces (including formal equipped
playgrounds), the country park and the wider landscape
setting. The cycle and pedestrian routes will connect these

spaces and also link the development to the existing urban
area and the wider countryside to enable commuting as
well as leisure use. The area is close to the new 23km City
Connect Cycle Superhighway which will provide a direct
route from East Leeds to Bradford via the city centre. It is
important that cycle and pedestrian routes are safe and
accessible to ensure maximum use and participation.
The country park element of the scheme lies outside
the ELOR but will be accessible by bridge, as well as via
crossings at the nearest roundabout junctions with the
ELOR. The country park will provide a significant area
of informal green space and sit adjacent to the council’s
Whinmoor Grange site, providing access to sports
facilities, a visitor centre and a plant nursery.
Finally, it is important to recognise that economic
opportunities arising out of new development can benefit
communities and indirectly contribute to improved
physical and mental health. The construction of the
overall development presents a significant opportunity for
training and employment initiatives, which will be secured
by legal agreement. Involving local schoolchildren will
provide a positive educational experience for children, as
well as fostering civic pride. The training and employment
opportunities have the potential to create a significant
number of jobs, which will help improve the socioeconomic profile of the area and provide people with
transferable skills which will make them more employable
in the future.
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CASE STUDY

Beckhill

T he U K si g n
R a d b ur n d e

Beckhill lies between Meanwood and Chapel
Allerton in North Leeds on a site dominated by the
natural peak of Miles Hill. The area is characterised
by the ‘Radburn’ style of development popular with
architects in the 1970s.
The estate’s designers attempted to deal with the
steep hillside by constructing a series of terraces
with large retaining walls, with houses and flats
staggered or running with the contours of the land
to maximise the number of dwellings. Unfortunately,
this had the effect of isolating the estate from
its natural environment and from surrounding
communities. The Radburn method aimed to keep
pedestrians separate from cars and create car-free
open spaces. However the design
decisions made to deal with the
hilly nature of the site meant that
the end result was rear parking
courts, a network of alleyways
serving the houses, and undefined
public spaces. This created an
environment that encouraged
crime and anti-social behaviour
and one that was likely to lead to
health problems arising from fear
of crime and social isolation.

Also, where people feel reluctant to walk to
the shops or other facilities, there are likely to be
physical ill-effects too.
Beckhill comprises three main areas. The lowest
site within the estate, recently demolished, was the
only flat area of the site. This was an area of lowquality flats and a rambling and confusing layout
of linear blocks. Further up the hill, the so-called
‘banana block’ on Beckhill Avenue effectively
separates the estate from the open green space of
Miles Hill. As a result, the Miles Hill playground has
become isolated, under-used and prey to anti-social
activity. The paths running around the ‘banana block’
often lead to dead ends, creating a threatening
environment for pedestrians in this part of the estate.
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The Radburn design had the back yards
of homes facing the street...
Street

Private
area

Back

The central
area between
these two sites
contains rows
of terraced-type
houses built to
stagger up the
hillside. There are
a large number
of properties
and the area
undoubtedly represents an efficient use of land.
However, it suffers from a lack of identity and the
narrow alleyways running between the houses
create an insecure environment for pedestrians and
for residents, whose rear gardens have little security
apart from small fences and hedges.
Beckhill has the potential to be a prosperous
and desirable place to live. It is close to shops and
services and the views from Miles Hill are unique
within Leeds. Leeds city centre, Woodhouse Ridge
and Headingley are all clearly visible from its summit.

So what urban design solutions are
available for the Beckhill Estate and
how can these promote the health and
wellbeing of local residents?
The clearance of the lower part of the site has
created an opportunity for a housing development
with a mixture of tenures that will link to Beckhill
but also prove attractive to new residents. This part
of the site is the easiest to develop because it is
relatively flat and lies within walking distance of bus

Potternewton Lane but to avoid ‘rat running’ (where cars
use residential streets as shortcuts) the streets will be
designed to minimise speed and create spaces for all.
Promoting community safety is another key principle
of Neighbourhoods for Living and is paramount in any
development. Indicative designs provide for integrated
spaces that are well overlooked, safe and secure. In the
lower part of the site a covered beck runs behind houses on
Stainbeck Road, creating a green corridor. It is not possible
in the short term to re-open this beck but a generous green
space will link to the Meanwood Valley Urban Farm and
form part of the local cycle network, as well as providing
a valuable space for wildlife. New houses will face on to
this space to ensure continued security. Houses will also
overlook the existing multi-use games area – near enough
for residents to supervise their children but far enough away
to retain privacy, peace and quiet for other residents.
There are also proposals for the removal of the ‘banana
block’ on Beckhill Avenue. This would enable people to
view the important natural landmark of Miles Hill properly
for the first time and allow neighbouring communities
to overlook the Beckhill site. Opening up the Miles Hill
space in this way should discourage anti-social behaviour
because the site will now be visible from the road and
other houses in the area. Local people should therefore feel
safer and more comfortable whilst using this space.
A distinctive local character is important for fostering
a sense of place, which in turn contributes to feelings of
belonging and identity and so to good mental wellbeing.
The poor-quality materials and grey concrete of the 1970s
houses don’t relate to the local historic character, where
buildings were mostly constructed of red brick or local
sandstone. The 1970s houses have proved difficult to
maintain, hard to heat and the design of windows and
openings created confusing forms.

...and the fronts of houses facing
each other over common yards.
Front

Common yard

Front

stops and the shops on Stainbeck Lane. This means
that health, community and other facilities can be close
to one another, allowing for active travel. Residents can
also walk to the nearest district centre of Meanwood
where there is a range of supermarkets and a health
centre. This promotes physical activity and enables
residents to benefit from social contact and a sense of
wellbeing from feeling part of a wider community, both
key Neighbourhoods for Living principles. Urban design
analysis has identified an area around the existing shop
on the estate as the ‘heart’ of the area. This is important
for giving residents a sense of local identity and for
helping people to navigate an area that can be quite
confusing, especially for visitors, children or older people.
Planners are working on ways of integrating existing
routes into any future layout. These routes must meet
the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and car users and
must be and feel safe. There will be provision for car
use, but parking will not dominate any new development
and vehicle speeds will be kept low. Walking will be
encouraged through the use of good-quality surface
materials, provision of wider footpaths or pedestrian
spaces, tree planting, and perhaps most importantly,
active overlooking from buildings along the routes.
A through route will link Beckhill Approach to
© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Leeds City Council O.S. Licence No. -100019567-2015

Any proposal for new housing should be based
upon an analysis of locally distinctive forms of
architecture – preferably red brick dwellings
with simple pitched roofs. The aim is to achieve
simple architectural forms and well-insulated
buildings that are adaptable for all occupiers,
look like they belong in the local area, and
overlook the spaces around them.
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Cross Green

CASE STUDY
Before

Cross Green is a mixed tenure area of 450
properties just south of East End Park and
adjacent to the East Leeds Link Road. Most of
these properties are in the private rented sector.
The majority of the housing was built before 1919,
including a significant number of back-to-back
properties. Prior to regeneration, the properties
were in a poor condition with high levels of damp,
inadequate fire precautions and poor heating.
The health issues experienced in the area reflect
the high deprivation rates. Hospital admissions for
respiratory and cardiovascular disease in Cross
Green are higher than the city average. Both of
these conditions are associated with cold, damp
homes. The average life expectancy is 74 years
compared to the city average of 80.
Due to the high number of rental properties
there has been considerable turnover of residents
in the area which has created instability in the
housing market. The rental levels are amongst
the most affordable in the city and there is a large
number of housing allowance tenants.

Af te r
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So what has already happened in the area?
The area is a priority for the council and partners
because it forms part of the Aire Valley Enterprise
Zone. The Aire Valley is also an Urban Eco Settlement
location. In the early 2000s 18% of the housing stock
was long-term empty homes. Using the then Private
Sector Renewal Grant, the council targeted these
empty properties with a programme of acquisition
and demolition. This cleared a development site
which allowed Chevin Housing to build 21 affordable
homes for social rent via the Homes and Communities
Agency affordable housing funding.
In addition to the new building, the council began
improving the privately-owned properties through a
£2.6 million block improvement programme known
as Group Repair. A total of 79 properties received
new roofs, windows, doors and boundary treatments
as well as energy efficiency measures.
The next step was to bring empty homes that
weren’t part of the new build project back into
occupation. The council engaged with the owners
and offered help to return their homes to
occupation. Most owners did engage but
those that failed to do so were subject
to compulsory purchase actions.
The area was designated a
discretionary selective licensing area
for five years from October 2009. This
required all private landlords to hold
a licence with conditions to improve
the management of their property
and the area in general. Failure to do
so was a criminal offence.

During selective licensing 580 licences were
issued in the area including Cross Green. Council
officers provided education and advice to landlords
to improve their understanding of their business.
Every privately rented property received a visit
to ensure that landlords were complying with the
licence conditions and the Housing Act. The main
issues found on these visits were poor fire safety,
housing conditions increasing the likelihood of falls,
excess cold, dampness and dangerous electrics.
The designation ended in 2014 but the council
is continuing to work with partners to maintain
improvements to the area.

What is currently happening in
Cross Green?
In 2013 the council provided further investment
for the area through the Sustainable Communities
Investment Programme. Over £6 million is being
invested to renovate the housing stock and to
address energy efficiency in all the remaining pre1919 stock. Around 220–240 properties will receive
works to their homes by March 2016. The project
involves targeting all blocks, as in the previous
investment, but will also provide energy efficiency
measures supported by Green Deal/Energy
Company Obligation. All pre-1919 properties will
receive either internal or external cladding wall
insulation, depending on the property type, to help
address cold homes and fuel poverty. The council
and Leeds Beckett University are doing research to
assess the effect of the works on energy efficiency
and fuel costs.
There are three remaining development sites
which can support further affordable housing. On
completion of the current improvements to the
existing stock it is proposed that these will be
developed and additional new affordable quality
homes provided for the area.
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Empty homes continue to be targeted. A
number of owners who have failed to deal with
their properties have been subject to compulsory
purchase. This proactive approach has reduced the
number of empty homes to only 4% of the stock.
A research project into the health of the area
is also under way. All occupiers of properties
receiving works to their homes will be asked to
complete a health questionnaire. This looks at
the potential benefits of the works and at issues
around alcohol, smoking, diet and mental health.
Health care services will work with occupiers to
address any issues raised. In addition, property
owners will get help with financial and employment
issues, fire safety and security through partnership
working with the Police, Fire Service, Jobs and
Skills and the Leeds City Credit Union.
Highway improvements along Cross Green
will seek to improve safety and pedestrian access
through traffic calming measures, road resurfacing,
provision of parking bays, pavement improvements
and an improved public environment.
Part of the funding also looked at community
projects. These have included giving back gardens
to a number of properties, improving the allotments
to allow residents to grow their own food, and a
play area for children.
In conclusion, there has been considerable
investment in the Cross Green area to remove
properties no longer fit for purpose, develop new
high-quality affordable homes and to improve the
existing housing stock, all of which contributes to the
provision of safe, warm, secure homes. Combined
with improvements to the environment, these
initiatives are expected to improve both physical and
mental health and wellbeing for the residents of
Cross Green.

Hunslet Riverside

CASE STUDY

Hunslet is an inner-city area bounded on the
east by the river Aire a mile south-east of the city
centre. Hunslet itself was a medieval town that at
one time equalled Leeds in importance.
The historic character of the Hunslet Riverside
area was defined by distinct communities within
a landscape of heavy industry. The area was
connected to the city centre by Hunslet Lane, a
thriving road of trams, mills, houses and shops.
In the nineteenth century, large-scale industry
evolved from the old water-powered mills along
the River Aire, on Old Mill Lane. This led to
massive increases in population as people moved
to the city to find jobs. The much older urban form
was altered beyond recognition by Victorian
urban expansion, mainly in the form of terraced
houses, mills and factories. This was an area
where you could witness the massive engineering
prowess of Leeds at first hand. The steelworks
and textile industries around Hunslet Lane were
world-famous and
Hunslet exported
its heavy steam
engines as far
afield as India,
Africa and South
America.
The workingclass communities
that emerged
were largely
self-contained
with strong social
connections.
Although their homes often lacked the basic
space standards and sanitary conditions that civic
reformers later came to expect. Allotments and
market gardens were common and the area was
rich in local facilities such as cinemas, libraries,
schools, shops and sports clubs, like the Hunslet
Hawks rugby team. These are all features that
Neighbourhoods for Living seeks to design back
into communities.
The post-industrial era was a complete
contrast. Slum clearance programmes moved the
old communities away and whole areas of Hunslet
(such as Leek Street) were rebuilt in the 1960s
and 70s. Communities broke up and lost much of
their identity, the replacement buildings were of
poor quality, and the social infrastructure became
fractured. The old industry declined and the area
was divided by extensive highway schemes and
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planning around the private car. This all resulted in
much of the social and geographical disconnection
that we see today.
Hunslet Riverside covers much of this postindustrial area. The 1990s development at Leeds
Dock and a subsequent spur of developer interest
extending from the city centre towards Hunslet
centre has led to some of the disconnections being
healed but there is still much to do. The potential
for large-scale regeneration represents a great
opportunity, however. The area is largely flat, which
is extremely suitable for active travel; the River
Aire provides a biodiversity and amenity corridor
and a much-needed natural environment; and the
magnificent heritage of buildings such as Hunslet
Mill provides a unique sense of place and a direct
link to the social and economic history of the
area. All of these factors can contribute not only
to social cohesion, but also to physical activity,
community resilience and sustainability.
The first task of the Hunslet Riverside project
was for the urban design team to gain a thorough
understanding of the area by making several visits

H un sl e t
R iv e rs id e
a na ly si s
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at different times of the day and year. We started
by looking for the pre-1960s buildings. Only a
handful remain, but once identified they enabled
us to ‘join the dots’ between these high-quality
heritage buildings and reconnect them with new
development. It also enabled us to understand the
‘centres of gravity’ to which any new development
naturally relates. For instance, many new sites
along the river are actually more physically
related to Hunslet than to the city centre. It is
now possible to think of development here as relinking Hunslet to the city centre – geographically,
socially and historically – for the first time in 60
years. New development that directly responds
to and improves the area will not only overcome
the barrier of social isolation, but will also give
residents direct, safe and accessible routes to
work and leisure facilities in the city centre and the
surrounding areas.
The Hunslet end of Yarn Street is just 200
metres from the point of arrival into Hunslet itself.
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The redevelopment of the older people’s home at
Hemingway House, and the conversion of the old
pub at the corner of Old Mill Lane, have created a
powerful street presence that signposts the way in
to Hunslet itself by directing the view to the historic
church steeple to the south west. This sense of
arriving somewhere encourages new residents to
walk to the local district centre at Hunslet.
Further along Hunslet Road, the recent
redevelopment of the Grade II listed Alf Cooke
Printworks as the new Leeds City College
Printworks Campus, and the opening of the new
Leeds College of Building, Hunslet campus,
has created vibrant educational and community
facilities where previously there were only car
showrooms and light industrial warehouses.
Links with the remaining local industry are giving
students important vocational skills and the area is
becoming another centre of learning for the city.
The final piece in the Hunslet Riverside
puzzle is the area north of the River Aire 		
towards Cross Green and Richmond Hill. What
used to be railway goods yards and the small,
ancient settlement of Knowsthorpe is now the
Cross Green Industrial Estate. There are serious
barriers to overcome here, not least the East Leeds
Link Road and the railway spur. If these barriers
can be overcome, Hunslet, Cross Green and local
employment opportunities could be connected
through safe walking routes once more. The end
result will be a community that is less isolated
and less reliant on the private car – a community
that builds upon its historic assets, celebrates its
industrial heritage, and is once again connected
both to the city centre and to itself.

Engaging local communities
The challenges facing public services mean changing
relationships between residents, services, the third sector
and businesses. All of us are ambitious for the city’s future
and want to do things differently in building upon past
and ongoing public and partnership consultation, and we
recognise that local people’s input must be at the heart
of change. ‘Community engagement’ is the overarching
practice of achieving that ambition.
Community engagement means informing local people
about the choices available and helping people influence
what happens in their community and the services they
use. It also means helping people achieve more for
themselves. ‘Working with communities, not doing things
to them’ is a core council value.
Community engagement benefits the council and the
communities of Leeds in many ways:
• diverse voices having an influence
• better service design
• better decision-making
• targeting resources more effectively
• more successful local democracy
• stronger communities.
Whatever way we at Leeds City Council work with
communities, we aim to:
• make it easy for everyone to take part
• make the engagement meaningful and honest
• involve people at the earliest possible stage
• show everyone the impact the engagement has had.
Working with communities could mean talking to local
landowners, as we have done in the Aire Valley and on the
South Bank (see pages 48 and 50), engaging with local
people through the Neighbourhood Plan (see pages 39) or
holding drop-in events (see page 42) so that anyone with an
interest in a development or regeneration project can have
their say. We’ve also gone into schools and involved children,
for example in trying to make their local park a healthier,
safer place (page 46).

If we’re to put into practice the recommendations
of key documents like Neighbourhoods for Living, we
need to talk to people about their experience of living in
communities – what is making it difficult for them to enjoy
the best possible physical and mental health and wellbeing
and how we can work to create healthy new environments
or improve existing ones.
Managing the regeneration and growth of the city raises
a number of challenges and opportunities. As part of this
process, Leeds has many opportunities for residents
to engage with the planning process and, crucially, is
rich in people who want to make a difference. To deliver
positive outcomes for communities when resources are
under pressure, we need to make sure these opportunities
join up, increase the use of community-led engagement
approaches and, when we want to find new ways to be
the best, trust that service-users hold the most valuable
insights of all. As one older person said:

‘The Council needs to be aware
that everyone has different
requirements. They need to speak
to older people to understand their
needs and involve them in each
step of the process.’
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‘How can
I influence
what happens
in my local
area and
my city?’

‘What’s a Neighbourhood Plan
and how do I know if my area
has one?’
The Localism Act 2011 enables communities to draw up a
Neighbourhood Plan (NP) for their area. This gives communities
a say in the development of their local area – where new
development takes place and what it should look like.
The NP is prepared by the community, consulted on by
the community and then submitted to the council which
appoints an independent examiner to check that the plan
is sound and conforms to local and national planning
frameworks. The final stage is a local referendum at which
50% of voters have to support the plan for it to be adopted.
If adopted, the plan becomes part of the council’s statutory
Local Development Plan.
Although the NP is primarily a land-use planning
document, there is also an opportunity to seek ways of
delivering sustainable development. This is where local
health and wellbeing needs – both now and in the future
– can come into play. This isn’t just about providing
convenient GP surgeries and dentists. It’s about giving
people access to reliable public transport and safe walking
and cycle routes, providing green spaces for children to play
and people to exercise, making sure that people can feel
safe and secure as they move around the neighbourhood,
thinking about opportunities for allotments and food
growing, and much more. These are often aspirations
rather than specific proposals, but nonetheless the NP
allows local people to have a say.

Leeds City Council’s Statement of Community Involvement
or SCI sets out a framework for community participation in
the planning process. There is a two-page leaflet summing up
what the SCI is all about – and much more information – on
the council website. You’ll find a link to this, and a range of
other useful documents, at the end of this section.
The SCI tells you the who, how and what of community
involvement – who can be involved, how you can be
involved and what you can be involved in. For example,
you could get involved with drawing up a Neighbourhood
Plan for your area. Or you might want to comment on the
early stages of a new planning application. We’ll engage
and consult with any individual, group or stakeholder who
wants to be involved. And it’s not just the council that has
to listen to you – we make sure that developers take your
views into account in their development proposals and
planning applications.

Remember you can always contact your local
councillor if there is an issue that particularly
concerns you. Follow the link at the end of this
section to find out who your local councillor is
and how you can contact them.
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Leeds has one of the highest levels of
NP activity of any city across the country.
So far, we’ve designated 22 Neighbourhood
Areas (this is the area covered by the NP)
and another 20 areas have expressed an
interest. Both ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ areas are
well represented and communities are active
across the district as a whole. The council is
promoting pilots in Otley, Beeston & Holbeck,
Kippax and Boston Spa. Usually, the town or
parish council provides a focus for preparing
the NP. Occasionally, in non-parished areas
like Holbeck, the city council, in discussion
with the local community, will designate
a Neighbourhood Forum, made up of a
minimum of 21 people who live, work or do
business in the area, to lead the work.
You can contact the group for your area,
if there is one, directly or via Leeds City
Council. There’s a list of useful links at
the end of this section.

‘Having lived and worked in the market
town of Otley for over 30 years, I have
come to value its rich and varied history,
its remarkable community spirit and its
delightful semi-rural environment. It is my
view that all of these come together to
enhance the physical and mental wellbeing
of Otley’s residents.
In recent years, Otley has seen a
significant amount of windfall housing and
there are proposals for several largescale developments which clearly have
the potential to substantially affect the
dynamics of the community. So, when the opportunity
arose to be involved in developing the town’s
Neighbourhood Plan, I volunteered in the hope that
features of the town that I, and many others, value
might be conserved or even enhanced.
It is my hope that the Neighbourhood Plan will be
instrumental in developing communities that provide
for a healthy and rewarding lifestyle for all. For
example, ensuring that any further new housing
meets the various needs of the existing community,
is built to high sustainability criteria and also takes
fully into account the infrastructure limitations of an
essentially medieval town; that children have quality
places to engage in active outdoor play near to
their homes; that teenagers and adults can access
a wide range of recreational facilities; and that
there are havens of tranquillity throughout the town
where people can escape the stresses and strains
of life and enjoy the natural world.’
Jenny Watson
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Holbeck Neighbourhood Plan

CASE STUDY
Holbeck is an inner city area of Leeds, just south
of the city centre. Holbeck has a lot going for it. Its
industrial heritage is reflected in some wonderful
listed buildings. It has an identifiable centre and an
engaged, multicultural community, but its community
identity has got rather lost in recent years despite
a number of previous regeneration initiatives. The
Neighbourhood Plan is an attempt to reinvigorate the
area and re-connect with its history.
The council approached local community groups
to promote the idea of producing a Neighbourhood
Plan. This led to a successful bid to the Department
for Communities and Local Government for Holbeck
to become a Neighbourhood Planning pilot area,
securing in the process £20,000 funding to assist
with preparing the plan.
To get the process started, the council and local
community leaders organised a drop-in event at
St Matthews Church. This included an interactive
exhibition explaining what neighbourhood planning
is and how it could benefit Holbeck. Local people
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got the chance to say what
they like and dislike about the
neighbourhood. The event also
included a ‘History of Holbeck’. A
popular aspect of the event was
a set of 50 captioned A3 photos
showing some of the opportunities
and challenges in Holbeck, with
space for local people to add
comments and ideas.
Local volunteers then did a
series of walkabouts, camera in
hand. All the feedback from the
public engagement was reported to a public meeting
four weeks later (the interim Neighbourhood Forum).
Intensive early support from the council was
critical to success during the first year but as time
went by the council was able to take a step back and
allow the community to take more control. This was
ultimately achieved when the interim forum applied
to the council for Neighbourhood Area designation
and appointment of a Neighbourhood Forum to
prepare the plan.

CASE STUDY

The Holbeck Neighbourhood Forum was
designated in April 2014. It has received significant
support from the council, Planning Aid England and
local volunteers in addition to the £20,000 pilot funding
and a £4,000 bridging grant to help with consultation,
engagement and plan preparation. The Neighbourhood
Forum has forged links with a range of local community
groups and other organisations including housing
developers and social housing managers, the local
primary school, the Holbeck Gala, Holbeck in Bloom,
Holbeck Working Men’s Club (WMC), Messy Play,
Holbeck Elderly Aid, Holbeck Feast, Slung Low
theatre and St Matthews Community Centre.
The draft Holbeck Neighbourhood Plan was
published in June 2015. This starts by setting
out the vision for Holbeck, describing the
aspirations for Holbeck over the next 15–20 years:

To make Holbeck a more attractive and
healthier place for everyone, it will have
a thriving local centre with a range of
community facilities, a choice of quality but
affordable housing, a variety of local job
opportunities, all set in a green environment,
respecting the heritage and local character
of the area, and well connected to the city
centre and adjoining neighbourhoods.

‘When we embarked on setting up
a Neighbourhood Plan for Holbeck
our ambitions were simple: to improve
perceptions of Holbeck and to seek
to provide facilities and programmes
that would enhance the area.
Putting in place a NP has already
improved perceptions, helped by
the recent activities of the SC4L
(Sustainable Communities for Leeds)
development and the Brown Lane
development by Unity Housing. Further
work on perceptions is needed but
it’s within our grasp.
Improving facilities and programmes
is proving more difficult. We are
now meeting various City Council
departments and discussions are
progressing, but with hindsight these
discussions should have taken place
at the beginning when we were
setting up the NP.
On a positive note we are optimistic
and continue to make our modest
aims a reality for residents, visitors
and business partners.’
The plan sets out in some detail
a range of objectives, policies and
projects aimed at achieving this
vision. Policy C3, for example, goes
to the heart of this report:
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Development which
contributes to the
health and well-being
of the community will be
supported.

This is particularly important for a neighbourhood
that lies within an area with the highest level of
deprivation in terms of health.
The plan lists partners, funding proposals and
expected delivery time for a range of projects. To
give a flavour of the range of activity, here are just a
few examples:
• Short-term – improve lighting on footpaths,
particularly on Holbeck Moor, in underpasses
and along roads past undeveloped sites
(Leeds City Council (LCC) budget); promote
use of existing community facilities such as
Holbeck WMC and St Matthews and Holbeck
community centres (LCC grants).
• Medium-term – carry out improvements to
back-to-back streets, back lanes to terrace
streets, etc. (LCC grants, Community
Infrastructure Levy or CIL); support temporary
uses of vacant shops and other premises
within the Holbeck Historic Core (Townscape
Heritage Initiative).
• Long-term – create job opportunities by
working to restore the old mill buildings in
Holbeck Industrial Heritage Area for mixed uses
(CIL, Heritage Trust); improve existing green
spaces, particularly for children’s activities
(LCC Park and Open Spaces budget, CIL).
The next steps are a pre-submission consultation
to make any necessary changes to the draft plan
before submitting it to the council for a final period
of consultation before it goes to the independent
examiner. If the examiner is happy, a referendum on
the plan could take place by the end of 2015.
To find out more about the Holbeck
Neighbourhood Plan, see:
www.holbeckneighbourhoodplan.org.uk

‘How can I influence planning
applications?’
Leeds City Council actively promotes engagement
between developers and communities, city, town and parish
councillors and the Neighbourhood Forum (if there is one),
preferably at an early stage in the development – before the
final scheme is prepared but at a point where there is some
clarity around the key design and planning issues. Community
engagement is a requirement for major proposals but also for
smaller proposals that are likely to prove sensitive, have a
significant impact or be of considerable public interest.
Early engagement allows communities to:
• help shape a proposal and address its likely impact
• understand what is being proposed
• make developers aware of community needs and
aspirations.
This could include a public exhibition of the proposals, a
questionnaire and feedback form and/or information leaflets.
For very large or significant developments, a community
forum might be set up to tap into local knowledge and
networks and help build a long-term relationship between the
developer and the community.
Pre-application engagement represents the ideal but you
can also have your say about planning applications that have
already been submitted through Public Access. The council’s
User Guide tells you how to access planning information past
(from 1974) and present. (You’ll find a link to the User Guide
at the end of this section.) Amongst other things, you can
comment if you feel that a proposed development might be
detrimental to your health, for example because of noise,
disturbance or odour or its impact on accessibility.

Planning Aid England offers free and independent
professional planning advice and support to individuals and
communities, subject to certain eligibility criteria. There is a
free web resource called Planning Aid Direct and an Advice
Line. Volunteers are available to help you understand the
planning system and get involved with planning in your area.
You can find out more at www.planningaid.rtpi.org.uk
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CASE STUDY

Enlivening a community
- regenerating Holt Park
District Centre
The Holt Park District Centre dates back to the
early 1970s. The retail element, including ASDA,
opened in 1974. At that time, the council opened the
Ralph Thoresby High School and Holt Park Leisure
Centre. Thirty years on, both these buildings had
become outdated, so the first stage in the centre’s
regeneration was to replace them.

Following extensive
public consultation, the
new Ralph Thoresby
High School opened
in 2007 and the
replacement
leisure
centre, Holt Park Active,
opened in autumn
2013. Demolition of
these old buildings left
unsightly semi-derelict
spaces behind, but also
created the potential
to change what had
been a compact but
quite ‘hard’ space into
a ‘softer’ space that reconnected with surrounding neighbourhoods.
The next stage of the regeneration project
was to identify development sites and prepare a
planning statement setting out the council’s vision.
The project goes to the heart of the community so
the council set up a public consultation exercise at
the draft stage. The first event was a public meeting
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with the Holt Park Forum at Holt Park Active. This
was followed by a drop-in event, again at Holt Park
Active, where officers displayed the proposals and
made themselves available to discuss issues raised
by members of the public. The information was
then displayed in the Planning Services reception
throughout the six-week consultation period.

‘Having multiple sclerosis means that walking
and exercise are difficult and it’s really hard
to keep fit. Swimming is one of the things I
can manage to do and, for me, it is essential
to have an accessible pool. I was really
disappointed when I heard that the old Holt
Park was going to close, as it had been so
easy getting in and out of the pool. But now
that Holt Park Active has opened, I love it!
The disabled parking spaces are right outside
the front of the centre and I always manage to
get one. Manoeuvring is easy because there is
lots of space between the parking bays. It’s a
short flat walk from there to the front door, with
no steps and a coloured crossing area which
makes it safer for people who walk slowly.

Most people attending these engagement
events were supportive of the scheme. An
amended planning statement taking account
of the public consultation will now provide the
basis for future redevelopment and regeneration
proposals.
The design principles set out in the planning
statement address several of the issues
identified in Neighbourhoods for Living:
• creating and enhancing links to and from
surrounding areas to make the centre a walkable
place that respects both the ‘leafy’ nature of Holt
Park and its rural origins
• keeping vehicle intrusion to a minimum so that the
pedestrian is in charge and people feel they can
move about the centre safely
• ensuring natural surveillance of the site so that
users of the site can feel safer and more secure
• creating good pedestrian links between key
facilities to promote physical activity and a sense of
community
• softening existing ‘hard’ spaces to create a more
relaxed and greener outdoor environment that is
child- and pedestrian-friendly and offers full access
for people with a disability.
The community served by the centre has been, and will
be, consulted at every stage of the regeneration project.

A lift takes me straight down to the floor where
the swimming pool is. I use the accessible
changing room which has a shower, a shower chair
and a bed which I sit on. It’s hard because there
are no rails to hold onto to get from the shower
to the bed. Once I’m at the poolside, there are
steps to get in and out rather than just a ladder,
so I can manage that. I need my stick to get to
the pool but I just leave it on the side.
My fatigue is too bad to go shopping after
swimming, but it is useful to have the big Asda
close to the leisure centre. All in all, the
new leisure centre has been a really positive
development for me and for others with limited
mobility who want to keep themselves fit.’
Carole Bennett
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‘Are there any other ways of
getting involved?’
Some areas in Leeds have a Neighbourhood Design
Statement (NDS) or a Village Design Statement (VDS).
These are all about identifying, protecting and enhancing
the character of your local environment and fostering
good design that fits in with the local context. They are
promoted by Natural England, the Countryside Agency
and other bodies and are produced by local communities,
supported by Leeds City Council.
Local consultation normally also plays an important
part of the process of designating a Conservation Area.
These are areas of special historic or architectural interest.
Designation means we can manage change so as to
preserve or enhance an area’s special character.
‘Planning for real’ is a positive technique we use with
community groups to simulate a planning task, such
as the potential layout of a development or developing
planning options for an area.

‘I want to be Leeds Children’s Mayor,
because Leeds is a great place to live and
I want to make it better!
What Leeds needs is more youth centres,
where you can go to make friends, go after
school to be safe until someone can collect
you, get a healthy meal as many children
in Leeds do not get healthy food at home,
play sport, get fit and help the community.
The centres could have indoor and outdoor
space. Lots of children don’t have a garden
or space to play. If the centres had their
own grounds, there would be no dog fouling so
children would be safe there. The centres
could be used for Scouts, Cubs, Guides
and Brownies. There are already several
centres for preschool children, which could
be expanded to be used after school time
for older children. School grounds are safe
and have gates, but are often not used after
school and in school holidays.

‘How can children and young
people make their voices heard?’
Wish 11 of Child Friendly City is ‘Children and young
people express their views, feel heard and are actively
involved in decisions that affect their lives’. This includes
providing ‘More opportunities for all children and young
people to get involved in decision-making and influence
change in the city centre and local communities’. Leeds is
addressing this wish in all sorts of ways. For example, in
2014 Leeds Youth Council was consulted on proposals to
increase opportunities for children and families to cycle in
parks by piloting ‘cycle friendly’ areas in parks and looking
at the byelaws that currently restrict cycling in parks.
James Brent of Bardsey Primary School was
a candidate for Children’s Mayor 2014–15
and in his manifesto he had some ideas
for how we can make Leeds a safer,
healthier city:
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CASE STUDY
There are 170 days a year when these
school buildings are not used and this is
a waste of money. We could easily use
them for very little cost. Also we could
use school sports halls to provide sports
clubs and help improve the health of the
community. There are many sports centres
around the city which could offer free
sessions after school to keep young people
entertained rather than sitting playing
video games and being lazy.
Centres could also be used for older
people and young people could learn skills
from them as well. Hopefully, the National
Lottery and Children in Need could help
with projects. Also, fund raisers in school and
working with local businesses with vouchers
to get equipment. Working as a team, the
impossible can be possible! I want to be part
of a better Leeds.’
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Getting children and
young people involved
In 2013 the Minister for Culture,
Communications and the Creative Industries, Ed
Vaizey MP, invited the architect and planner Sir
Terry Farrell CBE to undertake a national review
of architecture and the built environment. His
wide-ranging report focused on five themes:
Education, Outreach and Skills, Design Quality,
Cultural Heritage, Economic Benefits and Built
Environment Policy.
The review stressed the vital role of
education, outreach and custodianship
within the built environment – in other words,
involving people of all ages in the design of
their own environment and helping them to
realise what’s possible rather than just asking
them what they think.
In its response to the review, Leeds City
Council highlighted the part that urban
design-led education and awareness-raising
amongst children and young people is playing
in determining the environment that Leeds
residents will live in – an economic, social and
physical environment that can significantly
affect people’s physical and mental health.
For example:
• Between 1995 and 2011, the council
hosted a schools design competition
inspired by a former director of planning,
Stan Kenyon. The Stan Kenyon Challenge
encouraged young people to engage with
local environment issues, think about
all aspects of living and create ideas for
making Leeds a better place to live in.

• The bi-annual Leeds Architecture
Awards is a key calendar event
for designers and architects
in the city. As part of the 25th
anniversary event, a young
people’s panel – 10 young
people aged between 11 and 18
– visited award-winning buildings
from previous years and assessed each
one against set judging criteria on quality,
design and environmental impact. They
shortlisted over 100 projects to get three
winners – conserved, landscape and
new. The young people presented their
award on stage, speaking to an audience
of renowned designers and architects
from across the country. The intention is
to continue to involve young people in
future years of the award.

NOTES

More than 100 schools completed the
challenge and over 3,000 school children
and staff received awards during 16 years
of activity. The overall winner for 2010–11
for the topic ‘Healthy Communities’
used the challenge to encourage pupils
A sh fi e ld
to think about their ideal community
P ri m a ry ’s
and supported them to interview local
w in ni ng
people of all ages to design their ideal
d e si g n
community, using recycled materials for
much of the construction.

R ic hm on d
H ill p up ils
A b i, D a is y,
J a yd e n a nd
D a vi d
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‘Design a Park’ children’s voices
In the run-up to the London Olympics
2012, officers from NHS Leeds, Parks
and Countryside and the Urban Design
Team asked pupils at Richmond Hill,
Victoria Primary and All Saints Schools in
Richmond Hill to ‘Design a Park’ based on
East End Park in Leeds 9.
All three schools were asked to think
about ways of making the park healthy and
accessible for everyone. Pupils watched
a slideshow of 32 different parks from
around the world to inspire them and
stimulate ideas. This was followed by a
quick photographic tour of East End Park
to show children how the park once looked
and make them aware of the important
aspects of the park that remain.
The pupils began by looking at what
they would like to see in a park.

Despite the health focus, they inevitably
wanted roller coasters and fast food
stands! But they also had some inspiring
ideas – everything from a bicycle-powered
roller coaster to a nature park for the
world’s ten most endangered species.
All three groups appreciated the
need for nature, gardens, trees and
opportunities to promote physical
activity and health. The project drew out
information about how children currently
use the park and how they would like to

E a st E nd
Pa rk in
19 0 0 (l e ft )
a nd 2 0 15

• Victoria Primary School focused on their likes and
dislikes in the park. They designed new entrances
and came up with innovative bin and seat designs.
Two of the girls made models (one at home
in her own time). Persuasive writing was a subject topic
that term so the class designed posters to promote the
Olympic torch relay event at the park and wrote letters
to Leeds City Council to campaign for improvements
and better facilities. These were sent to the MP and local
councillors along with an A3 folder of work after the event.
• Richmond Hill Primary took a plan of East End Park
and sketched in what they would like in their ideal
park. Nature areas, conservation areas, tree houses
and even a costumed character were all sketched onto
the plan. Pupils then drew out their own little park area
and during a class visit considered what apparatus
they would like and how this could help promote
physical activity and access for all. The result was a
series of group models focusing on their ideas, from
zip wires (very popular) to climbing frames. Finally,
pupils considered their wider class theme of fashion
and the involvement of Stella McCartney in designing
the outfit for the British Olympic team. They made
T-shirts to be worn as the Olympic torch made its way
through East End Park on 24th June 2012.
Following on from the project it is hoped that pupils will feel
more comfortable using the park in the future. We hope
to repeat the project, with more of a focus on activity and
wellbeing, food production and nature, as well as fun!

‘I can remember East End Park when
it looked like this. What appears to
be people dotted about, to the left of
the cottage, is actually the swings and
roundabout and slides, etc. Us kids used
to go there every day during the summer
holidays, with a picnic of bread and jam
and a milk bottle full of water! If you
walked down the banking you could watch
the trains chugging by, and our mother
never had any need to worry about us
back then. You had to behave yourself
though, or the park keeper would come
out of his cottage and tell you off and if
you had been particularly bad he would
send you home. Imagine that now! We
used to go and knock on his door and
ask when the swing would be fixed and
things like that, and he’d say, ..I’ll do it
tomorrow... Those were the days......’
use it in the future. It also made
them aware that East End Park is a
valuable resource that needs constant
looking after. Each school worked to a
particular theme:
• All Saints School produced a class
model of their ideal theme park in
a park. They considered the health
possibilities of a theme park (it was
this group who came up with the
idea for a bicycle-powered roller
coaster and running track) but also
did an excellent job of marketing
and presenting a pitch to promote
their theme park.
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Community engagement isn’t just
about talking to members of the general
public. New developments, particularly in
inner city areas, affect local landowners too
and this section of the report concludes
with two case studies to show how Leeds
City Council involves key stakeholders in
the planning process.

CASE STUDY

‘What can I do if a new
development is likely to
affect my business?’
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Aire Valley landowner
engagement
It is crucial for officers to see at first-hand how
change is affecting an area by talking to business
owners who identify with the area and its past and
who care for and want a say in its future. During
work on the Hunslet Riverside Area, Leeds City
Council urban design officers contacted owners of
sites identified as having some strategic importance
to the area, including the owners of Tetley’s
Coaches, British Waterways, Hunslet Mill and
Corrocoat.

Several owners of small and medium-sized businesses
demonstrated a real connection to the area and many
had business roots and family history in the locality.
One business started out in Hunslet Mill when it still
maintained some of its warehouses and developed into a
much larger business as a result.
The engagement demonstrated the vast diversity of
commercial activity going on there and the potential for
expansion and economic growth. Some businesses had
forged links and strong research ties to the universities,
for example, to improve their products and diversify their
business. It became clear that the entrepreneurial spirit
that created the heavy industry characteristic of Hunslet
in the Victorian era remains alive and well and that it’s an
asset to the city as a whole.
Following this initial consultation we convened a
partnership workshop with a wider attendance to present
ideas and get people’s feedback. We wanted to ensure that
landowner concerns and interests would inform the emerging
Area Action Plan, the Hunslet Riverside Area Masterplan and

the aspirations of the Aire Valley Urban Eco Settlement.
We asked landowners to consider the ‘unique selling point’
(USP) of their site in advance of the meeting, and to consider
the contribution it could make to enhancing perceptions
of the area, improving connections, delivering sustainable
housing and development, and providing environmental
benefits consistent with sustainability objectives. The aim was
to create ‘a compelling vision of a popular place which works
well and offers a high quality of life’.
The workshop opened with a short presentation
describing our analysis of the area and outlining the
issues, opportunities and assets we’d identified. We
asked landowners to give us their feedback and used
Post-it notes to place their comments on relevant
sections of the area map.
The feedback gave us a greater understanding of the
area and the issues and opportunities as local landowners
saw them. Their comments subsequently contributed to
the more formal consultation that later took place as part
of the Area Action Plan Framework.
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CASE STUDY

South Bank strategic
landowner partnership
South Leeds is poised for dramatic
transformation, with an enormous potential despite
years of disinvestment, disconnection from the
city centre, and the loss of industries which once
made it vibrant. Without a meaningful vision for
the area, however, that potential could be lost –
the opportunity to create positive spaces, and to
link and build upon remaining assets in the area,
connecting them back to the north side of the river,
and to each other.
The initial South Bank area was centred
around Meadow Lane and included the Tetley
Brewery and ASDA’s headquarters, but continuing
developments and opportunities mean that the
council is now looking at a much wider area.
The boundary now runs from Temple Works and
Holbeck Urban Village, across to Hunslet Mill
on the River Aire. New development (including
building colleges and new offices), the planned
Next Generation Transport route (NGT), and the
announcement of HS2 have all had significant
impacts on thinking for the future and the area’s
prospects. Ultimately, however, the success of
the emerging vision for the area is reliant upon the
interest and support of stakeholders, including
local landowners.

In 2010 the city’s
Executive Board
agreed the creation of
a Planning Statement
for the South Bank.
This gained approval
as informal planning
guidance for the area in
2011. Following an initial
process of consultation
which included
key landowners, a
set of design and
development principles
was created which
included key links
and routes, indicative
building plots and
heights, and the
creation of a new City
Park (see page 20).
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Getting involved
– useful websites
Making Leeds a Child Friendly City: www.leeds.
gov.uk/docs/CfL%20Children%20Young%20
People%20Leaflet.pdf
Conservation Areas: www.leeds.gov.uk/council/
Pages/Conservation-areas.aspx
Design Neighbourhood and Village Design
Statements: www.leeds.gov.uk/council/Pages/
Design-Neighbourhood-and-Village-DesignStatements.aspx
Farrell Review: www.farrellreview.co.uk
Find your local councillor: http://
democracy.leeds.gov.uk/mgFindMember.
aspx?XXR=0&AC=USERSEARCH&sPC
=Enter%20postcode&CL=235&
Forum for Neighbourhood Planning (supports
community groups and individuals to
develop a Neighbourhood Plan): www.
ourneighbourhoodplanning.org.uk
Leeds Neighbourhood Planning Guidance:
www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Leeds%20
Neighbourhood%20Planning%20Guidance.pdf
Planning Aid www.planningaid.rtpi.org.uk
Pre-Application Engagement: A Guide to
Best Practice: www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/PreApplication%20Booklet%20LRAW.PDF
Statement of Community Involvement: www.
leeds.gov.uk/council/Pages/Statement-ofcommunity-involvement.aspx
Using New Public Access to Planning User Guide
– How to Access Planning Information: www.
leeds.gov.uk/docs/New%20PA%20manual%20
2%20Feb%202010.pdf

Ultimately a green corridor will thread through the
city centre, improving connectivity, particularly between
the north and south banks of the River Aire, and acting
as a catalyst for further sustainable regeneration and
brownfield redevelopment opportunities beyond.
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Recommendations
These are my recommendations:
1		Leeds City Council Public Health Directorate should

The move from the NHS to the local authority in April
2013 was seen by many of us in public health as an
exciting opportunity. The reason was the chance to better
influence, through the council, the wider determinants of
health – both now and looking into the future. Nowhere is
this better demonstrated than the Leeds City Council plan
for an additional 70,000 homes by 2028.
On the one hand we have the World Health Organisation
stating that ‘local councils can have their most important
long term effect on health through the decisions they take
about spatial planning’. On the other hand we probably
all know of housing developments that turned out to be,
in health and wellbeing terms, good, bad or ugly. This
results from the inevitable pot pourri of different motives,
viewpoints, influences and finances of the huge range
of individuals, communities, businesses, politicians and
officials, amongst others. All of these differences come
together through the formal planning process. Therefore,
in my report I have wanted to raise the profile of the public
health benefits of good urban design and planning. I want
to see these benefits realised through strengthening the
voice of individuals and communities in shaping their local
area through all aspects of the planning process.
I hope the case studies illustrate the different ways that
Leeds City Council is seeking the influence of citizens and
communities. No-one, least of all the authors of these case
studies, claims there isn’t room for improvement. However,
I hope my report has provided more understanding about
opportunities for engagement and influence.
Leeds City Council demonstrated its ambition by
leading a national commission on the future of local
government https://civicenterpriseuk.wordpress.com/
This explicitly called for the mobilisation of the talents of
citizens and communities. Let’s ensure that these talents
are maximised in determining how the 70,000 homes help
power the economy forward, improve heath, reduce health
inequalities and contribute to the sustainability of our city.

be involved in early discussions relating to all new
major housing developments, ideally at the preapplication stage, to ensure that health impacts are
considered.

2		Developers should follow the principles set out in

the Neighbourhoods for Living document and use
this Annual Report of the Director of Public Health
as a complementary guide that draws out the public
health benefits of good design.

3		The three Leeds Clinical Commissioning Groups

(CCGs) should actively engage with the planning
process in their areas as they take on responsibility
for the commissioning of primary health care
services.

4		Leeds City Council Public Health Directorate should
promote the NICE recommendations on physical
activity and the environment.

5		Developers should consider design principles around

food and climate change that are not covered
specifically in Neighbourhoods for Living:
• Avoid the local food supply being monopolised by
a single provider, enabling choice.
• Wherever possible, safeguard allotments, good
agricultural land, gardens or other growing land.
• Wherever possible, build cooking facilities into
community facilities and schools.
• Consider measures to prevent overheating of
homes including passive ventilation, providing cool
and attractive outdoor areas, and the use of plants
to create shade.
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